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Business Recorder, 01-03-19
US wins dispute over China grain subsidies before WTO
GENEVA: The World Trade Organization on Thursday sided with Washington in a dispute it
filed three years ago over “unfair” Chinese subsidies to producers of wheat and rice.
Back in 2016, the United States alleged that China doled out $100 billion in “market price
support” for wheat and rice as well as corn production, above levels agreed at the Geneva-based
WTO.
A panel established by the WTO’s Dispute Settlement Body to rule on the matter found
Thursday that the grain subsidies provided by Beijing exceeded the accepted level, and that
China had “acted inconsistently with its obligations” under international trade rules.
The experts said they had found that each year from 2012 to 2015, China’s market price support
for wheat, Indica rice and Japonica rice “exceeded its 8.5 percent de minimis level of support for
each of these products.”
The WTO panel said it had not considered whether China had also exceeded the acceptable
subsidies for corn producers, since it found China had removed the challenged subsidy before the
US launched its complaint.
Both sides have up to 60 days to appeal Thursday’s ruling.
US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue hailed the
ruling in a statement as a “significant victory for US agriculture that will help American farmers
compete on a more level playing field”.
“The United States proved that China for years provided government support for its grain
producers far in excess of the levels China agreed to when it joined the WTO” in 2001,
Lighthizer said.
“We expect China to quickly come into compliance with its WTO obligations,” he added.
China is the world’s largest producer of wheat and rice, holding significant sway over world
markets. The news of the WTO ruling comes as Washington and Beijing strive to reach a new
trade agreement to avoid escalating their trade war.
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After exchanging punitive tariffs on more than $360 billion in total two-way trade, US President
Donald Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping declared a truce in December and agreed
to hold off on further tariffs or retaliation for 90 days. Trump announced Sunday that he would
delay a planned further hike in tariffs on Chinese goods this week after he and Beijing both
hailed “substantial progress” in trade negotiations.—AFP

Business Recorder, 01-03-19
China’s iron ore flat, steel prices rise
BEIJING: China’s iron ore futures ended little changed on Wednesday after hitting a three-week
low in the previous session, as market expects demand from steel mills to pick up ahead of the
peak spring construction season.
The most traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange for May delivery closed
0.1 percent lower at 593 Yuan ($88.73) a tonne.
The contract had shed 3.2 percent on Tuesday and hit 586 Yuan, its lowest since Feb. 1, on news
that Brazilian exports of the steelmaking raw material were averaging higher year-on-year
despite miner Vale’s tailings dam accident last month.
The spring period beginning in March, after China’s Lunar New Year holiday, “is generally the
peak season for steel products demand,” said Zhao Xiaobo, an analyst with Sinosteel Futures in
Beijing, adding that there should be a high concentration of construction sites starting work next
month.
The most active construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange rose for a
fourth day on Wednesday, climbing 0.2 percent to 3,715 Yuan a tonne, while hot-rolled steel coil
gained 0.5 percent to 3,734 yuan a tonne.
Gains were nonetheless capped by high stock levels. Total iron ore inventories at Chinese ports
currently stand at 145.05 million tonnes, according to Steel Home, the highest level since Sept.
21 last year.
“This may be due to some steel mills being forced to adhere to stricter sintering curbs in
Tangshan,” ANZ wrote in a note, referring to China’s top steel-producing city in Hebei
province.
Wednesday marks the first day that the Dalian exchange, whose iron ore futures trading volumes
have been slumping in recent month, is allowing individual foreign investors to trade the
contract.
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“I do not think it would cause significant changes to price movement as the key players in the
industry are already trading the Dalian iron ore futures since 2016,” said Darren Toh, a data
scientist with Singapore-based steel and iron ore data analytics company Tivlon Technologies.
Among other steelmaking raw materials, coking coal added 0.6 percent to 1,295.5 yuan a tonne,
having touched a two-week high, while coke edged down 0.2 percent to 2,122 yuan a tonne.
Physical coking coal markets remain “active, with Chinese traders keen to secure premium hard
coking coal,” pushing Australian prices higher, ANZ said.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 01-03-19
China factory activity hits lowest level in three years
BEIJING: China’s manufacturing activity shrank for a third straight month in February, sinking
to its worst performance in three years as the economy slows and the US trade war bites, official
data showed Thursday.
The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI), a gauge of factory conditions, came in at 49.2 for the
month, down from 49.5 in January, according to the National Bureau of Statistics (NBS).
The figure remained below the 50.0 mark separating expansion from contraction. It fell short of
the 49.5 reading tipped in a Bloomberg News survey of economists.
Although manufacturing activity slowed, “market demand has picked up to some extent”, NBS
analyst Zhao Qinghe said in a statement.
However, “under the influence of weakening global growth momentum and intensified trade
protectionism, foreign trade is under relatively big pressure”, Zhao added.
China’s economy has been losing steam over the past several months, expanding by 6.6 percent
in 2018, its slowest pace in nearly three decades as the government battles a massive debt pile.
“The official PMIs suggest that growth remains under pressure and we expect conditions to
weaken further in the coming months,” Julian Evans-Pritchard of Capital Economics wrote in a
research note.
“While there are tentative signs that credit growth is now starting to bottom out, we don’t think
that will put a floor beneath growth until the middle of this year at the earliest,” he added.
The trade conflict with the United States has also inflicted some damage, with the two countries
hammering each other with punitive tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade.
But the two sides said negotiations last week resulted in “substantial progress”, prompting US
President Donald Trump to delay a hike in tariffs and voice hope that he could soon sign a deal
with Chinese leader Xi Jinping.—AFP

Business Recorder, 01-03-19
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China stocks down, but post biggest monthly gain in nearly 4 years
SHANGHAI: Chinese shares ended lower on Thursday on concerns about Sino-US trade and
slowing growth, but the country’s main stock indexes posted their biggest monthly gains in
nearly four years on investor hopes for government stimulus and policy support.
At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was down 0.44 percent at 2,940.95. The index ended
February with a 13.8 percent rise, its biggest monthly gain since April 2015.
The blue-chip CSI300 index finished down 0.25 percent, but posted its biggest monthly gain
since April 2015, rising 14.6 percent.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 0.35 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was higher by 1.004 percent.
Factory activity in China contracted for the third straight month in February, and export orders
fell to the lowest level since the global financial crisis, underscoring concerns over a slowdown
in the world’s second-largest economy. US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer on
Wednesday cautioned that much work was still needed to nail down a US-China trade
agreement, including working out how it will be enforced, and that the United States would need
to maintain the threat of tariffs on Chinese goods for years even if Washington and Beijing strike
a deal to end a costly tariff war.
But highlighting official concern about supporting the country’s financial markets, a central bank
official said on Thursday that China would strengthen real-time monitoring of its stock, bond and
foreign exchange markets to guard against risks.
Around the region, MSCI’s Asia ex-Japan stock index was weaker by 0.61 percent, while
Japan’s Nikkei index closed down 0.79 percent.
At 07:15 GMT, the yuan was quoted at 6.6828 per US dollar, 0.04 percent firmer than the
previous close of 6.6855.
The largest percentage gainers on the main Shanghai Composite index were Henan Yinge
Industrial Investment Co Ltd, up 10.15 percent, followed by HualingXingma Automobile Group
Co Ltd, gaining 10.12 percent, and Shanghai Shenqi Pharmaceutical Investment Management Co
Ltd, up by 10.09 percent.
The largest percentage losers on the Shanghai index were Shanghai AJ Group Co Ltd, down
10.02 percent, followed by Shanghai Shibei Hi-Tech Co Ltd, losing 10.02 percent, and Anxin
Trust Co Ltd, down by 10.01 percent.
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So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 17.9 percent and the CSI300 has risen 21.9
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 12.2 percent.
About 35.02 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai exchange, roughly 161.0 percent of the
market’s 30-day moving average of 21.76 billion shares a day. The volume in the previous
trading session was 47.50 billion.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 01-03-19
Brent eases as trade talks drag, China’s economy shows weakness
Reuter’s poll shows oil price rally pessimism
NEW YORK: Brent oil fell while US crude futures steadied on Thursday as US-China trade
tensions persisted, both Chinese and Indian economies showed signs of slowing and news of
surging US production undermined OPEC-led output curbs.
Global benchmark Brent crude futures for April were down 38 cents, or 0.6 percent, at $66.01 a
barrel by 1:18 p.m. EST (1818 GMT), ahead of expiry. The more active May Brent contract fell
27 cents, or 0.4 percent, to $66.31.
US West Texas Intermediate (WTI) crude for April delivery rose 15 cents, or 0.3 percent, to
$57.09.
Factory activity in China, the world’s biggest oil importer, shrank for a third month in February
as export orders fell at the fastest pace since the financial crisis a decade ago.
India’s economy lost momentum in the final quarter of 2018, reducing the annual rate of growth
to 6.6 percent, the slowest pace in five quarters and much less than expected.
“The energy complex will require major assistance from a renewed up-trend in the equities
and/or some sustainable weakening in the US dollar if WTI is able to lift much above the $58
mark,” Jim Ritterbusch, president of Ritterbusch and Associates, said in a note.
A Reuter’s survey of 36 economists and analysts indicated growing pessimism about prospects
for a significant price rally this year, forecasting Brent would average $66.44 in 2019, slightly
lower than the January forecast.
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“In the short-term, oil markets are going to be characterized by supply tightness on international
markets,” said Emirates NBD’s Edward Bell. “Over the rest of 2019, though, the rising oil price
sits incongruously with slowing economic growth in major markets.”
The United States is working to hammer out a detailed trade agreement with China that will
include specific structural commitments, US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin told CNBC in
an interview from London, citing progress in recent talks and hopes for the weeks ahead.
Earlier, US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer dampened expectations of a swift resolution
to the dispute. He said issues were “too serious” to be resolved merely with promises from
Beijing to purchase more US goods.
Crude prices have also been dragged by news that US oil production surged more than 2 million
barrels per day (bpd) in the past year to a record 12.1 million bpd last week.
Prices have been supported since January by supply cuts from the Organization of the Petroleum
Exporting Countries and allies such as Russia - a group known as OPEC+.
“You’ve got a tug of war between the bullish sentiments from OPEC+ cuts where they are
actually sticking to it versus US shale production,” said Darrell Fletcher, senior managing
director of commodities at Huntington Bank.
“I do think in the past week or two, the upper hand has gone to the bullish side because of the
numbers coming in from the production cuts.”
US imports from Saudi Arabia and Venezuela to the US have dropped sharply, helping to draw
down US commercial crude inventories by 8.6 million barrels last week, government data
showed on Wednesday.
Russian Energy Minister Alexander Novak and his Saudi counterpart Khalid al-Falih discussed
in a phone call bilateral cooperation in the energy sphere, Russia’s energy ministry said in a
statement on Thursday, without elaborating.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
More fuel for China stocks as MSCI ups weighting
SHANGHAI: Global stock index compiler MSCI will increase the weighting of Chinese-listed
firms in a key benchmark and nearly double the number of those included, a move expected to
boost acceptance of China’s often volatile equities markets and attract billions in investment.
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The US-based firm, which last year added 236 China-listed large-cap stocks to its Emerging
Markets Index for the first time, said in an announcement late Thursday it would quadruple those
shares’ weighting in three stages by November.
It will also add 168 new mid-caps in November, plus 27 stocks from the tech-heavy ChiNext
board.
MSCI inclusion is expected to spur big foreign investment inflows as institutional funds buy
shares of the China-listed companies — known as “A-shares” — to match their portfolios to
MSCI.
The Shanghai Composite Index rose 0.78 percent by late morning trade following the news.
China’s second exchange in Shenzhen gained 0.51 percent.
MSCI resisted adding A-shares for years due to concern over Chinese corporate governance;
Beijing’s meddling in markets, restricted foreign access to stocks, and their high volatility.
But it said last year the equities had become “too big to ignore”.
China has also taken a number of steps to modernize and open up its financial markets, which
MSCI cited as key factors in the latest decision.
“The strong commitment by Chinese regulators to continue to improve market accessibility... is
another critical factor that has won the support of international institutional investors,” said
Remy Briand, MSCI’s managing director.
A-shares now account for just 0.71 percent of the Emerging Markets Index but that will increase
to 3.3 percent by November, MSCI said.
Firms related to China but not traded there already make up more than 30 percent of the index,
however, due to the inclusion years ago of heavyweights like Wall Street-listed Alibaba and
Baidu, and Hong Kong-listed Tencent.
‘Very excited’
Chinese stocks tanked in 2018 but have rebound around 18 percent this year as trade-war fears
subside and the government has rolled out a series of market-supporting policies.
Bao Ting, a strategy analyst with Great Wall Securities, said MSCI’s latest decision could lure
an additional $70 billion in foreign funds into A-shares.
“Attractive Chinese stock valuations and looser monetary policies will lure more foreign
capital,” she said.
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China has long shielded its markets but in recent years has widened foreign access to increase its
global financial footprint.
It also plans to launch a Nasdaq-style tech board in Shanghai to deter big Chinese start-ups from
listing abroad.
Shares included by MSCI last year included heavyweights such as Kweichow Moutai, the
world’s largest distiller, automaker SAIC, and consumer appliance giant Midea.
Fund management company T. Rowe Price welcomed MSCI’s decision, saying it increases the
internationalization of Chinese markets and could benefit corporate governance.
“This should be a good incentive for local companies to increase the transparency of their
reporting practices and to adopt strategies that more firmly consider shareholders’ interest,” said
Eric Moffett, manager of T. Rowe Price’s Asia Opportunities Fund.
We are very excited about the opportunity set in this market and its growing relevance to
investors outside of Asia.”-AFP

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
UAF, Chinese varsity sign MoU
RECORDER REPORT
FAISALABAD: The University of Agriculture Faisalabad and China Agricultural University
(CAU) have inked a memorandum of understanding (MoU) to collaborate in the area of
academia and research. The MoU was signed by UAF Vice Chancellor Dr. ZafarIqbalRandhawa
and CAU Dean College of Horticulture Prof Han Zhenhai on behalf of the CAU President Prof
Dr Sun Qixin.

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
US vows Philippines defense if attacked in China-claimed Sea
MANILA: US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Friday vowed to defend the Philippines
against “armed attack” in the disputed South China Sea, in Washington’s starkest warning yet
against Chinese claims to most of the strategic waterway.
Speaking in Manila after meeting with Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, Pompeo said
Beijing’s actions in waters also claimed by the Southeast Asian nation and other neighbors were
a threat.
“China’s island-building and military activities in the South China Sea threaten your sovereignty,
security and therefore economic livelihood, as well as that of the United States,” he said.
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“As the South China Sea is part of the Pacific, any armed attack on Philippine forces, aircraft or
public vessels in the South China Sea will trigger mutual defense obligations under Article 4 of
our Mutual DefenceTreaty?”
Pompeo’s comments mark the first time a US official has publicly stated Washington’s
commitment to defending its poorly-armed ally in the flashpoint sea.
A 1951 US-Philippine mutual defense treaty committed Manila and its former colonial master to
come to each other’s aid in case of “armed attack in the Pacific area”.
Philippine troops and fishermen have frequently complained about harassment by Chinese
maritime security forces.
Reacting to Pompeo, Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said Beijing was committed
to keeping peace and stability in the region.
He added that for countries outside the region “such as the United States... it is not necessary to
be deliberately provocative, or stir up trouble.”
The United States has said it is not taking sides in the dispute over waters claimed by China, the
Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam.
However, Washington has asserted its right to freely sail over waters through which trillions of
dollars in global trade pass through each year and which reputedly contain vast mineral and oil
reserves.
The Philippines used to be a staunch critic of China’s claims over the sea. But after his election
in 2016 Duterte put the dispute on the back burner in favor of courting Chinese trade and
investment.
He threatened a split with the United States and called then President Barack Obama a “son of a
whore”, but relations are being rebuilt under President Donald Trump.
Senior Duterte officials have called for clarification on whether the US defense pact applies to
the maritime row.
But Philippine Foreign Secretary TeodoroLocsin said Friday that Manila was “very confident” in
US backing.
Pompeo also warned the Philippines and other nations against using technology from Chinese
telecoms giant Huawei. The Philippines’ Globe Telecom plans to roll out Huawei commercial
5G services this year, while the Duterte government signed a $400 million deal for Huawei to
install closed-circuit television cameras in two Philippine cities to deter crime. US officials
suspect Beijing could use Huawei’s products to spy on foreign governments. The company
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denies the allegations. On Friday, Pompeo said using Huawei technology carried risks. “We want
to make sure that the world has their eyes wide open as to the risks of having that technology be
part of the infrastructure or backbone or networks,” Pompeo said. The Chinese foreign ministry
spokesman replied: “The government and people of any country probably know better what is
good for their country than anyone else”.—AFP

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
SE Asian stocks: Indonesia gains; Philippines falls on MSCI’s China plan
SINGAPORE: Indonesian shares rose on Friday as upbeat economic data and forecast buoyed
investor sentiment, while Philippine stocks fell on worries of fund outflows after index publisher
MSCI said it would raise the weight of Chinese mainland shares in its global benchmarks.
The Jakarta SE Composite Index climbed 0.9 percent, snapping two straight sessions of declines,
supported by consumer and telecom stocks.
Index heavyweight Unilever Indonesia Tbk PT gained 0.8 percent, while Smartfren Telecom Tbk
PT rose 7.8 percent.
The central bank governor said he expected the first-quarter current account deficit to be
narrower than the previous quarter, with a surplus in balance of payments.
The annual inflation rate cooled more than expected to the lowest in almost a decade, near the
lower end of the central bank’s target range, due to falling food prices.
Vietnam shares jumped 1.5 percent, recouping some of the losses in the previous session, in
broad-based gains.
The reversal was caused by a large price gap resulting from Thursday’s strong selling activities,
said Bui Nguyen Khoa, head of macro research at BIDV Securities Company.
However, he said, “This recovery trend may not last long when the market faces a strong
resistance level at 1,000 points.”
The Vietnam stock index, which has been the top performer in Southeast Asia since the turn of
the year, declined 0.9 percent for the week in its first weekly fall in three.
Philippine shares fell 0.8 percent to a two-month closing low and were the worst hit in Southeast
Asia.
MSCI said it will increase the inclusion factor of Chinese large-cap stocks to 20 percent from the
current 5 percent later this year, potentially drawing more than $80 billion of fresh foreign
inflows to the world’s second-largest economy.
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Malaysian stocks closed 0.4 percent lower, dragged by utility and consumer sectors, but fell 1.2
percent for the week, snapping three straight weekly gains.
Malaysia’s trade surplus is expected to have narrowed to 9.2 billion ringgit ($2.26 billion) in
January from 10.4 billion ringgit in December, a Reuters poll showed.
Thai stocks closed 0.7 percent lower, while Singapore shares were marginally higher.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
China stocks rise as MSCI tightens its embrace
SHANGHAI: Chinese shares rose Friday after global stock index compiler MSCI said it will
significantly raise China’s profile in a key equities benchmark, a move expected to help
normalize the country’s often volatile markets and attract billions in investment.
The US-based firm, which last year added 236 China-listed large-cap stocks to its Emerging
Markets Index for the first time, said late Thursday it would quadruple those shares’ weighting in
three stages between May and November.
It will also add 168 new mid-caps and 27 stocks from the tech-heavy ChiNext board.
MSCI inclusion is expected to spur foreign investment inflows as institutional funds buy shares
of the China-listed companies — known as “A-shares” — to match their portfolios to MSCI.
Chinese stocks endured an up-and-down session on Friday but the Shanghai Composite Index
closed 1.80 percent up, or 53.06 points, at 2,994.01. The Shenzhen Composite Index, China’s
second exchange, closed 1.20 percent higher, or 18.51 points, at 1,564.84.
MSCI had resisted adding A-shares for years due to concern over Chinese corporate governance;
Beijing’s meddling in markets, restricted foreign access to stocks, and their high volatility.
But China has moved to modernize and open up its markets, which MSCI cited as key factors in
the latest decision.
“The strong commitment by Chinese regulators to continue to improve market accessibility... is
another critical factor that has won the support of international institutional investors,” said
Remy Briand, MSCI’s managing director.
A-shares now account for just 0.71 percent of the Emerging Markets Index but that will increase
to 3.3 percent by November, MSCI said.
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Firms related to China but not traded there already make up more than 30 percent of the index,
however, due to the inclusion years ago of heavyweights like Wall Street-listed Alibaba and
Baidu, and Hong Kong-listed Tencent.
Chinese stocks tanked in 2018 but have rebound around 18 percent this year as trade-war fears
subside and the government has rolled out a series of market-supporting policies.
Bao Ting, a strategy analyst with Great Wall Securities, said MSCI’s latest decision could lure
an additional $70 billion in foreign funds into A-shares.
“Attractive Chinese stock valuations and looser monetary policies will lure more foreign
capital,” she said.
China has long shielded its markets but in recent years has widened foreign access to increase its
global financial footprint.
It also plans to launch a Nasdaq-style tech board in Shanghai to deter big Chinese start-ups from
listing abroad.
Many shares already in the MSCI index or which will be included gained on Friday.
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China rose 1.74 percent to 5.85 yuan and China Construction
Bank added 2.23 percent to 7.34 yuan.
Fiber glass producer China Jushi gained 2.83 percent to 11.27 yuan and feedstuffs producer
Guangdong Haid Group rose 1.55 percent to 26.85 yuan.
In housewares, Zhejiang Supor jumped 4.98 percent to 64.56 yuan and Wuxi Little Swan added
0.81 percent to 55.80 yuan.
Fund management company T. Rowe Price welcomed MSCI’s decision, saying the greater
global scrutiny could nudge Chinese companies toward better corporate governance.
“We are very excited about the opportunity set in this market and its growing relevance to
investors outside of Asia,” said Eric Moffett, manager of T. Rowe Price’s Asia Opportunities
Fund.—AFP

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
Chinese iron ore, steel futures rise for third month
MANILA: Chinese iron ore and steel futures rose on Thursday, supported by expectations that
construction activities in the world’s second-largest economy would gather steam starting next
month, boosting demand for the commodities.
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The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange for May delivery gained 2
percent to close at 609.5 yuan ($91.21) a tonne. It rose in three of the last four sessions and
posted its third consecutive monthly gain.
The contract, however, has pulled back by about 8 percent after a rally fuelled by supply
concerns had propelled it to a record 657.5 yuan on Feb. 12, in the wake of top miner Vale SA’s
disastrous tailings dam burst in Brazil last month.
“The weather is getting warmer so I think the steel demand in the construction sector will
recover from next month, but not strongly,” said a trader at RizhaoHuaxin International Trade in
Shandong province.
Steel inventories in China remained “very high”, the trader said.
Steel demand has been slow in China since the latter part of 2018 as many construction projects
were halted amid the cold weather and with the Chinese economy losing steam.
However, supply in the world’s top steel producer and consumer remained plentiful
notwithstanding output curbs intended to fight pollution.
China, which produces half the world’s steel, had crude steel output of 928.3 million tonnes last
year. Its output in January rose 4.3 percent from a year earlier to 75.0 million tonnes, according
to data from the World Steel Association.
Iron ore inventories at Chinese ports currently stand at 145.05 million tonnes, according to
SteelHome consultancy, the highest level since Sept. 21, 2018.
The most-active construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange, for May
delivery, ended a volatile trade up 0.6 percent at 3,750 yuan.
The contract has risen 10 percent this year, and also posted its third monthly gain, supported by
optimism that China’s economic stimulus measures would boost steel demand.
Hot-rolled coil ended 1 percent higher at 3,778 yuan, after swinging between losses and gains.
Hot-rolled coil, steel that is heat-processed into metal sheets used for car bodies and household
appliances, was a steady profit driver for mills but orders are now slowing down as China’s auto
sector contracts.
Coking coal ended 0.4 percent lower at 1,296 yuan a tonne, while coke slipped 0.4 percent to
2,124.5 yuan.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
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China’s 2018 coal usage rises
BEIJING: China’s coal consumption rose for a second year in a row in 2018, but coal’s share of
total energy consumption fell below 60 percent for the first time as cleaner energy sources
gained ground, official data showed on Thursday.
The world’s biggest coal consumer used 1 percent more coal in absolute terms last year than in
2017, China’s National Bureau of Statistics said in an annual communique. Coal consumption
had risen for the first time in four years in 2017.
However, coal accounted for only 59 percent of China’s overall energy consumption last year,
down 1.4 percentage points from 2017, while gas, nuclear power and renewable energy
combined accounted for 22.1 percent, up 1.3 percentage points.
That brings the world’s biggest emitter of greenhouse gases closer to its target of reducing the
proportion of coal in its energy mix to below 58 percent by 2020.
The result came as China’s total energy consumption rose by 3.3 percent year-on-year in 2018,
the data showed. Electricity usage rose 8.5 percent last year, according to the National Energy
Administration.
“The good news is that renewable energy continued to grow rapidly in 2018, and new aggressive
air pollution policies were introduced,” LauriMyllyvirta, an analyst at environmental group
Greenpeace, said in a note.
However, a rapid rise in energy consumption, including increased residential electricity usage,
still resulted in the biggest gain in CO2 emissions since at least 2013, Myllyvirta said.
“The increase in coal consumption since late 2016 has resulted from growth in electricity
demand and expansion of the highly-polluting coal-to-chemical industry,” he said.
Beijing’s efforts to stimulate the economy were contributing to increased energy consumption,
said Peter Kiernan, lead energy analyst at the Economist Intelligence Unit in Singapore.
“The problem is that the government tries to stimulate the economy because it fears slowdowns,”
he said. “But this just leads to higher energy consumption from resource-intensive industries
such as construction.”
Coal’s share in China’s energy mix has fallen from 64 percent in 2015, Kiernan noted, but this
rate of reduction is currently “too slow compared to the pace required, both domestically and
globally, if emissions are to start falling sharply.”
Carbon intensity, measured in carbon dioxide emissions per 10,000 yuan ($1,497) worth of GDP,
fell 4 percent last year as China strives to cap its emissions by around 2030.
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Liu Youbin, a spokesman for China’s Ministry of Ecology and Environment, said at a press
conference on Thursday that China had bettered its carbon intensity reduction target for 2018 by
0.1 percentage points.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
Zinc gains on dwindling stocks, copper down on China worries
Nickel hits six-month peak
LONDON: Zinc rose on Friday on concern about shortages after inventories slid, but some other
industrial metals were softer after factory activity in top metals consumer China contracted.
Zinc mines have been ramping up, but smelters have not been able to keep up, so shortages of
refined metal have persisted.
“Most if not all Western smelters are probably working flat out, but in China, with the
environmental scrutiny clampdown, capacity is being cut and new capacity has been delayed,”
said Robin Bhar, head of metals research at SocieteGenerale in London.
“The deficit in the refined market is being met by the drawdown in stocks, so that’s lending a lot
of support to the zinc price.”
On-warrant zinc inventories in warehouses registered with the London Metal Exchange, material
that is not earmarked for delivery, fell to 46,000 tonnes this week, LME data showed. That was
the lowest since at least 1998, having more than halved so far this year.
Benchmark LME zinc rose 0.2 percent to $2,784.50 a tonne in closing open outcry activity after
climbing 13 percent so far this year.
Some metals were pressured after China’s factory activity contracted for a third straight month in
February albeit at a slower pace, helped by improvements in domestic manufacturing, a private
survey showed on Friday.
“There’s still a lot of caution because of trade tensions, China slowing and physical premiums
are tracking sideways,” Bhar said.
Three-month LME copper shed 0.5 percent to end at $6,478 a tonne.
Earlier this week, available LME copper stocks fell to 21,600 tonnes, their lowest since 2005.
“The fact that spreads are not insanely backwardated at these levels of stocks tells you that there
is some metal around but it isn’t necessarily on the LME,” said Guy Wolf, head of global market
analytics at MarexSpectron.
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The backwardation - the premium of cash copper over the three-month LME contract - was at
$44 a tonne on Friday, compared to a discount of $23.25 a month ago, but far from a peak
premium of $149 seen in 2012.
China’s Yangshan copper import premium fell to as low as $48 a tonne, the lowest since April
2017, suggesting weak physical demand.
LME nickel, used to make stainless steel, finished up 1.1 percent at $13,195 a tonne after
touching a six-month peak of $13,400, tracking the surging Chinese ferrous complex.
Aluminium added 0.4 percent to close at $1,918 a tonne, lead fell 0.4 percent to $2,143 and tin
dipped 0.1 percent to $21,620.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
China’s fledgling junk bond market spawns new breed of vulture funds
Samuel Shen and Noah Sin
When the Shanghai-traded bonds of conglomerate China Minsheng Investment Group plunged
40 percent over two days in January after news it had missed a repayment, Beijing-based hedge
fund manager Jash Zhang smelled blood.
As the private investors in the bond rushed to sell, Zhang snapped up CMIG’s dumped bonds at
about 50 yuan ($7.48) apiece, or half their face value, betting that the 300-billion-yuan company
would eventually repay the debt.
The strategy, she said, is simply to pounce when faint-hearted investors are wavering.
“When bad news breaks about an issuer, some funds will scramble to sell the bonds,” said Liu
Xiaofang, head of investment research at Shanghai Fengshi Asset Management Ltd, which
launched its first vulture fund in September. But the bonds’ underlying problem might be “not
that big,” creating opportunities.
Zhang and Liu are among a new flock of vulture investors that have emerged in China’s
corporate bond market in the last year, seeking to profit from steep sell-offs.
The risky but potentially lucrative business of trading in bonds on the verge of default is in its
infancy in China, almost as new as the phenomenon of corporate defaults in the state-run
economy.
A regulatory source said only a handful of other hedge funds have entered the trade, including
Lanjing Investment, Colight Asset Management, Jing Tang Investment and Yongle Fund
Management. The source declined to be named because of the sensitivity of the matter.
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By some estimates, the market in such distressed bonds is worth just 10 billion yuan ($1.5
billion), a tiny fraction of the $472 billion corporate bond market.
But analysts expect it to grow rapidly as the country’s default wave, driven by funding squeezes
in the private sector, claims more victims.
The strategy of trading in distressed bonds is more commonplace in mature markets, with
recognizable names such as Elliot Management and Aurelius Capital known for their aggressive
recovery tactics.
The emergence of vultures in China, spurred by a record number of delinquencies in 2018, could
help improve liquidity in a corporate bond market that has traditionally been dominated by lowrisk investors such as mutual funds, brokers and insurers.
In all, 45 companies in sectors ranging from real estate to industrials and mining defaulted on
117 bonds with a total principal amount of 110.5 billion yuan in 2018, according to ratings
agency Fitch.
That is more than all the previous years’ sums combined. China’s first bond default occurred in
2014.
“The (Chinese) government did not really allow defaults to happen until about four years ago,”
said Ben Zhu, a Hong Kong-based distressed debt investor. “As defaults spread, the bad apples
get picked out. These companies will lose access to financing, and that’s a good thing.”
For Liu of Fengshi Asset Management, the game of hunting for “fallen angels” has been highly
profitable.
Last November, when Kangmei Pharmaceutical Co’s debt instruments dived on a wave of
negative reports suggesting reckless fundraising and insider trading by the firm, Liu bought for
70 cents on the dollar one of its bonds that would mature soon.
“The market consensus was that this company was cooking books. But we didn’t think the
problem was big enough to lead to an imminent default,” Liu said.
Kangmei paid investors in full the next month.
“On an annualized basis, it’s a return of several hundred percent. On an absolute basis, it was a
gain of around 40 percent. And we bet heavily,” he said.
More audacious investors like to buy bonds that have failed to repay investors on time.
“There’s too much panic around defaults,” said Zhou Li, president of Rationalstone Investment.
“Whenever a company defaults, people would assume the (bond) value would be wiped out to
naught. But that’s not the case.”
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He added that not all technical defaults - such as a delay in payment - would lead to genuine
defaults. And some or all of the money can be recovered, he said, making bargain hunting
profitable.
Distressed asset specialists previously active only in lending markets are now venturing into
troubled bonds. Guoho AMC, a bad-loan company in eastern Anhui province, is one example.
“We see mutual funds dumping them in the market. They have to. For them, it’s toxic,” said Liu
Zhenhua, Guoho’s Shanghai general manager. “But as a bad-loan company, we’re good at
assessing its value. You need an eye to spot gold in a junk market.”
Skeptics say this money-making model will falter in China.
Desmond Kuang, portfolio manager at Income Partners Asset Management in Hong Kong, said
the typical strategy would be to buy into cheap bonds after thorough research and with some
conviction that the investment can be recovered. That may not work in China, he said, where
there is a lack of transparency in company disclosures.
There will be a lot of luck required onshore,” he said.
Fengshi Asset Management’s Liu said the risks could be big, and such a strategy would typically
require clients with strong nerves to commit their funds for three to five years.
“It’s a gamble. And you’re betting against professional institutions, not layman retail investors,”
Liu said. “This game is very demanding in your ability to identify and assess risks.”—Reuters

Business Recorder, 02-03-19
Singaporean businessmen keen to invest in CPEC projects
RECORDER REPORT
LAHORE: A high powered business delegation from Singapore on Friday visited the Lahore
Chamber of Commerce & Industry and held B2B meetings with their Pakistani counterparts to
explore new trade and investment opportunities in Pakistan.
ShamsherZaman, who is also Singapore’s Ambassador to Jordan led the delegation representing
a wide range of sectors such as construction, oil & gas, agriculture & livestock, chemicals,
professional services, plastic & rubber industry, logistics, packaging, power, marble and halal
food.
ShamsherZaman and LCCI President Almas Hyder termed it a historic “economic event” as this
is the first-ever huge business delegation of Singapore visiting Pakistan to identify areas where
Singapore companies can invest.
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Speaking on the occasion, ShamsherZaman said that Singapore is a small country as compared to
Pakistan, yet it is one of the strong economies of the world. Interaction between business
communities of the two countries can greatly help Pakistan learn from the experience of
Singapore.
He said that businessmen of Singapore are quite keen to invest in the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) projects. A lot of Singapore companies are interested in CPEC and Singapore
companies have a lot of expertise in infrastructure, industrial parks.
The delegation head said that SMEs are an important part of Singapore’s economy and the same
situation prevails in Pakistan. Singapore started engaging countries in Africa, the Middle East
and with zero business to start with but now their businesses were in billions, he said. Pakistani
businessmen should have sustainable liaison with the businessmen in Singapore as they are not
much aware of the trade and investment opportunities in Pakistan, he said.
ShamsherZaman said that Pakistan is a big market with over 200 million people that’s why
businessmen of Singapore have keen interest. He also called for exchange of trade delegations on
reciprocal basis.
LCCI President Almas Hyder said that Singapore can be rated as the best model country for the
whole Asia. He said that the balance of trade has traditionally been in favor of Singapore.
Though, the figures of bilateral trade are around US $1 billion but both the countries have great
potential to double and triple these trade figures in 5 to 10 years.
He said the trade profile sets an encouraging note for expansion of trade and investment ties
between the two economies. The identification of the markets for specific products is a prerequisite for expansion of trade. The major items of exports to Singapore are articles of apparel,
petroleum oils and surgical instruments. On the other hand, petroleum gas, vessels for breaking,
medical instruments, chemicals and data processing machines etc., are imported from Singapore.
He said that Pakistani government is committed to ensure that the best facilitating environment is
provided to the foreign investors in almost all the spheres of economic activity. Special
economic zones are being established under the CPEC and friends of Pakistan are initiating a
number of mega projects in Pakistan. Singapore business community can take advantage of
Pakistan’s geographic location as a center point to South Asian, Central Asian, Gulf and Middle
Eastern market.
The future is bright for us and we should make the most of it”, he added.

Business Recorder, 03-03-19
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China says it welcomes delay on US tariff increase
SHANGHAI: China said on Saturday that it welcomed the release of language from the United
State Trade Representative’s office (USTR) delaying a scheduled hike in U.S. tariffs on $200
billion worth of Chinese goods.
In a statement posted on the website of the Ministry of Commerce, citing an unidentified official
at China’s State Council Tariff Commission, China said that it was aware of the USTR’s
announcement to maintain tariffs at 10 percent until further notice, and welcomed the step.
The USTR released language to delay a scheduled hike in tariffs on Chinese goods from 10
percent to 25 percent on Friday, ahead of the publication of a notice next Tuesday.
President Donald Trump had announced the delay on Sunday as trade talks between the two
sides had made progress.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 03-03-19
China publishes final rules for new tech board
SHANGHAI: China has finalized regulations for a Nasdaq-style innovation board that promises
to smooth the way for Chinese technology IPOs and, if successful, could raise Shanghai’s profile
as a capital-raising competitor to Hong Kong and New York.
The stock market regulator late on Friday published the rules for the tech board after considering
opinions from the public on draft regulations that were introduced on Jan. 30. They took effect
immediately.
Listings on the new board will be done according to a registration system that limits official
powers to control the timing of IPOs. In addition, some companies that are not yet profitable will
be allowed to go public. Those provisions alleviate two major impediments to companies seeking
to tap existing equity capital markets in China. China has long wanted its tech champions to list
closer to home, but many of the best-known Chinese technology firms, including Alibaba Group
Co Ltd and Tencent Holdings, chose to raise funds in international markets. New York and Hong
Kong accounted for nearly 70 percent of the money raised through Chinese IPOs last year.
In another sign plans for the new board are progressing, the financial news website Caixin
reported that the Shanghai Stock Exchange had completed recruiting employees for the board
and they were slated to start work in mid-March.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 03-03-19
Chinese demand for US soya beans to be capped as Brazilian harvest hits market
• Freshly-harvested Brazilian soya bean crop coming to market
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SINGAPORE: China’s purchases of US soyabeans beyond 10 million tonnes that Washington
says Beijing has committed to buy could be limited as a freshly-harvested Brazilian crop hits the
market, a leading US-based agriculture broker said on Thursday.
Appetite for soya from Brazil could dampen Chinese demand for old-crop soyabeans from the
United States, said Jeffrey McPike, global marketing manager at McDonald Pelz, referring to US
beans harvested last year.
“Given the market logistics in China and the size of the Brazilian crop, sales of US old-crop
beyond the second tranche of 10 million tonnes, which Beijing has apparently committed to,
looks unlikely,” McPike told Reuters on the sidelines of a grains conference in Singapore.
China committed to buy an additional 10 million tonnes of US soyabeans in a meeting on Friday,
US Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue said on Twitter, as the two nations try to thrash out a
deal to end a festering trade war.
US soyabean prices inched up on Thursday, but gains were muted as traders worried that the
eagerly awaited trade deal could remain elusive.
China, the world’s top importer of soyabeans, resumed buying some US cargoes in December,
after US President Donald Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping struck a temporary
truce in the trade conflict, but sales are still lagging.
As of last Thursday, only 7.4 million tonnes of the last US soya bean harvest had been sold to
China, well below the 26 million in purchases at the same time last year, according to US
government data.
Pelz also said that outbreaks of African swine fever in China could dampen demand for
soyabeans used to make animal feed.
The country has already reported more than 100 cases of the incurable disease since it was first
detected in the country in early August.
Pelz also noted that African swine fever had emerged in Vietnam, a country that is one of the
fastest-growing consumers of feed grain in the world.
The disease this week hit two more provinces in the Southeast Asian nation, after it was first
detected in three separate farms in two other provinces earlier this month.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 03-03-19
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Canada launches extradition of top Chinese executive to US
OTTAWA: Canada on Friday launched the extradition of Huawei executive MengWanzhou to
the United States — the latest move in a case that has roiled relations between the North
American neighbors and China.
Beijing was quick to react, saying Ottawa’s action amounted to a “severe political incident.”
The 47-year-old businesswoman was changing planes in Vancouver in December when she was
detained at Washington’s request on suspicion of violating US sanctions on Iran — sparking
arrests of Canadians in China that were seen as retaliatory.
“Today, Department of Justice Canada officials issued an Authority to Proceed, formally
commencing an extradition process in the case of Ms. MengWanzhou,” the government said in a
statement.
Meng, Huawei’s chief financial officer and the daughter of the company’s founder RenZhengfei,
is due in court on March 6, when prosecutors will present the evidence against her and lay out
detailed arguments for her extradition.
The decision, the statement said, followed a “thorough and diligent” review which found
sufficient evidence to warrant putting the matter before a judge. At the end of the process —
which could last months, or even years — Canada’s attorney general will have the final say on
whether or not to hand Meng over.
Beijing on Saturday voiced its “strong dissatisfaction and firm opposition to Canada, which
obstinately moves forward the so-called judicial extradition process.”
Foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said in a statement the US and Canada were “abusing their
bilateral extradition treaty to apply arbitrary coercive measures against Chinese citizens, in
violation of their rights and legitimate interests”.
“This is a severe political incident.”
China had “solemnly protested” to the Canadian authorities for Meng’s release, and called on the
US to drop its arrest warrant and extradition request, Lu added.
Meng has been released on bail pending the outcome of the hearings.
China is furious over the US charges against Meng, saying they are the product of “strong
political motivations” and an attempt to undermine its flagship telecoms company.
Huawei has strenuously denied any wrongdoing.
Canadians detained
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Nine days after Meng’s arrest, Chinese authorities detained two Canadians — former diplomat
Michael Kovrig and businessman Michael Spavor — in what was widely seen as an act of
retaliation.
A third Canadian, meanwhile, had his sentence for drug trafficking upped from 15 years in
prison to death row.
Canadian Prime Minister Justin Trudeau has insisted on a strict hands-off approach to the issue,
with his justice department stressing on Friday that “Canada is a country governed by the rule of
law.”
Trudeau sacked his ambassador to China for undermining that position by saying Meng had a
“strong” case against extradition, and later adding that it would be “great for Canada” if the US
dropped the case.—AFP

Business Recorder, 04-03-19
Xi faces doubts as legislature meets
BEIJING: China’s rubber-stamp parliament opens its annual session on Tuesday as President Xi
Jinping faces growing concerns about the slowing economy, a major challenge to the country’s
pre-eminent leader.
One year after the legislature abolished presidential term limits and etched Xi’s name on the
constitution, his “new era” vision of a resurgent China at the center of world affairs has hit
unforeseen road bumps.
Economic growth is slowing; a festering trade war with the United States has eroded confidence
and Xi’s signature Belt and Road global trade infrastructure initiative has faced setbacks in some
countries.
Bubbles of discontent have appeared as the state has pushed deeper into the economy and
people’s lives.
“This will be a much more difficult situation for Xi Jinping than last year. Last year he was
riding high,” said Hong Kong-based political analyst Willy Lam.
Premier Li Keqiang is expected to open the National People’s Congress by announcing a lower
GDP growth forecast for 2019, setting the tone for a session heavy on economic legislation and
expected to last two weeks.
Nearly 3,000 delegates will ratify a raft of bills in a session expected to last two weeks, including
a foreign investment law that could address some US demands and possible tax cuts.
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“Xi Jinping has been criticized by party members for not handling the economy well, and failing
to tackle the challenges posed by Donald Trump,” said Lam.
Lam believes Xi avoided holding a fourth plenum of the party’s Central Committee last autumn
because of his weakened position.
But he convened a meeting with hundreds of provincial and ministerial leaders in Beijing in
January to warn them on the need to prevent “major risks” in politics and the economy.
“We must increase our readiness for unexpected developments, take precautions, and properly
prepare for major risks that may arise in the economic field,” Xi warned.
Slowing growth
China reported 6.6 percent growth in 2018, the slowest in nearly three decades. Independent
analysts estimate it was worse.
Three-quarters of provinces have lowered annual growth targets for 2019.
Delegates from around the country will convene for the NPC session and the Chinese People’s
Political Consultative Conference, an advisory body that runs simultaneously and begins
discussions Sunday.
“Behind closed doors NPC members from the provinces will demand Xi Jinping do something
about reviving the economy,” Lam said, adding he will face “angry voices”.
Still Xi presides from a position of strength with no potential challengers on the horizon.
“For him it’s not only the backbone of the economy that makes him a strong leader, but also
political ideology. An ongoing campaign places Xi center stage,” said Matthias Stephan of
Germany’s Mercator Institute for China Studies, noting it made it hard for any competitor to
emerge.
Most recently the party released a “Study to Make China strong” propaganda app that grades
people’s knowledge of all things Xi.
In 2017 Xi expanded his portfolio into economics — once seen as the purview of the premier —
stamping it with a new wordy banner: “Xi Jinping Thought on Socialist Economy with Chinese
Characteristics for a New Era”.
His push to increase the state and party’s role in the economy has coincided with a downturn.
Video game, film and TV makers have struggled to navigate the vagaries of changing censorship
guidelines while internet companies have been forced to retrench in some areas and step up
monitoring.
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Some entrepreneurs have privately bristled at a push to expand party cells in all companies while
others bat about the phrase “guojinmintui” or “state firm’s advance, private companies retreat”.
“On the one hand the government wants to develop the market but on the other hand they want to
control the freedoms that come with a market economy,” said Sheng Hong of the Unirule
Institute of Economics.
“They are afraid of an economy without government control,” Sheng said.—AFP

Business Recorder, 04-03-19
Stan Chart hiring Chinese-speaking bankers to connect its network
LONDON: Standard Chartered is targeting more trade-focused business from Chinese
companies by hiring around 15 bankers worldwide, a source familiar with the plans told
Reuters.
The move forms part of a broader StanChart strategy announced on Tuesday to boost profits in
its corporate and institutional banking division by focusing on its network of 63 countries,
mainly in Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
The London-based bank is pursuing the plan despite trade tensions between the United States
and China and the new Chinese-speaking hires will be based in countries including Thailand,
India, Sri Lanka, Nigeria, Uganda and the United Arab Emirates, the source said on Wednesday.
They will work in StanChart’s Global Subsidiaries team to bank Chinese companies with
business in those markets.
StanChart Chief Executive Bill Winters said a network was vital to financing trade and
investment between regions, after analysts questioned why it remains in markets such as
Indonesia and Korea where returns have been weak for years.
Around 20 of its 63 markets are delivering substandard returns, winters said, but maintaining a
presence in them is worthwhile for the ability to help global companies expand, invest and trade
in those countries.
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The corporate banking unit added more than 6,400 customers last year and ‘network’ income
from firms operating outside their home market grew to 70 percent of the investment banking
division’s total income, head of that division Simon Cooper told staff in a memo seen by
Reuters.
The bank’s emerging markets and trade-focused business model has been hit hard in recent years
by rising Sino-US trade tensions and slowing growth in Asia, Africa and the Middle East, but
Cooper said the bank will keep pursuing its strategy.
“We’ve talked a lot about trade tensions recently and they continue to be a concern. However,
we might see some new winners emerge: Vietnam, Malaysia and Thailand have great potential to
capitalize on the shifting trade landscape,” he said in the memo to around 12, 000 staff in the
investment bank.
The new China bankers, which will also include hires in Pakistan and Britain, will help grow the
bank’s business with Chinese companies that are expanding globally, the source said.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 04-03-19
China driving eSIM adoption: new GSMA report
BARCELONA: The GSMA Feb 27 announced the release of a new report highlighting the
significant progress made by Chinese mobile operators, vendors and manufacturers in adopting
Remote SIM Provisioning and eSIM technologies.
The in-depth report which is titled “In China and around the world, the huge adoption of eSIM
technologies has been underpinned by the GSMA’s common and interoperable specification that
is reducing fragmentation and delivering a consistent consumer experience,” said Alex Sinclair,
Chief Technology Officer, GSMA. “From consumer electronics to automotive we are seeing a
diverse array of products hitting the market utilizing the benefits of connectivity and bringing
consumers choice.”
Smart watches with eSIM technology are gaining momentum in China supported by products
from numerous vendors. Although eSIMsmart watches still account for a small percentage of
total smart watch ownership this is likely to increase in the future. To drive adoption, Chinese
operators are also allowing consumers to use their smart watches as secondary devices with one
mobile subscription. Despite creating smartphones for the global market, the Chinese domestic
market has not formally adopted eSIM technology which will require appropriate regulation and
new manufacturing, logistical and supply chain processes. Globally, over fifty mobile operators
already support eSIM functionality in smartphones.
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“China has a unique mobile market, both in terms of size and revenue growth and leadership in
mobile developments and tech innovation has reached unprecedented levels. China is
increasingly demonstrating its technological innovation and is emerging as a leading global
market to test and implement new technologies,” said Xie Yi, Chairman of TAF. “Promoting the
steady development of eSIM in China will help support developments in both the consumer and
industrial markets. Based on the premise of national conditions, TAF has been committed to all
parties in the joint industrial chain and cooperation with the GSMA, to make the best efforts to
this end.”
The report highlights the role of industry-wide collaboration in driving eSIM developments in
China involving operators, government and regulatory bodies. China Mobile, China Telecom and
China Unicom are all developing eSIM solutions and have launched cellular M2M and IoTeSIM
platforms. The Chinese eSIM market is still in an early phase of development in which some
proprietary solutions coexist with GSMA specifications. However, it is anticipated that there will
be a transitional period as the market matures before it settles on the GSMA specification.
The report highlights the significant efforts being made in China to help set a favorable
regulatory framework for eSIM deployments. Streamlining procedures and setting clear, unified
rules on eSIM requirements for consumer and industrial devices is critical to accelerating the
deployment of eSIM technology and its market adoption. This includes credentials management,
designation of root certificate issuing and security and cross-border interoperability. The report
also recommends that the government should facilitate trials of eSIM services, particularly in the
nascent industrial IoT to promote an open eSIM ecosystem.
The report highlights that there have been significant developments in the global eSIM
ecosystem over the past two years with more than 90 mobile industry players supporting the
GSMA’s specifications for Remote SIM Provisioning of consumer devices around the world. All
are aligned behind a single, defacto approach avoiding industry fragmentation and
interoperability issues, driving global developments and allowing consumer choice. While smart
watches were the first mass market product to adopt the technology, there is now growing
implementation of eSIM functionality in tablets, laptops, notebooks and smartphones (e.g.
Google and Apple). The automotive industry is also at the forefront of eSIM deployments and
built-in connectivity is also now a specific requirement in Europe following the European
Emergency Call (eCall) initiative.
The GSMA hosted a seminar on eSIM at MWC19 on Thursday 28th February between 9-11am.
The session included a panel of expert speakers to explore and debate the challenges in
deploying eSIM and bringing devices to market including topics such as Security, Scalability and
Connectivity.—AP

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
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China suspects detained Canadian of spying
BEIJING: China suspects detained former Canadian diplomat Michael Kovrig of spying and
stealing state secrets, state media reported Monday, turning up the heat in a diplomatic row
between Beijing and Ottawa as a top Huawei executive faces possible extradition.
Another Canadian in Chinese detention — businessman Michael Spavor — was one of Kovrig’s
main sources of intelligence, the official Xinhua news agency reported, citing authorities. The
pair were detained in December in what observers see as retaliation just days after Canada
arrested Chinese telecom giant Huawei’s chief financial officer, MengWanzhou, at the request of
the United States.
Chinese authorities had previously said the two Canadian men were under investigation on
suspicion of endangering national security. Spying charges could expose them to tough prison
sentences.
Kovrig, who now works for the International Crisis Group think tank, had often entered China
using a non-diplomatic passport and business visas and has been gathering intelligence since
2017, Xinhua said.
The new allegations come three days after Canada launched the extradition process against
Meng, angering Beijing, which called the action a “severe political incident.”
Meng will be in court in Vancouver on Wednesday to schedule a date for her extradition
hearing.
The United States wants to put her on trial on fraud charges for alleged Iran sanctions-busting
and lying to US banks about it.
Ottawa has said the two Canadian citizens were “arbitrarily” detained and that interrogations of
Kovrig breached the Vienna Convention on diplomatic relations — allegations Beijing flatly
rejected.
A group of Canadian parliamentarians had earlier complained to Chinese authorities that Kovrig
and Spavor have been denied access to lawyers, and remain in “completely unacceptable”
detention conditions.
“China’s approach is no different from the rest of the world in dealing with such cases involving
national security cases,” foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said at a regular briefing Monday.
China will handle their case in “strict accordance with the law, guarantee the legitimate rights of
Kovrig and Spavor,” and arrange for consular visits, a report by a Communist Party organ
overseeing state and public security said in a report on a news website it operates. Meanwhile,
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Meng, 47, has filed suit against Canadian authorities for violating her constitutional rights when
she was detained at Vancouver International Airport.
Her lawyers charge impropriety in the conditions under which Meng was interrogated for three
hours by the customs officers, officially as part of a routine inspection, before being served with
her arrest. During those three hours, the customs officers searched her phones and computers as
well as her luggage, in violation of her rights, the lawyers said.
The US Justice Department accuses Huawei and its chief financial officer of circumventing US
sanctions against Iran, but also, via two affiliates, stealing trade secrets from US
telecommunications group T-Mobile.
The daughter of Huawei’s founder, Meng was released on parole in mid-December in
Vancouver, where she owns two residences, on a bond deposit of C$10 million ($6.6 million),
wearing an electronic bracelet and handing over her passports.
The extradition procedure can take months or even years because of the many appeal
possibilities.—AFP

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
Chinese yuan, Aussie up in Asia
TOKYO: The Australian dollar and the Chinese yuan inched up on hopes Washington and
Beijing were close to a trade deal after a bitter year-long tariff dispute.
Fuelling such expectations was a report from the Wall Street Journal on Sunday that said the
United States and China could reach a formal agreement at a summit around March 27 given
progress in talks between the two countries.
The Aussie gained as much as 0.57 percent to $0.7118, before giving up some of its gains to
$0.7085 following soft business inventories and declines in job advertisements and dwelling
approvals.
“The data was seen as pointing to a weak reading in Australian GDP data due on Wednesday,
prompted speculators to create new short positions,” said Yukio Ishizuki, senior strategist at
Daiwa Securities.
But Ishizuki also said markets had gone too far in pricing in a downturn in the Australian
economy.
“Interest rate futures are now pricing in a rate cut this year but the economy could turn out to be
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stronger than expected given recent strength in commodity prices. I’d bet the Aussie could easily
rise to around $0.73-74,” he said.
The Reserve Bank of Australia will hold its policy meeting on Tuesday.
The Chinese yuan ticked up 0.20 percent to 6.7030 to the dollar in offshore trade, edging near its
7-1/2-month high of 6.6737 hit last week.
The yuan has been supported since late last month after Washington delayed its self-imposed
March 1 deadline for raising tariffs on $200 billion worth of Chinese imports, citing progress in
its trade talks with Beijing.
While the trade optimism pushed the dollar lower against most Asian currencies, it helped erase
the greenback’s earlier losses against the safe-haven yen, which followed US President Donald
Trump’s criticism about Federal Reserve monetary policy and a strong dollar.
The dollar traded at 111.96 yen, near a 10-week high of 112.08 on Friday. It had dipped to
111.75 yen after Trump’s comments on the Fed.
“We have a gentleman that likes a very strong dollar at the Fed...I want a strong dollar, but I
want a dollar that’s great for our country not a dollar that is so strong that it is prohibitive for us
to be dealing with other nations,” he told his supporters in a speech.
The positive investor sentiment offset some of the caution that followed soft US data published
on Friday.
Factory activity, gauged by the Institute for Supply Management’s (ISM) survey, hit the lowest
level since November 2016 while personal incomes fell for the first time in more than three
years.
Expectations that the Fed will avoid raising interest rates any time soon have also underpinned
risk sentiment.
“This week we have a few central bank meetings, including the European central Bank, Australia
and Canada. All of them are likely to take either a dovish or neutral stance. That should support
‘risk-on’ trades,” said Shinichiro Kadota, senior FX & rates strategist at Barclays.
The euro stood little changed at $1.1365, with focus on Thursday’s ECB policy meeting.
Given recent weakness in the euro zone economy, the ECB looks certain to suggest a rate hike
this year would be off the table and could signal a re-launch of its offer of long-term loans to
banks.
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Elsewhere, the British pound found support on receding fears that Britain will leave the
European Union without a deal after Prime Minister Theresa May said last week lawmakers
would get to vote on a delay to Brexit if they choose not to approve her withdrawal agreement.
The pound rose 0.2 percent to $1.3235, inching towards its near eight-month high of $1.3351 hit
last week.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
Chinese shares near 9-month high
SHANGHAI: Chinese shares rose on Monday in heavy trading, finishing near nine-month highs
as Washington and Beijing were said to move closer to reaching a deal to end their trade war,
and as China prepared for the opening of its annual session of parliament.
At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was up 1.12 percent at 3,027.58 points, the first time
it has closed above 3,000 points since June, and its highest close since June 14.
The blue-chip CSI300 index finished 1.18 percent higher at 3,794.10 points, its highest close
since June 12.
Trading volumes were high, with about 52.56 billion shares traded on the Shanghai exchange,
roughly 228.1 percent of the market’s 30-day moving average of 23.04 billion shares a day. The
volume in the previous trading session was 34.58 billion.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 2.21 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was higher by 3.306 percent.
Zhang Yanbing, an analyst at Zheshang Securities in Shanghai, said the rally was a continuation
of market strength “prompted by the combination of many favorable factors” that have emerged
since October of last year.
But he said that the news of a possible forthcoming agreement between China and the United
States, and the opening of the annual session of China’s parliament on March 5 could be seen as
specific factors driving gains on Monday.
Chinese leaders are expected to set less ambitious targets for economic growth this year, but
Premier Li Keqiang’s 2019 work report is expected to offer more assurances of Beijing’s support
for small businesses, and plans to boost domestic demand and safeguard jobs.
The United States and China appear close to a deal that would roll back US tariffs on at least
$200 billion worth of Chinese goods, as Beijing makes pledges on structural economic changes
and eliminates retaliatory tariffs on US goods, a source briefed on negotiations told Reuters on
Sunday.
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Around the region, MSCI’s Asia ex-Japan stock index was firmer by 0.28 percent, while Japan’s
Nikkei index closed up 1.02 percent.
At 07:15 GMT, the yuan was quoted at 6.696 per US dollar, 0.18 percent firmer than the
previous close of 6.7078.
The largest percentage gainers in the main Shanghai Composite index were Shanghai Feilo
Acoustics Co Ltd, up 10.13 percent, followed by Sichuan Hongda Co Ltd, gaining 10.12 percent
and Sichuan Changhong Electric Co Ltd, up by 10.1 percent.
The largest percentage losses in the Shanghai index were WuXiXinje Electric Co Ltd down 5.43
percent, followed by Healthcare Co Ltd losing 3.32 percent and Luenmei Quantum Co Ltd down
by 3.16 percent.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 21.4 percent and the CSI300 has risen 26 percent,
while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 14.7 percent. Shanghai stocks have risen
2.95 percent this month.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
China’s rapeseed meal futures jump 4pc
BEIJING: China’s rapeseed meal futures on Friday jumped more than 4 percent on worries that
supplies would tighten as cargoes from major supplier Canada were said to be receiving higher
scrutiny at ports.
The most active rapeseed meal futures on Zhengzhou Commodity Exchange (ZCE) for delivery
in May rose 4.2 percent to 2,166 yuan ($323.40) per tonne, their biggest daily gain since April
2018.
The rally was supported by market rumours that China has rejected applications for GMO
certificates that are required to import rapeseed meal and rapeseed oil cargoes, amid souring
Sino-Canadian relations.
A political dispute between China and Canada over the arrest of a Huawei executive is slowing
canola shipments through Chinese ports, traders told Reuters in early February.
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Reuters could not immediately confirm that GMO certificates for rapeseed cargoes from Canada
had been rejected.
China’s most active rapeseed oil futures on the ZCE also rose about 3 percent to 6,810 yuan per
tonne, their biggest daily jump since at least September 2012.
Canadian rapeseed cargoes have already run into delays at Chinese ports following a political
dispute between Beijing and Ottawa. Some importers have chosen to avoid shipments from
Canada, China’s top supplier of the feed grain.
China imports rapeseed to crush into meal to feed its vast herds of farm animals and to make
vegetable oil.
Relations between China and Canada took a downturn in December when Canadian authorities
arrested Huawei Technologies Chief Financial Officer MengWanzhou for extradition to the
United States.
Shortly after, China detained two Canadians and sentenced a third to death for drug smuggling,
moves that Ottawa has said are deeply concerning.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
China’s Jan net gold imports double
HONG KONG: China’s net gold imports via main conduit Hong Kong doubled in January from
the previous month, data showed on Tuesday, as banks in the world’s top consumer likely
stocked up at the beginning of the year.
Net imports of the metal via Hong Kong to China rose to 38.373 tonnes in January from 19.22
tonnes in December, according to data from the Hong Kong Census and Statistics Department.
Total gold imports via Hong Kong surged 75.1 percent to 42.276 tonnes last month from 24.149
tonnes in December.
“Import quotas (for banks) start from scratch in January,” said Samson Li, a Hong Kong-based
senior precious metals analyst at Refinitiv GFMS.
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In December, China’s net gold imports through Hong Kong nearly halved to 19.22 tonnes as the
central bank likely limited import quotas for its banks.
While imports rose in January, it was still lower than expected, given the increased gold demand
seen by some institutions in the first quarter of 2019, Li added.
China’s 2018 gold consumption rose by 5.73 percent year-on-year to 1,151.43 tonnes, the staterun Securities Times reported in January, citing data from the China Gold Association.
In January, demand for physical bullion gathered pace in China ahead of the Lunar New Year
holiday, when gold is considered as a popular gift. Investment demand also saw a rise in China
during the month.
Spot gold prices rose nearly 3 percent in January.
China does not provide trade data on gold, so the Hong Kong figures serve as a proxy for flows
to the mainland.
The Hong Kong data, however, might not provide a full picture of Chinese purchases because
gold is also imported via Shanghai and Beijing.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
Chinese iron ore, steel rise on strong demand
BEIJING: China’s iron ore futures rose nearly 4 percent on Friday alongside steel prices, as
investors banked on firm steel demand from manufacturers and construction projects.
The official Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) fell to 49.2 in February from 49.5 in prior
month, official data showed on Thursday, but total new orders — an indicator of future activity
— edged back into expansionary territory, suggesting some improvement in domestic demand.
“More new orders indicate demand from the manufacturing industry is stabilizing. Meanwhile
more infrastructure projects are expected to start construction, which would further support
fundamentals of the steel market,” said analysts from CITIC Futures in a note in Mandarin.
The market also expects China’s leaders to offer plenty of assurances in parliament next week
that Beijing will do more to help struggling small businesses, boost demand and safeguard jobs.
Benchmark construction steel rebar prices on the Shanghai Futures Exchange rose 2.2 percent to
3,815 yuan ($569.28) a tonne. Hot-rolled coil, a manufacturing-grade steel product, climbed 2.1
percent to 3,825 yuan.
Total steel inventory at Chinese traders rose by 695,600 tonnes this week as of March 1 to 18.67
million tonnes, according to data compiled by Mysteel consultancy, indicating that traders are
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actively purchasing products from mills in expectation of strong downstream demand. Stocks of
construction product rebar at traders increased 6.8 percent to 10.19 million tonnes this week,
while hot-rolled coil stocks edged up 0.3 percent to 2.75 million tonnes.
Prices of the steelmaking raw ingredient also rose on Friday, due to expectations that steel mills
will look to replenish stocks.
The most-active iron ore futures closed 3.7 percent higher to 625.5 yuan a tonne.
Coking coal contract gained 1.6 percent to 1,313.5 yuan a tonne, while coke futures climbed 2.3
percent to 2,168 yuan. Weekly utilization rates at steel mills across the country were steady at
65.75 percent this week as of March 1, Mysteel data showed.
On Friday, China’s top steelmaking city Tangshan issued a level 1 smog alert, the highest in the
country’s four-tier pollution warning system.
Steel mills in the city will have to curb output by 40-70 percent or even stop production during
the alert, which is effective from March 1 until March 6. —Reuters

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
China vows ‘fundamental change’ for foreign investors
BEIJING: China’s legislature will vote next week on a highly-anticipated bill that will bring “a
fundamental change” for foreign investors, an official said Monday, in a move that could help
ease US trade tensions.
The draft foreign investment law will be the most closely watched item at the annual two-week
session of the rubber-stamp National People’s Congress, which opens on Tuesday.
The legislation seeks to address longstanding complaints from foreign companies, though
Europeans voiced concerns that it was being fast-tracked to meet US demands on trade.
The bill will eliminate the requirement for foreign firms to transfer proprietary technology to
Chinese joint-venture partners — a central issue in China’s trade negotiations with the United
States.
It also promises to abolish the “case-by-case approvals” process for foreign investments, NPC
spokesman Zhang Yesui said at a news conference.
The change will ensure that foreign investors will enjoy the same privileges as Chinese
companies in most sectors, except those placed on a “negative list”.
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Beijing uses negative lists to identify areas that are either off-limits to non-state businesses or
that require them to go through an application and approval process. “Areas for prohibiting and
restricting foreign investments shall be clearly listed and areas outside the negative list will be
fully open,” Zhang said.
“Chinese and foreign investment will enjoy the same treatment.”
The new “unified law” will replace three existing laws on Chinese and foreign equity joint
ventures, non-equity joint ventures and wholly foreign-owned enterprises.
“This is a fundamental change in our foreign investment management system, which will
improve the openness, transparency and predictability of the investment environment,” Zhang
said.
US and EU officials have long complained of a lack of fair access for foreign companies in
China, as well as rampant theft of intellectual property.
Tim Stratford, chairman of the American Chamber of Commerce in China, said last week “our
initial impression is positive” but that businesses were waiting for further detail.
But the European Chamber of Commerce said it fears the legislation is being fast-tracked to meet
US demands.
The NPC will vote on the draft law on March 15, the last day of its annual session.—AFP

Business Recorder, 05-03-19
Easier for China to face tariffs than bend to US pressure
Michael Martina
China will acknowledge concessions made in any trade deal with the United States for the sake
of stabilizing shaky relations, but is unlikely to yield to demands it alter its economic model even
if faced with continued tariffs, many trade experts believe.
U.S. President Donald Trump has warned he could walk away from a China deal if it were not
good enough, even as his advisers touted “fantastic” progress towards an agreement to end a
dispute that has put tit-for-tat tariffs on hundreds of billions of dollars’ worth of each other’s
goods.
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Such optimism has taken a different shape in Beijing, where the delay on a once “hard” March 1
deadline for a U.S. tariff hike reinforced views that Trump’s appetite for tough measures has
weakened as the 2020 presidential election draws closer and a strong U.S. economy shows initial
signs of flagging.
Chinese concessions in any deal are likely to fall short of U.S. demands for deep change in the
way the world’s second-largest economy works.
Revamping decades of state planning will not happen overnight, Chinese experts argue.
And President Xi Jinping faces political realities at home, where being seen as kowtowing to
Trump would be less palatable than navigating the near-term impact continued trade tensions
might have on China’s own slowing economy, they say.
One Chinese official told Reuters that China’s domestic reform was a long-term process.
“If the United States carries out overall restrictions or pressure based on its own interests, China
will not accept it,” the official said.
TuXinquan, a trade expert at Beijing’s University of International Business and Economics, said
it would be difficult for Xi to agree to U.S. demands that China revamp the role of state-owned
enterprises and other core industrial policies.
Xi would likely be prepared to go as far as to give “visible, politically influential commitments”
to Trump, such as to buy more American goods and improve protection of intellectual property
rights (IPR).
The United States has long complained that Beijing has systematically obtained American
companies’ intellectual property through coercion and outright theft. But improving copyright
and trademark enforcement is seen by hardliners in Washington as a practical and self-interested
move for China, now that it has innovative companies of its own.
China verifiably cracking down on the more existential threat of forced technology transfer which officials deny actually occurs - or substantially curbing the influence of state-owned
companies in the economy is seen as less likely.
“The core features of the Chinese model - these issues will be left to the future,” Tu said.
Sources have suggested that the two sides are getting closer to a deal that could roll back some
tariffs and set forth agreements on structural issues in China’s economic model, but that details
of an enforcement mechanism to ensure Beijing follows through on policy pledges are still not
set.
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While no plans have been announced, there is widespread speculation in trade circles that Xi
could travel to Trump’s Mar-a-Lago resort in Florida to hammer out a final deal in late March,
on the tail end of a planned trip to Europe.
Some in U.S. diplomatic and business communities, concerned that Trump could rush into
accepting weak Chinese commitments, have been for weeks referring, with mock grandiosity, to
a possible deal as the “Mar-a-Lago Accord”.
China’s willingness to make smaller commitments is driven by a desire to stabilize US-China
relations and prevent the trade dispute from spreading, which has become more salient as
Washington pressures its allies to jettison cooperation with Chinese tech champions, including
Huawei Technologies.
“We are afraid this conflict will be extended to other areas, even affecting the relationship
between China and the West. So we want to control it. Maybe not solve all the problems, but
control it and calm it down,” Tu said.
China hopes commitments to purchase more US goods, along with pledges to improve its
reporting of subsidies at the World Trade Organization and IPR enforcement can clinch an
interim deal, according to Chinese trade experts.
Trump has delayed the threatened hike in tariffs on some $200 billion in Chinese imports to 25
percent from 10 percent, which was due to kick-in on Friday.
U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer has signaled that tariffs would remain an important
tool to push China to address U.S. concerns over Chinese industrial policies, saying in written
testimony at Congressional hearings last week that trade issues with China were too serious to be
resolved merely through stepped-up purchases.
Zhang Huanbo, a researcher at the China Centre for International Economic Exchanges (CCIEE),
a well-connected think-tank in Beijing, said China would not agree to abolish subsidies but it
would correct market-distorting subsidies so they were “in-line with WTO rules”.
Xi, who fundamentally believes in a strong role for the state and the ruling Communist Party in
the economy, does not want to, and cannot, quickly dismantle decades of state planning, political
analysts say.
But he still has room to give the United States more market access in the service industry and for
agricultural products.
Shi Yinhong, director of the Center for American Studies at Renmin University, said beyond
those types of openings China had to attend to its “own basic dignity and authority”.
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“If China makes too big a concession to the United States, it might create domestic economic
disorder. And also how would you explain it to Communist Party members and the Chinese
people?” said Shi, who has advised the government on diplomatic matters.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 06-03-19
China cuts taxes, sees ‘tough struggle’ as growth slows
BEIJING: China’s premier warned Tuesday that the country faces a “tough struggle” as he
unveiled tax cuts to prop up a stuttering economy while increasing military spending to nearly
$180 billion.
The slowdown and US trade war have become major challenges for President Xi Jinping, a year
after becoming the country’s most powerful leader since Mao Zedong with the abolition of term
limits and etching of his name into the constitution.
Premier Li Keqiang told the opening session of China’s annual National People’s Congress that
the government is targeting growth of 6.0-6.5 percent this year for the world’s second-largest
economy, lowering its range from 2018.
Nearly 3,000 delegates from across the country gathered under tight security, with legislation
aimed at improving conditions for foreign investors topping the agenda of the two-week session.
“In pursuing development this year, we will face a graver and more complicated environment as
well as risks and challenges ... that are greater in number and size,” Li said in his speech.
“We must be fully prepared for a tough struggle,” he said.
The government had set a target of around 6.5 percent in 2018 and eventually recorded official
growth of 6.6 percent — the slowest pace in nearly three decades. Three-quarters of provinces
have already lowered their annual growth targets this year.
“We have made a moderate adjustment to our projection on the basis of a thorough assessment of
destabilizing factors and uncertainties affecting the economic performance,” Li said.
To combat slowing growth, policymakers have said they will lower taxes, reduce fees and
streamline red tape.
China will cut company taxes and employer social insurance contributions paid on behalf of
workers by nearly 2 trillion yuan ($298 billion), Li said.
The value-added tax for manufacturers will be lowered to 13 percent from 16 percent and drop
one percent for transportation and construction industries.
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Beijing will also lift spending, with China’s targeted fiscal deficit set to increase to 2.8 percent of
GDP, from 2.6 percent last year.
“They need to strike a balance between boosting economic activity and not restarting another
debt-fuelled boom,” said Tai Hui of JP Morgan Asset Management.
Fiscal policy will be “proactive”, while monetary policy will remain “prudent”, Li said, outlining
cuts to the reserve ratios at medium and small banks to unleash more funds into the economy.
Beijing is determined to achieve above six percent growth for the next two years to “meet its
promise” of doubling GDP for the decade ending 2020, said Lu Ting, an analyst at Nomura
bank.
Despite the slowdown, the government unveiled a military budget increase of 7.5 percent to 1.2
trillion yuan, though that is lower than last year’s 8.1 percent hike.
China has spent billions on stealth warplanes, aircraft carriers and other advanced weaponry as it
faces territorial disputes in the South China Sea and issues warnings against independence in
Taiwan.
Recent economic data point to the difficulties China faces, with growth in the last three months
of 2018 clocking in at 6.4 percent.
In January, an important barometer of prices in the country’s industrial sector neared contraction
territory while China’s imports fell at the start of the year.
Manufacturing activity saw its worst performance in three years in February.
But the country’s stock market soared to its highest point in more than eight months Monday on
renewed optimism about a US trade deal.
Relations with the United States deteriorated sharply last year after President Donald Trump hit
roughly half of Chinese imports with new tariffs in an attempt to force trade concessions. Trump,
however, has voiced confidence that he could soon sign a deal with Xi.
Li said China will settle “trade disputes through discussions as equals”.—AFP

Business Recorder, 06-03-19
China stocks gain on policy support
SHANGHAI: Chinese stocks rose on Tuesday after Beijing unveiled plans to cut taxes and
increase public expenditure and lending to rev up its slowing economy.
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At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was up 0.9 percent at 3,054.25 points, while the
blue-chip CSI300 index rose 0.6 percent.
CSI300’s financial sector sub-index was lower by almost 0.1 percent, the consumer staples
sector was flat, while healthcare shares rose 0.6 percent.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 2.3 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was higher by 3.5 percent.
China will cut nearly 2 trillion yuan ($298.31 billion) in taxes and fees for companies, Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang said at the National People’s Congress on Tuesday.
The special bond issuance quota for local governments, a key source for infrastructure
investment, has been set at 2.15 trillion yuan, according to the finance ministry. Last year’s quota
was set at 1.35 trillion yuan.
Beijing will also step up targeted cuts in the reserve requirement ratio for smaller and mediumsized banks with an aim to boost lending to small companies by large banks by more than 30
percent, said Li. Market reaction was muted as Li, in the same address, said China will target an
economic growth of 6.0 to 6.5 percent in 2019, less than the 6.6 percent gross domestic product
growth reported last year.
The effectiveness of the flagship tax cut policy is also in doubt. “We don’t see (how) the tax cut
could turn the economy around. It never did in the past,” Larry Hu, an economist with
Macquarie, wrote in a note.
The Chinese premier also vowed to reform and open up the financial sector - an area which top
banking regulator GuoShuqing said China can “absolutely” reach an agreement on with the
United States.
Reports suggesting that Beijing and Washington were closing in on a trade agreement sent
Chinese stocks to their near nine-month highs on Monday.
But analysts at China Galaxy Securities cautioned long-term investors against chasing the rally.
“If valuations do not rise, (stock) prices are rising because of an improvement in risk appetite_
there is no support for the market’s rise in terms of fundamentals,” they wrote in a note.
Sino-US trade talks have been difficult but the two sides have achieved a breakthrough in some
areas and will continue their negotiations, Chinese Commerce Minister Zhong Shan said on
Tuesday.
Around the region, MSCI’s Asia ex-Japan stock index was weaker by 0.1 percent, while Japan’s
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Nikkei index closed down 0.4 percent. So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 22.5
percent. Shanghai stocks have risen 3.9 percent this month.
The Shanghai stock index is above both its 50-day moving average and 200-day moving average.
About 42.41 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai exchange. The volume in the previous
trading session was 52.56 billion.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 06-03-19
LUMHS, Chinese varsity sign MoU
RECORDER REPORT
HYDERABAD: A Memorandum of Understanding was made between the Liaquat University of
Medical & Health Sciences (LUMHS) Jamshoro and Nenjing Medical University (NMU)
Peoples Republic of China.
The Universities desire to engage in cooperative educational & research activities with the object
to recognize the mutual scientific, and medical technical cooperation with advancing the state of
science and technology in order to strengthen the scientific infrastructure and to bring benefits to
both sides.
LUMHS Vice Chancellor Prof Bikha Ram Devrajani expressed that LUMHS recognizes the
importance of collaborating with institutions of higher education to strengthen the link between
practice and research, as well as to develop the public health and behavioral health workforce.

Business Recorder, 06-03-19
Oil flat as market wavers on US-China trade
• Pompeo says China trade deal has ‘got to be right’
• Libya’s biggest oilfield restarts
• OPEC-led supply cuts prop up market
NEW YORK: Oil prices were little changed on Tuesday as the market wavered on expectations
for an imminent trade deal between the United States and China while awaiting US government
crude stocks data.
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Investors also weighed OPEC-led efforts to tighten crude supply against the restart of Libya’s
biggest oilfield and the prospect of weaker demand from China.
Brent, the international benchmark, rose 3 cents to $65.70 a barrel as of 1:40 p.m. EST (1840
GMT). US West Texas Intermediate crude fell 2 cents to $56.57 a barrel.
“Oil is still waiting for a deal to come back to table with China,” said Phillip Streible, senior
commodities strategist at RJO Futures.
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said President Donald Trump would reject any trade deal
that is not perfect, but added the White House would keep working on an agreement.
A day earlier, reports that Washington and Beijing could reach a formal agreement in March
boosted crude futures.
Supply curbs by the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries and allies helped support
crude.
On Monday, Russia said it would speed up its output cuts this month, and OPEC sources this
week also said the group would likely extend its output cut pact that has driven oil prices about
20 percent higher this year.
“By them kicking the can down the road, and not making a decision on production until June, the
die has basically been cast for the start of US summer driving season. You’d think that’d be
pretty bullish,” said Phil Flynn, analyst at Price Futures Group in Chicago.
The restart of Libya’s El Sharara oilfield could offset some of the cuts, however, as the field,
which has a capacity of 315,000 barrels a day, had been closed since December.
The market expects US inventory reports will show rising crude stockpiles. Six analysts polled
by Reuters estimated, on average, that crude stocks rose 400,000 barrels in the week to March 1.
The first supply report is due at 4:30 p.m. EST (2130 GMT)
from the American Petroleum Institute (API), an industry group, followed by the government’s
official figures on Wednesday.
Concern about a slowdown in oil demand growth has weighed on prices.
China’s government said it is targeting economic growth of 6.0 to 6.5 percent in 2019, lower
than the 6.6 percent growth reported last year and raising the prospect of slowing fuel demand.—
Reuters
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Business Recorder, 06-03-19
Copper rises as China promises tax cuts and infrastructure
• Nickel prices rise to highest since August
LONDON: Copper prices rose on Tuesday after top consumer China unveiled economic stimulus
measures including tax cuts for manufacturing industry, bolstering the demand outlook.
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo, meanwhile, said the United States and China were “on the
cusp” of a deal to end a trade dispute that has pushed metals prices sharply lower since last
summer.
Benchmark copper on the London Metal Exchange (LME) closed 1.1 percent up at $6,478 a
tonne, reversing Monday’s losses and approaching a seven-month high of $6,540 reached on
Feb. 25.
The Chinese stimulus measures, which included promises of infrastructure spending, were
largely expected and come as overall economic growth is cooling, with Beijing saying it targets
growth of 6-6.5 percent this year, down from 6.6 percent in 2018.
For copper to really rally, China will have to move from talk to delivery on its stimulus pledges,
said ING analyst Warren Patterson, predicting that copper would average $6,400 a tonne for
April-June and rise later in the year.
Supporting copper are signs of tight supply on the LME, where headline warehouse stocks, at
118,600 tonnes, are the lowest since May 2008 and the premium of cash copper over the threemonth contract has risen to four-year highs at $70.
However, stockpiles in Shanghai Futures Exchange (ShFE) warehouses have more than doubled
to 227,049 tonnes during a seasonal lull in manufacturing activity during the Chinese winter and
the Lunar New Year holidays. Chinese import premiums have fallen to $55.50 from $120 in
September.
“On the LME it’s all looking pretty constructive,” said ING’s Patterson, “but it’s quite a different
picture in China, where premiums are falling and ShFE inventories have swelled. Those
indicators suggest a little bit of a concern over demand.”
Copper is tight but not as tight as LME stocks suggest: Andy Home.
LME nickel finished 3 percent up at $13,650 a tonne after hitting $13,725, the highest since
August.
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Nickel stocks in LME-registered warehouses, at 196,410, have nearly halved since the start of
January last year.
Data from the International Nickel Study Group shows the nickel market deficit was 46,000
tonnes in 2016, 115,000 tonnes in 2017 and 127,000 tonnes last year.
LME aluminium ended down 0.1 percent at $1,874 a tonne, zinc rose 1.1 percent to $2,780, lead
slipped 0.6 percent to $2,101 and tin closed 0.5 percent up at $21,565.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 07-03-19
China’s rebar, iron ore snap 4-day rally
MANILA: Steel futures in China fell on Tuesday, with both rebar and iron ore retreating after
rising for four sessions, as slowing economic growth in the world’s top ferrous metals consumer
continued to cloud the demand outlook for these commodities.
China cut its GDP growth target for this year to 6.0 percent to 6.5 percent, as expected, from
around 6.5 percent last year but offered more stimulus, including cuts in taxes and social security
fees, increases in infrastructure investment and lending to small firms, to shore up its economy.
Whether the stimulus measures are enough to meet the revised growth target, which is a “wide”
range, remains to be seen, said analyst Helen Lau at Argonaut Securities.
“The market is reacting to the headlines,” she said. “Iron ore prices had recently surged due to
concerns over supply, but there is still uncertainty on the demand side.”
The most traded iron ore on the Dalian Commodity Exchange ended down 1.3 percent at 623
yuan ($92.96) a tonne, after falling as much as 3 percent earlier in the day.
Dalian iron ore hit a record-high 657.5 yuan in February in the aftermath of top miner Vale SA
declaring force majeure on iron ore contracts after one of its tailings dams in Brazil collapsed in
late January.
Iron ore prices are likely to “moderate” in March, said analyst Edward Meir of INTL FCStone.
“We do not see the supply disruptions lasting long as the Brazilian government has given no
indications that it intends to come down hard on Vale,” he said.
He downplayed the impact of the Brazilian supply cutbacks, which he said are still “relatively
small in the grand scheme of things, impacting roughly 1 1/2 percent of world supply”.
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Other steel-making raw materials were also lower, with Dalian coke ending down 2.5 percent at
2,087 yuan a tonne while coking coal fell 1.4 percent to 1,278.5 yuan.
The most-active construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange edged down
0.7 percent to 3,793 yuan a tonne. Hot rolled coil edged 0.8 percent lower at 3,777 yuan.—
Reuters

Business Recorder, 07-03-19
Chinese swimming world champ Ning quits at 26
SHANGHAI: China’s former 100m freestyle world champion and swimming pin-up NingZetao
announced his retirement from the sport on Wednesday, his 26th birthday.
A fan favorite in China because of his ability and looks, Ning won the 100m free world title in
2015 and was a four-time gold medalist at the Asian Games a year earlier.
But his career has been on the slide since and he hangs up his trunks with the reputation of a
talent never fulfilled.
Ning, who served a one-year suspension after testing positive for clenbuterol in 2011, announced
his retirement on Weibo, China’s equivalent of Twitter.
“Don’t be afraid of the past and the future! Say good bye to the swimming pool and blue water
and restart my own new life,” Ning wrote.
“Thank you, my dear fans! I wish you all the best.”
He added in English: “The way to success is never easy, push yourself and DO NOT SETTLE.”
After his feet at the world championships the colorfulNing looked set to star at the Olympics.
But he bombed at Rio 2016, where he failed to qualify for the 100m freestyle final.
In February 2017 he was thrown out of the China team for “violating the rules” over
sponsorship.—AFP

Business Recorder, 07-03-19
Chinese carmakers show goods in Geneva as sales tank at home
GENEVA: Chinese carmakers have flocked to this year’s Geneva International Motor Show,
eager to present new electric models to a global crowd as traditional car sales slip at home.
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Europe’s biggest annual car show, which opens to the public on Thursday, has typically been a
showcase for luxury cars from historic manufacturers, but this year new Chinese players have
come out in force. State-run giant Beijing Automotive (BAIC), China’s fifth largest automaker,
has turned up in Switzerland with its small electric and hybrid unit BJEV, which is partially
owned by Daimler.
Its booth boasts two futuristic-looking electrical concept cars, an SUV and a sports car, under
BJEV’s premium sub-brand Arcfox. Nearby, Chinese start-up Aiways, founded just two years
ago, is meanwhile showing off a fully electric and hyper-connected SUV that it wants to see
compete against far pricier high-end German models.
Aiways only counts around 1,000 employees, but it aims to play in the big leagues. It has
reached deals with Siemens and Bosch and has hired Roland Gumpert — the designer of Audi’s
Quattro of 1980s rally fame — as its new product chief.
“Commercialization will begin in China in late 2019 and in Europe in 2020,” Gumpert said in
Geneva. The group has a factory in China capable of pushing out 150,000 vehicles a year, with
the possibility of doubling that number.
“I think that the participation of Chinese auto companies in international auto shows in Europe or
North America will allow them to promote their brand internationally,” said Cui Dongshu,
secretary-general of the China Passenger Car Association (CPCA).
This “gives them an opportunity to understand other international brands,” he said, adding that
coming to Geneva also offers a chance “to test the international consumers’ recognition of
Chinese products.”
Chinese automakers at the Geneva show therefore appear to be on a scouting mission of sorts, as
the industry back home declares its international ambitions.
A year ago, Lynk&Co — a brand created in 2016 by China’s Geely, which also owns Swedish
Volvo — confirmed its ambition to release electric models in Europe in 2020.
The cars, it said, would be designed in China but made in Belgium, with the aim eventually of
conquering the Holy Grail: the US market.—AFP

Business Recorder, 07-03-19
China stocks rise to 9-month high
SHANGHAI: China stocks climbed on Wednesday to nine-month closing highs, bolstered by
hopes Beijing would pursue more stimulus this year to underpin the cooling economy, even as
investors watched for developments in Sino-US trade talks.
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The blue-chip CSI300 index rose 0.8 percent to 3,848.09, its highest close since May 23, 2018,
while the Shanghai Composite Index closed up 1.6 percent at 3,102.10 points, its highest close
since June 7, 2018.
China’s state planner said on Wednesday the government would implement measures to further
boost domestic consumption this year.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 24.4 percent and the CSI300 has risen 27.8
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 14.4 percent. Shanghai stocks
have risen 5.48 percent this month. About 55.50 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai
exchange, roughly 220.3 percent of the market’s 30-day moving average of 25.19 billion shares a
day. The volume in the previous trading session was 42.41 billion. Beijing announced billions of
dollar in tax cuts and infrastructure spending on Tuesday to reduce the risk of a sharper
economic slowdown. A private survey showed on Tuesday China’s services sector expanded at
the slowest pace in four months in February, underlining growing strains on the economy and a
challenging outlook for businesses this year.
On the trade front, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said on Monday he thought the United
States and China were “on the cusp” of a deal to end their trade war. Pompeo added on Tuesday
that “things are in a good place, but it’s got to be right.”—Reuters

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
Second phase
Chinese experts discuss various projects under CPEC
NAVEED BUTT
ISLAMABAD: A Chinese experts’ team has discussed about 25 various development projects
relating to socio-economic development and agriculture sector with Ministry of Planning,
Development and Reform under the second phase of China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC).
According to the sources, the development projects were discussed at a meeting held under
Secretary Planning ZafarHasn here on Thursday. Deputy Chief of Mission, Embassy of China,
Zhao Lijian and Project Director HasaanDaud Butt, high officials of the Ministry of National
Food Security & Research, Economic Affairs Division, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the
People’s Republic China and others participated in the meeting.
Project Director/Coordinator CPEC Hassan Daud Butt told this correspondent that Chinese
experts’ team discussed development projects relating to health, education, vocational training
and agriculture in the meeting. He said the representatives of Balochistan, Sindh, Azad Jammu
and Kashmir and Gilgit-Baltistan participated in the meeting.
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He said a 13-member Chinese experts’ team had visited Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and
discussed various development projects with the provincial governments. He said the project
would be scrutinized and final decision would be taken within 15 days.
The project director/coordinator CPEC said China would give $1 billion grant to Pakistan for
early harvest projects of socioeconomic development and agriculture sectors under the second
phase of CPEC. He said China would provide this grant for early harvest and pilot projects
during the next three years.
Answering a question, he said the government did not divert Rs 24 billion allocation for CPEC to
other projects. He said the allocation made for CPEC projects was as per requirement and
demand for executing agencies for the financial year 2018-19. He said Pakistan was committed
to strengthening the China-Pakistan all-weather strategic cooperative partnership and building
closer China-Pakistan community of shared future in the new era.

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
China’s top grain region plans to raise subsidies for growers
BEIJING: China’s top grain producing region plans to increase subsidies for corn growers as a
stocks glut eases, and will keep soybean subsidies at high levels for a second year running,
official media reported.
The increase for corn marks a reversal from last year when the government was still trying to
encourage farmers to reduce corn acreage as it sold off mammoth stocks of ageing grain.
However, soybeans will attract a much bigger subsidy after Beijing pledged to expand domestic
soybean output this year amid a bitter trade war with the United States.
China’s Heilongjiang province will also promote rotation from rice to soybeans in the new year,
according to the provincial agriculture ministry, the party-run Heilongjiang Daily reported.
The northeastern province nearly doubled subsidies for soybean farmers last year to 320 yuan
($47.67) per mu-a Chinese measure of land equal to 0.06 hectare (0.14 acre)-while slashing corn
subsidies to 25 yuan per mu, from about 134 yuan in 2017. Heilongjiang is China’s top grower
for both soybeans and corn, with farmers there switching between the two crops based on which
will be more profitable in a given year.
Subsidies for soybean growers will be maintained at about 300 yuan per mu, the Heilongjiang
Daily said. It did not give a figure for the increased 2019 corn subsidy, but said the figure for
soybeans would still be more than 200 yuan higher than for corn.
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Beijing said last month that it will further increase subsidies for farmers in northern China to
help expand acreage in the region. China has been seeking ways to reduce its reliance on US
soybeans, although the two sides have recently been in talks aimed at ending the trade dispute.
Beijing has also been whittling down its huge corn stockpiles, but the world’s No. 2 consumer of
the grain will likely sell off the last of its ageing stocks this year, an agriculture ministry official
said earlier this year.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
China’s iron ore futures fall as anti-smog measures weigh
MANILA: Prices of China’s steel-making raw materials dropped on Wednesday after the top
steelmaking city of Tangshan maintained the highest smog alert amid unfavorable weather
conditions, while the government vowed to extend its anti-smog measures.
The level 1 alert, the highest in China’s four-tier pollution warning system, has been in place
since March 1 and requires steel mills to curb output by 40 percent-70 percent or even stop
production, depending on the scale of their emissions.
The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange fell as much as 1.2
percent to 610 yuan ($90.86) a tonne, and stood at 610.5 yuan by the end of the session.
Coking coal edged 0.8 percent lower to 1,266.5 yuan a tonne, while coke dipped 1.1 percent to
2,063.5 yuan.
Steel prices were also lower, with the most-active construction steel rebar on the Shanghai
Futures Exchange down 1.2 percent at 3,737 yuan a tonne. Hot rolled coil, used for cars and
home appliances, dropped 1.6 percent to 3,708 yuan.
Trading, however, was muted for most of the day, with prices swinging between gains and
losses, while investors awaited more directional clues, including progress in the Sino-US trade
talks. There was “no strong direction, as markets await updated US-China trade news”, ANZ
Research said in a note.
US President Trump will reject a trade deal with China that is not perfect, but the United States
would still keep working on an agreement, US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo said, according
to a transcript of a media interview released by the State Department on Tuesday.
Despite some recent “positive” developments regarding the trade deal negotiations, the market is
not discounting the possibility of “further tensions” between the world’s two biggest economies,
said Darren Toh, steel and iron ore data scientist at Singapore-based Tivlon Technologies.
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“There’s nothing to speculate on at the moment, and some construction activities may have been
suspended, while the NPC meeting is going on,” said analyst Richard Lu of CRU in Beijing,
referring to the National People’s Congress, China’s parliament.
Delegates to the annual NPC gathering will meet in Beijing this week to discuss political and
economic policies.
China’s top steelmaking city of Tangshan has extended a level 1 smog alert that was due to be
lifted on Wednesday as unfavorable weather conditions persist. China will extend winter antismog measures such as production cuts and traffic restrictions for a third successive winter, the
environment ministry said in a pollution battle plan for 2019 published on Wednesday.—
Reuters

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
Badminton
China’s Lin Dan dumped out of All England Open
LONDON: Chinese badminton superstar Lin Dan crashed out of the All England Open in the
first round, losing to Japan’s KantaTsuneyama.
Lin, a six-time winner of the tournament who is now ranked 12th in the world fell to a 19-21, 2114, 21-7 defeat in Birmingham on Wednesday.
The 35-year-old, nicknamed “Super Dan”, said he struggled with his concentration.
“Every player is fighting very hard to win more points because of the coming Olympics,” he was
quoted as saying by Chinese state news agency Xinhua. “I will play more tournaments for more
ranking points.”
Tsuneyama, 22, who is ranked 17th, said his “physical ability” gave him the edge. “This
tournament is the greatest, so I really want to win as much as possible and I feel the atmosphere
here is unique, so I want to proceed as far as I can — I feel very confident now,” he said.
In front of noisy support the Japanese player struggled against one of the greatest shuttlers ever
in the first game but turned the tide after that.
Tsuneyama accelerated away midway through game two with five consecutive points and Lin
never got close in the decider, with the younger player showing more energy.—AFP

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
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China right to aim to boost consumption: IMF
WASHINGTON: China is right to aim its stimulus policies at boosting domestic consumption
since that will produce better quality economic growth, the International Monetary Fund said
Thursday.
Beijing this week announced it had lowered its 2019 growth target to 6.0-6.5 percent for the
world’s second-largest economy.
And in response to the slowing growth, amid the trade friction with the United States,
policymakers said they would lower taxes, reduce fees and streamline red tape.
“The IMF’s view is this will allow policymakers in China to focus on improving the quality of
growth rather than maintaining a high quantity of growth,” fund spokesman Gerry Rice told
reporters.
“This more modulated growth rate in China is something that the IMF has actually been
advocating and encouraging... for some time.”
The Washington-based lender has long called on Beijing to shift away from a focus on exportled growth, so “we think this is an appropriate step,” Rice said.
“We welcome the intention to support consumption which remains relatively low in China.”
He also praised the cuts to the “relatively high social security contribution rate,” which penalizes
employment, as well as the changes to the value-added tax, a move which “reduces inefficiencies
and opportunities for tax avoidance.”
China announced it will cut company taxes and employer social insurance contributions paid on
behalf of workers by nearly 2 trillion yuan ($298 billion).—AFP

Business Recorder, 08-03-19
China blue-chips snap four days of gains
SHANGHAI: Chinese blue-chips fell on Thursday after four straight sessions of gains while
Shanghai shares closed slightly higher in a volatile session of trade, after the finance minister
reiterated that China would not seek to flood a slowing economy with stimulus.
At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was up 0.14 percent at 3,106.42, having earlier lost
as much as 0.9 percent. The blue-chip CSI300 index ended 1.02 percent lower.
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The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 0.49 percent, while the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was weaker by 0.48 percent. In the latest round of comments indicating that China will
avoid broad loosening despite a slowing economy, China’s finance minister said on Thursday
that a proactive fiscal policy does not mean Beijing will open a floodgate of stimulus, adding that
authorities are highly concerned about local government debt risks.
Also, reinforcing ongoing uncertainty over the prospects of an end to the US-China trade war,
US President Donald Trump said on Wednesday that trade talks with China were moving along
well, but predicted either a “good deal” or no deal between the world’s two largest economies.
The CSI telecommunication services index ended flat after having earlier been dragged lower by
Huawei suppliers. The Chinese telecom equipment maker confirmed it is suing the US
government over a section of a defense bill passed into law last year that restricted its business in
the United States.
The largest percentage gainers on the main Shanghai Composite index were Wintime Energy Co
Ltd, up 10.13 percent, followed by Sichuan Western Resources Holding Co Ltd, gaining 10.12
percent, and Qinhuangdao Port Co Ltd , up by 10.11 percent.
The largest percentage losers on the Shanghai index were Wingtech Technology Co Ltd, down
5.41 percent, followed by ZhengjiangHuazheng New Material Co Ltd, losing 4.98 percent, and
Bestsun Energy Co Ltd, down by 4.78 percent.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 24.6 percent and the CSI300 has risen 26.5
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 13.2 percent. Shanghai stocks
have risen 5.63 percent this month. About 58.38 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai
exchange, roughly 219.9 percent of the market’s 30-day moving average of 26.55 billion shares a
day. The volume in the previous trading session was 55.50 billion.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China Feb exports tumble the most in 3 years
BEIJING: China’s exports tumbled the most in three years in February while imports fell for a
third straight month, pointing to a further slowdown in the economy and stirring talk of a “trade
recession”, despite a spate of support measures.
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While seasonal factors may have been at play, the shockingly weak readings from the world’s
largest trading nation added to worries about a global slowdown, a day after the European
Central Bank slashed growth forecasts for the region.
Asian stock markets and U.S. futures extended losses after the data. Chinese stocks sank over 4
percent in their worst day in five months.
Global investors and China’s major trading partners are closely watching Beijing’s policy
reactions as economic growth cools from last year’s 28-year low. But the government has vowed
it will not resort to massive stimulus like in the past, which helped revive demand worldwide.
February exports fell 20.7 percent from a year earlier, the largest decline since February 2016,
customs data showed. Economists polled by Reuters had expected a 4.8 percent drop after
January’s unexpected 9.1 percent jump.
“Today’s trade figures reinforce our view that China’s trade recession has started to emerge,”
Raymond Yeung, Greater China chief economist at ANZ, wrote in a note.
Imports fell 5.2 percent from a year earlier, worse than analysts’ forecasts for a 1.4 percent fall
and widening from January’s 1.5 percent drop. Imports of major commodities fell across the
board.
That left the country with a trade surplus of $4.12 billion for the month, much smaller than
forecasts of $26.38 billion.
Analysts warn that data from China in the first two months of the year should be read with
caution due to business disruptions caused by the long Lunar New Year holidays, which came in
mid-February in 2018 but started on Feb. 4 this year.
But many China watchers had expected a weak start to the year as factory surveys showed
dwindling domestic and export orders and the Sino-U.S. trade war dragged on.
“Seasonal distortions around the Chinese New Year holiday has added noise to the export data in
the past two months, and in our view explain most of the surprise (relative to consensus),” said
analysts at Goldman Sachs, whose estimate for a 20 percent export drop was the most pessimistic
in the Reuters poll.
But they noted that export momentum on a three-month basis has moderated significantly since
the third quarter last year and said “growth is likely to remain soft in the near future.”
TRADE WAR
The increasingly weak China data comes amid months of intense negotiations between
Washington and Beijing aimed at ending their trade dispute.
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On Wednesday, the U.S. reported its goods trade deficit with China surged to an all-time high
last year, underlining one of the key sticking points.
China’s data on Friday showed its surplus with the United States narrowed to $14.72 billion in
February from $27.3 billion in January, and it has promised to buy more U.S. goods such as
agricultural products as part of the trade discussions.
U.S President Donald Trump said on Wednesday that trade talks were moving along well and
predicted either a “good deal” or no deal between the world’s two largest economies.
Trump postponed a sharp U.S. tariff hike slated for early March as the talks progressed, but both
Washington and Beijing have kept previous duties in place.
The Chinese government’s top diplomat, State Councilor Wang Yi, said on Friday that talks had
made substantive progress, and that the two countries’ relations should not descend into
confrontation.
But the New York Times reported that Chinese officials are leery of continued discussions and
don’t want to commit China to structural changes in its economy.
WORLD’S GROWTH ENGINE SLOWING
China’s economy was already slowing last year before trade tensions escalated; due in part to a
regulatory clampdown on riskier lending that starved smaller, private companies of financing
and stifled investment.
Even if a trade deal is reached, its exporters will have to contend with weakening demand
globally, particularly in Europe. China’s exports to all of its major markets fell across the board
last month.
The government is targeting economic growth of 6.0 to 6.5 percent in 2019, Premier Li Keqiang
said at Tuesday’s opening of the annual meeting of parliament, a lower target than set for 2018.
Actual growth last year slowed to 6.6 percent, and is expected to cool further to 6.2 percent this
year. Many analysts expect a rocky first half before a flurry of stimulus measures start to
stabilize activity around mid-year.
China’s slowdown and the trade war are having an increasing impact on other trade-reliant
countries and businesses worldwide.
Imports from Japan sank 19.3 percent in February compared with a month earlier, Chinese
customs data showed.
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On Thursday, automotive chipmaker Renesas Electronics Corp said it plans to halt production at
six plants in Japan for up to two months this year as it braces for a further slowdown in Chinese
demand.
Taiwan reported its biggest export drop in over 2-1/2 years on Friday, with shipments to China
down 10.4 percent. Like China, Japan and South Korea, its hi-tech manufacturers are also being
hurt by a global downturn in demand for electronics from memory chips to smartphones.—
Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China backs Huawei in US legal fight
BEIJING: China threw its weight behind Huawei’s legal battle against the United States on
Friday, vowing to take all necessary measures to defend the “legitimate rights” of Chinese
companies and individuals.
Foreign Minister Wang Yi voiced Beijing’s support as Huawei mounts a legal and public
relations campaign to counter US warnings that the company’s networks and equipment could
serve as Trojan horses for Chinese intelligence services.
US prosecutors have also charged the company and its chief financial officer, MengWanzhou,
over allegations of violating Iran sanctions.
“It’s quite obvious to any fair and unbiased person that the recent action against a particular
company and Chinese individual is not just a pure judicial case but deliberate political
suppression,” Wang said at a news conference on the sidelines of China’s annual parliament
session.
“We have already and will continue to take all necessary steps, and resolutely safeguard the
legitimate rights and interests of Chinese companies and citizens,” Wang said, without
explaining what kind of measures Beijing would take.
Huawei announced on Thursday that it had filed a lawsuit in the US state of Texas to seek the
reversal of legislation that prevents American federal agencies from buying its equipment and
services.
Wang said China supports the company’s use of the “weapon of law to safeguard” its rights and
not become a “silent lamb to the slaughter”.
Meng was arrested in Canada in December at the behest of the United States and this week a
court set a May 8 date to start her extradition hearings.
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Two Canadians were subsequently detained in China in suspected retaliation over Meng’s arrest,
and the 15-year prison term of a third Canadian held on drug trafficking charges was switched to
a death sentence.—AFP
Business Recorder, 09-03-19
Trump won’t sign China trade pact unless it’s ‘great’
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump said Friday he will not agree to a pact with China to
resolve the months-long trade war unless it is a “very good deal.”
The economic superpowers have been locked in a trade battle since last summer, striking out
with steep tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade, which is beginning to sap
economic growth and business confidence.
“I am confident but... if this isn’t a great deal, I won’t make a deal,” Trump told reporters as he
departed the White House to visit tornado-damaged Alabama.
But he added, “We will do very well either way, with or without a deal.”
US and Chinese officials have said they are making progress toward a resolution of the dispute
but a US diplomat in Beijing said Friday that an agreement was not imminent.
White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow acknowledged Trump’s planned meeting at his
Florida resort with Chinese President Xi Jinping, which officials said was expected to be held
late this month to seal an agreement, could slip into April.
Kudlow told CNBC that talks have “advanced enormously,” echoing comments from a Chinese
diplomat in Beijing earlier Friday.
But “you saw them walk away from North Korea and just saying that... it could apply to trade,”
he said, referring to Trump’s recent summit in Hanoi with the North Korean leader Kim Jong
Un, which ended early and without an agreement.
“I don’t want to hang a timetable on this,” Kudlow said. US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer “is doing the best him can.”
“There may be a meeting in Florida, Mar-a-Lago between the two leaders, maybe late this month
or early next month.”
He credited Trump’s tough negotiating strategy and “aggressive tariffs” for bringing Beijing to
the negotiating table.
“We have them over a barrel,” he said.—AFP
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Business Recorder, 09-03-19
SE Asian stocks fall on dismal China trade data
SINGAPORE: Southeast Asian stocks tumbled on Friday in line with broader Asian peers, after
the region’s largest trading partner, China, reported a sharper-than-expected fall in exports in
February, reigniting concerns of a global slowdown.
Exports from Beijing in February fell 20.7 percent from a year earlier - the largest decline in
three years - compared to forecasts of a 4.8 percent drop, pointing to a further cooling in the
economy despite a spate of support measures.
The data comes just a day after the European Central Bank slashed its growth forecasts, deferring
rate hikes until 2020 and offering banks a new round of cheap loans, as it cautioned that the
economy was in “a period of continued weakness and pervasive uncertainty”.
In Southeast Asia, the Singapore index fell for a third session in four, dropping 1 percent to a
more than one-month low with broad-based losses.
The country’s largest lender DBS Group Holdings Ltd and Singapore Telecommunications Ltd
lost 1 percent each.
The Singapore benchmark index posted a 0.8 percent fall for the week.
Philippine stocks snapped their two-day rally, declining 1.1 percent, hurt by weakness in
industrial and financial sectors.
SM Investments Corp and Bank of the Philippine Islands were among the biggest drags on the
benchmark index, shedding 3 and 2.2 percent, respectively.
However, the Philippine stock index, which was the worst performer in the region last week,
recorded a weekly gain of 2 percent.
Indonesian shares fell 1.2 percent to a one-and-a-half-month low as trading resumed after a
holiday on Thursday, with financial and consumer stocks taking the biggest hit.
An index of the country’s 45 most liquid stocks declined 1.4 percent.
Vietnam stocks, which have outperformed their regional peers by a vast margin this year, closed
0.9 percent lower on Friday.—Reuters
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Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China shares tumble the most in five months
SHANGHAI: China stocks suffered their worst day in five months on Friday, plunging about 4
percent as investors scrambled to take profit amid signs of tighter regulatory scrutiny after a
recent market resurgence fuelled concerns of bubbles forming.
The blue-chip CSI300 index tumbled 4.0 percent, to 3,657.58 points, while the Shanghai
Composite Index dropped 4.4 percent to 2,969.86 points.
Hong Kong’s benchmark Hang Seng Index lost 1.9 percent on Friday.
The losses for the two main China indexes were their biggest since Oct. 11, and came in heavy
trading, with financial shares leading the decline.
Shanghai-listed shares of major insurer People’s Insurance Group of China (PICC) plummeted
the maximum allowed 10 percent, after Citic Securities issued a rare “sell” rating on the stock,
citing frothy valuation.
The brokerage forecast that PICC, whose shares doubled in just two weeks and rose the 10
percent limit in each of the previous five sessions, could slump by more than half over the next
12 months. Even after Friday’s tumble, PICC is still up 115 percent for the year.
“What we’re seeing is profit-taking after the recent surge. That’s very natural,” said Wen
Xunneng, a Shanghai-based hedge fund manager.
But Wen remained upbeat on Chinese shares, saying “I don’t see big room for correction. Plenty
of opportunities to make money ahead.”
Some analysts had warned a correction was near as indexes had been in overbought territory for
weeks, despite signs the economy was continuing to weaken.
On Friday, sentiment was also dampened by poor February trade data and weak global markets.
China’s exports tumbled the most in three years in February while imports fell for a third straight
month, pointing to a further slowdown in the economy despite a spate of support measures.
The China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), at a news conference in Beijing, declined
to comment on Friday’s market performance, but said it hopes more long-term overseas capital
can invest in China’s capital markets.
Throughout Friday, investors dumped stocks amid signs of tighter regulatory oversight after the
market rebounded over 20 percent this year on loose credit conditions and hopes for a Sino-US
trade deal.
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“I suspect regulators are sending the signals to cool the market a bit,” said Stephen Huang, vice
president of Shanghai See Truth Investment Management Co.
“The market rise has been too hasty.”
The official Securities Times said on Friday China’s banking watchdog has punished two lenders
for illegally channeling money into the stock market.
Also, China’s securities regulator said its Guangdong branch was closely monitoring greymarket margin financing and has banned brokerages from cooperating with shadow lenders.
In addition to the “sell” rating on PICC, another was issued on Friday, by Huatai Securities, for
Shanghai-traded shares of China Securities. The stock also fell 10 percent.
Allen Wong, strategist at China Investment Securities (HK), also attributed the market slide to
sluggish overseas market, after the European central bank indicated economic uncertainty ahead.
However, he said that the overall Chinese market is not yet in bubble, despite frothy valuations
in some sectors.
“China’s easing policies would translate into economic improvements in the second half of the
year, which will support the stock market.”
But if exports do not improve after February’s bracing number, worries about China’s economy
are likely to increase.
“Today’s trade figures reinforce our view that China’s trade recession has started to emerge,”
Raymond Yeung, Greater China chief economist at ANZ, wrote in a note.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
CBOT soyabean futures rise on Chinese deal
CHICAGO: Chicago Board of Trade (CBOT) soyabean futures inched upward on Thursday on
news that Chinese state-owned firms bought at least 500,000 tonnes of US soyabeans, traders
said.
CBOT May soyabeans settled up 1/2 cent at $9.02-1/2 per bushel on Thursday.
CBOT May soyameal ended up 20 cents at $306.30 per short ton. May soyaoil fell 0.11 cent at
29.67 cents per pound, after dipping to 29.48 cents, the contract’s lowest since January 24.
Chinese state-owned firms bought the US soyabeans for shipment primarily from Pacific
Northwest grain export terminals from June to September, two traders with knowledge of the
deals said.
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The purchases were the first since US Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue tweeted that China
had committed to buying an additional 10 million tonnes of US soyabeans during trade talks on
February 22. US export sales of old and new soyabean crop totaled 383,400 tonnes for the week
ended Feb. 28, according to US Department of Agriculture (USDA) data released on Thursday.
Ahead of Thursday’s US Department of Agriculture weekly export sales report, traders expected
the government to report weekly US soyabean sales at 600,000 to 1,150,000 tonnes.
Dealers continued to keep a close watch on trade talks between the United States and top
soyabean buyer China. US President Donald Trump on Wednesday said the talks were moving
along well and predicted either a “good deal” or no deal between the world’s two largest
economies.
Port terminals at Miritituba and Barcarena in the Pará State, Brazil, could run out of soyabeans
by Friday due to blockades on the BR-163 highway, a key artery connecting the country’s crop
belt to northern ports, the oilseeds group Abiove said Thursday. Abiove said the Brazilian
government is expected to free up soyabean truck traffic in the direction of northern ports by
Friday.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China’s steel futures edge higher
MANILA: Benchmark steel futures in China edged higher at the close of a choppy session on
Thursday, after the country’s top steelmaking region of Hebei announced capacity reductions in
2019 and 2020 as it seeks to improve air quality.
Hebei will cut 14 million tonnes of annual steelmaking capacity both this year and next year, the
province’s Communist Party head said on Thursday.
The province, home to major steel hubs such as Tangshan and Handan, produced more than a
quarter of last year’s output in China, the world’s biggest steelmaker. The most-active
construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange rose 1.1 percent to 3,821
yuan ($569.50) a tonne. It fell as much as 1.2 percent earlier in the day, before news about the
planned capacity reductions came out.
“It’s a reflection of the ‘weak-demand, high-output’ situation (in the Chinese market),” said
analyst Richard Lu of CRU in Beijing. But construction activities in China are likely to increase
later this month, which may spur a rebound in steel prices, he said, citing March as the peak
season for steel demand.
Hot rolled coil also rebounded, inching up 0.1 percent to 3,752 yuan a tonne.
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The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange fell as much as 1.4
percent, before edging up 0.7 percent to 623.5 yuan by the end of the session, amid rising supply
and the extended smog alert in Tangshan. “Investors weigh the impact of extensions to steel mill
output restrictions as heavy pollution remains prevalent in key production hubs,” said John
Meyer, an analyst at London-based broking and corporate finance firm S.P. Angel.
Iron ore inventory at Chinese ports continued to rise, reaching 146.05 million tonnes on March 1,
the highest since September last year, from 145.05 million tonnes as of Feb. 22, SteelHome data
showed. Tangshan has extended a level 1 smog alert that was due to be lifted on Wednesday as
unfavorable weather conditions persist.
The level 1 alert the highest in China’s four-tier pollution warning system, has been in place
since March 1 and requires steel mills to curb output by 40 percent to 70 percent or even stop
production, depending on the scale of their emissions.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
Base metals fall on weak trade data from China
LONDON: Copper fell to a two-week low on Friday after trade data from top consumer China
pointed to a slowing economy despite recent stimulus measures, denting demand expectations
for base metals.
China’s exports fell by the most in three years in February while imports fell for a third straight
month, pointing to a further slowdown in an economy which is at its weakest in almost 30 years.
“The optimism that has been built up from an upcoming trade war deal has dissipated as
underlying data shows that the picture isn’t as optimistic as everybody expected,” said BMO
Capital Markets analyst Kash Kamal.
US President Donald Trump said this week that talks aimed at ending a long-standing trade
conflict with China were moving along well after he postponed a sharp US tariff hike slated for
early March.
The optimism had flowed into base metals, with nickel climbing the most among metals so far
this year.
But on Friday, three-month copper ended 0.4 percent lower at $6,395 per tonne, after touching
its lowest since Feb. 20.
China’s unwrought copper imports fell year-on-year in February to their lowest in 11 months,
while copper concentrate imports rose to tie with the all-time monthly record, signaling that the
world’s top copper consumer is churning out more metal itself.
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China this week sought to shore up its slowing economy through billions of dollars in planned
tax cuts and infrastructure spending, with economic growth hit by softer domestic demand and a
trade war.
“Today’s (Chinese) trade data is just further confirmation that the outlook is tentative and (the
stimulus) is going to take a while to flow through,” said BMO’s Kamal.
Inventories in LME-registered warehouses stood at 116,725 tonnes, the lowest since 2008.
The premium of cash LME copper over the three-month contract was at $35.50 a tonne after
touching its highest since January 2015 at $70 earlier this week.
Chinese bonded copper stocks have risen to 530,000 tonnes, according to the latest data as
assessed on Friday by SMM.
The Indonesian government has approved one-year export allowances for copper concentrate for
miners PT Freeport Indonesia and PT Amman Mineral Nusa Tenggara, officials from the
Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources said.
Investors dumped “risky” assets such as metals and world stocks in the wake of the weak
Chinese data, a day after European policymakers slashed growth forecasts for the bloc.
Aluminium ended 0.4 percent higher at $1,872 a tonne, zinc finished 0.9 percent lower at $2,711,
lead fell 0.7 percent to $2,091, tin slipped 0.5 percent to $21,375 while nickel closed 1.1 percent
lower at $13,090.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China buys Indian cotton as prices at home jump
MUMBAI: Indian traders have signed contracts to ship 800,000 bales of cotton to China as
demand surged from the world’s biggest consumer of the fiber due to a rally in prices in China,
industry officials told Reuters.
The exports from the world’s biggest cotton producer will help China in augmenting supplies,
but could weigh on global prices.
“Chinese buyers were very active in the market in last few days,” said AtulGanatra, president of
the Cotton Association of India (CAI).
The cotton was sold at around 80 to 81 cents per pound on a cost and freight basis (C&F) to
China, for shipments in March and April, he said on the sidelines of a Cotton India conference in
Mumbai.
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India has already shipped around 600,000 bales to China so far in the 2018/19 marketing year
that started on Oct. 1, he said. The United States, the world’s biggest exporter of the fiber, has
cornered the bulk of Chinese imports for at least a decade. But China’s decision to impose a 25
percent import tax on cotton, in retaliation for tariffs enacted by the administration of US
President Donald Trump, has allowed India to grab a bigger share of the Chinese market.
“Imports are nearly 10 cents (per lb.) cheaper than domestic supplies for Chinese buyers,” said a
London-based cotton dealer with a global trading firm.
China has also been buying cotton from Brazil in the last few days due to depleting stocks, he
said.
Cotton ending stocks in China are forecast at 6.58 million tonnes in 2018/19, down from 7.43
million tonnes.
India’s cotton sales to neighboring Pakistan have slowed in the last few days amid rising tensions
between the nuclear armed nations, said Mohit Shah, director at Gill& Co., a leading exporter.—
Reuters

Business Recorder, 09-03-19
USDA confirms sales of 664,000 tonnes of soya to China
CHICAGO: China bought 664,000 tonnes of US soyabeans, the US Agriculture Department said
on Friday, confirming a sale that marked the top oilseed buyer’s first purchase of US supplies
since promising to buy 10 million tonnes as part of trade talks.
The USDA, in its daily reporting system, said that private exporters said the deal was for the
2018/19 marketing year, which ends on Aug. 31.
Traders on Thursday had said that Chinese state-owned firms had bought at least 500,000 tonnes
of US soyabeans.
The market has been waiting for a sale since Feb. 22, when US Agriculture Secretary Sonny
Perdue wrote on Twitter that China had committed to buying soyabeans as a “show of good
faith.”
The two nations have levied tit-for-tat tariffs on each other’s goods since last summer in a
bruising trade war that has riled commodities markets and shifted global trade flows. Washington
and Beijing have been negotiating a trade agreement since December.
Chicago Board of Trade May soyabean futures opened trading on Friday down 3/4 cent at $9.013/4 a bushel.—Reuters
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Business Recorder, 09-03-19
China tightens rules on wealth management
SumeetChatterjee
China’s efforts to tighten oversight of its $20 trillion-plus wealth management industry are
spurring foreign banks to speed up plans to enter the local market or expand there, six people
involved in the discussions said.
China’s wealth-management industry is the fastest-growing in the world but has historically been
linked to the sale of high-risk, illiquid products and lax regulatory oversight.
Recently, however, officials have begun forcing domestic banks to separate their wealthmanagement businesses, a move sources said was aimed at improving governance as part of
Beijing’s broader push to reduce debt and limit the sale of risky products.
This comes as Japan’s Nomura is awaiting a license to launch a wealth business in China, while
JPMorgan and Bank of Singapore, a unit of Asian lender Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp are
among others considering entries, the people said.
At stake is access to a market where personal assets for investment rose from $11 trillion in 2012
to $22 trillion by 2017, according to consultancy Oliver Wyman. It expects that figure to reach
$37 trillion in the next five years.
Of that, only 5 percent, or $1.1 trillion, was invested offshore in 2017, according to Oliver
Wyman.
“China has long been considered the Wild West by the foreign private banks,” said an executive
at a leading wealth manager in China, declining to be named as he was not authorized to speak to
the media. “With the market moving towards more regulated environment, onshore business is
going to be the most important pie.”
The private banking units of top Chinese commercial banks, including China Merchants Bank,
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China, and Bank of China dominate the local market,
according to Asian Private Banker.
China’s five major banks have so far gotten the regulatory nod to set up wealth management
units, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC) said last month.
The units must maintain separate books and accounts and “perform the duties of entrusted wealth
management honestly, diligently, and responsibly,” the regulator wrote in its December
guidelines.
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The rules are aimed at strengthening local wealth managers’ risk-management practices,
including those related to client background checks and the sale of investment products, which
often imply a guaranteed return, industry sources said.
Francois Monnet, Credit Suisse private banking head in North Asia, said onshore investors’
“normalizing” expectations of returns had created a more level playing field for foreign banks.
Credit Suisse in 2016 hired a senior banker in China to prepare a roadmap for an onshore private
banking business.
“We are at an early stage of strategic readiness in terms of developing what will make sense to
increase that presence, and to be ready to deploy that aggressively,” Monnet said.
Credit Suisse will compete with Goldman Sachs and UBS on advising wealthy clients in China.
China is a “strategic priority” for UBS and billionaires are being created at a faster pace there
than anyplace else in the world, said UBS Wealth Management’s China business head Marina
Lui.
Bank of Singapore plans to set up an office to promote its brand in China as a first step, Samuel
Tsien, chief executive of parent company OCBC, said at an earnings briefing last month, adding
that it was not looking to operate a “full-blown” private banking business.
JPMorgan has started discussing how to set up an onshore private banking business in China,
two people with knowledge of the matter said. A JPMorgan spokeswoman declined to comment.
Nomura, which is said to be in line for regulatory approval this year for the securities joint
venture that will allow it to offer wealth management services, also declined to comment.
In the mass affluent market - clients with investable assets of between $100,000 and $1 million in China, foreign banks are gearing up to boost growth as a shadow banking crackdown brings
such investors into the mainstream.
Citigroup expects its China wealth-management client base to grow faster in 2019 than last year,
at more than 30 percent, its country CEO Christine Lam said in January.
HSBC aims to grow its Asia revenues by at least $1 billion by 2020 from retail and private
banking wealth, asset management and insurance, with the China business set to be a big
contributor, the bank said in a statement to Reuters.
“China’s new wealth management regulations will remove implicit guarantees, set stricter
investment standards and standardize the rapidly growing wealth management industry,” it
said.—Reuters
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Business Recorder, 09-03-19
Women trafficking
Govt takes up issue with Chinese govt thru MoFA
FAZAL SHER
ISLAMABAD: The government has taken up the matter related to reports that Chinese men sell
Pakistani women for prostitution in China after marrying them.
Secretary Interior Major AzamSuleman Khan (retd) told National Assembly Standing Committee
on Interior that some cases regarding the said matter came into the notice and the Ministry of
Interior has taken up the issue with the Chinese government through Ministry of Foreign
Affairs.
MNA NafeesaInayat Ullah Khan Khattak said there are reports that Chinese men in Pakistan
marry with Pakistani women and later use them as prostitutes in their country.
MNA Muhammad YousafTalpur said he has information that a large number of Chinese
prisoners have been brought into Pakistan and they are working on different projects of ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC).
On this, Khan said that the Chinese companies working on CPEC project are state-owned
companies and Pakistan embassy in China grants work visa to their employees. “This is not in
our knowledge whether or not Chinese employees working on CPEC projects are prisoners,” he
said, adding, “We keep an eye on these people with respect to security point of view.”
The secretary further said Ministry of Interior is setting up its own complaint cell which will
receive and resolve public complaints regarding the attached departments of the ministry.
Ministry of Interior’s Additional Secretary Abdul Aziz while briefing the committee which met
with MNA Raja KhurramShahzad Nawaz in the chair, about affairs and functions of the
ministry, told that the Ministry of Interior has set up Special Security Division (SSD) consisting
of six civilian wings for protection of Chinese nationals working on the CPEC projects.
He said CPEC security committee constituted under National Coordinator (NC) National
Counter Terrorism Authority (NACTA) is in process of formulation of strategy document.
Aziz said the Ministry of Interior signed agreement, treaties and memoranda of understanding
including readmission case management system (RCMS) to digitize the flow of readmission
cases from European Union Members States (EUMS), treaty on transfer of sentenced persons
with China and protocol on prisoner transfer agreement with the United Kingdom (UK).
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Agreement on transfer of offenders with Jordan and agreement on transfer of convicted
individuals with Saudi Arabia are negotiated at expert level and are ready for signing, he said.
He further informed the committee that the ministry has framed various policies including Visa
Free Entry Policy, National Internal Security Policy, Private Security Companies Policy, Bulletproof Vehicles Policy, International Non-Governmental Organizations (INGO) Policy and Arms
Policy.
Aziz said Pakistan Citizen Portal has received 36,505 complaints so far and out of the
complaints, 31,351 have been resolved, he said.
State Minister for Interior ShehryarAfridi said his ministry will provide complete assistance to
the committee. His ministry will submit its reports on quarterly basis about its performance
before the committee, he added.
The meeting was also attended by MNAs Sher Akbar Khan, Malik Sohail Khan, Nawab
ZadaShahzainBugti and RazaNasrullah, senior officials of Ministry of Interior, Chairman
National Database and Registration Authority (NADRA) UsmanMobeen, Director General (DG)
Federal Investigation Agency (FIA) Bashir Ahmed Memon and DG Immigration and Passport
(I&P) Ishrat Ali.

Business Recorder, 10-03-19
China hopeful on US trade talks
BEIJING: Beijing is hopeful about its next round of trade talks with the US, China’s vice
minister for commerce said Saturday, after revealing that top negotiators had tried to hammer out
a deal over burgers and eggplant chicken.
China and the United States have been locked in a bruising trade war since last year, imposing
tit-for-tat tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade, which has left global markets
reeling. Top-level negotiators have met three times in an attempt to reach an agreement before
next week, when additional tariffs could be levied on Chinese goods entering the US as a truce
period expires.
“When you ask about the prospects for the next Sino-US economic and trade consultation, I feel
that there is hope,” Vice Minister for Commerce Wang Shouwen told journalists at a press
briefing on the sidelines of China’s National People’s Congress.
He added that Beijing’s top economic official Liu He and US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer held talks over a packed lunch of burgers and eggplant stir-fried with chicken — a
common Chinese dish — in Washington last month.
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“Vice Premier Liu ate a beef burger, and Lighthizer ate eggplant and chicken (with rice),” Wang
said.
“Throughout the consultation process, there was coffee and tea... but both drank plain water.”
“This was to find common ground,” he added.—AFP

Business Recorder, 10-03-19
Chinese group buys Finnish sports firm for 4.6bn euros
PARIS: A consortium led by Chinese companies, including internet giant Tencent, has bought
Finnish firm Amer Sports for 4.6 billion euros ($5.15 billion), acquiring leading ski brands
Salomon and Atomic as Beijing looks forward to hosting the Winter Olympics in 2022.
Amer Sports said in a statement that the offer, announced in September and launched in
December, had been successful with some 94 percent of its shares sold to the group.
Besides China’s Anta Sports, the consortium — set up to conduct the bid — includes Tencent,
Asian investment fund FountainVest Partners and Anamered Investments which is run by
Canadian businessman Chip Wilson. Anta Sports, estimated to be worth $12.5 billion, has been
stepping up efforts to acquire foreign brands.
Amer Sports, ranked among the world’s largest sports firms, was founded in 1950 originally a
tobacco company, before diversifying in the 2000s.—AFP

Business Recorder, 10-03-19
China makes biggest US sorghum purchase
CHICAGO: China bought US sorghum for the first time since August last week, U.S Department
of Agriculture data showed on Thursday, fueling hopes for more deals as Beijing and
Washington seek to resolve their trade dispute.
The sale of 65,000 metric tonnes of US sorghum marked China’s biggest purchase since Beijing
imposed a 25 percent tariff on imports of American grains in July.
It was also China’s first purchase since the autumn US harvest brought new sorghum supplies
into the market and came as traders said state-owned Chinese companies had separately
purchased at least 500,000 tonnes of US soybeans.
US President Donald Trump said on Wednesday that trade talks with China were moving along
well and predicted either a “good deal” or no deal between the world’s two largest economies.
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China, the world’s top sorghum buyer, bought about $839 million of US sorghum in 2017, most
of which was shipped in the months after the autumn harvest.
But Beijing’s tariffs last summer nearly halted US shipments to Chinese buyers, who use
sorghum to feed livestock and make fiery Chinese liquor called baijiu.
Wayne Cleveland, executive director of Texas Sorghum Producers, an industry group, said he
was fielding calls from sorghum growers and grain elevators seeking to confirm the USDA
report of China’s purchase. “This has generated a tremendous amount of excitement for our
growers and the folks that sell grain,” he said. “There’s nothing like having China back
buying?”
Tight supplies of sorghum in China may be behind the latest purchase, said Don Bloss, past
chairman of the trade group National Sorghum Producers and a Nebraska farmer.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 10-03-19
China’s Liu sets 50km walk world record
BEIJING: China’s Liu Hong on Saturday set a new world record for the women’s 50km race
walk, becoming the first woman to complete the event in less than four hours.
The Olympic gold medalist completed the Chinese Race Walk Grand Prix in the eastern city of
Huangshan in just 3hr 59min 15 sec, the International Association of Athletics Federations said.
She shaved more than five minutes off the previous record set by compatriot Liang Rui. It is the
first 50km outing for the 31-year-old, who has just returned from two years of maternity leave in
2019, the official Xinhua news agency reported.
A two-time World Championships winner, she also holds the women’s 20km world record of 1hr
24min 38sec set in Spain’s La Coruna in 2015.
Liu pipped Mexico’s Maria Gonzalez by just two seconds to win the Olympic women’s 20km
race walk in a nail-biting finish in Rio de Janeiro in 2016. Chinese athletes dominated Saturday’s
Huangshan race, with Li Maocuo shaving 11 minutes off her personal best to finish second at 4hr
3min 51sec and Ma Faying coming in third at 4hr 7min 30sec.—AFP

Business Recorder, 10-03-19
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China forecasts rising soya bean imports to make up for less canola
BEIJING: China on Friday raised its forecast for soyabean imports during the 2018/19 crop year
to 85 million tonnes, up from 83.65 million in last month’s outlook, after the country’s customs
agency suspended some imports of rival oilseed canola.
China’s Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Affairs said in its monthly forecast on Friday that
even though African swine fever was reducing demand for soyameal in pig feed, canola imports
were expected to fall, which would benefit soyameal consumption.
Canola imports are likely to drop after the General Administration of Customs suspended the
clearance of canola imports from Canadian agribusiness Richardson International on March 1.
It said on Thursday it will also step up inspections of all Canadian canola cargoes until further
notice.
Like soyabeans, canola, or rapeseed, is crushed into oil and meal, with the meal used to feed
China’s huge herd of livestock as well as farmed fish.
The agriculture ministry did not give a forecast for canola imports. However, China’s canola oil
production would be 5.7 million tonnes, slightly lower than earlier forecast, as a result of
increased customs inspections reducing canola supplies available for crushing, the ministry said.
Canola oil imports are forecast to fall slightly to 900,000 tonnes, versus 1 million tonnes forecast
last month, the ministry said.
Corn consumption is forecast to fall to 283 million tonnes, down from 285 million tonnes in last
month’s outlook, the ministry said, as African swine fever continued to spread and forced
farmers to slaughter their livestock, reducing demand for corn-based feed.
China has reported 111 outbreaks of African swine fever, a fatal pig disease, in 28 of its
provinces and regions since August 2018.
The ministry added however that the disease is “generally controllable” and prevention and
control is “gradually improving”.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
CPFTA-II may be finalized prior to PM’s China visit
ISLAMABAD: Pakistan and China are holding 11th round of second phase of Free Trade
Agreement (FTA-II) on March 12-13, 2019 in Beijing, hoping positive outcome of the much
supported parlays, well-informed sources told Business Recorder.
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Pakistan’s negotiation team will be headed by Shafiq Shahzad Baloch (Chief Negotiator). Other
members of the team will be Yasmin Abdul Wahab, Consultant, MoC, Ghulam Qadir, Trade
Economist, MoC, Khuda Bukhsh Rind, EDB, and one representative each from Ministry of
National Food Security and Research, Textile Division and Federal Board of Revenue (FBR).
The agenda of talks will be market access of trade in goods, claw back investment text and
customs data exchange.
The sources said, both countries want to finalize CPFTA-II prior the second visit of Prime
Minister Imran Khan to China scheduled in April 2019.
China has indicated that the items under zero tariffs have been agreed and rice, yarn and sugar
have been included in the items prior to implementation of FTA-II, and given an assurance to
Islamabad that it would procure additional products worth $ 1 billion.
“China has conveyed that it is ready to work out the final details and modalities of second phase
of FTA during 11th round of talks,” the sources continued.
The first phase of CPFTA was completed in 2012 and the two sides are presently negotiating the
second phase for further liberalization. Both sides were almost ready to sign the FTA-II during
Abbasi-led government, but it was deferred at the eleventh hour on the request of the business
community. The then government’s action was appreciated by the business community and
Lahore Chamber of Commerce and Industry (LCCI) visited the office of the then Commerce
Minister, Pervaiz Malik to applaud his efforts to safeguard local industry.
Pakistan maintains that China must extend unilateral concessions on its priority export items to
restore eroded Margin of Preference (MoP) which was the result of subsequent China’s FTA’s
with other countries especially Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) in 2011.
Pakistan had sought unilateral concessions on 313 items but China was willing to give
concessions on only around 55 items. However, now the situation is far different due to
Pakistan’s stiff stance.
“We want a win-win situation for both the countries in the second phase, as the outcome of first
phase has been asymmetrical resulting in huge trade deficit,” said an official on condition of
anonymity.—MUSHTAQ GHUMMAN

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
Pakistan, China & Afghanistan to meet tomorrow
ISLAMABAD: Officials from Pakistan, China and Afghanistan will meet in Kabul on Monday
to discuss cooperation in various fields, the Afghan Foreign Ministry said in Kabul on Sunday.
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Afghan Deputy Foreign Minister for Political Affairs Idrees Zaman will preside over the
trilateral meeting to follow-up the agreements on practical cooperation mechanism between the
three countries.
Official sources in Islamabad confirmed the meeting and said that Pakistan ambassador to
Afghanistan Zahid Nasrullah Khan will represent the country.
The trilateral forum at the level of foreign ministers was launched in 2017 at the initiative of
China when relationship between Pakistan and Afghanistan was at lowest ebb.
Pakistan wants to improve relations between Pakistan and Afghanistan as part of its efforts for
economic development in the region.
An official source in Islamabad told NNI that the trilateral meeting will review progress on
agreed projects.
In December last year, Foreign Minister Makhdoom Shah Mahmood Qureshi joined his Afghan
and Chinese counterparts Salahuddin Rabbani and Wang Yi at the 2nd Afghanistan-ChinaPakistan Foreign Ministers’ Dialogue in Kabul who reaffirmed their commitment to further
strengthening their relations, deepening cooperation, and advancing connectivity under the Belt
and Road Initiative (BRI), Regional Economic Cooperation Conference on Afghanistan
(RECCA) and other regional economic initiatives.
The three sides had agreed to promote China-Afghanistan-Pakistan trilateral cooperation under
the framework of jointly building the Belt and Road Initiative.
Pakistan and China support the Afghan-owned, and Afghan led inclusive peace process and have
assured Kabul to facilitate the process. China has expressed its readiness to support Afghanistan
and Pakistan in building immigration reception center and drinking water supply schemes at each
side of the Ghulam Khan Khel crossing point, and to explore cold storages at Chaman and Spin
Boldak. China supports enhanced coordination between Afghanistan and Pakistan on major
energy and connectivity projects, including the construction of Quetta-Kandahar railway and
Kabul-Peshawar Motorway and Railway. In the December talks, the three countries had also
agreed to counter terrorist’ logistical capabilities including financing, recruitment, training, and
strengthen trilateral cooperation for counter-terrorism capacity building, deny terrorist use of the
internet and to take joint steps for radicalization, as well as work together to break the nexus
between narco-trade and terror financing.
To advance their cooperation in the fields of Counter-Terrorism, the three sides had also signed
the Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on Counter-Terrorism.—NNI

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
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China will not devalue renminbi to spur exports: central bank chief
BEIJING: China has gone to great lengths to support its currency and would not devalue the
renminbi to spur exports or combat trade frictions, the governor of the central bank said Sunday.
Speaking on the sidelines of China’s annual parliamentary session, Yi Gang said Washington
and Beijing had discussed exchange rates in recent trade talks and reached a consensus on many
“crucial” issues.
US President Donald Trump has long accused Beijing of manipulating its currency to gain a
trade advantage and Washington has been seeking assurances on the exchange rate in the
ongoing trade talks between the two nations.
“Let me stress here that we will never use the exchange rate for the purpose of competition, nor
will we use the exchange rate to increase China’s exports or as a tool in handling trade frictions,”
said Yi.
“We have committed not to do this,” Yi told reporters.
He noted the US Treasury Department had declined many times to label China a currency
manipulator in its semi-annual report on international exchange rates.
Beijing and Washington have been locked in a bruising trade war since last year, imposing titfor-tat tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade, which has left global markets reeling.
“The two sides reached consensus on many crucial and important issues,” Yi said, without
specifying which issues.
China’s banking regulator told reporters earlier this week that the two sides would reach a
consensus on the exchange rate and indicated it would not be a sticking point in the way of a
larger trade agreement.
“China’s efforts and achievements in maintaining the basic stability of the renminbi exchange
rate at a reasonable and balanced level are recognized by the whole world,” Yi said.
In the past three or four years the exchange rate had been under market pressure to depreciate, Yi
said, adding that Beijing had used up $1 trillion of China’s foreign currency reserves to stabilize
the currency.
There have been conflicting comments from Washington and Beijing on the progress of
negotiations.
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Beijing is hopeful about its next round of trade talks with the US, China’s vice minister for
commerce Wang Shouwen said Saturday, after revealing that top negotiators had tried to
hammer out a deal over a lunch of burgers and eggplant chicken in a recent round of talks.
Donald Trump on Friday said he remains optimistic but will not sign a pact unless it is a “very
good deal”, and a top economic advisor said the US president could walk away from a bad deal.
The two sides were thought to be readying for a Trump-Xi meeting at the end of March, but the
US ambassador to China said Friday that the two countries were not yet ready to bring together
the two leaders for a summit and deal signing.—AFP

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
Dollar to slip, no lift expected from any China trade deal
NEW YORK: The US dollar will lose strength against a basket of other major currencies over
the coming year, according to a Reuter’s poll of strategists who also said a positive outcome to
US-China trade negotiations was already priced in to their outlook and will not likely give the
greenback a lift.
Last year, the US currency was propped up by sweeping tax cuts championed by President
Donald Trump, with the economy expanding above its long-term trend for most of the year, but
falling short of 3 percent for 2018 as a whole.
Now a slowing US economy, a widening fiscal deficit and a dovish Federal Reserve are limiting
the dollar’s strength against other major currencies compared with 2018. With all those factors in
play, the currency is forecast to give back some gains over the coming year.
“As we pointed out at the start of this year, we see the relative cyclical support for the dollar
being less favourable this year than last and that suggests to us some dollar depreciation ahead.
The end of balance sheet shrinkage will reinforce a much less active Fed on raising the fed funds
rate,” said Lee Hardman, currency strategist at MUFG.
“In addition, there is already evidence of foreign investors being more reluctant to invest in US
portfolio securities and we view this reduced appetite as partly a consequence of the level of the
US dollar and partly on concerns over the deteriorating budget deficit outlook.”
But with global economic growth slowing and central banks expected to lean towards extending
their easy monetary policy, any gains for other major currencies against the dollar will be
limited.
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The dollar is expected to weaken, with the euro forecast at $1.19 in a year, over a 5 percent rise
from $1.13 on Wednesday, according to the poll of over 70 currency strategists taken Feb 28March 6.
But that outlook for 12 months ahead was a downgrade for the single currency against the dollar
compared with last month.
That is largely driven by a widely held view the European Central Bank will dole out new cheap
loans to banks, also known as Targeted Long-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTROs),
something economists in a separate Reuters poll predicted could happen by July.
“We are not anticipating there will be lot of wind in the (dollar’s) sails,” said Jane Foley, head of
FX strategy at Rabobank, the top FX forecaster for 2018.
“But if you get to an environment where the market really is anticipating more TLTROs from the
ECB, I don’t think the euro is going to be on a firm footing. And in that environment, there is
just perhaps more incentive for the dollar to remain well-supported - no huge gains, but
supported.”
Any resolution to an ongoing trade dispute between the United States and China is also unlikely
to change the fortunes of the dollar, according to analysts who provided an answer to a separate
question.
If the two countries do achieve a trade deal within the next month or so, the dollar is expected to
make no significant move, while in a no-deal scenario, the greenback was forecast to rise by 1
percent.
“The dollar should correct if there is an agreement between China and the US due to the
reduction of safe-haven flows. Nevertheless, the market is already pricing in a high probability of
an agreement. Thus, the depreciation should be limited,” said Roberto Cobo Garcia, FX strategist
at BBVA.
“If there is no agreement, the dollar could at least trade back towards the recent highs. The
negative impact of this scenario on global risk appetite and the Chinese economy would
definitely favour flows into safe-haven assets.”—Reuters

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
China Feb new bank loans fall but policy support still on track
BEIJING: New bank loans in China fell sharply in February from a record the previous month,
but the drop was likely due to seasonal factors, while policymakers continue to press lenders to
help cash-strapped companies stay afloat.
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Analysts say China needs to revive weak credit growth to help head off a sharper economic
slowdown this year, but investors are worried about a further jump in corporate debt and the risk
to banks as they relax their lending standards.
Chinese banks made 885.8 billion yuan in net new yuan loans in February, according to data
released by the People’s Bank of China (PBOC) on Sunday.
That was down sharply from a record 3.23 trillion yuan in January, when several other key credit
gauges also picked up modestly in response to the central bank’s policy easing.
But February’s tally was still 5.5 percent higher than 839.3 billion yuan a year earlier.
Analysts polled by Reuters had predicted new yuan loans of 975 billion yuan in February.
A pull-back in February’s tally had been widely expected as Chinese banks tend to front-load
loans at the beginning of the year to get higher-quality customers and win market share.
Broad M2 money supply grew 8.0 percent in February from a year earlier, missing forecasts, the
central bank data showed. Analysts had expected a 8.4 percent rise in M2 - unchanged from
January.
Outstanding yuan loans grew 13.4 percent from a year earlier, matching expectations and
unchanged from January’s rise.
China’s central bank is widely expected to ease policy further this year to spur lending and lower
borrowing costs, especially for small and private firms vital for growth and job creation.
But policymakers have repeatedly vowed not to open the credit floodgates in an economy
already saddled with piles of debt - a legacy of massive stimulus during the global financial crisis
in 2008-09 and subsequent downturns.
Corporate bond defaults hit a record last year, while banks’ non-performing loan ratio notched a
10-year high.
Premier Li Keqiang told parliament on Tuesday that Beijing will step up targeted cuts in the
reserve requirement ratio (RRR) for smaller and medium-sized banks with an aim to boost
lending to small companies by large banks by more than 30 percent.
He also said monetary policy would be “neither too tight nor too loose”. Li also pledged to push
for market-based reforms to lower real interest rates.
The central bank has already cut RRR - the amount that banks need to set aside as reserves - five
times over the past year, most recently in January. Further cuts are widely expected.
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Sources have told Reuters the central bank is not ready to cut benchmark interest rates just yet,
but is likely to cut market-based rates.
Growth of outstanding total social financing (TSF), a broad measure of credit and liquidity in the
economy, slowed to 10.1 percent in February from January’s 10.4 percent, versus a record low of
9.8 percent in December.
TSF growth is a rough gauge of credit conditions.
TSF includes off-balance sheet forms of financing that exist outside the conventional bank
lending system, such as initial public offerings, loans from trust companies and bond sales.
In February, TSF fell to 703 billion yuan from 4.64 trillion yuan in January.
Analysts note there is a time lag before a jump in lending will translate into growth, suggesting
business conditions may get worse before they get better. And, there is a risk that more firms are
borrowing merely to refinance existing debt, rather than for fresh investment needed to fuel an
economic turnaround.
Past credit spreads have also invariably led to speculation in property and financial markets. The
country’s banking watchdog has punished two lenders for illegally channeling money into the
stock market, the official Securities Times said on Friday.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 11-03-19
LETTERS
China praises Pakistan’s restraint that China has always acted with a lot of prudence – a hallmark
of the former ‘Middle Kingdom’ – is a fact. Asking both India and Pakistan to refrain from
taking actions that aggravate the situation, China has heaped a lot of praise on Pakistan. It has
praised Pakistan’s “restraint” and willingness to talk with India to ease tensions between the two
countries.
China maintains that the sovereignty and territorial integrity of all countries should be respected
and does not want to see acts that violate the norms of international relations. China has
impliedly censured India for its growing belligerence against Pakistan.
Karachi Hamid Khan

Business Recorder, 12-03-19
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China stocks rebound
SHANGHAI: Chinese shares rebounded on Monday, after suffering heavy losses in the previous
session, after the central bank governor pledged more support for a slowing economy.
The Shanghai Composite index closed up 1.92 percent at 3,026.99 points. The blue-chip CSI300
index was up 1.98 percent, with its financial sector sub-index higher by 0.64 percent.
Gains were driven by statements from People’s Bank of China (PBOC) Governor Yi Gang, who
said on Sunday that the PBOC’s “prudent” monetary policy will emphasize counter-cyclical
adjustments, using a phrase that implies the need to fight an economic slowdown.
China’s factory-gate inflation in February stayed flat from a month earlier, while gains in
consumer prices slipped to the lowest level in more than a year as muted price pressures point to
lackluster demand in the world’s second-largest economy.
Yi said there is still some room for the PBOC to cut reserve requirement ratios, and said the bank
will work on lowering risk premiums that have kept lending rates for small firms relatively
elevated.
Weak data coming after recent gains means the market is still facing pressure, analysts at
Dongguan Securities said in a note. “But during the two sessions (of parliament) period, policy
will remain positive,” they said.
Chinese banks made 885.8 billion yuan ($131.77 billion) in net new yuan loans in February,
down sharply from a record 3.23 trillion yuan in January, though the drop was likely due to
seasonal factors.
“Considering that the main external central banks are all turning toward loosening, and that
domestic credit growth still requires government support, monetary policy will continue to be
relatively loose,” analysts at Zheshang Securities said in a note. The analysts said that weakness
in loan data indicates that companies have weak interest in expanding production or investment.
Adding to hopes over talks to end a damaging trade war with the United States, Chinese Vice
Commerce Minister Wang Shouwen said on the weekend that China and the United States are
still working day and night to achieve a trade deal that matches the interests of both sides and the
hopes of the world, including eliminating tit-for-tat tariffs.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 3.9 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was higher by 4.431 percent.
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The largest percentage gainers in the main Shanghai Composite index were China XD Electric
Co Ltd, up 10.1 percent, followed by Tianjin Hi-Tech Development Co Ltd, gaining 10.1 percent
and Ningbo Zhoushan Port Co Ltd, up by 10.1 percent.
The largest percentage losers on the Shanghai index were Shanghai DZH Ltd down 10.02
percent, followed by Eastern Communications Co Ltd losing 9.99 percent and HualingXingma
Automobile Group Co Ltd down by 9.96 percent.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 21.4 percent and the CSI300 has risen 23.9
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 11.3 percent. Shanghai stocks
have risen 2.93 percent this month.
About 42.62 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai exchange, roughly 145.8 percent of the
market’s 30-day moving average of 29.24 billion shares a day. The volume in the previous
trading session was 57.79 billion.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 12-03-19
China’s steelmaking raw materials fall on demand concern
MANILA: Prices of steelmaking raw materials in China fell on Friday, with both coke and
coking coal posting their worst week since December, pressured by worries over demand for
steel as the nation’s economic growth cools further.
Steel futures also ended the choppy trade lower after data on Friday showed China’s exports
tumbled the most in three years in February, while imports fell for a third straight month,
pointing to a further slowdown in the economy.
The weak trade data added to concerns of a market already edgy about steel production curbs in
China, aimed at tackling air pollution, and the outcome of US-Sino trade talks.
“Market participants are liquidating their positions from the ferrous complex” as doubts remain
whether China’s economic stimulus measures could avert a sharper slowdown, said Darren Toh
of Singapore-based steel and iron ore data analytics company Tivlon Technologies.
The most-traded coking coal on the Dalian Commodity Exchange fell for a fifth straight day,
losing as much as 2.9 percent to 1,233.5 yuan ($183.49) a tonne, before ending at 1,237 yuan.
Coke extended its losses into a fourth day, falling as much as 2.7 percent to 2,018 yuan a tonne,
before closing at 2,023.5 yuan.
Dalian iron ore was down 0.6 percent at 613 yuan a tonne.
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China’s iron ore imports fell to a 10-month low in February, customs data showed on Friday,
curbed by a slowdown in trade during a week-long national holiday and a steep run-up in prices.
Iron ore demand at Chinese steel mills may wane, with the country’s top steelmaking region of
Hebei setting capacity reductions in 2019 and 2020 as it seeks to improve air quality.
The top steelmaking city of Tangshan, meanwhile, has indefinitely extended the highest level of
smog alert, in place since March 1, forcing mills to cut output by 40 percent to 70 percent or
even stop production.
The most-active rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange edged down 0.l percent to
3,772 yuan a tonne, while hot rolled coil slipped 0.5 percent to 3,712 yuan.
“The market has become jittery again while waiting for the conclusion of the (US-China) trade
talks,” said analyst Helen Lau of Argonaut Securities.
“Some of the gains that we’ve seen this year were driven by progress in the trade talks but
there’s still uncertainty there, so now we’re seeing some profit-taking,” she said.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 12-03-19
Chinese investors ready to invest in energy projects: minister
RECORDER REPORT
LAHORE: Provincial Minister for Energy DrAkhtar Malik has said on Monday that Chinese are
ready to invest in several energy projects initiated by the Punjab government.
Huge investment is expected in other provincial departments, he disclosed after having a meeting
with Chinese delegation of investors on Monday. Wang Tong Le and Jiang Li Dong besides
officers of Overseas Pakistanis Commission (OPC) Punjab were also present on the occasion.
The Minister said that foreign investors were interested for investment in Pakistan more than
ever. Chinese investment in the energy sector will help bring employment for thousands of
unemployed workers.
The Vice Chairperson OPC Punjab said that our Chinese brothers have always stood by us
through thick and thin and the PTI-led government is committed to strengthening this friendship
further.
DrAkhtar Malik assured full cooperation to Chinese delegation. The delegation visited different
sections of the office of OPC and lauded the efforts made by Overseas Pakistanis Commission.

Business Recorder, 12-03-19
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China banking regulators tell banks to boost support for rural economies
BEIJING: China’s banking and insurance regulators have issued a notice to commercial banks to
boost financial support for the country’s rural areas.
In a notice issued on March 8, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission told
commercial banks to fulfillspecial lending targets, including those for achieving faster increases
in loans to farmers and other businesses in rural areas. The notice did not refer to specific
targets.
The notice said banks need to direct more funds to poverty-stricken regions and ensure more
rapid lending growth.
Outstanding loans to rural areas totaled 33 trillion yuan at the end of 2018, up 5.6 percent from a
year ago, it said.
The new requirements come as part of Beijing’s broader effort to reboot China’s rural economy
as local populations rapidly age and productivity slumps.
As the Chinese economy began slowing last year, China’s economic policymakers stepped up
monetary policy support for rural areas - comprising mostly small farm holdings and low-end
industries - to encourage local firms to raise funds in the capital markets.
The People’s Bank of China (PBOC), the country’s central bank, has cut the amount of cash that
commercial banks need to set aside as reserves five times in the past year to spur lending to small
businesses in the private sector.
China has also been looking to develop new industries like eco-tourism as well as encouraging
the planting of cash crops in poor rural regions.
Critics say the campaign is narrowly-focused and does not address the root problems facing
China’s poor, as efforts in improving health care and education - crucial to their long-term wellbeing - are lacking.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 12-03-19
SHC rejects bail plea of china-cutting suspects
KARACHI: Sindh High Court (SHC) on Monday rejected bail pleas of two suspects involved in
China cutting in Lines Area Development Authority.—INP

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
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Chinese envoy discuss CPEC with secy planning
ISLAMABAD: Ambassador of China in Pakistan Yao Jin called on ZafarHasan, Secretary
Planning, and Development & Reform on Tuesday and discussed the progress on China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor and Prime Minister’s visit to China in the month of April.
Project Director CPEC HasaanDaud was also present on the occasion. Both the sides agreed to
further expedite implementation of projects in the field of socio-economic development
following the Chinese experts visit to Islamabad. Development initiatives in the six identified
areas; health, education, drinking water, vocational training, agriculture and poverty alleviation
would be implemented in 3-year time with special focus on less developed remote regions of
Pakistan. Breakthrough is expected on the implementation of this sector during the high level
visit, says a press release issued here. —PR

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
China’s March iron ore futures hit lowest
MANILA: Steelmaking raw materials fell in China on Monday, with the benchmark iron ore
contract hitting its lowest for this month so far and coke extending its losses into a fifth session,
as demand waned amid restrictions on steel production.
The drop in futures mirrored weakness that has prevailed in the physical market since last week,
as steel mills reduced output to comply with anti-smog measures while China’s National
People’s Congress (NPC) holds policy meetings in Beijing.
“The air pollution situation in many areas in China is not that good. I believe there will be
another round of restrictions on production for the steel industry,” a Shanghai-based trader said.
During the meetings of NPC, China’s parliament, the trader said a lot of construction projects in
big cities are usually temporarily stopped, and “this could have some impact on the demand”.
The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange, with May expiry, fell as
much as 3.6 percent to 594.5 yuan ($88.42) a tonne, the lowest since Feb. 27, and stood at 598
yuan by the end of trading at 0700 GMT.
Other raw materials for steel production fell as well, with Dalian coke dropping as much as 3.8
percent to 1,965 yuan, before ending at 1,966.5 yuan. Coking coal slid 2.3 percent to 1,226
yuan.
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China’s top steelmaking city of Tangshan has indefinitely extended the highest level of smog
alert, in place since March 1, forcing mills to cut output by 40 percent to 70 percent or even stop
production.
Wu’an, another major steelmaking city in Hebei province, has stepped up production restrictions
on heavy industries, with output reduced by an additional 10 percent in March.
Officials in 28 northern Chinese cities, including in the top steelmaking city of Tangshan, face
central government evaluations at the end of March on their performance in curbing air pollution
over the past winter.
The most-active construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange, also with
May expiry, fell 1.6 percent to 3,723 yuan a tonne. Hot rolled coil edged down 0.6 percent to
3,692 yuan.
Hebei, which includes Tangshan, will cut 14 million tonnes of annual steelmaking capacity both
this year and next year as it strives to improve air quality, the province’s Communist Party head
said last week. As demand for iron ore remained weak throughout February, supply at Chinese
ports continued to rise, reaching more than 147 million tonnes as of March 11, the highest since
September, based on data compiled by Steel Home consultancy.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
US, China within ‘weeks’ of accord; deal not guaranteed
WASHINGTON: Washington’s top trade official on Tuesday said the United States and China
were likely within “weeks” of ending their trade negotiations — but a successful outcome was
not assured.
“Our hope is that we’re in the final weeks of an agreement but I’m not predicting one,” US Trade
Representative Robert Lighthizer said in Senate testimony.
“We can’t predict success at this point but we are working hard.” Eight months into their
sprawling trade war, US and Chinese officials have alternated between projecting optimism and
warning that they have much to do before reaching a final outcome.
The two sides have exchanged tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade, but Lighthizer
on Tuesday declined to state publicly whether Washington would lift the tariffs it has so-far
imposed if both sides reach a deal.
US officials are demanding far-reaching changes to Chinese industrial policy — including an
end to massive state intervention in markets, subsidies and the alleged theft of American
technology — and insist that any agreement be enforceable.
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Lighthizer refused to say whether the United States planned to lift any existing tariffs as part of
the current talks, but said Washington would reserve the right to impose them should China fail
to keep up its end of the bargain.
“We have to maintain the right to be able to — whatever happens to the current tariffs — to raise
tariffs in situations where there are violations of the agreement,” he said.
“That’s the core. If we don’t do that, then none of it makes any difference.”
Democrats have accused President Donald Trump of going soft in the trade talks and moving
toward a superficial agreement rather than tackling long-standing problems in trade with China.
But Lighthizer said Tuesday the agreement would either have teeth “or the president won’t agree
to the agreement.” During four rounds of shuttle diplomacy since December, officials announced
that China had agreed to resume or increase purchase of US agricultural goods, with Trump
announcing he would likely seal any deal at a “signing summit” with Chinese President Xi
Jinping late this month.
But the White House has since said there is no date yet for such a meeting.—AFP

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
China stocks climb, economic concerns cap gains
SHANGHAI: China stocks ended higher on Tuesday as Beijing and Washington appeared to
edge closer to a trade deal, but worries about economic headwinds at home tamed the market’s
rise.
At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was up 1.1 percent at 3,060.31 points, while the
blue-chip CSI300 index was up 0.7 percent.
CSI300’s financial sector sub-index was higher by 0.6 percent, the consumer staples sector fell
0.4 percent, and healthcare shares rose 0.1 percent.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended up 1.7 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was higher by 2.6 percent. Chinese Vice Premier Liu He held a telephone call with US
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer on key
issues in their trade talks on Tuesday, Chinese state news agency Xinhua reported in early trade.
Aided by optimism around the trade talks, valuations of Chinese stocks have ticked up this year,
though the market remains one of the cheapest in Asia, Refinitiv data showed.
“The major driver (for rally) is the recovery in valuations,” analysts at Huatai Securities, who see
the Shanghai Composite Index steadying between 2,800 and 3,000 points, wrote in a note on
Tuesday. “But for the index to go further, (economic) fundamentals need to co-operate.”
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China will release a slew of economic data on Thursday, including industrial output, retail sales
and fixed-asset investment for the combined period of January and February.
Data on Monday showed China’s automobile sales fell 13.8 percent in February from the same
month a year earlier, marking the eighth consecutive month of decline. Sources told Reuters that
the People’s Bank of China was studying the potential impact of interest rate overhaul to loan
pricing, just as speculation grows over whether the central bank will cut interest rates soon to
support the slowing economy.
China may increase its tolerance for non-performing loans at small companies in order to help
spur their growth, the state-backed Securities Times newspaper quoted a senior official from the
banking regulator as saying on Tuesday.
The largest percentage gainers on the main Shanghai Composite index were JiShi Media Co Ltd,
Huayi Electric Co Ltd and Shenyang Jinshan Energy Co Ltd, all up by 10.1 percent. The
Shanghai stock index is above its 50-day moving average and above its 200-day moving average.
** So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 22.7 percent and the CSI300 has risen 24.7
percent. Shanghai stocks have risen 4.1 percent this month. About 51.1 billion shares were traded
on the Shanghai exchange. The volume in the previous trading session was 42.6 billion.—
Reuters

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
PCJCCI compiles proposals for int’l CPEC conference-2019
RECORDER REPORT
LAHORE: Pak-China Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry has compiled proposals for
second phase of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which will be presented at the
International CPEC Conference 2019.
The proposals were derived by holding a seminar, which was addressed by MueenBatlay, a
distinguished strategist and analyst of an international organization; “Obortunity”. PCJCCI Vice
President Ahmad Hasnain and PCJCCI Standing Committee on Research’s Chairman Dr
Muhammad IqbalQureshi also addressed the seminar.
The speakers were of the unanimous opinion that the local industry should endeavour to adopt
contemporary ways to come at par with the modern world for production value added goods.
MueenBatlay shared his current informative work focusing on different projects related to CPEC
and the international CPEC Conference 2019 and said that his organization-Obortunity was
focusing on six different dimensions, revolving around the trillion-dollar Chinese-led
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development, mainly in the field of Mandarin (Chinese) language and vocational training,
education technology, business tourism, policy and commercial research, media, youth and
public-private sector engagement platforms and project-oriented consulting.
“We have trained more than 1,000 students and professionals in the fields of entrepreneurship,
Chinese language, Belt & Road Initiative (BRI) and CPEC and are engaged with institutions
under the triple helix model of innovation on various fronts such as journalists’ trainings, Belt
and Road workshops, CPEC consultancy, business and academic tourism and research” he
added.
DrIqbalQureshi said the seminar on International CPEC Conference is part of the series of
PCJCCI awareness campaign to explore the manifestations of CPEC. He asserted that such
discussions were required to share contemporary techniques and innovative ideas among the
business community to bring reforms in doing business in our country. We should take initiatives
to understand the importance of emerging technologies in order to improve different sectors of
economy including product and services, he added.
Ahmed Hasnain said that PCJCCI would submit its proposals in the International CPEC
Conference 2019 which is going to be held from 17th April till 3rd May, 2019. Through this
conference both nations will get chance to strengthen their trade relations in more successful way
by evolving policies for second phase of CPEC, he added and hoped the conference would also
devise viable policy for the intensive learning of BRI in order to relocate industries from China
to Pakistan.

Business Recorder, 13-03-19
Xinjiang camps will ‘gradually’ disappear: China
BEIJING: A Chinese official on Tuesday rejected international criticism of internment camps in
the restive Xinjiang region, calling them job training centers that will “gradually disappear” if
“one day society no longer needs it”.
Nearly one million Uighurs and other mostly Muslim Turkic minorities are being held in
detention centers in Xinjiang, according to estimates cited by a UN panel.
A US official described the situation in Xinjiang as “horrific”. But Beijing has denied the
accusations, saying people are attending “vocational education centers” to rid them of any
extremist thoughts in a region that was hit by deadly riots and attacks in recent years.
“Our education and training centers have been set up according to our needs. The students that
come in to learn, it’s a dynamic number that changes,” ShohratZakir, the chairman of Xinjiang’s
government, told journalists on the sidelines of China’s annual parliamentary meeting. “As a
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whole, the number of people in the education centers should be less and less, and if one day
society no longer needs it, these education centers can gradually disappear,” he said, without
providing the number of people at the facilities.
In an 18-minute-long reply to a journalist’s question, Zakir defended the centers, saying that they
taught Xinjiang residents Chinese, helped them gain awareness of the law, improved vocational
skills, and were vital in the region’s fight against extremism. “When (students) are able to
distinguish between right and wrong and able to resist the infiltration of extreme thoughts... they
have a strong desire to get rid of poverty and get rich, actively pursuing a better life,” he
added.—AFP

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
US slams rights record of China and Iran, goes easier on North Korea
WASHINGTON: Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Wednesday denounced China and Iran as
Washington offered its annual human rights report, while going easier on other countries like
North Korea in the name of “US interests.”
China, often seen as the main strategic adversary of the United States in the long term and locked
in thorny trade talks with Washington, “is in a league of its own when it comes to human rights
violations,” he said.
“In just 2018, China intensified its campaign of detaining Muslim minority groups at record
level,” Pompeo told reporters, referring to Beijing’s campaign of repression in the restive
Xinjiang region.
“Today, more than one million Uighurs, ethnic Kazakhs and other Muslims are interned in reeducation camps designed to erase their religious and ethnic identities.”
As for Iran, President Donald Trump’s favouritebete noire, Pompeo alleged that last year, “the
regime killed over 20 people and arrested thousands without due process just for protesting for
their rights.”
The State Department’s annual human rights report, which is presented as a factual, country-bycountry description of the situation on the ground, usually does not offer comparisons with past
years.
But on Tehran, it says: “The government’s human rights record remained extremely poor and
worsened in several key areas.”
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As for North Korea, with which Trump is trying to negotiate a deal on denuclearization, a
reference in last year’s report to “egregious” rights violations has been replaced with a damning,
if somewhat more neutral, assessment.
It cites Pyongyang for “unlawful or arbitrary killings by the government; forced disappearances
by the government; torture by authorities...”
Trump has repeatedly said he has a good relationship with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un.
Rights experts consider Pyongyang one of the worst offenders in the world, but the Republican
president barely speaks about rights violations when he talks about the North these days.
“The policy of this administration is to engage with other governments, regardless of their
record, if doing so will further US interests,” Pompeo writes in the report’s preface.
On Saudi Arabia, while the report mentions the assassination of journalist Jamal Khashoggi,
which cast a shadow on US ties with its ally Riyadh, Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman —
considered by the US Senate to be behind the killing — is not mentioned by name.—AFP

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
China’s steel, iron ore prices rise on restocking demand
MANILA: China’s steel and iron ore prices rose on Tuesday, supported by expectations that
many halted construction activities in the country will resume and new ones will kick off soon,
boosting restocking demand for the commodities.
The most-active construction steel rebar contract on the Shanghai Futures Exchange climbed as
much as 2.5 percent to hit 3,820 yuan ($568.88) a tonne, before ending the session at 3,815 yuan
to post its biggest daily gain in four weeks.
Hot rolled coil ended 2.4 percent higher at 3,776 yuan a tonne.
“Steel prices should rise after we saw less output last week, and with demand expected to
improve, especially in the construction sites, because the weather is getting better,” said analyst
Richard Lu of CRU in Beijing.
“Demand for steel flat products has been particularly robust now maybe because of some
restocking, as inventories have fallen,” he said.
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The benchmark rebar contract dropped 10 percent since hitting a five-month closing peak of
3,856 yuan on Feb. 11, with China’s slowing economic growth amid a trade war with the United
States clouding the outlook for its steel demand.
The most-traded iron ore contract on the Dalian Commodity Exchange jumped 1.9 percent to
612.5 yuan a tonne.
Iron ore prices in Dalian have been volatile since hitting a record intraday high of 657.5 yuan a
tonne on Feb. 12, lifted by concerns about supply disruptions in the wake of top miner Vale SA’s
tailings dam disaster in January.
High prices and restrictions on China’s steel production aimed at tackling air pollution were seen
dampening demand for iron ore recently, while inventories at Chinese ports continued to rise.
“It’s been debates about the prospects of Chinese steel demand that have kept investors
cautious,” ANZ said in a note. “That places a big emphasis on data later this week, including
fixed asset investment and industrial output.”
Dalian iron ore’s gains on Tuesday also followed news that the town of Mangaratiba, in Brazil’s
Rio de Janeiro state, fined Vale and closed its Ilha da Guaiba port terminal for the second time
this year.
Around 40 million tonnes of iron ore go through Vale’s Ilha da Guaiba terminal yearly,
according to Brazil’s port regulator. The terminal was ordered to be closed on Monday due to
pollution problems and the alleged lack of an operating license.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
China is overtaking US in artificial intelligence
WASHINGTON: China is poised to overtake the United States in artificial intelligence with a
surge in academic research on the key technology, an analysis published Wednesday showed.
The analysis by the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence showed China has already surpassed
the US in published papers on AI — although many of these were considered “medium-quality”
or “low-quality.”
But the researchers said China is likely to top the US in the most-cited 50 percent of papers this
year, the most-cited 10 percent of papers next year, and in the top one percent by 2025.
The findings highlight concerns in Washington and Silicon Valley that China is racing ahead of
the US in key areas of technology such as autonomous vehicles, virtual reality and fifthgeneration wireless networks.
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Allen Institute researchers Field Cady and Oren Etzioni said the surge in AI investment in China
began more than a decade ago, well before the 2017 announcement by Beijing that it planned to
become the world leader in the sector by 2030.
“By most measures, China is overtaking the US not just in papers submitted and published, but
also in the production of high-impact papers,” the researchers said in a blog post.
They added that new US measures that tighten immigration could make it harder for the US to
keep up.
“Recent US actions that place obstacles to recruiting and retaining foreign students and scholars
are likely to exacerbate the trend towards Chinese supremacy in AI research,” they wrote.
US think tanks and researchers have recently called on Washington to develop a national AI
strategy to encourage more work in the private and public sectors on the technology.
Last month, President Donald Trump signed an American AI Initiative executive order calling
for the administration to “devote the full resources of the federal government” to help fuel AI
innovation, although analysts said it fell short of a comprehensive strategy.—AFP

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
China urges Europe not to turn competition into rivalry
BEIJING: China on Wednesday urged the European Union not to turn “beneficial competition”
between the two partners into a “rivalry” after Brussels outlined a shift to more assertive
relations with Beijing. Top European policymakers on Tuesday released a 10-point plan for
addressing relations with Beijing as fears grow about Chinese investment and influence on
critical infrastructure, including new communication technology.
China is both a cooperative partner and an “economic competitor in pursuit of technological
leadership, and systemic rival promoting alternative models of governance,” the EU said,
outlining its plan.
On Wednesday, China’s foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang responded, saying: “In the era of
globalization, benign competition will exist between different economic systems.
“We don’t want competition to turn into a rivalry type of competition.”
The EU is concerned about China’s failure to open up its markets to foreign competitors and the
distorting influence of subsidies for state-run enterprises, among other issues.
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European leaders will be asked to sign off on the 10-point plan when they meet next week in
Brussels, with senior officials urging them to take action to protect EU values and standards.—
AFP

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
China orders banks to boost financial support to small firms
BEIJING: China’s banking and insurance regulator on Wednesday urged banks to continue
increasing lending to smaller firms and further cut their financing costs, as policymakers work to
avert an economic slowdown.
Banks should work hard to achieve targets on increasing loans for small companies and keep the
lending rates on a reasonable level, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission
(CBIRC) said in a statement on its website.
Big state-owned commercial banks should increase outstanding loans to smaller companies by
more than 30 percent in 2019, the CBIRC said, adding that it would also increase its tolerance
for non-performing loans at small companies.
The regulator reiterated its demands for state-owned banks to target faster growth in loans to
small businesses as economic growth slowed to its weakest in nearly three decades in 2018.
Chinese banks have been wary of lending to smaller firms with higher credit risks, preferring
state-backed customers. But authorities have been urging lenders to help keep cash-strapped
private firms afloat, sparking concerns that looser lending standards will expose banks to more
bad loans.
China’s central bank chief said on Sunday that lending rates for small firms were still relatively
elevated due to high risk premiums and that the country will push ahead with interest rate
reforms to resolve the issue.
Commercial banks are also encouraged to issue special financial bonds, and ensure that proceeds
raised are used for loans to small and micro firms.
The regulator also said it would support insurers to provide credit-boosting support for smaller
firms if the risks are manageable.
Insurance companies are encouraged to invest in financial products including securitization
products backed by loans to smaller firms to ensure more flexible support for those
companies.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 14-03-19
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China stocks drop
SHANGHAI: China stocks ended lower on Wednesday, as caution prevailed ahead of yet
another make-or-break parliamentary vote on Brexit, while investors awaited more news on the
progress of Sino-US trade negotiations.
The blue-chip CSI300 index fell 0.8 percent, to 3,724.19 points, while the Shanghai Composite
Index closed down 1.1 percent at 3,026.95 points.
Risk appetites had soured after British lawmakers crushed Prime Minister Theresa May’s
European Union divorce deal, forcing the parliament to decide within days whether to back a nodeal Brexit or seek a last-minute delay.
The United States and China may be in the final weeks of discussions to hammer out a deal to
ease their tit-for-tat tariffs dispute, US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer said on Tuesday.
Signs that industrial capital is exiting equities after the rebound also weighed on the market.
Major shareholders and top managers at leading firms announced a raft of stake-cut plans
recently, including those of telecommunications giant ZTE and Wens Foodstuff Group Co Ltd.
Shares of Wens Foodstuff, the biggest start-up in terms of market value, tumbled the maximum
allowed 10 percent, sending the tech-heavy start-up board ChiNextP sharply lower.
The start-up index lost 4.5 percent for the day, its worst in five months.
The largest percentage gainers on the main Shanghai Composite index were Hubei Chutian
Smart Communication Co Ltd, up 10.13 percent, followed by Zhejiang Hugeleaf Co Ltd, gaining
10.12 percent, and Shanghai Fudan Forward S&T Co Ltd, up by 10.06 percent.
The largest percentage losers on the Shanghai index were Zhejiang Daily Digital Culture Group
Co Ltd, down 10.03 percent, followed by Inspur Software Co Ltd, losing 10.01 percent, and
Fujian Apex Software Co Ltd, down by 10 percent.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 21.4 percent and the CSI300 has risen 23.7
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 12.6 percent. Shanghai stocks
have risen 2.92 percent this month. About 45.32 billion shares were traded on the Shanghai
exchange, roughly 144.7 percent of the market’s 30-day moving average of 31.31 billion shares a
day. The volume in the previous trading session was 51.12 billion.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 15-03-19
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China’s rebar futures rise on demand recovery
MANILA: China’s rebar futures rose on Wednesday as demand for construction steel increased
but they ended off the day’s highs, causing a fall in steelmaking raw materials such as iron ore
and coke.
The most-active construction steel rebar contract, expiring in May, on the Shanghai Futures
Exchange rose for a second day by as much as 1.6 percent to 3,842 yuan ($572.55) a tonne,
before ending just 0.2 percent higher at 3,790 yuan.
Hot rolled coil fell 0.5 percent to 3,731 yuan a tonne, after climbing as much as 1.1 percent to
3,793 yuan.
“There’s recovery in end-users’ steel demand, particularly in the construction sector,” said a
Beijing-based steel trader. “As a result, stocks at steel mills have declined.”
China’s “weather is getting warmer”, allowing many construction projects, halted in recent
months due to cold weather, to resume and new ones to roll out, the trader said.
The peak season for steel products demand in China usually begins in March when the weather
gets better after winter.
The May 2019 iron ore contract, the most active on the Dalian Commodity Exchange, had risen
as much as 1.7 percent during the day to 616 yuan a tonne, but surrendered its gains to close 0.3
percent lower at 603.5 yuan.
Dalian iron ore has struggled to keep its footing since hitting a record intraday high of 657.5
yuan a tonne on Feb. 12 in the wake of top miner Vale SA’s tailings dam disaster in January.
High prices, steel production restrictions amid China’s anti-smog campaign, and a clouded
outlook for steel consumption as China’s economy slows were seen dampening demand for iron
ore recently, while inventories continued to rise.
Iron ore prices rebounded on Tuesday, with supply issues back in the spotlight after the town of
Mangaratiba in Brazil closed Vale’s Ilha da Guaiba port terminal again due to pollution problems
and the alleged lack of an operating licence.
Around 40 million tonnes of iron ore go through the terminal yearly, according to Brazil’s port
regulator.
Coking coal edged up 0.3 percent to 1,232 yuan a tonne, but coke ended 0.3 percent lower at
1,985.5 yuan.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 15-03-19
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Trump still optimistic on China trade talks
WASHINGTON: President Donald Trump expressed optimism again Thursday about reaching
an agreement to resolve a trade war with China, saying talks are “moving along very well.”
“We are doing very well with China talks,” he told reporters. “We are getting what we have to
get.”
Despite Trump’s upbeat assessment, the two sides continue to lock horns on the hugely complex
dispute between the world’s biggest economies. Earlier this week, Trump said there was still no
plan for him to hold a summit with Chinese leader Xi Jinping.
Trump said Wednesday he is “in no rush” for a deal but that there is “a very good chance” for
one.
Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin told a congressional committee earlier Thursday that he
expects the deal to be finalized soon, but cautioned that the process is complex.
“We are working diligently but there are 150 pages documents that we are working on,”
Mnuchin said in response to a question.
The accord will include “very clear enforcement provisions and we want get the agreement
right,” he said. “That’s more important that the exact timing.”
Trump had said he expected to hold a summit with Xi Jinping late this month at his Florida golf
resort. However, Bloomberg reported that the “signing summit” had been pushed back a month
as negotiators struggled to resolve their eight-month trade war.—AFP

Business Recorder, 15-03-19
Bleak output data, trade concerns dent China shares
SHANGHAI: Shares in China ended lower for a second consecutive session on Thursday after
data underscored concerns about slowing growth in the world’s second-largest economy, amid
ongoing uncertainty over a deal to end the Sino-US trade dispute.
At the close, the Shanghai Composite index was down 1.2 percent at 2,990.69. The blue-chip
CSI300 index was down 0.69 percent.
The smaller Shenzhen index ended down 2.31 percent and the start-up board ChiNext Composite
index was weaker by 2.58 percent. The imminent launch of a highly anticipated new tech board
is seen as putting pressure on the ChiNext board amid fiercer competition for listing resources.
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China’s industrial output rose 5.3 percent in the first two months of the year, the National Bureau
of Statistics (NBS) said, less than expected and the slowest pace since early 2002. However,
investment picked up speed as the government fast-tracked more road and rail projects, and more
monetary policy support is expected this year.
The People’s Bank of China on Thursday reiterated its intention to strike a balance between
stabilizing growth and preventing risks, and to step up counter-cyclical adjustment of monetary
policy.
However, adding to trade worries, US President Donald Trump said on Wednesday he was in no
rush to complete a trade pact with China, including protection for intellectual property, a major
sticking point between the two sides during months of negotiations.
A sub-index tracking securities firms dropped 3.33 percent after China’s securities regulator said
it has tightened scrutiny over grey-market margin financing, barring brokerages from facilitating
shadow lending and warning against risks of another credit-fuelled bubble.
Around the region, MSCI’s Asia ex-Japan stock index was weaker by 0.25 percent, while
Japan’s Nikkei index closed down 0.02 percent.
At 0714 GMT, the yuan was quoted at 6.713 per US dollar, 0.09 percent weaker than the
previous close of 6.707.
The largest percentage gainers in the main Shanghai Composite index were CitychampDartong
Co Ltd, which ended up 10.11 percent, followed by Hunan Tyen Machinery Co Ltd, which
closed 10.09 percent firmer and Changchun Sinoenergy Corp, which ended up by 10.06 percent.
The largest percentage losses in the Shanghai index were Shanghai Jielong Industry Group Corp
Ltd, which ended down 10.06 percent, followed by Shanghai Xinhua Media Co Ltd, which
closed down 10.05 percent and HualingXingma Automobile Group Co Ltd, which ended 10.04
percent lower.
So far this year, the Shanghai stock index is up 19.9 percent and the CSI300 has risen 22.8
percent, while China’s H-share index listed in Hong Kong is up 12.8 percent. Shanghai stocks
have climbed 1.69 percent this month.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 15-03-19
Copper drops on weak Chinese data and surge in LME stocks
LONDON: Copper prices dropped on Thursday as industrial output in top metals consumer
China fell to a 17-year low in the first two months of 2019, while LME stocks of the metal used
in power and construction rose.
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Other Chinese data showed a mixed picture as the jobless rate climbed but property investment
strengthened.
Deutsche Bank metals strategist Nick Snowdon said the delivery of copper metal into LME
warehouses “has been taken as a signal that we are seeing the softness we saw in China feed into
ex-China market”.
“China data also disappointed and pointed to relatively sluggish growth,” Snowdon said.
Benchmark copper on the London Metal Exchange closed 1.1 percent lower at $6,404 per tonne,
its lowest in nearly a week.
US President Donald Trump and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin said on Thursday that
discussions with China to end a months-long trade war are progressing quickly, though Trump
said he could not say whether a final deal would be reached.
There were reports earlier saying a meeting between Washington and Beijing scheduled for later
this month could be pushed back to at least April.
Hopes for a resolution of the long-standing trade conflict have helped propel the LME index of
six major base metals up nearly 9 percent so far this year.
On-warrant stocks of copper, those not earmarked for delivery, in LME-approved warehouses
jumped 34,900 tonnes to 66,325 tonnes.
The premium of cash copper over the three-month LME contract eased to $20 a tonne from a
discount of $70 last week, indicating worries over tight supply were easing.
China’s Yangshan copper import premium rose to $59 from $52.5 registered a week ago, which
was a level not seen since April 2017.
China’s daily steel output rose in January and February, as mills in the world’s top producer
raised production amid firm steel margins and easier environmental restrictions.
Vedanta’s Skorpion zinc refinery in Namibia has suspended operations for five weeks due to
lack of raw feed material. The refinery has a capacity of 100,000 tonnes annually.
“This comes with available LME inventories in zinc extremely low, and while demand
conditions remain subdued (as evidenced by low physical premiums), ongoing supply issues may
see further aggressive backwardation in the coming weeks,” said BMO Capital Markets analyst
Colin Hamilton.
Headline LME inventories of zinc fell 250 tonnes to 58,700 tonnes, their lowest since October
2007.
Aluminium fell 0.2 percent to $1,903 per tonne, zinc shed 0.8 percent to $2,825, lead ceded 0.7
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percent to $2,114, tin eased 0.7 percent higher at $21,170 and nickel lost 2.5 percent to
$12,880.—Reuters

Business Recorder, 15-03-19
LETTERS
Excellent Chinese move
China has taken the right approach to a move seeking to blacklist Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM)
leader MaulanaMasoodAzhar. Obviously, a wave of gloom pervades in the camps of Hindutva or
ultra-right political parties in India. For all the right reasons, China put on hold a request by
Britain, France and the United States to add to the UN terror blacklist the leader of Jaish-eMohammad. It was the third time that the UN Security Council was considering a request to put
MasoodAzhar on the UN sanctions blacklist, which would subject him to a global travel ban and
assets freeze.
China has plausibly contended that it needed more time to examine the issue while underscoring
the need for talks to resolve issue. Once again the Chinese have demonstrated the prudence of
the former ‘Middle Kingdom Chanakya mindset checkmated?
Quetta SaleemBaloch

Daily Times, 01-03-19
Chinese embassy donates medical equipment to Quetta hospital
Medical equipment donated by the Chinese embassy worth Rs 6 million has reached a hospital in
Quetta.
Provincial Minister for Health Rahmat Saleh Baloch visited the hospital and inspected all the
equipment, including ICU ventilator, auto clave and dialysis machine, etc. Speaking to media on
the occasion, Baloch expressed his gratitude to the Chinese embassy and stressed that the
provincial government will continue to cooperate with friendly countries to promote cooperation
in the health sector.
The donation is another big step of the Chinese embassy to implement the consensus reached
between Chinese Ambassador Yao Jing and Balochistan government. During Ambassador Yao
Jing’s visits to Quetta in May and October last year, he had stated that Balochistan, as the largest
province of Pakistan, was critical to China-Pakistan cooperation. “Balochistan is of great
significance to the connectivity of CPEC and the region. It is necessary to take into consideration
the various regions of Pakistan, so that the fruits of development benefit all the people from
Pakistan,” he had said. “China will like to further deepen cooperation in the fields of agriculture,
human resources training and healthcare, and support the local livelihood, so as to further tap the
economic potentials of Balochistan.
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Daily Times, 01-03-19
China keen to accelerate development of agriculture sector
A Chinese delegation on Pak China Socio-Economic Joint Working Group headed by DU
ZHENLI, Director / Prof. of Engineering, Overseas Economic Cooperation Dept. visited
Pakistan Agricultural Research Council (PARC).
Chinese delegation held meeting with Dr. Munir Ahmed, Acting Chairman, and PARC for PakChina Collaboration in Agriculture Sector under CPEC.
On the occasion, Dr. Munir Ahmed, The Chairman, PARC acknowledged the support of China
in various projects of PARC. In a meeting with Chinese Delegation, he gave a detailed
presentation about PARC, its mission and vision to achieve sustainable food security and poverty
alleviation through knowledge and innovation.
Dr. Munir Ahmed, Chairman, PARC also briefed the delegation about presence of PARC in the
Country, National Agricultural System of Pakistan, PARC discipline of in-house research, i.e.
Plant Sciences, Natural Resources, Animal Sciences, Agricultural Engineering and Social
Sciences. He also highlighted the Pakistan Agricultural Scenario and PARC major achievements.
Chairman, PARC further added that agriculture and socio economic development are also
included in Pak-China Economic Corridor (CPEC).
In the meeting, Pak- China experts also exchanged the agricultural information and discussed the
areas of mutual interest to accelerate the development of Agriculture sector in Pakistan. Director
/ Prof. of Engineering, Overseas Economic Cooperation Deptt China, DU ZHENLI discussed the
mutual priorities for development in agriculture sector under Pak-China Socio Economic joint
Working Group.
The Chinese delegation appreciated the PARC’s role of collaboration with international partners
for the development of agricultural sector in Pakistan. The Chinese delegation was of the view
that this meeting would definitely prove fruitful to further strengthen existing collaboration
between the both countries. Chinese delegation also stated that China intends to provide help in
different agri. Research projects being carried out at NARC and also aims assistance for training
of NARC’s agri. Scientists according to their field. Dr. Munir Ahmed, acting Chairman, PARC
also presented a PARC Shield to the head of Chinese delegation on the occasion.

Daily Times, 02-03-19
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Global economy: growing China downdraft chills Asia factory activity
Weak demand in China and growing global fallout from the Sino-US trade war took a heavier
toll on factories across much of Asia in February, business surveys showed on Friday. Activity in
China’s vast manufacturing sector contracted for the third straight month, pointing to more
strains on its major trading partners and raising questions over whether Beijing needs to do more
to stabilize the slowing economy.
In many cases, business conditions were the worst Asian companies have faced since 2016, with
demand weakening not only in China but globally.
Japan’s factory gauge fell at the sharpest pace in 2-1/2 years as slumping orders prompted plants
to cut production, while separate data from South Korea showed its exports plummeted.
“The weakening trend in Chinese import demand weighed heavily on exports across the rest of
the region,” said Sian Fenner, lead Asia economist at Oxford Economics. “We expect exports to
remain under pressure,” Fenner said.
In China, both private and official factory gauges showed activity levels remained mired near
three-year lows, with a government reading on Thursday pointing to the weakest export orders
since the global financial crisis.
Factories also continued to shed jobs, a trend Beijing is closely watching as it weighs more
support measures.
While there was a marginal pick-up in domestic orders in China, analysts said it was too early to
tell if it was due to
growth-boosting measures announced by Beijing in recent months or seasonal distortions linked
to the long Lunar New Year holidays early in the year.
“The upshot is that it is probably too soon to call the bottom of (China’s) current economic
cycle,” Julian Evans-Pritchard, senior China economist at Capital Economics, wrote in a note
after the survey. “Indeed, we expect growth to continue to come under pressure until the middle
of this year.”
China watchers are looking to Premier Li Keqiang’s work report to the annual meeting of
parliament next week for clues on further stimulus plans. Li will set out the government’s
economic targets for the year on Tuesday.
Sources have told Reuters Beijing will set a 2019 growth target of 6.0-6.5 percent, down from
around 6.5 percent in 2018. China reported economic growth cooled to 6.6 percent last year, its
weakest pace since 1990, but some analysts believe actual activity is much weaker.
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Trade War
For most of Asia, however, the parliamentary session may be largely overshadowed by headlines
from US-China talks aimed at ending their costly trade war.
The United States will need to maintain the threat of tariffs on Chinese goods for years even if
Washington and Beijing strike a deal, President Donald Trump’s chief trade negotiator told
lawmakers on Wednesday.
That could point to further collateral damage for Asia’s other export powerhouses Japan, South
Korea and Taiwan.
In Japan, the Markit/Nikkei Manufacturing Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) fell into
contraction territory as both domestic and foreign orders slumped.
“We need to be mindful that uncertainty over the global economic outlook is heightening,” Bank
of Japan board member Hitoshi Suzuki said on Thursday, after data showed the biggest drop in
industrial output in a year in January.
Readings from South Korea — the first economy in Asia to report trade data each month – were
equally grim. Its exports contracted 11.1 percent in February from a year earlier; their biggest
drop in nearly three years, with shipments to major buyer China slumping 17.4 percent.
Daily Times, 02-03-19
US vows Philippines aid against ‘armed attack’ in China-claimed Sea
US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo on Friday vowed to defend the Philippines against “armed
attack” in the disputed South China Sea in Washington’s starkest warning yet against Chinese
claims to most of the strategic waterway.
Speaking in Manila after meeting with Philippine President Rodrigo Duterte, Pompeo said
Beijing’s building of artificial islands in waters also claimed by Manila and other neighbors were
potential threats to the two allies.
“China’s island-building and military activities in the South China Sea threaten your sovereignty,
security and therefore economic livelihood, as well as that of the United States,” he said at a joint
news conference with Philippine Foreign Secretary Teodoro Locsin. “As the South China Sea is
part of the Pacific, any armed attack of Philippine forces, aircraft or public vessels in the South
China Sea will trigger mutual defense obligations under Article 4 of our Mutual Defense
Treaty?” Pompeo’s comments marked the first time any US official had publicly stated
Washington’s intent to defend its ally in the flashpoint sea.
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A 1951 US-Philippine mutual defense treaty committed Manila and its former colonial master to
come to each other’s aid in case of an “armed attack in the Pacific area” on either party. Senior
Duterte officials have called for a review of the mutual defense pact with the US because they
were unsure whether it applied to the South China Sea row. Philippine troops, as well as
fishermen, have frequently complained about harassment by Chinese maritime security forces
around some of the islands and reefs occupied by Filipino troops.
It marked the first time any US official had publicly stated Washington’s intent to defend its ally
in the flashpoint sea
The United States has said it is not taking sides in the disputes over South China Sea islands and
waters claimed by China, the Philippines, Brunei, Malaysia, Taiwan and Vietnam. Beijing claims
most of the sea. However, Washington has asserted its right to freely sail its military and
merchant vessels over waters through which trillions of dollars in global trade pass through each
year and which reputedly contain vast mineral and oil reserves. The Philippines was previously
one of the staunchest critics to China’s island-building and militarization of the islands. But
Duterte put the dispute on the back burner when he was elected president in 2016 in favor of
chasing Chinese trade and investment.
He threatened a split with the United States and called then US President Barack Obama a “son
of a whore.” Relations are being rebuilt under US President Donald Trump, who has hailed
Duterte’s actions — including a drugs crackdown that has claimed thousands of lives — as a
sign of toughness.
Foreign Secretary Locsin on Friday downplayed his government’s suggestions for a review of
the US defense pact, saying in it’s “vagueness lies the best deterrence.” “They (US forces) will
respond depending on the circumstances but we are very assured, we are very confident that
United States has, in the words of Secretary Pompeo and words of President Trump to our
president: we have your back,” Locsin said.

Daily Times, 03-03-19
Huawei plans billions in dividends for staff despite row with US — sources
China’s Huawei is set to reward employee shareholders with a 3 percent rise in cash dividends
that are worth billions of dollars, according to company sources and Reuter’s calculations – a
move expected to boost morale as it battles a US-led drive against its telecom gear. The payout
also appears to indicate profit growth as well as confidence the company can survive US
accusations that its telecoms network equipment may enable espionage by the Chinese
government, analysts said.
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Known for its so-called “wolf culture” that demands high levels of dedication from employees in
return for high pay, Huawei Technologies Ltd boasts that some 80,000 of its workers own nearly
all of the company’s shares – a scheme viewed as unique for a firm of its size.
The cash dividend per share for 2018 is expected to rise to 1.05 yuan per share from 1.02 yuan,
six employee-shareholder sources told Reuters, citing internal notices handed down over the past
month. Total returns per share dropped 7 percent to 2.61 yuan, they added. That follows a stock
split. There will also be a 1 to 1.56 stock split for 2018, the sources said.
“I am satisfied with the number given the macro environment,” said one of sources. Like the
other employee shareholders, the source was not authorized to speak to the media and asked not
to be identified.
A spokesman for Huawei, the world’s largest telecommunications equipment maker and no. 2
manufacturer of smartphones, said the company does not publicly disclose its dividend policy.
The payout comes amid an unprecedented crisis for Huawei as Washington calls on governments
around the world to stop using its gear, particularly in 5G networks.
The United States has also charged Huawei with bank fraud related to sanctions against Iran and
is seeking to extradite MengWanzhou, its CFO and the daughter of founder Ren Zhengfei, from
Canada on related charges. Canada on Friday authorized an extradition hearing.
Huawei has repeatedly denied its equipment represents a security risk and Meng has said she is
innocent of the allegations made against her.
Strong Performance
Unlisted Huawei discloses very little about its employee shareholder scheme beyond the number
of participants and the 1.14 percent holding of founder Ren.
But the state-owned Securities Times in February 2018 reported a figure for outstanding shares
and a stock split, citing a Huawei internal memo. That implies 20.3 billion shares currently
outstanding, which would translate to a cash dividend of 21.3 billion yuan ($3.2 billion).
“The dividend shows business fundamentals are good,” said Zhou Zhanggui, an independent
Huawei analyst, adding that profits for its smartphone business are likely to come in ahead of
expectations.
Analysts said the calculations of total dividend payouts seemed accurate based on available
information.
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Huawei said in December it expects 2018 revenue to rise 21 percent to $109 billion, its fastest
pace in two years. The company, which made a net profit of 47.5 billion yuan in 2017, is due to
announce figures for last year in late March. According to the Securities Times report, its total
dividend payout for 2017 was 16.8 billion yuan, equivalent to 35 percent of net profit.
It’s The Money That Counts
Huawei’s hard-driving culture calls for all employees to work every last Saturday of the month,
albeit for double pay. Tough postings in remote locations are also not uncommon.
Even so, the employee shareholder scheme, a legacy of 1990s reforms in China, is the big draw
for many and enables Huawei to rank as the biggest employer of fresh graduates from China’s
top two universities.
The cash dividend can be as much as annual salary or even more, the sources said.
Huawei employs some 180,000 people globally and the shareholder scheme is not open to all,
with staff usually only able to take part after three years of strong performance.
Before joining the scheme, workers also need to sign a ‘declaration of dedication’ that they
voluntarily give up benefits such as paid annual leave, which some jokingly describe as a “slave
contract”.
“It is a bit like joining the Communist Party or the Youth League at school – it is half voluntary,
half mandatory. If you’re practical-minded you’d want to join,” said a former employee, who left
after two years because he did not like the work culture.

Daily Times, 03-03-19
China to send special envoy to Pakistan, India
ISLAMABAD: China has decided to send a special envoy to Pakistan and India amid rising
tensions between the neighboring countries, Radio Pakistan reported.
The Chinese envoy will meet the leadership of the two countries in a bid to ease the ongoing
conflict in the region.
Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi said Pakistan has also invited United Nations (UN)
Secretary General António Guterres to mediate in this regard.
Tensions between Pakistan and India escalated rapidly following a suicide car bombing on
February 14 that killed at least 40 Indian paramilitary police in Indian-held Kashmir. New Delhi
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accused Islamabad of harboring the Jaish-e-Mohammad group behind the attack, which
Islamabad denied.

Daily Times, 04-03-19
China’s currency becomes key issue in US trade talks
US officials have said any trade deal with China will include a provision to prevent manipulation
of the exchange rate to help exporters but Beijing’s currency regime reflects a complex reality.
US President Donald Trump, who has accused the Asian giant of artificially undervaluing its
currency for competitive purposes, last week said “we have a deal” with China on the currency.
And White House economic adviser Larry Kudlow on Thursday (Feb 28) said the draft
documents would prohibit currency manipulation and obliges authorities in Beijing “to report
any interventions in the market.” But at the center of the issue is a paradox: China does not
necessarily want a weak currency, and the downward pressure on the yuan is in large part caused
by US economic conditions, like rising interest rates. The yuan or renminbi (RMB) is not freely
convertible and the government limits its movement against the US dollar to a two percent range
on either side of a central parity rate which the People’s Bank of China sets each day to reflect
market trends. That managed float system limits volatility: the currency has remained confined in
the last five years between 6.2 and 6.8 yuan to the dollar, a historically high level, compared to
8.28 fixed rate in the 2000s. While the RMB strengthened 6.3 per cent in 2017, it depreciated by
5.7 per cent last year, falling to its lowest level in a decade, which was enough to spur
speculation Beijing was putting its foot on the currency scale again.

Daily Times, 04-03-19
China’s historical destiny as Middle Kingdom
An interesting article titled, ‘What China Threat?’, by Kishore Mahbubani, a professor in the
practice of public policy at the National University of Singapore, takes issue with the widely held
view that China’s rise poses a threat to the US and rest of the Western world. In his long article,
Mahbubani disagrees with this view and propounds his alternative narrative.
According to him, “In American eyes, the contest between America’s and China’s political
systems is one between a democracy, where the people freely choose their government and enjoy
freedom of speech and of religion, and an autocracy, where the people have no such freedoms.”
But, as he puts it, “To neutral observers [like him, obviously], however, it could just as easily be
seen as a choice between a plutocracy in the United States, where majority public policy
decisions end up favoring the rich over the masses, and a meritocracy in China, where major
public policy decisions made by officials chosen by Party elites on the basis of ability and
performance have resulted in such a striking alleviation of poverty.”
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All through his article, and there is more of it as we will see, Mahbubani makes no secret of his
preference, which is for the Chinese model of “meritocracy”. He doesn’t however, explain what
makes the Party elites have this uncanny ability to pick up winners among officials who
administer for “masses” and produce the right results.
What he seems to be suggesting is that the Chinese political system of the Party control and
governance is way superior to the much-touted Western democracy? And to him, the proof of the
pudding is in the eating, which is that China is racing ahead with its economy likely to surpass
America’s in about fifteen years– to become the largest in the world.
In other words, if you accept the underlying assumptions of this thesis, China’s system is proving
its superiority and is likely to prevail and become the governing model for much of the world.
This thesis is akin to the one that American political philosopher, Francis Fukuyama,
propounded to declare the end of history with the supposed victory of liberal democracy after the
collapse of the Soviet Union.
In his book, “The End of History And the Last Man”, Fukuyama explained how he came to this
conclusion, starting with an article, “The End of History” that he wrote for the journal, The
National Interest, in 1989, which developed into his book-length study.
To quote Fukuyama: “I argued that a remarkable consensus concerning the legitimacy of liberal
democracy as a system of government had emerged throughout the world over the past few
years, as it conquered rival ideologies like hereditary monarchy, fascism, and most recently
communism.”
And he further argued that, “liberal democracy may constitute the ‘end point of mankind’s
ideological evolution’ and the ‘final form of human government’ and as such constituted the ‘end
of history.'”
And we know now, as did Fukuyama later, that history is constantly evolving; and China’s
system has too many unresolved issues arising from creating a monolithic society with very little
scope for political, social, cultural and religious diversity.
Recent history shows that all such systems, with centralized control and tied to ultra-nationalism
as in pre-WW11 Germany, Italy and Japan, only ended in disaster; even though they seemed to
be producing economic results until everything came collapsing.
Even Mahbubani concedes there are blemishes here and there in China’s system, which need to
be ironed out like, for instance: “Human rights violations-such as the detention of hundreds of
thousands of Uighurs-remain a major concern.”
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In a broader context, Mahbubani says, “that American policymakers have to accept the
undeniable reality that the return of China (and India) is unstoppable.” India just pops in here,
without any reference or analysis elsewhere in the article.
However, if China’s “meritocracy” fostered and “chosen by Party elites on the basis of ability
and performance” is a prerequisite for success, then India’s democracy would hardly qualify for
it with its competing political parties in the midst of a federal system seeking to manage
extraordinary social, cultural and religious diversity.
However, Mahbubani argues that China (and India’s) unstoppable march will happen because,
“From the year 1 to 1820, China and India had the world’s two largest economies. The past two
hundred years of Western domination of global commerce have been an aberration…”
In that case, China and, for that matter, India’s political systems might not be so relevant. It is
just that history will be righting its wrongs to restore China and India’s central position in the
world.
The writer is a senior journalist and academic based in Sydney, Australia

`Daily Times, 05-03-19
Oil rises as US-China trade deal appears close, OPEC further cuts supply
Oil prices rose on Monday as supply tightened amid output cuts by producer club OPEC and as
the United States and China were reported to be close to signing a trade deal that would end a
tariff row that has slowed global economic growth. International Brent futures were at $65.46 a
barrel at 0135 GMT, up 39 cents, or 0.6 percent, from their last close. US West Texas
Intermediate (WTI) crude futures were at $56.16 per barrel, up 36 cents, or 0.6 percent. The rally
came on reports that the United States and China are close to ending their trade disputes, which
have weighed on global economic growth. US President Donald Trump and Chinese President
Xi Jinping could reach a formal trade deal at a summit around March 27 given progress in talks
between the two countries, the Wall Street Journal reported on Sunday. The news added support
to a market that has been rallying for the past two months on cuts to production. Supply from the
Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) fell to a four-year low in February, a
Reuters survey found, as top exporter Saudi Arabia and its Gulf allies over-delivered on the
group’s supply pact while Venezuelan output registered a further involuntary decline. “OPEC
exports are off by over 1.5 million barrels per day (bpd) since November,” Barclays bank said in
a note released on Sunday. Oil prices have been further pushed up by US sanctions against
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OPEC-members Iran and Venezuela, which Barclays bank estimates to have resulted in a
reduction of around 2 million bpd in global crude supply.

Daily Times, 05-03-19
Rolling back tariffs: US and China close to a deal
The US and China appear close to a deal that would roll back US tariffs on at least $200 billion
worth of Chinese goods, as Beijing makes pledges on structural economic changes and
eliminates retaliatory tariffs on US goods, a source briefed on negotiations said on Sunday.
US President Donald Trump and Chinese President Xi Jinping could seal a formal trade deal at a
summit around March 27 given progress in talks between the two countries, the Wall Street
Journal reported on Sunday.
In an eight-month trade war, the United States has imposed punitive tariffs on $250 billion worth
of imports from China, while Beijing has hit back with tariffs on $110 billion worth of US
goods, including soybeans and other commodities. The actions have roiled financial markets,
disrupted manufacturing supply chains and reduced US farm exports.
Trump administration officials have said they expect the two presidents to “close” a deal at a
summit in coming weeks at Trump’s Mar-a-Lago estate in Florida.
The source briefed on the talks said that no dates for a summit had been determined, but that
Beijing had reserved a 10-day window from around March 20 for a possible summit.
Many details still needed to be worked out, including the terms of an enforcement mechanism to
ensure that Beijing follows through on pledges to make changes to policies to better protect US
intellectual property, end forced technology transfers and curb industrial subsidies.
Another source familiar with the talks said that Washington and Beijing were close to agreement
on non-enforcement issues, including China’s pledges to increase purchases of farm, energy and
manufactured products, as well as six agreements on structural policy changes.
The Wall Street Journal said that in the pending agreement, China would lower tariffs on USmade goods including agricultural products, chemicals and cars in exchange for sanctions relief
from Washington, citing people briefed on the matter on both sides.
The newspaper’s sources cautioned that hurdles remain and each side face possible resistance at
home that the terms are too favorable to the other side.
As a part of the deal there would be a $18 billion purchase of natural-gas from Houston-based
Cheniere Energy, the report said.
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Cheniere declined to comment on the potential for a new LNG supply deal with China, a
spokesman said. It last year signed a 20-year deal to supply state-run Chinese National
Petroleum Corp. (CNPC) with natural gas from its Louisiana export terminal through 2043.
The United States is working to hammer out a detailed trade agreement with China that will
include specific structural commitments, US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin told CNBC on
Thursday.

Daily Times, 06-03-19
China says ‘still lots left to do’ in US trade talks
US-China trade talks have been “very difficult and taxing” and negotiators still have “lots left to
do”, but breakthroughs have been made in some areas, China’s commerce minister said Tuesday.
The comments came as President Donald Trump voiced confidence that he could soon sign a
deal with President Xi Jinping to end a trade war that led to bruising tit-for-tat tariffs on goods
from each country.
Recounting top economic official Liu He’s recent trip to Washington for trade talks, commerce
minister Zhong Shan said the “negotiation process was very difficult and taxing”.
The content under discussion was very hard, Zhong stressed, “requiring our team to work
overtime, day and night”.
“Two days of negotiations had been agreed to, and then two days were added, and this was still
very tense,” Zhong told reporters on the sidelines of the opening session of the National People’s
Congress.
“The bilateral talks have been highly effective — through 90 days of talks the two sides have
achieved step by step, important results and breakthroughs in some areas,” he said.
“Right now both teams are still negotiating because there are still lots left to do,” Zhong said.
To reach an agreement “both sides need to walk towards each other and work hard together”, he
said.
The head of the China Banking Regulatory Commission said substantial breakthroughs had been
reached in six areas, including technology transfer, intellectual property protection, non-tariff
barriers, agricultural, services and exchange rates, according to local news site The Paper.
“This progress is substantial. I think it will be further expanded. There is no doubt about it,”
banking regulator Guo Shuqing said, according to The Paper.
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Trump has for years railed against China’s unfair trade practices, singling his ire on what he calls
deliberate devaluation of its currency, the renminbi, also called the yuan.
“Some officials of the US government, including President Trump, accuse China of manipulating
the exchange rate and promoting the devaluation of the renminbi to gain a competitive
advantage,” said Guo.
“There is no such thing, and everyone knows this,” Guo said, adding it would be easier to reach a
consensus on the exchange rate in future negotiations.
“It is certain that in the opening of the financial sector, China and the US are fully capable of
reaching an agreement,” he said

Daily Times, 07-03-19
South Korea proposes rain project with China to clean Seoul air
South Korean President Moon Jae-in has proposed a joint project with China to use artificial rain
to clean the air in Seoul, where an acute increase in pollution has caused alarm. Moon also on
Wednesday instructed government officials to quicken the retirement of old coal-burning power
plants, according to his spokesman Kim Eui-kyeom. Seoul has been struggling to tackle the rise
in air pollution that experts have linked to China’s massive industrial activity and emission from
South Korean cars. Fine dust levels in South Korea have hit new highs over the past week,
leaving people wearing masks while commuting under thick-gray skies online users have
compared to the scenes of the movie “Wall-E.” In a meeting with government officials, Moon
noted that China was “much more advanced” than South Korea in technologies for initiating rain
and expressed hope that creating rain over waters between the countries would help mitigate air
pollution, Kim said. In January, South Korea’s weather agency failed on an experiment to create
artificial rain, which involved an aircraft releasing chemicals into the clouds over the sea.

Daily Times, 07-03-19
Communism is returning to China
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“Dynasties begin with the very virtuous and noble founder, and then they continue through a
series of rulers until they come to a bad last ruler, and he is so morally depraved that he is
overthrown.” These are the famous words of Famous grand Chinese historian Sima Qian. After,
British colonization China suffered from opium epidemic until the Communist revolution in
1949, when Mao Zedong banned Opium and annihilated opium edicts. Back then China was the
most backward and agrarian country in Asia. With revolution, then Chinese leader Mao Zedong
forged a “Great leap forward Policy” to modernize the Chinese economy based on soviet model.
The Great leap forward plan staunchly failed and Chinese economy failed to get stable in
accordance with communist policies. With the death of Chairman Mao, his prime minister, Deng
Xiaoping became new ruler of China and initiated new economic reforms by opening Chinese
market to western companies. The west celebrated Deng Xiaoping reforms as a hope for
capitalist revolution in china while ordinary Chinese celebrated these reforms as the end to
poverty and economic marginalization. But with the ascension of Xi Jinping to Chinese throne, it
seems that the end of Chinese economic prosperity has begun.
According to western commentators, the Chinese economic growth has slowed down since Xi
Jinping came to power in China. According to some analysts, Mr. Xi ignored the advice of Deng
Xiaoping “Hide your Capabilities and bide your time” by showing off his plans of vision China
2025, that attracted the attention of the western economies. Because, with Deng’s economic
reforms, the most backward nation has uplifted itself to the global stage as economic giant. Since
1980, the economic growth has been 10% and more than quarter half of the Chinese population
lifted them out of poverty.
But with ascension of Xi Jinping, the private sector has been stifled and the state has tightened its
control over business and market. The state regulators are now interfering both in stock market
and in the banking sector, where the flow of money is tightly regulated. The loans offered by the
Chinese banks have reached a record high and investment has slowed down in the last five years.
Moreover, the Chinese working population is gradually shrinking and the performance of
inefficient firms has slowed down the productivity growth leaving debt at a record high too.
China, which became the global center of the world economy in 2000, is now suffering from
recession and the trade war with US can be blamed for the turbulence. And, now it seems that the
glorious years of Deng’s era are coming to an end because under Xi Jinping, the state has gained
the upper hand both in business and economy. Mr. Xi’s slogan “socialism with Chinese
characteristics” is bringing back the tumultuous days of the Maoist era in China. To be more
precise, it can be said that the shadow of old communism is again returning to China.
Though, during China’s early prosperous economic years, scholars deemed the 21st century as
Chinese century but with a gradual slow economic growth and decline of Capitalism in China,
they shifted their discussion towards economic recession. Moreover, the fact cannot be denied
that since 2000, Chinese economic model was an alternative to western Capitalism but now, this
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model is crumbling. There are four factors in this model that have contributed largely to China’s
economic growth.
China, which became the global center of the world economy in 2000, is now suffering from
recession and the trade war with US can be blamed for the turbulence. And, now it seems that
the glorious years of Deng’s era are coming to an end because under Xi Jinping, the state has
gained the upper hand both in business and economy
Firstly, land, which is state owned, that puts all the assets at the disposal of local officials and
these officials on cheap rents attract businesses. Secondly, Cronyism, the few influential figures
within the Communist party are controlling every affair of the economy. Perhaps, they have a
firm hold over sales and purchases. Thus, the vibrant cronyism built a nexus between
government and business. The third major feature of Chinese economic model is the model of
debt. The state-owned companies are borrowing the money from the state-controlled banks for
large-scale construction projects that increases the burden of debt. Lastly, the fourth major
characteristics of Chinese model are strict regulation-the Chinese government strictly regulates
the Chinese economy that gives the government an upper hand to control the economy.
But it is a fact that under Xi Jinping’s rule, the old days of Maoism are returning, though he
himself is a victim of Cultural Revolution but is still an admirer of the Maoist era. With this
admiration Xi Jinping has launched his own version of culture revolution in the form of antigraft crackdown through which he is purging political opposition within his own party. When
Deng Xiaoping came to power, he embraced the Keynesian economic model by allowing the
interest rate to flow into the economy. For Keynes, the interest rate has another role-its task is to
persuade people to part with money and hold fewer liquid assets.
On the other hand, what Keynes understood was that sometimes-purchasing power with differing
decisions can bring chaos in terms of spending and investment. As, we can see the size of
Chinese middle class differs from 100 million to 600 million and so does their purchasing power.
And, for Keynes, if the private entrepreneurs would not invest heavily to maintain high
employment and production then government must take responsibility. But, in case of China, this
remedy has not been followed because entrepreneurs are suffering from stiff regulation, while
government has tightened its hold instead of filling the gap.
In contrast, it is likely to assume that by gradual tightening hold over the private businesses,
purging on opposition, and by suppressing free voices, Mr. Xi Jinping is reviving Maoist version
of communism in China-he seems the last bad ruler.
The writer is a postgraduate student of Politics and International studies, and a freelance writer

Daily Times, 08-03-19
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Hyundai may suspend production at oldest China plant as slowdown bites
Hyundai Motor Co. is considering plans to suspend production at its oldest plant in China as it
reels from tumbling sales and massive overcapacity in its biggest market.
The move by Hyundai, which together with affiliate Kia Motors was the No.3 automaker in
China until 2016, highlights the reversal of fortunes in the world’s biggest auto market that
suffered its first contraction in decades last year.
Hyundai and Kia face major risks from the slowdown with the duo already grappling to fend off
competition from local rivals and global players in China.
Hyundai “is reviewing production to enhance competitiveness and profitability,” the South
Korean company said in a statement on Wednesday. The plan includes “suspension, not closure
of Plant 1 in Beijing,” it added.
The company, which has three manufacturing plants in Beijing, said it has yet to decide when a
suspension would start. However, the Korea Economic Daily newspaper reported that suspension
could start as early as next month.
All of Hyundai’s five factories in China are operated by its Chinese joint venture with BAIC
Motor Corp, at which about 2,000 employees have taken voluntary retirement or transferred to
other factories, the statement said.
BAIC said that the joint venture, Beijing Hyundai, was currently discussing internally how to use
existing capacity to build new energy vehicles. It did not comment on the possible suspension of
the plant.
“In the next few years, Beijing Hyundai will continue to increase the proportion of new energy
vehicles,” a BAIC spokeswoman said.
“My view is that Hyundai is taking steps to closing the plant. It has been dragging its feet over a
shutdown, and it is positive that they are finally taking action,” Samsung Securities analyst
Esther Yim said.
Hyundai’s redesigned Sonata sedan, which was unveiled on Wednesday, has also sparked hopes
that the automaker would be able to regain ground in its mainstay sedan segment, she said.
Hyundai’s sales in China amounted to only half its total production capacity in the country last
year.
China’s auto industry has been slowing after a period of strong growth, hit by a weakening
economy and the fallout of trade frictions with the United States.
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For Hyundai, its troubles have been exacerbated by a diplomatic row between Seoul and Beijing
that hit demand for South Korean products in China over the past few years.
A lack of attractive models and strong branding also makes Hyundai vulnerable to competition,
analysts and dealers say.
Hyundai will start to produce its new ix25 SUV at its latest plant in Chongqing from September,
according to an internal document seen by Reuters.

Daily Times, 08-03-19
China prosecutes 11 people in $119 million totoaba fish bust
Chinese authorities have prosecuted 11 people for smuggling $119 million worth of Mexican
totoaba fish swim bladders, one of the country’s biggest busts related to the trafficking of an
endangered species used in traditional medicine.
Mexico has urged China for years to crack down on totoaba smuggling over fears that illegal
fishing operations in the Gulf of California are also killing off the world’s smallest porpoise, the
near-extinct vaquita marina.
The Jiangmen city procuratorate in southern Guangdong province said the 11 people are
suspected of smuggling nearly 20,000 swim bladders worth more than 800 million yuan ($119
million) from Mexico.
The group of smugglers, led by an individual named Liang Weihua, transported the fish parts in
“large quantities” and sold them to consumers in China.
“This crime lasted for more than three years,” said the Guangdong-based procurator ate, a legal
supervision agency, on its website.
The smuggling route involved a number of neighboring countries, including Cambodia, Laos,
and Vietnam, it said, adding that the case is currently under further investigation.
The critically endangered totoaba fish has been in steep decline since the 1940s, largely because
of its reputed healing powers in Chinese medicine.
The fish’s swim bladder can fetch up to $20,000 on the black market in China, where it is
believed to have beautifying properties and cure a host of ailments, from arthritis pain to
discomfort during pregnancy.
In fact, they are so prized that some Chinese simply display them in fancy cases in their homes.
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The Mexican navy and environmentalists patrol the Gulf of California to detect illegal fishing.
Environmental group Sea Shepherd said its sea patrols were attacked this earlier this year, with
one ship getting hit with rocks and firebombs thrown by dozens of people in 20 boats in
February.
The nets are believed to claim a collateral victim, the vaquita marina, which like the totoaba is
endemic to the Gulf of California and is near extinction.
Though China has made efforts to crack down on the sale of illegal wildlife products, smuggling
continues as demand is still fuelled by a thriving black market.

Daily Times, 09-03-19
China warns of repeating history’s mistakes with Venezuela
The Chinese government’s top diplomat issued a stern warning on Friday against interfering in
Venezuela or imposing sanctions on the South American nation, saying history offered a clear
lesson about not “following the same old disastrous road”. China has repeatedly called for
outsiders not to interfere in Venezuela’s internal affairs and has stuck by the embattled President
Nicolas Maduro. Most Western nations have recognized opposition leader Juan Guaido as
Venezuela’s legitimate head of state. The United States has pledged to “expand the net” of
sanctions on Venezuela, including more on banks supporting Maduro’s government. State
Councilor Wang Yi, responding to a question on whether China still recognized Maduro or had
had contacts with the opposition, said the sovereignty and independence of Latin American
countries should be respected. “The internal affairs of every country should be decided by their
own people. External interference and sanctions will only exacerbate the tension situation, and
allow the law of the jungle to once again run amuck,” Wang said at his annual news conference
on the sidelines of China’s parliament meeting. “There’s already enough of such lessons from
history, and the same old disastrous road should not be followed.”

Daily Times, 09-03-19
Chinese re-education: myths and realities
Yasir Habib Khan
Senior diplomats from permanent missions of eight countries to the United Nations Office at
Geneva visited the Chinese Xinjiang Uyghur Autonomous Region to get first-hand information
about the religious freedom, human-right situation and skill development programs in the region
last month. Diplomats from Venezuela, Cuba, Egypt, Cambodia, Russia, Senegal and Belarus
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and Pakistan toured Xinjiang on the special invitation of the Chinese Foreign Ministry. This was
the second such delegation to visit Xinjiang.
Earlier, diplomats from 12 countries including Russia, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, India, Pakistan, Indonesia, Malaysia, Afghanistan, Thailand, and Kuwait visited
Xinjiang’s Hetian district on January 8, 2019 to witness de-radicalization programs on the
invitation of Governor of China’s Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous Region, Shohrat Zakir, who is
also deputy secretary of CPC Xinjiang Committee.
These diplomatic visits are truly eye-opening, and aim to sensitize the world about Xinjiang’s
ground realities and help fizzle out uncalled for speculations. Unfortunately, there are many
myths surrounding these programs, even though they are needed to fight terrorism and
extremism in the Xinjiang province. Ironically, most people who have been criticizing Chinese
deradicalization camps for violating human rights have never even visited the country. The
situation has become exacerbated because instead of making heads or tails of ground realities by
paying official visits, media personnel they have been releasing reports entirely based on halftruths.
Frankly speaking, most of these make-believe stories are being churned out with the help of
Uyghur’s self-exiled diaspora sponsored by western powers. These reports badly fail to produce
clear evidence and substantial proof of human rights violations in these rehabilitation facilities.
What they illustrate and portray are based on the verbal statements of self-exiled Uyghur people
or those who spent some time in these centers. Their stories have not been verified so far by any
independent sources.
If analyzed critically, links and sources of these reports originate from the Munich-based World
Uyghur Congress, Australian East Turkestan Association, Australian Uyghur Association,
Viktoria Uyghur Association, Belgium Uyghur Association, Uyghur Canadian Association, East
Turkistan Association in Finland, France Uyghur Community, East Turkistan Union in Europe
(Germany), Uyghur Women’s Committee in German, Japan Uyghur Union, Uyghur Youth
Union in Kazakhstan, Society Union of Uyghur National Association (Kazakhstan), “Ittipak”
Uigur Society of the Kyrgyz Republic (Kyrgyzstan), Eastern Turkistan Uyghur Association in
Netherlands, Norway Uyghur Committee, Swedish Uygur Committee, Sweden Uyghur
Education Union, Switzerland East Turkestan Association and Uighur U.K. Association and the
International Uyghur Human Right and Democracy Foundation.
Xinjiang is currently fighting an insurgency by the East Turkistan Islamic Movement, which is
allied with the TTP
They also come from Islamic country Turkey with Eastern Turkistan Foundation, East Turkistan
Culture and Solidarity Association, Eastern Turkistan Culture and Solidarity Association –
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Ankara Section Euro-Asia Foundation in Turkey, East Turkistan Youth and Cultural
Association.
Given the situation, it can be easily traced out that the reason behind the recent criticism sparked
out by Turkish Foreign Ministry spokesman Hami Aksoy against VETCs in the second week of
February, 2019.
The Uyghur Human Rights Project (UHRP) has been founded by the Uyghur American
Association (UAA) with a supporting grant from the National Endowment for Democracy
(NED). America is trying to set its score by playing with the sentiments of misled Uyghur
people. The US-led UAA is funding anti-China groups by providing good space to their
engineered stories in print and electronic media around the world. Human rights watch, Amnesty
International and the UN share the same sources.
It appears highly illogical and quite funny that none of these organizations have gone to see
VETCs themselves to get to the bottom of the matter. Just on the basis of assumptions and
disinformation, these centers have been labeled internment camps. Anti-China lobbyists claim
that these centers involve intensified use of traditional policing measures, the deployment of
high-tech surveillance and monitoring systems, the involuntary collection of DNA and other
biometric data, restrictions on travel, and curbs on religious practices. The claims further say that
detainees, barred from interacting with their families, have been living in isolation with constant
threats of getting killed.
However, in order to help the international community distinguishes between falsehoods and
truth, China has begun arranging tours of UN relevant experts’ to the VETCs. On January 6,
2019, Shohrat Zakir stated that Xinjiang was an open region and said China welcomed anyone
who wanted to come could listen to the voice of a majority of people in an objective and
unbiased manner.
Besides, China has also taken onboard mainstream media to present the truth to the world. It also
arranged a fact-finding trip to reporters at three centers in Kashgar, Hotan and Karakax, all in the
heavily Uighur-populated southern part of Xinjiang, where much of the violence erupted in
recent years.
Reporters were exposed to the fact that students received a graduate degree when they were
assessed to have reached a certain level with their Mandarin, deradicalisation and legal
knowledge. “They are allowed phone calls with family members, but no mobile phones. They
are provided halal food,” reporters sought information from various students.
Kashgar deputy party chief Zark Zurdun, a Uighur from Ghulja in northern Xinjiang, where
many ethnic Kazakhs live, said that “stability is the best human right”.
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Xinjiang is currently facing an insurgency from the East Turkestan Islamic Movement (ETIM). It
is allied with the Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan along with the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan,
Al-Qaeda and ISIS. ETIM, which has claimed responsibility for attacks in Xinjiang, has been
identified as a terrorist organization by the governments of China, Kazakhstan, Pakistan and the
United States, as well as the UN.
The writer is a senior analyst and journalist on foreign affairs and President of Institute of
International Relations and Media Research
Published in Daily Times, March 9th 2019.

Daily Times, 10-03-19
Australia admits failings in Pacific, as China looms
Australia has admitted it had not focused enough attention on its Pacific backyard but vowed to
make “long overdue” amends, amid growing Chinese influence in the region.
“I think we would have to accept some criticism,” Australia’s minister for international
development and the Pacific, Anne Ruston, told AFP on Friday.
“We have perhaps not put as much attention and effort into our own region as we should of.”
In recent months, Ruston has been at the sharp end of trying to fix that — jetting to-and-fro
between Australia and far-flung Pacific Islands, as part of Prime Minister Scott Morrison’s “stepup” in the region.
The policy includes more aid, more security assistance, more diplomats working in the region
and, crucially, more face-to-face contacts.
It is, in large part, a response to Beijing’s growing economic, political and military activity in the
region.
“I think we’ve had our focus gazed much further afield for a very long time,” said Ruston. “It has
certainly, more recently, been forced to be refocused back onto our own region.”
“That’s a good thing. And it was certainly long overdue.”
While Australia was more focused on Fallujah than Fiji, China has been doling out loans and
investment in the region and scooping up natural resources and telecoms contracts.
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Still, Ruston rejected suggestions that Australia, by moving to develop security facilities in
Papua New Guinea and Fiji is causing the type of militarization many complain China is
embarking on.
“This is our region, this is our area, this is where we live,” she said. “However you see the
security and sovereignty of our region the Pacific is extremely important to Australia.”

Daily Times, 11-03-19
China banking regulators tell banks to boost support for rural economies
China´s banking and insurance regulators have issued a notice to commercial banks to boost
financial support for the country´s rural areas. In a notice issued on March 8, the China Banking
and Insurance Regulatory Commission told commercial banks to fulfill special lending targets,
including those for achieving faster increases in loans to farmers and other businesses in rural
areas. The notice did not refer to specific targets. The notice said banks need to direct more funds
to poverty-stricken regions and ensure more rapid lending growth. Outstanding loans to rural
areas totaled 33 trillion yuan at the end of 2018, up 5.6 percent from a year ago, it said. The new
requirements come as part of Beijing´s broader effort to reboot China´s rural economy as local
populations rapidly age and productivity slumps. As the Chinese economy began slowing last
year, China´s economic policymakers stepped up monetary policy support for rural areas –
comprising mostly small farm holdings and low-end industries – to encourage local firms to raise
funds in the capital markets. The People´s Bank of China (PBOC), the country´s central bank,
has cut the amount of cash that commercial banks need to set aside as reserves five times in the
past year to spur lending to small businesses in the private sector. China has also been looking to
develop new industries like eco-tourism as well as encouraging the planting of cash crops in poor
rural regions.
Published in Daily Times, March 11th 2019

Daily Times, 11-03-19
China protests US criticism of policies on religion
China has issued a protest over remarks the US ambassador-at-large for international religious
freedom made criticizing Beijing’s polices toward Muslim and Tibetan Buddhist minorities and
saying the country was “at war with faith.”
The foreign ministry’s office in Hong Kong said the speech Sam Brownback gave Friday
“slandered” China’s religious policies. It said it had registered its dissatisfaction Saturday with
the US Consulate in the semi-autonomous Chinese region, where the speech was given.
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China’s constitution and laws protect freedom of religion and critics should “cease their slander
of China’s policies on religion and the situation with freedom of faith and cease using religious
issues to interfere in China’s internal affairs,” the office said in a statement.
The foreign ministry’s office in Hong Kong said the speech Sam Brownback gave Friday
“slandered” China’s religious policies
US officials and UN experts say China is believed to be holding 1 million Uighurs, Muslims and
members of other majority Muslim ethnic groups in political education camps in Xinjiang. The
US and other governments have criticized the crackdown. The Chinese government says those
camps are vocational training centers designed to rid the region of extremism.
Brownback said President Donald Trump’s administration is “deeply concerned and considered
it a deliberate attempt by Beijing to redefine and control these Muslim minority groups, (their)
identity, culture and faith.” He urged Beijing to grant free access to the camps to investigate
claims of abuse of inmates. More generally, Brownback said, China is “at war with faith.”
“It’s a war they will not win,” he said. “The Chinese Communist Party must hear the cry of its
people for religious freedom.” Brownback was expected to meet local religious leaders and
religious studies students and instructors while in Hong Kong. The territory enjoys freedom of
speech and religion far beyond that in mainland China, where the officially atheist government
keeps tight control over any potential challenges to its authority.
Published in Daily Times, March 11th 2019.

Daily Times, 11-03-19
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Daily Times, 11-03-19
China sets aside crops for wild elephants to spare farmers
China said it plans to grow crops specifically for wild elephants to graze on in an effort to spare
the livelihoods of local farmers. The southwestern province of Yunnan will set up the special
farm in a habitat protection area in Menghai County where 18 of the animals frequently raid the
crops of farmers from villages in the area. The 51-hectare (126-acre) farm will grow corn,
sugarcane, bamboo and bananas. The official Xinhua News Agency quoted an unidentified
official with the local forestry bureau as saying protecting local residents was key to Asian
elephant conservation.
Published in Daily Times, March 11th 2019.
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Daily Times, 12-03-19
CENTCOM is taking S-CPEC+ real seriously
The Commander of US Central Command (CENTCOM) told the House Armed Services
Committee just how “concerned” he is about China projecting its Silk Road influence from
Gwadar to Africa through S-CPEC+ and consequently establishing a permanent naval presence
in the western end of the Afro-Asian Ocean.
CPEC is increasingly being appreciated as the game-changing geostrategic megaproject that it is
after the Commander of US Central Command (CENTCOM) told the House Armed Services
Committee just how “concerned” he is about its terminal port of Gwadar being used as China’s
launching pad for expanding its Silk Road influence into Africa and consequently establishing a
permanent naval presence along the routes connecting several Sea Lines Of Communication
(SLOC) between them. This outlook isn’t a unique one and was most recently elaborated upon
by the author last week in his piece about how “Pakistan’s Indian Sub Interception Proves The
Importance Of The Country’s Navy”, but it appears to be the first time that a high-level
American military official publicly confirmed the likelihood of this scenario unfolding and
expressed “concern” about it. According to reports, Joseph Votel told the Committee that:
“As they develop that land route what they are attempting to do and then we expect then be
looking for ports they can connect that to ports in southern Pakistan leading to ports in
AFRICOM (US Africa Command), and for us it’s going to lead to a permanent presence of
Chinese maritime military maritime activity in the region that we will need to be concerned
with.” (Author’s note: reproduced exactly as reported by The Times of India, grammatical errors
and all)
This brief statement is loaded with a lot of strategic significance. Firstly, it implies that the joint
Indian-American Hybrid War on CPEC has failed and that the Chinese-built megaproject is
proceeding apace in turning Pakistan into the global pivot state for facilitating transcontinental
multipolar integration. Secondly, it draws attention to the southern branch of CPEC’s logical
expansion that the author earlier coined S-CPEC+. Thirdly, Votel is convinced that this will also
take on military dimensions as China is compelled to defend its SLOCs all along this route,
possibly through the clinching of LEMOA-like deals with Pakistan and coastal African
countries. And finally, the fourth main point that can be drawn from the CENTCOM
Commander’ s statement is that China’s CPEC-assisted expansion of influence into the western
Afro-Asian Ocean poses a multidimensional cross-theater challenge to American hegemony in
the Eastern Hemisphere.
What’s less clear, however, is how the US intends to counter this after the failure of the IndianAmerican Hybrid War on CPEC. Resorting to similar measures against the Horn of Africa and
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East African states might backfire for several reasons, not least of which is that the interests of
the US’ partners overlap with China’s own in this space and would therefore be adversely
affected by regional destabilization. It’s possible that the US might weaponries comparatively
low-level chaos dynamics such as those embodied by al Shabaab but this could inadvertently
create opportunities for Russia to export its “Democratic Security” model from the Central
African Republic to the African coastland and actually safeguard the long-term strategic viability
of S-CPEC+, hence why non-kinetic methods will probably be relied upon at this point in time.
It’s very likely that the US will intensify its info war against China’s Belt & Road Initiative
(BRI), with specific focus being given to the narrative that Beijing is more interested in
extracting resources through so-called “debt trap diplomacy” than in sincerely developing its
partners’ economies. There might also be more underhanded efforts to incite mob violence
against Chinese citizens in order to bait the People’s Republic into costly “mission creep” that
it’s both militarily unprepared for and which could exacerbate some of the angry locals’ negative
perceptions about it. In addition, the US could use economic pressure to dissuade African
governments from signing LEMOA-like deals with China and entice them into embracing
“Trumpism” instead of Silk Road-led Globalism. Fear mongering about China’s speculative
military motives, the US might use this as the pretext for launching Indian-led multilateral
“freedom of navigation” patrols.
The most likely outcome that the US hopes to achieve is to encourage “friendly competition”
between BRI and the nascent Indo-Japanese “Asia-Africa Growth Corridor” while
manipulatively working behind the scenes to influence the “rules of the game” in such a way as
to favor its proxies and their French and Emirati partners prior to using their multilateral
economic platform as the basis for the creation of a new African-centric security bloc for more
comprehensively “containing” China. Accordingly, it would be to the benefit of the emerging
Multipolar World Order if China partnered with Pakistan, Turkey, and Russia to preemptively
thwart this scenario, with the first protecting S-CPEC+’s SLOCS, the second sharing its
widespread soft power in sub-Saharan Africa, and the last using its “Democratic Security” model
to safeguard everything in the most ideal win-win arrangement between them all.
Published in Daily Times, March 12th 2019.

Daily Times, 13-03-19
China calls for serious discussions ahead of UN meet on JeM
China has said that ‘responsible and serious discussions’ are needed ahead of the United Nations
Security Council (UNSC)’s sanctions committee meet this week, which is due to take up the case
of designating Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief Masood Azhar a terrorist.
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During his weekly briefing, China’s Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang on Tuesday
responded to a question which asked what Beijing’s position would be at the meet after India’s
appeal that all permanent members of UNSC should declare Azhar a terrorist.
“We already stressed China’s position on the listing of terrorist organizations and individuals in
the UN Security Council 1267 Committee on many occasions. China has all along participated in
relevant discussions in a responsible manner and in strict accordance with the rules of procedure
and provisions of the 1267 committee. China will continue to communicate and work with
relevant parties in a responsible manner so as to properly resolve this matter. Only by making a
decision through responsible and serious discussions can we find a lasting solution,” said Kang.
In 2017, China had blocked an Indian attempt to place the JeM chief on the global terrorist list
on grounds that New Delhi had failed to provide any substantial evidence.
Responding to a question regarding India-Pakistan ties, Kang said that the recent series of
incidents were “not conducive to the peace and stability in South Asia.” “China has been
mediating between the two sides, engaged in dialogues and working very hard to promote talks,
ease tensions and improve their relations. In our exchanges of views on the regional situation, the
security issue features in our discussion with Indian and Pakistan. We have had extensive and indepth talks with both sides,” he added.
Published in Daily Times, March 13th 2019

Daily Times, 13-03-19
US, China negotiators talk but no date for Trump-Xi trade summit
Top US and Chinese officials held phone talks Tuesday to discuss the next steps in trade
negotiations, Chinese state media said, as the White House said no date has been set for a
summit.
US Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin and Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer spoke with
Beijing’s top economic official Liu He over the phone to discuss “key issues” on trade, the
official news agency Xinhua reported.
The top negotiators also discussed the “next steps” in their talks, the brief report said, without
providing details.
China and the United States have been locked in a trade war since last year, imposing tit-for-tat
tariffs on more than $360 billion worth of mutual trade, spooking global markets.
Top-level negotiators are trying to hammer out an agreement before a truce expires, potentially
triggering additional US tariffs on Chinese goods.
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A possible summit between President Donald Trump and his Chinese counterpart Xi Jinping
remains up in the air, the White House said Monday.
Trump has previously expressed optimism that he will meet with Xi, probably at his Florida golf
club Mar-a-Lago this month, to finalize an eventual trade deal.
But Trump spokeswoman Sarah Sanders said it was too early to announce a meeting.
“In terms of whether or not we have a date set, not yet. We’re continuing negotiations with
China,” she said at the White House. “When we have an announcement for the two leaders to sit
down, we’ll let you know.”
The press secretary also said she was unaware of any plan for Xi and Trump to speak by phone.
Sanders said Trump will not agree to anything short of a deal beneficial to the United States.
She denied that the breakdown of Trump’s attempts to negotiate with North Korea over the
country’s nuclear weapons had weakened his standing in Beijing.
“I would say that’s absurd. He’s going to make a deal if it’s a good deal, if it’s in the best interest
of America, and if he doesn’t feel like it’s a good deal, it’s not worth just signing a piece of
paper,” Sanders said.
“The president’s gonna make sure whatever deal we get is in our best interest, that it’s fair and
reciprocal trade, that it protects our intellectual property and has safeguards.”

Daily Times, 13-03-19
Kazakhstan puts campaigner against Chinese camps under house arrest
A Kazakh court has placed an activist who campaigned on behalf of ethnic Kazakhs in China
under house arrest on the charge of calling for a “jihad” against the Chinese, state prosecutors
said.
Serikzhan Bilash, a naturalized Kazakh citizen born in the Chinese region of Xinjiang, leads
Atajurt, a group that has worked for the release of ethnic Kazakhs from “re-education” camps
where activists say more than a million ethnic Uighurs and other Muslims are held.
Police detained Bilash in Almaty, Kazakhstan’s biggest city, last weekend and brought him
before a court in Astana, the Central Asian nation’s capital.
In a statement issued late on Monday, the Astana prosecutor’s office said Bilash is suspected of
making the jihad comment at a public event last month. He has yet to make a plea.
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Prosecutors said the court placed Bilash under house arrest for two months while they prepare
for trial.

Daily Times, 14-03-19
Afford me not: soaring bride prices in China should be curbed, says parliament delegate
Runaway “bride prices” are making marriage unaffordable in rural China and need to be capped,
and professional matchmakers should be stopped from overcharging, says a village delegate to
China’s parliament.
China’s rapid economic growth in the past decade has sharply raised parental expectations,
pushing up the cost of pre-wedding gifts that now commonly include a brand new home.
In the past, a suitor would offer the parents of his bride about 11,000 yuan ($1,639). Now, future
in-laws demand at least three “jin” (1.5 kg) of hundred yuan bills, a car and a house, said Zhang
Qingbin, a delegate to the annual National People’s Congress from Hebei province.
“In the south of northern China, a young man looking to get married would need to spend around
700,000 yuan ($104,275),” Zhang wrote in a proposal to NPC.
“This is a huge financial burden, with steep bride prices becoming a key reason behind rural
poverty,” he added.
In rural areas, where annual per capita incomes of about 15,000 yuan ($2,234) are just a third of
earnings in cities, a groom’s need for cash is relatively acute.
With the economy facing a further slowdown this year, the chances of finding a bride are more
remote, aggravating a rural phenomenon known as “leftover men” who cannot afford marriage.
Zhang blamed the parents of prospective brides who want to elevate their standard of living by
demanding a high price from suitors.
Marriage subsidies could be one way to wedded bliss, he said, pointing to a pilot subsidy
programme in Taiyuan city in neighboring Shanxi province.
Taiyuan set up a Marriage Consumption Subsidy Fund in 2017 which offers newlyweds rebates
on wedding pictures, the banquet, honeymoon travel and even white goods to furnish a new
home.
Unaffordable marriages are also a factor in China’s bigger demographic problem – falling birth
rates.
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Many NPC delegates called for improved maternity benefits to encourage couples to have more
babies as the country faces an ageing population and shrinking workforce.

Daily Times, 15-03-19
Global Implications of the Two Sessions
Yasir Habib Khan
Events that hold the center of global attention and set the course of changes taking place on a
global scale are few in number, and the international community follows their proceedings and
conclusions with full attention. Among them, China’s Two Sessions, the NPC and CPPCC
annual sessions have qualified for the status of global attention in true letter and spirit.
The world wishes to understand China’s economic, political, and social philosophy to discover
new pathways to success. Because these two sessions offer fresh and deep insight into China’s
national policy, governance system, and empirical vision to interact with foreign countries, they
appear to be the apple of the world’s eye.
Iconic gatherings known as annual meetings of the national legislature and political advisory
body are big events on the world’s stage. They address a wide spectrum of topics ranging from
internal to external issues relating to new laws, regulations, policies, and reforms that matter a lot
to China and the rest of the world.
The world is abuzz with the influence of globalization and its benefits. The attendance and
attention around NPC and CPPCC are good evaluations of the global sway of the Belt and Road
Initiative. Zhang Yesui, spokesperson for the Second Session of the 13th National People’s
Congress, said that 152 countries and international organizations have signed cooperation
documents with China on the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) — an important platform for
building a community with a shared future on the principle of extensive consultations and joint
contributions for benefits shared by all. The goods trade volume between China and countries
along the Belt and Road exceeded $5 trillion between 2013 and 2017, total direct Chinese
investment in those countries surpassed $70 billion, and more than 200,000 jobs were created,
according to the National Bureau of Statistics.
The world is attracted by the Two Sessions, knowing that the economic resilience and indicators
that signify progress throughout the year are the results of deliberations made during sessions of
the NPC and CPPCC every year.
Keeping in mind the rules and regulations adopted yearly by the two sessions, the international
community is watchful of China’s fresh economic upswing. According to the Ministry of
Commerce, China attracted RMB 84.18 billion (US $12.41 billion) in foreign direct investment
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(FDI) in January 2019. Sizable amounts of foreign capital flowed to the country’s hi-tech service
industry, more than double compared with the same period in 2018, reaching RMB 15.77 billion.
At international forums, Chinese leaders have repeatedly said China will strengthen cooperation
on law enforcement with other countries to combat cross-border corruption and dissuade other
jurisdictions from offering a “safe harbour” to fugitives
The international community appears fascinated by the two sessions this year. One reason is that
they are taking stock of the final draft of the Foreign Investment Law. Amendments or
innovative points added to the proposed law will determine rules of business for foreign
companies operating in China.
All eyes are fixed on the connotations of the policy measure. Li Zhanshu, chairman of the NPC
Standing Committee, says the draft demonstrates China’s determination to open wider to the
world. “China will not close its door to the world, but will only become more and more open,”
said Li, adding that the law’s formulation and implementation would further boost the
confidence of foreign businesses to invest in China.
Kenneth Jarrett, senior adviser with Albright Stonebridge Group, a global strategic advisory and
commercial diplomacy firm in the United States, said the draft law has elements that will be
welcomed by foreign businesses — affirmations of “national treatment,” better intellectual
property rights protection, prohibition of forced technology transfer, and the ability to compete
for government procurement contracts, to give some examples. At the same time, he urged
policymakers to take steps to further reduce barriers for foreign companies and step up financial
sector liberalization.
China’s business environment is a widely debated issue at the annual meetings of the 13th
National Committee of the CPPCC and the 13th National People’s Congress (NPC). This topic
has drawn much global attention as global trade hinges on its outcome.
With the passing of the law, besides those falling in the negative list, all enterprises, foreign or
private, will be treated equally in the attainment of resources, market access, license application,
and every aspect of the operation process.
He Weiwen, a senior research fellow at the Chongyang Institute for Financial Studies at Renmin
University of China, said, “Preferential policies for state-owned enterprises will no longer be
available after the passage of the law,” He stressed that this is a huge step forward, creating a
friendlier business environment for both private and foreign enterprises. China also piloted a
business environment evaluation in 22 cities. Businesses around the world also applaud the new
impetus to shrink the negative list, allowing foreign firms to operate on a level playing field.
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The Chinese government has introduced a slew of monetary and fiscal policies to support small
and medium-sized private enterprises as well. In this year’s government work report, Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang pledged to boost support for private enterprises. During the Two Sessions,
Beijing also announced a cut of three percentage points in value-added tax rate (VAT) for
manufacturers and one percentage point for construction and transport companies. Combined
together, the VAT cuts are equivalent to as much as RMB 800 billion, and will boost corporate
earnings.
After the United States pulled out from Paris Climate Agreement, the world’s eyes are on China
and its policies on climate issues. After the Two Sessions began their proceedings and talked
about environmental challenges at length, relief and contentment prevailed among global climate
campaigners.
Premier Li Keqiang pledged in the government work report at the opening of the second session
of the 13th NPC that the government has stepped up efforts to reform and refine its systems to
facilitate the country’s pursuit of high-quality development and environmental protection as
green development is a critical element in modernizing the economy and a fundamental solution
to pollution.
The government will unveil a series of measures to strengthen green and environmental
industries, including quickening the pace of upgrading thermal power, steel, and other industries
to achieve ultra-low emissions and enforce upgrades in sectors causing high pollution to achieve
compliance with standards, Li said.
“Promoting green development is down to every last one of us; its success hinges on action and
commitment. We must all work together to create a beautiful and livable environment for our
people,” Li said.
China is the second largest economy of the world. Developed and developing nations want to
comprehend how China is becoming a role model in uplifting the lives of people despite
financial and social odds. The Two Sessions have provided an opportunity to the world to peer
into China and its vision.
About 13.86 million rural residents in China were lifted out of poverty in 2018. Chinese
President Xi Jinping called for perseverance in the fight against poverty as there are only two
years left for the country to meet its goal of eradicating extreme poverty by 2020. “There should
be no retreat until a complete victory is won,” said Xi.
The world was not very well informed about China’s legal system in the past. With the Two
Sessions, a great deal of information is readily available and accessible. There are currently
about 400,000 lawyers in China. Forty years ago, the country had hardly any. China began its
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reform and opening-up in the late 1970s, during which the legal system began to see significant
changes.
According to China’s Ministry of Justice, there are over 40,000 public legal service centers or
stations nationwide. The centers and stations cover a vast majority of urban and rural areas,
where people can get free legal advice from lawyers. China’s Ministry of Justice estimates that
the number of Chinese lawyers will increase to 620,000 by 2022.
During the annual Two Sessions, NPC deputies are supposed to submit motions or suggestions
which can pave the way for legislation or policy adjustments, and political advisers – members
of the National Committee of the CPPCC, China’s top political advisory body – will put forth
proposals and lay down suggestions and opinions to the people’s congresses and government
agencies. All these motions, suggestions, and proposals will influence decisions that will affect
the daily lives of Chinese citizens.
The anti-corruption drive is another important topic that always attracts a global audience. The
Supervision Law and an amendment to the Constitution adopted by the first session of the 13th
National People’s Congress in March last year laid a solid legal foundation for an upgraded antigraft task force, with the National Supervisory Commission and its local branches set up across
the country in the past year. Establishment of supervisory commissions at all levels is considered
a major political reform. They are at the same level as the government, court, and procuratorate.
At international forums, Chinese leaders have repeatedly said China will strengthen cooperation
on law enforcement with other countries to combat cross-border corruption and dissuade other
jurisdictions from offering a “safe harbor” to fugitives.
The National Supervisory Commission says anti-graft officers will focus on investigating
corruption that harms people’s vital interests in education, medical care, ecological protection,
and food and drug safety. They will also investigate corrupt behaviors at the grassroots level,
uprooting the “protective umbrellas” that facilitate and cover up the activities of organized
criminal gangs and other “evil forces.”
The writer is a senior journalist and president of the Institute of International Relations and
Media Research (IIRMR)
Published in Daily Times, March 15th 2019.

Daily Times, 15-03-19
China is overtaking US in artificial intelligence: researchers
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China is poised to overtake the United States in artificial intelligence with a surge in academic
research on the key technology, an analysis published Wednesday showed.
The analysis by the Allen Institute for Artificial Intelligence showed China has already surpassed
the US in published papers on AI.
But the researchers said China is likely to top the US in the most-cited 50 percent of papers this
year, the most-cited 10 percent of papers next year, and in the top one percent by 2025.
The findings highlight concerns in Washington and Silicon Valley that China is racing ahead of
the US in key areas of technology such as autonomous vehicles, virtual reality and fifthgeneration wireless networks.
Allen Institute researchers Field Cady and Oren Etzioni said the surge in AI investment in China
began more than a decade ago, well before the 2017 announcement by Beijing that it planned to
become the world leader in the sector by 2030.
“By most measures, China is overtaking the US not just in papers submitted and published, but
also in the production of high-impact papers,” the researchers said in a blog post.
They added that new US measures that tighten immigration could make it harder for the US to
keep up.
“Recent US actions that place obstacles to recruiting and retaining foreign students and scholars
are likely to exacerbate the trend towards Chinese supremacy in AI research,” they wrote.
US think tanks and researchers have recently called on Washington to develop a national AI
strategy to encourage more work in the private and public sectors on the technology.
Last month, President Donald Trump signed an American AI Initiative executive order calling
for the administration to “devote the full resources of the federal government” to help fuel AI
innovation, although analysts said it fell short of a comprehensive strategy.
Published in Daily Times, March 15th 2019.

Dawn News, 01-03-19
US wins dispute over China grain subsidies before WTO
GENEVA: The World Trade Organization on Thursday sided with Washington in a dispute it
filed three years ago over `unfair` Chinese subsidies to producers of wheat and rice.
Back in 2016, the United States alleged that China doled out $100 billion in `market price
support` for wheat and rice as well as corn production, above levels agreed at the Geneva-based
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WTO.
A panel established by the WTO`s Dispute Settlement Body to rule on the matter found on
Thursday that the grain subsidies provided by Beijing exceeded the accepted level, and that
China had `acted inconsistently with its obligations` under international trade rules.
The experts said they had found that each year from 2012 to 2015, China`s market price support
for wheat, Indica rice and Japonica rice `exceeded its 8.5 per cent de minimis level of support for
each of these products.
The WTO panel said it had not considered whether China had also exceeded the acceptable
subsidies for corn producers, since it found China had removed the challenged subsidy before the
US launched its complaint.
Both sides have up to 60 days to appeal Thursday`s ruling.
US Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue hailed the
ruling in a statement as a `significant victory for US agriculture that will help American farmers
compete on a more level playing field`.-AFP

Dawn News, 02-03-19
China says it doesn`t recognize Pakistan, India as nuclear powers
NEW DELHI: As India and Pakistan remain entangled in their gate-crashed nuclear power
status, China reminded the world again on Friday that they were not legitimate members of the
exclusive club, and it did not recognize them as such.
The comments came in Beijing through the foreign ministry spokesperson who was saying that
China had no intention to recognize North Korea as a nuclear power.
`China has never recognized India and Pakistan as nuclear countries. Our position on this has
never changed,’ Chinese spokesman Lu Kang told a media briefingin Beijing, Press TrustofIndia
said.
The United States has helped India in acquiring a degree of legitimacy as anuclear power, but the
Chinese objection has stalled any outright legitimacy.
Saying China never recognized India and Pakistan as nuclear powers, he ruled out extending
such a status to North Korea following the unsuccessful second summit between US President
Donald Trump and North Korean leader Kim Jong-un in Vietnam.
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He was replying to a question whether China would recognize North Korea as a nuclear state like
India and Pakistan as talks between Trump and Kim at the second summit in Hanoi broke down
over Pyongyang`s refusal to give up two nuclear processing plants.
China`s comments on the nuclear status of South Asia rivals come in the wake of global fears of
a war breaking out between the two countries.
Pakistan on Friday returned to Indian Air Force pilot who was arrested after his plane was shot
down over Pakistan on Wednesday.
China has been blocking India`s entry into the 48-member Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) on
the ground that New Delhi has not signed the Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty (NPT).
India has said it has dropped bombs on `terror camps` inside Pakistani territory and killed a `very
large number of terrorists`. But, Pakistan says that`s not the case.
After India applied for NSG membership, Pakistan too applied for the same following that China
has called for a two-step approach which states that NSG members first need to arrive at a set of
principles for the admission of non-NPT states into the NSG and then move forward discussions
of specific cases.

Dawn News, 02-03-19
Fraud case against Chinese businessman
FAISALABAD: The Madina Town police have registered a cheque dishonor case against a
Chinese businessman on charges of depriving a furnace oil trader of Rs8 million about one year
ago.
An additional district and session’s judge had ordered police on Oct 221ast to book Chinese
national Li Yimin but police did not comply with the order for about four months. The accused
had already been booked in another forgery case with the Gulshan-iIqbal police, Lahore.
The accused had purchased163 tons offurnace oil amounting to Rs8 million from Faisalabad
trader Touseef Bari and issued him a cheque (12480965) on Aug 20, 2017. The cheque was
deposited with a private bank in Madina Town on Aug 21 and it was dishonored.
The accused had sought time till March 5, 2018 for the payment, however, he did not honor his
word,the applicant said. The Madina Town police did not register any case against the accused
when an application had been submitted on Sept 15 last.
Owing to the lethargic approach of police, he said a petition had been submitted in court for
registration of a case. He said the judge ordered police to register a case.
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In the decision of the petition, the judge mentioned that `the petitioner annexed photocopies of
cheque and cheque return memo and produced original at the time of
argumentswhichwerereturned to him after comparison with the photocopies.
`Apparently, as per annexed cheque, it belongs to account of proposed accused which was
subsequently dishonored by the concernedbank onpresentation thereof. Admittedly document of
cheque is negotiable instrument as per law which carries presumption of correctness in favors of
its bearer.
Police finally registered a case under section 489-F of PPC on Wednesday last.

Dawn News, 04-03-19
China`s fledgling junk bond market spawns new breed of vulture funds
WHEN the Shanghai-traded bonds of conglomerate China Minsheng Investment Group plunged
40 per cent over two days in January after news it had missed a repayment, Beijing-based hedge
fund manager Jash Zhang smelled blood.
As the private investors in the bond rushed to sell, Zhang snapped up CMIG`s dumped bonds at
about 50 yuan ($7.48) apiece, or half their face value, betting that the 300-billion-yuan company
would eventually repay the debt.
The strategy, she said, is simply to pounce when faint-hearted investors are wavering.
`When bad news breaks about an issuer, some funds will scramble to sell the bonds,` said Liu
Xiaofang, head of investment research at Shanghai Fengshi Asset Management Ltd, which
launched its first vulture fund in September. But the bonds` underlying problem might be `not
that big,` creating opportunities.
Zhang and Liu are among a new flock of vulture investors that have emerged in China`s
corporate bond market in the last year, seeking to profit from steep selloffs.
The risky but potentially lucrative business of trading in bonds on the verge of default is in its
infancy in China, almost as new as the phenomenon of corporate defaults in the state-run
economy.
A regulatory source said only a handful of other hedge funds have entered the trade, including
Lanjing Investment, Colight Asset Management, Jing Tang Investment and Yongle Fund
Management.
The source declined to be named because of the sensitivity of the matter.
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By some estimates, the market in such distressed bonds is worth just 10 billion yuan($1.5bn), a
tiny fraction of the $472bn corporate bond market.
But analysts expect it to grow rapidly as the country`s default wave, driven by funding squeezes
in the private sector, claims more victims.
`Fallen angels` The strategy of trading in distressed bonds is more commonplace in mature
markets, with recognizable names such as Elliot Management and Aurelius Capital known for
their aggressive recovery tactics.
The emergence of vultures in China,spurred by a record number of delinquencies in 2018, could
help improve liquidity in a corporate bond market that has traditionally been dominated by
lowrisk investors such as mutual funds, brokers and insurers.
In all, 45 companies in sectors ranging from real estate to industrials and mining defaulted on
117 bonds with a total principal amount of 110.5bn yuan in 2018, according to ratings agency
Fitch.
That is more than all the previous years` sums combined. China`s first bond default occurred in
2014.
`The (Chinese) government did not really allow defaults to happen until about four years
ago,`said Ben Zhu, a Hong Kong-based distressed debt investor. `As defaults spread, the bad
applesget picked out. These companies will lose access to financing, and that`s a good thing. `
For Liu of Fengshi Asset Management, the game of hunting for `fallen angels` has been highly
profitable.
Last November, when Kangmei Pharmaceutical Co`s debt instruments dived on awave of
negative reports suggesting reckless fundraising and insider trading by the firm, Liu bought for
70 cents on the dollar one of its bonds that would mature soon.
`The market consensus was that this company was cooking books. But we didn`t think the
problem was big enough to lead to an imminent default,` Liu said.
Kangmei paid investors in full the next month.
`On an annualized basis, it`s a return of several hundred percent. On an absolute basis, it was a
gain of around 40pc.
And we bet heavily,’ he said.
More audacious investors like to buy bonds that have failed to repay investors on time.
`There`s too much panic around defaults,’ said Zhou Li, president of Rationalstone Investment.
`Whenever acompany defaults, people would assume the (bond) value would be wiped out to
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naught. But that`s not the case.’ He added that not all technical defaults -such as a delay in
payment -would lead to genuine defaults. And some or all of the money can be recovered, he
said, making bargain hunting profitable.
`Luck required` Distressed asset specialists previously active only in lending markets are now
venturing into troubled bonds. Guoho AMC, a bad-loan company in eastern Anhui province, is
one example.
`We see mutual funds dumping them in the market. They have to. For them, it`s toxic,’ said Liu
Zhenhua, Guoho`sShanghai general manager. `But as a bad-loan company, we`re good at
assessing its value. You need an eye to spot gold in a junk market.’ Sceptics say this moneymaking model will falter in China.
Desmond Kuang, portfolio manager at Income Partners Asset Management in Hong Kong, said
the typical strategy would be to buy into cheap bonds after thorough research and with some
conviction that the investment can be recovered. That may not work in China, he said, where
there is a lack of transparency in company disclosures.
`There will be a lot of luck required onshore,’ he said.
Fengshi Asset Management`s Liu said the risks could be big, and such a strategy would typically
require clients with strong nerves to commit their funds for three to five years.
`It`s a gamble. And you`re betting against professional institutions, not layman retail investors, `
Liu said. `This game is very demanding in your ability to identify and assess risks.
-Reuters

Dawn News, 05-03-19
China accuses detained Canadians of stealing state secrets
TORONTO: China accused two detained Canadians on Monday of acting together to steal state
secrets; just days after Canada announced it will proceed with a US extradition request for a
senior Chinese tech executive.
China arrested the two Canadians on Dec 10 in what was widely seen as an attempt to pressure
Canada to release MengWanzhou, the chief financial officer of Chinese tech giant Huawei
Technologies, who was arrested in Vancouver on Dec 1 at the request of US authorities.
Meng`s arrest set off a diplomatic furor and has severely strained Canadian relations with China.
The US is seeking the extradition of Meng, who is also the daughter of Huawei`s founder, to face
charges
she
misled
banks
about
the
company`s
business
with
Iran.
China`s official Xinhua News Agency cited unidentified Chinese authorities as saying former
Canadian diplomat Michael Kovrig violated Chinese laws by acting as a spy and stealing state
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secrets and intelligence with the help of Canadian businessman Michael Spavor. It was the first
time the two men`s cases have been linked.It said Kovrig often entered China using an ordinary
passport and business visas, and acquired information from Spavor, his `main contact`.
`Authorities stressed that China is a country ruled by law and will firmly crack down on criminal
acts that severely undermine national security, ` Xinhua said.
No other details were given and Xinhua said further judicial proceedings would `take place based
on the case`s progress`.
`We are obviously very concerned by this position that China has taken, Canadian Prime
Minister Justin Trudeau said. `It is unfortunate that China continues to move forward on these
arbitrary detentions.
Kovrig is a former diplomat who was working as an expert on Asia for the International Crisis
Group think tank.
Spavor is an entrepreneur known for contacts with high-ranking North Korean officials,
including leader Kim Jong-un.
Canada said on Friday that it will allow court hearings for the US extradition request for Meng to
proceed.
David Mulroney, a former Canadianambassador to China, said the new allegations against
Kovrig and Spavor are a response to that action.
`Every step in the process will be matched by a step by China. The desire is to raise the raise the
pressure to extent that we simply give in,’ Mulroney said.
Meng is due in court on Wednesday to set a date for the extradition proceedings to start. It could
be several months or even years before her case is resolved.
Guy Saint-Jacques, also a former Canadian ambassador to China, said Beijing is clearly putting
additional pressure on Canada.
`It`s a predicable escalation in the crisis,’ he said. `They are probably hoping it will convince the
prime minister to free Meng.
Lawyers for Meng, who is staying at a property she owns in Vancouver after her release on bail,
said on Sunday she is suing the Canadian government, its border agency and the national police
force, alleging she was detained, searched and interrogated before she was told she was under
arrest.-AP

Dawn News, 06-03-19
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KFC dedicates China restaurant to memory of Communist hero
BEIJING: Fast-food chain KFC is memorializing a popular Chinese Communist hero with
restaurant decor extolling his deeds, in a rare matching of an iconic American brand with
Communist propaganda.
The official Xinhua News Agency said the company launched its first `Lei Feng Spirit`
restaurant in Lei`s home province of Hunan on Sunday, ahead of Tuesday`s official
remembrance day for the soldier who died in 1962 at the age of 21.
Lei`s example of selfless service to the Communist Party and his comrades was popularized in
1963 by former leader Mao Zedong and remains a rallying point for party unity and public
service. Critics question the facts surrounding his alleged good deeds, saying most were based on
accounts in a diary reportedly found after his death.
The KFC restaurant in the provincial capital of Changsha is decorated with Lei`s writings and
image. The company did not immediately respond to requests for comment.
`Lei Feng has been the role model for generations of Chinese. As the KFC (outlet) in his
hometown, we will spare no effort to promote his spirit,’ He Min, general manager for KFC`s
Hunan region, was quoted as saying by Xinhua.
In addition to opening the themed restaurant, KFC plans to `promote the Lei Feng spirit in its
over 250 outlets in the province and encourage its staff to learn from the role model,’ Xinhua
said.
Lei Feng day is marl(e d annually by acts of public service such as clearing garbage and visiting
the elderly. Communist leaders revived his memory more than a decade ago to stir support for
the party among the younger generation born after the abandonment of orthodox Marxism in the
1980s and the crushing of pro-democracy protests centered on Beijing`s Tiananmen Square
in1989.-AP

Dawn News, 06-03-19
China raisesdefense spending by 7.5 percent
BEIJING: China announced on Tuesday a 7.5 per cent increase in military spending in 2019,
lower than last year as the country faces an economic slowdown, but still likely to make Asian
neighbors nervous.
It it working to provide the two millionstrong People`s Liberation Army (PLA) with state-of-theart hardware, spending heavily on stealth warplanes, aircraft carriers and other weaponry.
Beijing has also stepped up its rhetoric against any independence movements in self-ruled
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Taiwan and continues to assert its vast territorial claims in the disputed South ChinaSeaand
EastChina Sea.
The government will spend 1.19 trillion yuan ($177.6 billion) on defense in 2019, after it
increased its outlay by 8.1pc to 1.11 trillionyuanin2018,accordingto agovernment report
presented at the start of the annual meeting of the National People`s Congress (NPC).
Boasting the world`s largest army, China`s military spending is second only to the United States,
which budgeted $716 billion for defense in 2019. Beijing has not posteddouble-digit spending
increases since 2015.
The Communist-led government will make `further efforts to ensure the political loyalty of the
armed forces,’ Premier Li Kegiang said in a speech to the nearly 3,000 members of parliament,
stressing the `absolute party leadership` over the military.
Li said the government will `strengthen military training under combat conditions, and firmly
protect China`s sovereignty, security, and development interests.’ The lower spending increase
comes as the country`s economy is slowing, with the government setting a lower growth target of
6.06.5pc.
`China`s military expenditure is coordinated with annual Chinese GDP growth, said James Char,
a military expert at Singapore`s Nanyang Technological University.
`China has other national priorities and an over-militarized national economy can deprive the
government of much-needed resources, as what had happened to the former USSR,` Char
said.Chinese President Xi Jinping, who has vowed to turn the PLA into a `world class` military
by mid-century, has repeatedly called on the army to be combat-ready.
`In Taiwan, you can legitimately worry about the Chinese budget increases, because they
coincide with a more aggressive posture towards Taipei, ` said BarthelemyCourmont, Asia
researcher at the Institute for Strategic and Foreign Relations in Paris.
China also faces competing claims in the South China Sea from Vietnam, the Philippines,
Brunei, Malaysia and Taiwan.
Beijing also has territorial dispute with historic rival Japan in the East China Sea.
But NPC spokesman Zhang Yesui said China`s military spending `doesn`t pose a threat to other
countries` and is aimed at maintaining sovereignty and security.
The Communist Party has focused on catching up with technology used by armed forces in the
United States and Western Europe.
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Premier Li said China will `speed up efforts to make innovations in defense-related science and
technology.` China has built a second aircraft carrier its first domestically manufactured one and
has put it through sea trials in recent months as it prepares to putitinto operation.
Beijing is also building new generation destroyer vessels, higher jets and ballistic missiles, while
research is ongoing for the development of electromagnetic railguns and anti-satellite lasers.
Authorities, experts and state media say the PLA needs to improve the pay and living conditions
ofits troops.
Efforts to professionalize the army and make it ready for warfare require more military exercises,
which mean more spending on munitions and fuel.
While Beijing`s military spending lags behind the US, it still far surpasses that of other nations in
2018, China spent more than twice as much as the third biggest spender, Saudi Arabia ($82.9
billion), and even more than Russia ($63.1 billion) and India ($57.9 billion), according to the
International Institute for Strategic Studies (IISS).-AFP

Dawn News, 06-03-19
Chinese envoy hopes situation improves between Pakistan, India
ISLAMABAD: Chinese Ambassador Yao Jing on Tuesday expressed the hope that the situation
between India and Pakistan would not escalate further and instead move towards peace and
stability.
Ambassador Yao said during a meeting with Minister for InterProvincial Coordination (IPC)
DrFehmidaMirza that China was hopeful that the situation between India and Pakistan would
move towards peace, according to a statement issued by the IPC ministry.
It said DrMirza appreciated the ambassador`s principled stance on the recent escalation between
the two nuclear powers.
The meeting discussed matters pertaining to the minister`s forth-coming visit to China regarding
the Pak-China Year of Friendship Sister Cities 2019.
Ambassador Yao highlighted the importance of the minister`s visit and said 2019 has been
declared the Year of Local Friendship. The minister`s visit will mark the formal beginning of
cooperation and relations at the provincial and local government level.
He said provincial and local government from either side is coming together for the first time
under the IPC umbrella.
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DrMirza said initiatives taken at the local government level in both countries would be very
helpful in establishing people to people contact in real terms.
She noted that despite many memorandums of understanding being signed in the past, very little
has been tangibly achieved so far.She said the government was focused on results-oriented ideas
and it is important that local governments are engaged in practical and doable projects.
According to the statement, both sides agreed to develop a channel of communication and
exchange the list of areas of interest for further cooperation, along with project details including
timeframe and budget through the Ministry of IPC.
Once these linkages are established,provincialandlocalgovernments will be dealing directly
according to their own peculiarity and requirements.
The ambassador noted sports as an important aspect of youth development and also gave a
commitment to facilitating technical assessments to upgrade the Pakistan Sports Board.

Dawn News, 06-03-19
NAB chief transfer’s Chinese firm case to Rawalpindi
MULTAN: National Accountability Bureau Chairman Retired Justice Javed Iqbal has transferred
the investigations in connection with tracking/trailing of financial transactions into accounts of
Chinese firm M/s Yabaite Technology Company Limited from Multan to Rawalpindi, Dawn has
learnt.
Sources said a decision to the effect was made after the NAB chairman expressed his displeasure
over the way the investigations into the Multan Metro Bus corruption case were going on.
NAB Rawalpindi Deputy Director Mubashir Kareem has been made investigation officer, who,
during his visit to Multan a couple of monthsback, collected the record from the officials of
Multan Development Authority and NAB investigation officer in Multan.
An inquiry into the Multan Metro Bus Project was authorized on Sept 11, 2017 which was
converted into investigations on June 8, 2018 and officials of Multan Development Authority,
Punjab Mass Transit Authority, consultant and contractors of the project were declared accused
of committing embezzlement of funds.
Muhammad IlyasQamar was the case officer (CO) while Deputy Director Muhammad Shahid
was the investigation officer (IO) of the case.
The first investigation [into the case covered three major aspects including tracking/trailing of
financial transactions into accounts of Yabaite Technology Company Limited, approvals of the
project and evaluation of feasibility study and evaluation of tendering process, award of
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contracts, execution of works, procurement and payments made to contractors, sub-contractors,
vendors and others.
In October last, a NAB team consisting of Director General NAB Rawalpindi IrfanNaeemMangi
and IO Shahid went to China in order to interrogate president/director Yabaite Technology
Company Limited in connection with tracking of financial transactions into accounts of his
company.
In the first investigation, the IO stated that the China Security Regulatory Commission (CSRC)
informed Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan that Yabaite China claimed that it
remained involved in Multan Metro Bus Project through M/s HabibRafiq Limited wherein it
provided deliverables through Capital Engineering and Construction Company (CECC).
Yabaite further claimed that CECC paid it $19.58 million whereas $17.08m were paid through
16 third-party companies from Hong Kong, USA, Malaysia and other regions including Middle
East countries.
The [NAB] IO collected record from SECP, Federal Investigation Agency, Punjab police, MDA
and quizzed all concerned officials including senatorswhile the NAB investigation team also
interrogated two persons namely ShaikhIjazAsghar and Salman Iqbal in judicial custody who
were imprisoned in Central Jail, Lahore, and arrested by the Punjab police in another case.
The team also through SBP scrutinized the bank accounts of 16 companies to verify the
transactions besides requesting the NAB headquarters to obtain record pertaining to investigation
conducted by the CSRC against Yabaite China while it has also examined the accounts holders
who deposited various amounts with the accounts of two companies AG International and
Horizon International.
According to initial report, MrAsghar had been working with different Chinese companies since
2001 and could speak and understand Chinese language comfortably. In 2014-15, he was
working with M/s Yabaite China and was being paid $5000 per month by the company and his
assignments were to arrange meetings with Pakistani businessmen and dignitaries.
It stated that President/Director ofYabaite China Yang Lu visited Pakistan in 2015 and tasked
MrAsghar with obtaining some letters of appreciation regarding work done by the Yabaite China
in the Multan bus project.
It stated that meanwhile Salman Iqbal, who used to introduce himself as worker of PML-N also,
joined Asghar and they both facilitated Yang Lu in preparing three forged letters which were
used by Yang Lu in order to justify his suspected income declared in China.
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It said that both Asghar and Iqbal were promised a partnership by Yang Lu in a company to be
registered in Pakistan and initially documents were submitted to the SECP for the registration of
a company in the name of Capital Engineering and Construction Company; however due to nonavailability of name with SECP for registration Yabaite Construction Company Pakistan was
registered in October 2016 with 70 per cent share of Yang Lu and 30pc of Asghar.
However, the record of the company collected from SECP revealed that nobusiness work was
carried out by the Yabaite Construction Company Pakistan.
The report stated that none of the three companies Yabaite China, Capital Engineering and
Construction Company and Yabaite Construction CompanyPakistan-executedanykind of work
being contractor or sub-contractor while CSRC also forwarded name of 16 companies located in
Middle East from where supposedly funds were transferred.
`As per record collected, it has been found that these 16 companies have no link with the
contractor companies who were awarded contract of Multan Metro Bus Project and no
remittance was made from the contractor companies to said companies; however it has been
revealed that only two companies AG International and Horizontal International remitted amount
to one company M/s London Silk Trading Company which has no link to Multan Metro Bus
Project,` it stated.
NAB spokesman Nawazish Ali Asim confirmed that the investigation has been shifted to
Rawalpindi.

Dawn News, 07-03-19
Two Chinese groups to invest $2bn in housing sector
ISLAMABAD: Xuzhou Construction Machinery Group (XCMG) and HSS Group of China on
Wednesday expressed their commitment to invest $2 billion in Pakistan`s housing and
manufacturing sectors.
The announcement was made during a meeting between Prime Minister Imran Khan and General
Manager XCMG Dr Hanson Liu and Chairman HSS Group Syed Saman Hashmi, who called on
the prime minister here at PM Office.
XCMG is the leading total solution provider for global construction industry equipment and
machinery and intends to set up heavy equipment manufacturing assembly line in Pakistan.
The prime minister welcomed the HSS and XCMG`s commitment and interest in Pakistan`s
housing and manufacturing sector.
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He highlighted the steps taken by the government to provide maximum facilitation to the
investors, reducing cost of doing business and improving ease of doing business.
The prime minister said that providing conducive and business friendly environment to investors
was top priority of the government. He also informed the meeting of the government`s plan to
build five million housing units across the country terming it the flagship program, which he
added, would open up new opportunities for the allied industries and the youth of country.
Special Assistant to PM ZulfiqarBukhari was also present in the meeting.

Dawn News, 07-03-19
Why a meaningful US-China trade deal could be hard to reach
WASHINGTON: Under President Donald Trump, America`s trade deficit with China has so far
worsened to a record high. That gap represents an unfulfilled Trump pledge just as talks between
the world`s two largest economies may be nearing a potential deal to suspend their trade war.
Despite signals from Chinese and US officials that some truce could soon be at hand, there are
few signs of any truly transformed trade relationship. Beijing`s longstanding policy of
subsidizing its own businesses and charges that it illicitly obtains US technology remain key
obstacles.
In 2018, America`s trade deficit in goods with China the gap between the value of US goods that
China buys and the higher value of what it sells to the US swelled to a record $419.2 billion,
according to a Commerce Department report Wednesday.
A senior Trump administration official asserted that progress had been made during trade talks
over the past two weeks, only to acknowledge that the eventual outcome remains a mystery and
that China faced no timetable for responding to the US priorities. The official insisted on
anonymity to discuss private conversations.
US and Chinese officials have hinted that some kind of agreement could be finalized by the end
of March, with Trump and President Xi Jinping possibly meeting to formalize the deal at
Trump`s private club in Mar-a-Lago, Florida.
For its part, Beijing is publicly expressing its intent to crack down on policies that have long
enabled Chinese companies and local government officials to force American and other foreign
businesses to share their technology as the price of admission to the vast Chinese market. But
such public pledges represent far less than the enforceable commitments to reform such policies
that US negotiators are seeking.
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Last year, Trump imposed a series of tariffs on Chinese goods in hopes of pressuring Beijing to
support more favorable terms for the United States. In June, the White House levied import taxes
of25 per cent on $50bn of Chinese imports.
It followed in September with 10pc duties on an additional $200bn. All told, the US tariffs
covered roughly half of what the US buys from China.
But the blowbacl (from the Trump tariffs and China`s retaliatory import taxes on US goods has
been steady, at home and abroad. Many businesses are now paying higher costs to import
electrical components and other goods from China that aren`t made in the United States.
The duties cost consumers $1.4bn a month and businesses $3bn a month by the end of last year,
according to research released last week by Mary Amiti, an economist at the Federal Reserve
Bank of New York, and economists from Princeton and Columbia universities.
And a survey led by the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta found that the tariffs had caused US
companies to cut their spending on large equipment by 1.2pc, or $32.5bn, last year.
Both figures are relatively modest, given that the US economy produces $20 trillion of goods and
services a year. But there are also secondary effects. The stock market plummeted 19pc last fall,
partly on fears that the trade war would inflict severe damage.
Nor have the tariffs provided the negotiating leverage that Trump sought. Many of China`s
concessions appear designed to appease some US concerns, rather than establish guidelines for
trade that each country would be bound to follow.
Beijing has offered to buy more American farm goods and energy a pitch that Xi made to Trump
when they met during a December dinner at a global conference in Buenos Aires with the idea of
narrowing the US trade gap with China.
China`s ceremonial legislature was poised this week to back a law that would discourage
officials in the country from pressuring US companies to hand over technology. It was a
response to concerns about Chinese disrespect for intellectual property that Trump had raised
when he first imposed import taxes on Chinese goods.-AP

Dawn News, 07-03-19
Chinese FDI in Europe drops on investment screening
BERLIN: Chinese foreign direct investment (FDI) in Europe fell 40 per cent in 2018, hitting its
lowest level in four years, and stricter European Union rules are likely to curb Chinese M&A
activity even further, a survey showed on Wednesday.
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China has introduced capital controls and tightened investment rules for state firms in an effort to
stop money moving out of the country and to stabilize its currency.
At the same time, policymakers in Europe have become increasingly concerned that state-backed
companies in China are gaining too much access to key technologies and sensitive infrastructure
while Beijing still shields its own economy.
A survey by Germany`s Mercator Institute for China Studies (MERICS) and the New York
research firm Rhodium Group (RHG) showed that Chinese firms completed FDI transactions
worth 17.3 billion euros in 2018.
This marked a drop of more than 50 per cent from the peak of37bneurosin2016, researchers said.
`This decline is very much in line with a further drop in China`s global outbound FDI, a trend
that can be attributed to continued capital controls and tightening of liquidity in China as well as
growing regulatory scrutiny in host economies,` the researchers said in their study.
Europe`s three biggest economies received the lion`s share of Chinese FDI in 2018, with Britain
coming first (4.2bn euros) followed by Germany (2.lbn euros) and France (1.6bn euros), the
survey showed.
However, their share in total Chinese FDI slumped to 45pc in 2018 from 71pc in the previous
year as smaller countries such as Sweden and Luxembourg received more money.
Chinese FDI declined in transport, utilities and infrastructure. The biggest increases were
recorded in financial services, health and biotech, consumer products and services, and the
automotive sector, it added.
Germany last year lowered the threshold for screening and even blocking purchases of stakes in
German firms by non-Europeans, in a move to fend off unwanted Chinese investments in
sensitive technologies and critical infrastructure.
Berlin is also mulling the creation of a state investment fund that could take stakes in key
domestic companies to prevent foreign takeovers.
The European Union will start screening foreign direct investment into the 28-nation bloc from
April to safeguard Europe`s security, public order and strategic interests.
The screening aims to give EU countries a tool to intervene in cases of foreign direct investment
in strategic assets, in particular if carried out by state-controlled or state-financed enterprises.Reuters

Dawn News, 07-03-19
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China revokes Canadian canola permit as dispute escalates
BEIJING: China said on Wednesday that it is blocking some imports of the agricultural product
canola from Canada because of fears of insect infestation.
The move, which comes amid heightened tensions over Canada`s arrest of a Chinese tech
executive, is seen by some as a new tactic to seek leverage over Ottawa.
China suspended canola imports from a Canadian company `in accordance with laws and
regulations and international practice` foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said at a daily news
briefing.
He cited `harmful organisms` that he did not identify further, and said China`s government
`needs to protect the health and safety of its own people`.
`I can tell you responsibly that the Chinese government`s decision is definitely well-founded,` Lu
said.
`Upon verification, China customs has recently detected dangerous pests in canola imported
from Canada many times.
One of Canada`s largest grain processors, Richardson International Ltd., said on Tuesday that
China had revoked its permit to export canola there.
Some saw that as retaliation for Canada`s arrest of Meng Wanzhou, the CFO of Chinese tech
giant Huawei.
Canada announced recently that it is going ahead with an extradition hearing for Meng, the
daughter of Huawei`s founder. Canada arrested her at the request of the US, where she is wanted
on fraud charges for allegedly misleading banks about the company`s dealings with Iran.
Canadian Agriculture Minister Marie-Claude Bibeau said in a statement that the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency conducted investigations after China issued notices of noncompliance on
canola seed imports, including nine since January. She said the agency had not identified any
pests or bacteria of concern.
China, whose rapid growth has made it an important market for many countries, has a history of
using commercial retaliation against those at odds with Beijing.
The most recent high-profile target was South Korean retailer Lotte, which sold land to the Seoul
government for a US anti-missile system opposed by Beijing.
Authorities closed most of the company`s 99 supermarkets and other outlets often alleging safety
violations and a theme park project.
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China suspended a trade deal with Norway and restricted imports of Norwegian salmon after the
Nobel Peace Prize was awarded to Chinese political prisoner Liu Xiaobo in 2010.It stopped
buying fruit from the Philippines during a dispute over territory in the South China Sea.
Britain and other countries also faced retaliation over meetings with Tibetan spiritual leader the
Dalai Lama, considered a dangerous separatist by Beijing.
China receives about 40 per cent of Canada`s canola exports, and the revocation of Richardson`s
permit hurts the entire chain of industries involved in the market, the Canola Council of Canada
has said.
Canola prices already have been hit by China`s retaliatory tariffs on US agricultural exports.
Further cutbacks on Chinese buyingwould deal a major blow to what is a lifeline for agriculture
in western Canada.
`We are working very, very hard with the Chinese government on this issue, Canadian Foreign
Affairs Minister Chrystia Freeland said on Tuesday.
China has warned of serious consequences if the Huawei executive is not released.
China arrested two Canadians on Dec 10 in what was widely seen as an attempt to pressure
Canada.
After Meng`s arrest, a Chinese court also sentenced a Canadian to death in a sudden retrial,
overturning a 15-year prison term handed down earlier.-AP

Dawn News, 08-03-19
Chinese varsity sets up facility at KMU
PESHAWAR: The Nanjing Medical University (NMU), China, has established a collaboration
center for global health at the Khyber Medical University, Peshawar, in order to help resolve
major scientific issues in the field of global health and jointly cultivate innovative talents with an
international perspective.
According to a statement, the center was inaugurated in the light of aMoU signed by KMU vicechancellor Prof Dr Arshad Javaid and dean school of public health, NMU, Prof Dr Jianming
Wang. Besides others, provincial health minister Hisham Inamullah was also present on this
occasion.
It was stated that both the parties would carry out regular academic exchange activities,
including holding workshops and seminars.
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They will cooperate to apply for grants, implement researches and jointly publish scientific
papers.
Besides student exchange programme, the KMU and NMU will select excellent faculties and
provide them shortterm training or continuing education opportunities at each other`s
schools.Bureau Report

Dawn News, 08-03-19
China commits $1bn for 20 social sector projects
ISLAMABAD: A 13-member expert group from China has shortlisted around 20 projects for
implementation within a year in all the four provinces and special areas Azad Jammu & Kashmir
and Gilgit-Baltistan to be funded with Chinese grant under socioeconomic cooperation.
The Chinese government has agreed to provide up to $1 billion grant for socioeconomic
development and poverty reduction projects under the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) on the request of Pakistan Tehrik-i-Insaf government.
The socioeconomic development and poverty reduction initiatives were earlier part of the CPEC
long-term plan.
The expert group, led by Du Zhenli, has been in Pakistan since Feb 26 to explore possible areas
of grant assistance and held a wrap-up session at the Planning Commission on Thursday. The
two sides agreed to select 20-23 projects in the first phase which could be implemented in the
first year.
For this, the two sides decided to priorities interventions where infrastructure was already in
place, a senior official told Dawn.
Therefore, it was agreed to have six burn centers across the country in four provinces and two
special areas where space and infrastructure could be made available at the existing hospital
buildings so that Chinese grant could be utilized to install equipment and modern ventilators etc.
The project is easy to execute and can be completed within few months since the infrastructure is
already available in the hospitals.
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Responding to a question, the official said the burn centers already exist in major hospitals of
Karachi, Lahore and Peshawar andhenceitwas decided to have onein Hyderabad or Sukkur in
Sindh, Bawalpur in Punjab and Dera Ismail Khan or Swat in KP. The center for Balochistan will
be developed in Quetta as patients with burn injuries were currently being transported to
Karachi.
Besides health sector, other projects for grant assistance were shortlisted in areas of water
supply, education and fisheries and agriculture. The four provinces and AJK and GB had come
up with more than 100 projects in various sectors but the two sides decided to focus on around
two dozen with shortest possible gestation.
The expert group visited various parts of Punjab and KP and held meetings with other provincial
governments in Islamabad as their field visits to Sindh and Balochistan had to be cancelled
owing to the closure of airspace. The Chinese side would submit their input on project concepts
and estimated costs on their return to Beijing before finalizing formal agreements for
implementation, a senior official said.
According to the officials, projects proposed by the provinces and AJK included those in
agriculture, fisheries, health, solarisation of water supply schemes, telemedicine, smart schools
etc. However, the shortlisted projects were mostly smaller in size involving $3-10 million
because the Chinese wanted to move to the next phase on the basis of success ofthehrstphase.
The Chinese expert group discussed the implementation of the newly introduced socioeconomic
sector under CPEC in detail, the sources said, adding the two sides` finalization of action plan to
help launch pilot projects in the selective districts of the country. China has agreed to extend
Pakistan a grant for socioeconomic development through China International Development
Cooperation Agency.
During the 8th Joint Coordination Committee meeting of CPEC held in Beijing during last
December, a joint working group (JWG) on socioeconomic development was established to
devise an action plan. A memorandum of understanding in this regard as well as on poverty
reduction was signed during Prime Minister Imran Khan`s visit to China in November last year.
The JWG had identified six areas for future cooperation including education, agriculture, poverty
alleviation, skill development, healthcare, water supply and vocational training projects. The
action plan will provide guidelines in the development of these six areas. The initiative will be
focused on less developed parts of the country particularly Balochistan, GilgitBaltistan, southern
Khyber Pakhthunkha, Northern Sindh and Southern Punjab.
Soon after the formation of working group, the federal government asked recommendations of
the provinces regarding the identifications of districts, areas of cooperation that were then shared
with Chinese socioeconomic development expert team.
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Dawn News, 09-03-19
China tightens rules on wealth management, boosting prospects for foreign banks
CHINA`S efforts to tighten oversight of its $20 trillion-plus wealth management industry are
spurring foreign banks to speed up plans to enter the local market or expand there, six people
involved in the discussions said.
China`s wealth-management industry is the fastest-growing in the world but has historically been
linked to the sale of high-risk, illiquid products and lax regulatory oversight.
Recently, however, officials have begun forcing domestic banks to separate their
wealthmanagement businesses, a move sources said was aimed at improving governance as part
of Beijing`s broader push to reduce debt and limit the sale of risky products.
This comes as Japan`s Nomura is awaiting a license to launch awealth business in China, while
JPMorgan and Bank of Singapore, a unit of Asian lender Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp are
among others considering entries, the people said.
At stake is access to a market where personal assets for investment raised from $11tr in 2012 to
$22tr by 2017, according to consultancy Oliver Wyman. It expects that figure to reach $37tr in
the next five years. Of that, only five per cent, or $1.1tr, was invested offshore in 2017,
according to Oliver Wyman.
`China has long been considered the Wild West by the foreign private banks,` said an executive
at a leading wealth manager in China, declining to be named as he was not authorized to speak to
the media. `With the market moving towards more regulated environment, onshore business is
going to be the most important pie.
The private banking units of top Chinese commercial banks, including China Merchants Bank,
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and Bank of China, dominate the local market,
according to Asian Private Banker.
Level playing field China`s five major banks have so far gotten the regulatory nod to set up
wealth management units, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC)
said last month.
The units must maintain separate books and accounts and `perform the duties of entrusted wealth
management honestly, diligently, and responsibly,` the regulator wrote in its December
guidelines.
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The rules are aimed at strengthening local wealth managers` risk-management practices,
including those related to client background checks and the sale of investment products, which
often imply a guaranteed return, industry sources said.
Francois Monnet, Credit Suisse private banking head in North Asia, said onshore investors`
`normalizing` expectations of returns had created a more level playing field for foreign banks.
Credit Suisse in 2016 hired a senior banker in China to prepare a road map for an onshore private
banking business.
`We are at an early stage of strategic readiness in terms of developing what will make sense to
increase that presence, and to be ready to deploy that aggressively,` Monnet said.
Credit Suisse will compete with Goldman Sachs and UBS on advising wealthy clients in China.
China is a `strategic priority` for UBS and billionaires are being created at a faster pace there
than anyplace else in the world, said UBS Wealth Management`s China business head Marina
Lui.
Bank of Singapore plans to set up an office to promote its brand in China as a first step, Samuel
Tsien, chief executive of parent company OCBC, said at an earnings briefing last month, adding
that it was not looking to operate a `full-blown` private banking business.
JPMorgan has started discussing how to setup an onshore private banking business in China, two
people with knowledge of the matter said. A JPMorgan spokeswoman declined to comment.
Nomura, which is said to be in line for regulatory approval this year for the securities joint
venture that will allow it to offer wealth management services, also declined to comment.
Stricter standards In the mass affluent market clients with investable assets of between $100,000
and $1 million in China, foreign banks are gearing up to boost growth as a shadow banking
crackdown brings such investors into the mainstream.
Citigroup expects its Chinawealth-management client base to grow faster in 2019 than last year,
at more than 30pc, its country CEO Christine Lam said in January.
HSBC aims to grow its Asia revenues by at least $1 billion by 2020 from retail and private
banking wealth, asset management and insurance, with the China business set to be a big
contributor, the bank said in a statement.
-Reuters

Dawn News, 10-03-19
Trump team has no plan to go to China for trade talks: official
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WASHINGTON: Trump administration officials have not made any new plans to send a team to
China for face-to-face trade talks although there is much work left to be done to reach a deal,
White House trade adviser Clete Willems said.
`We`re talking to them (Chinese officials) every day, but no one`s got any trip plans,’ Willems
told reporters on the sidedness of a Georgetown Law School event on Friday. When
askedabouttheprospectfor future face-to-face meetings, he said: `Maybe. But there are no plans
right now.
The governments of the world`s two largest economies have been locked in a tit-for-tat tariff
battle for months as Washington presses Beijing to address long-standing concerns over Chinese
practices and policies around industrial subsidies, technology transfers, market access and
intellectual property rights.
Advances in talks drove the White House to indefinitely delay hikes in tariffs on $200 billion
worth of Chinese imports that were set to kick in on March 2.
Willems said the two countries had made progress in talks but that there was still much more to
be done. He declined to say whether Trump would set a new tariff deadline should the talks stall.
Members of Congress and the business community have expressed concerns that Trump is so
eager for a deal ahead of presidential elections next year that he may accept an agreement that
falls short of addressing key structural issues.
Willems pushed back against such concerns, saying the notion that Trump will settle for a `bad
deal` is `totally inaccurate.
US Ambassador to China Terry Branstad told The Wall Street Journal on Friday that Washington
and Beijing have yet to set a date for Trump to meet with Chinese President Xi Jinping a sign
that neither side sees a deal as imminent.
`Both sides agree that there has to be significant progress, meaning a feeling that they`re very
close before that happens, Branstad told the newspaper in Beijing. `We’re not there yet. But were
closer than wave been for a very long time.` One complicating factor has been Xi`s plans to visit
Europe after a meeting of the National People`s Congress ends next week.
The Journal, citing people familiar with China`s thinking, also reported that after Trump`s failed
meeting with North Korean leader Kim Jong Un last month, Beijing officials won`t commit to a
summit until they are sure of a deal.-Reuters

Dawn News, 10-03-19
Govt has diverted CPEC funds to other projects: Fazl
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DERA ISMAIL KHAN: Jamiat Ulema-i-Islam-Fazl chief Maulana Fazlur Rehman claimed on
Saturday that the government had diverted Rs24 billion of the Rs27 billion CPEC funds to other
development projects in the country and suspended the corridor project for one year.
Speaking at a press conference here, he also said that the government borrowings had reached
Rs15 billion a day in order to run its day-to-day affairs.
The JUI-F chief said that the government was deceiving the people by saying that terrorism had
been eliminated.
He said that the law and order situation had deteriorated to the point that innocent people were
being killed in targeted shootings in the country.
He said that the National Accountability Bureau had degenerated into an institution of
victimization of political opponents. He said that due to inefficiency of the present government
all its institutions had started deteriorating. He said that the government`s wrong policies and
misplaced priorities had caused discontent in the bureaucracy.
He said that JUI-F workers had always offered sacrifices for defense of the country`s ideological
and geographical frontiers. He alleged that the present government and its ministers were out to
destroy the ideological identity of the country.
Maulana Fazlur Rehman claimed that the government`s ministers were spoiling unity among the
people in the face of aggressive designs of India by issuing irresponsible statements.
He said that the entire nation stood by the country`s armed forces and would foil the designs of
anti-Pakistan forces.
JUI-F parliamentary party leader in the KP Assembly, Maulana Lutfur Rehman, was also present
on the occasion. Correspondent

Dawn News, 11-03-19
China tightens rules on wealth management, boosting prospects for foreign banks
CHINA`S efforts to tighten oversight of its $20 trillion-plus wealth management industry are
spurring foreign banks to speed up plans to enter the local market or expand there, six people
involved in the discussions said.
China`s wealth-management industry is the fastest-growing in the world but has historically been
linked to the sale of high-risk, illiquid products and lax regulatory oversight.
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Recently, however, officials have begun forcing domestic banks to separate their
wealthmanagement businesses, a move sources said was aimed at improving governance as part
of Beijing`s broader push to reduce debt and limit the sale of risky products.
This comes as Japan`s Nomura is awaiting a license to launch awealth business in China, while
JPMorgan and Bank of Singapore, a unit of Asian lender Oversea-Chinese Banking Corp are
among others considering entries, the people said.
At stake is access to a market where personal assets for investment rose from $11tr in 2012 to
$22tr by 2017, according to consultancy Oliver Wyman. It expects that figure to reach $37tr in
the next five years. Of that, only five per cent, or $1.1tr, was invested offshore in 2017,
according to Oliver Wyman.
`China has long been considered the Wild West by the foreign private banks,` said an executive
at a leading wealth manager in China, declining to be named as he was not authorized to speak to
the media. `With the market moving towards more regulated environment, onshore business is
going to be the most important pie.
The private banking units of top Chinese commercial banks, including China Merchants Bank,
Industrial and Commercial Bank of China and Bank of China, dominate the local market,
according to Asian Private Banker.
Level playing field China`s five major banks have so far gotten the regulatory nod to set up
wealth management units, the China Banking and Insurance Regulatory Commission (CBIRC)
said last month.
The units must maintain separate books and accounts and `perform the duties of entrusted wealth
management honestly, diligently, and responsibly, ` the regulator wrote in its December
guidelines.
The rules are aimed at strengthening local wealth managers` risk-management practices,
including those related to client background checks and the sale of investment products, which
often imply a guaranteed return, industry sources said.
Francois Monnet, Credit Suisse private banking head in North Asia, said onshore investors`
`normalizing` expectations of returns had created a more level playing field for foreign banks.
Credit Suisse in 2016 hired a senior banker in China to prepare a road map for an onshore private
banking business.
`We are at an early stage of strategic readiness in terms of developing what will make sense to
increase that presence, and to be ready to deploy that aggressively,` Monnet said.
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Credit Suisse will compete with Goldman Sachs and UBS on advising wealthy clients in China.
China is a `strategic priority` for UBS and billionaires are being created at a faster pace there
than anyplace else in the world, said UBS Wealth Management`s China business head Marina
Lui.
Bank of Singapore plans to set up an office to promote its brand in China as a first step, Samuel
Tsien, chief executive of parent company OCBC, said at an earnings briefing last month, adding
that it was not looking to operate a `full-blown` private banking business.
JPMorgan has started discussing how to setup an onshore private banking business in China, two
people with knowledge of the matter said. A JPMorgan spokeswoman declined to comment.
Nomura, which is said to be in line for regulatory approval this year for the securities joint
venture that will allow it to offer wealth management services, also declined to comment.
Stricter standards In the mass affluent market clients with investable assets of between $100,000
and $1 million in China, foreign banks are gearing up to boost growth as a shadow banking
crackdown brings such investors into the mainstream.
Citigroup expects its Chinawealth-management client base to grow faster in 2019 than last year,
at more than 30pc, its country CEO Christine Lam said in January.
HSBC aims to grow its Asia revenues by at least $1 billion by 2020 from retail and private
banking wealth, asset management and insurance, with the China business set to be a big
contributor, the bank said in a statement.
-Reuters

Dawn News, 12-03-19
PM approves CPEC-style security force, incentives to spur investment in petroleum
exploration
ISLAMABAD: Prime Minister Imran Khan on Monday gave a go-ahead for the creation of a
dedicated security force for petroleum exploration on the pattern of China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC) security arrangement in order to offer lucrative incentives for enhanced
production of domestic oil and gas resources.
While presiding over a meeting of the energy sector, the prime minister also approved a proposal
of the Petroleum Division to shift the existing exploration and development policy from
`approval regime` to `information regime` providing greater freedom to oil and gas companies in
operations beyond discovery stage.
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On top of that, the premier also agreed to allow mid-tier exploration and production firms to
enter exploration sector besides reducing timelines and stages for processing and approvals for
all investors to push for aggressive search and development of local hydrocarbon reserves.
This was part of a proposed new petroleum exploration and production policy under whichthe
prime minister was informed that the costs of imported oil, gas and LNG were `prohibitively
expensive and unsustainable` and the recent gas price shock that created a public outcry was just
the beginning of tough times coming. Only LNG imports for the current year are estimated to
consume $3-4 billion compared to significantly high domestic cost of gas production, besides oil
imports of about $13-14bn.
A statement said the meeting decided to set up a specialforce to providefoolproofsecurity to
exploration companies in view of prevailing security environment in the country so as to comfort
local and foreign investors. An official said the prime minister desired further finetuning of the
revised policy before it could be formally launched with the approval of the Council of Common
Interests in second or third quarter with aggressive marketing.
This would also mean more details on raising a special force of about 50,000 personnel to ensure
unhindered exploration of oil and gas reserves in the country`s troubled areas, particularly
Balochistan, where highly prospective zones have remained inaccessible so far due to
challenging security situation.Special incentives would be offered to operators of existing
petroleum producing fields for enhanced production after a certain stage where companies do not
find more investments conducive and give up more production say, after 60pc production of the
total reserves, leaving 40pc remaining resources unutilized.
The new policy, an official said, seeks to upgrade Petroleum (Exploration and Production)
Policy, 2012 with the creation of an entirely new exploration zone for high-risk frontier regions
with better returns to tap prospects of more hydrocarbon finds and production.
Under the existing policy, there are three zonesfor onshore, deñned on the basis ofrisks and
investment opportunities. Zone-I covers Western Balochistan, Pishin and Potohar, Zone-II
comprises Kirthar, Eastern Balochistan, Punjab and Suleman basins while the Lower Indus Basin
is described as Zone-III.
The wellhead prices to investors are offered at the rate of $6 per mmBru for Zone-III, $6.3 for
Zone-II and $6.6 for Zone-I.
Now a new zone is being created to be called Zone-I (F), covering Kharan and Pishin
inBalochistan and some border areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa along with its new tribal districts
which are reported to have good potential of hydrocarbons estimated to be over 20 trillion cubic
feet (TCF). The Petroleum Division has proposed on the request of exploration companies to
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treat this new zone at par with offshore exploration by offering them $7 per mmBtu wellhead
price.
To encourage offshore exploration activities, they said, the government had exempted additional
customs duty on import of offshore drilling equipment to tap unexplored hydrocarbon reserves in
the country. In future, there will be clearance of vessels, drill ships and helicopters without any
levy, duty or charges whatsoever including customs duty. This dispensation is extended to all
companies and joint venture partners who are party to any Production Sharing Agreement with
the government for offshore petroleum exploration and production activities.
The meeting was informed that some highly promising areas like Block-28, Zarghon and Kohlu
remained under force majeure for decades but could change Pakistan`s energy land-scape if
provided full security. The matter had been discussed with the army`s southern command, the
Frontier Constabulary and the provincial government and now required formal processing
through PM office.
It was agreed that after the initial confirmation of a discovery, the firms should not be made to
wait like at present for the approval of well development plan and instead would be free to go
ahead with field development and just keep filing updates to the government for monitoring and
follow-up to reduce steps of interface and approvals involved and result in the bureaucratic red
tape.
A databank of working and available rigs and other equipment required for petroleum
exploration would be updated so as they could be quickly mobilized where needed the most once
security clearance ensured. At present, the companies were bearing about Rs14bn expenditure on
security which would be facilitated to be utilized for hiring more rigs and seismic and
exploration equipment after the government takes over its responsibility of providing security
through the proposed special force.

Dawn News, 12-03-19
China wants serious talks before UNSC body takes up JeM case
ISLAMABAD: Beijing on Monday emphasized `responsible and serious discussions` as
diplomacy picked pace ahead of the date for UN Security Council`s sanctions committee to take
up a fresh resolution for listing of Jaish-e-Mohammad chief MasoodAzhar.
`China will continue to communicate and work with relevant parties in a responsible manner so
as to properly resolve this matter.
Only by making a decision through responsible and serious discussions can we resolve the issue
in a sustainable manner,` Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang said in a media briefing
in Beijing while responding to a query about China`s position on the issue.
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China has thrice in the past blocked on technical grounds bids for designation of Azhar as a
terrorist by the UNSC. The United States, the United Kingdom and France have once again
moved for Azhar`s listing after Feb 14 Pulwama attack, which was claimed by JeM. The
resolution moved on Feb 28 has to be taken up by the 1267 Sanctions Committee by March 13.
According to Mr Kang, Beijing sees recent escalation between India and Pakistan as `not
conducive to the peace and stability in South Asia` and it mediated to defuse the situation. `In
our exchanges of views on regional situation, the security issue features in our discussion with
Indian and Pakistan. We have had extensive and in-depth talks with both sides,` he said in a
reference to China discussing Azhar listing with both sides.
Foreign Minister Shah MehmoodQureshi, meanwhile, spoke to US National Security Adviser
Ambassador John Bolton over phone to share with him `Pakistan`s perspective on the recent
regional developments`, Pakistan`s Foreign Office said.
MrQureshi`s called the American NSA as Indian foreign secretary Vijay Gokhale began a threeday trip to US for `strategic and security` related discussions. Although, the Indo-US talks are
tal(ing place under a regular high level discussion on `security and strategic issues`, but it is
expected that Azhar blacklisting and other issues related to recent tense events between India and
Pakistan would be high on the agenda during those parleys.
Mr Bolton recalled his and Secretary Pompeo`s efforts for de-escalation despite their
commitments related to talks with DPRK in Hanoi. `He appreciated Pakistan measures which
had helped lowering the tension and urged continued restraint on both sides, the FO said, adding
that the need for dialogue between Pakistan and India to find peaceful resolution to all
outstanding disputes was also emphasized.

Dawn News, 13-03-19
Chinese company to build schools in Gwadar using prefab technology
QUETTA: The Balochistan government and Chinese company CMEC agreed to build new
schools in Gwadar and Ziarat using prefabrication technology under a public-private partnership
programme.
The agreement was reached on Tuesday between the provincial government and the Chinese
company after a meeting between Balochistan Chief Minister Jam Kamal Khan Alyani and
CMEC General Manager Li Kan.
During the meeting, the Chinese company`s leader briefed MrAlyani on his company`s projects
and said that his company had expertise in constructing homes and buildings through
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prefabrication technology in a short period of time besides having experience in
agricultureproduction through minimum use of water.
`Because of shortage of water, Balochistancanshiftitsagriculture sector to modern technology and
the CMEC is ready to help the Balochistan government in this sector under the private-public
partnership programmer, ` the Chinese company`s GM said.
Later, MrAlyani and Mr Li Kan agreed to use prefab technology initially for building new
schools in Gwadar and Ziarat.
The chief minister said that the Balochistan government would provide land for cultivation of
vegetables and cotton plants in LasbelaUniversity.
The Chinese company`s general manager agreed to train students of the Lasbela University in
modern agriculture techniques besides awarding them scholarships for higher studies in China.

Dawn News, 13-03-19
US, China within `weeks of trade accord
WASHINGTON: Washington`s top trade official on Tuesday said the United States and China
were likely within `weeks` of ending their trade negotiations but a successful outcome was not
assured.
`Our hope is that we`re in the final weeks of an agreement but I`m not predicting one,’ US Trade
Representative Robert Lighthizer said in Senate testimony.`We can`t predict success at this point
but we are working hard.` Eight months into their sprawling trade war, US and Chinese officials
have alternated between projecting optimism and warning that they have much to do before
reaching a final outcome.
The two sides have exchanged tariffs on more than $360 billion in twoway trade.-AFP

Dawn News, 13-03-19
West using Christianity to subvert Chinese state: official
BEIJING: A Chinese official accused `anti-China forces` in the West of using Christianity to
subvert the country`s political power and said worshippers must follow a Chinese form of
religion.
China`s officially atheist government, which oversees religious groups through state-sponsored
institutions, has tightened its grip on all faiths in recent years.
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`Anti-China forces in the West are attempting to continue to influence the social stability of our
country through Christianity, and even subvert the political power of our country,’XuXiaohong,
chairman of the state-backed National Three-Self Patriotic Movement Committee,
whichoversees the Protestant churches, said on Monday.
Speaking at the annual gathering of the Chinese People`s Political Consultative Conference
(CPPCC), a largely ceremonial advisory body, Xu described the introduction of Christianity in
China as `accompanying the intense colonial aggression by the West`.
Only by incorporating Chinese culture into Christianity would the religion become something
Chinese people could identify with, said Xu.
For those who `subvert national security in the name of Christianity, we support the country in
bringing them to justice, he added.-AFP

Dawn News, 13-03-19
Xinjiang camps will gradually disappear, says China
BEIJING: A Chinese official on Tuesday rejected international criticism of internment camps in
the restive Xinjiang region, calling them job training centers that would `gradually disappear` if
`one day society no longer needs it`.
Nearly one million Uighurs and other mostly Muslim Turkic minorities are being held in
detention centers in Xinjiang, according to estimates cited by a UN panel.
A US official described the situation in Xinjiang as `horrific`. But Beijing has denied the
accusations, saying people are attending `vocational education centers’ to rid them of any
extremist thoughts in a region that was hit by deadly riots and attacks in recent years.
`Our education and training centers have been set up according to our needs. The students that
come in to learn, it`s a dynamic number that changes, `ShohratZakir, the chairman of Xinjiang`s
government, told journalists on the sidelines of China`s annual parliamentary meeting.
`As a whole, the number of people in the education centers should be less and less, and if one
day society no longer needs it, these education centers can gradually disappear,` he said, without
providing the number of people at the facilities.
In an 18-minute-long reply to a journalist`s question, Zakir defended the centers, saying that they
taught Xinjiang residents Chinese, helped them gain awareness of the law, improved vocational
skills, and were vital in the region`s fight against extremism.
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`When (students) are able to distinguish between right and wrong and able to resist the
infiltration of extreme thoughts... they have a strong desire to get rid of poverty and get rich,
actively pursuing a better life,` he added.
Former inmates have reportedly said they found themselves incarcerated for transgressions such
as wearing long beards and face veils or sharing Islamic holiday greetings on social media.
Critics allege that Uighurs in the camps are being brainwashed in a massive campaign to enforce
conformity with Chinese society and the abandonment of Islam.
Zakir also hit out at `certain individuals`, whom he says `sensationalized` the number of people
in these centers.
`It`s not like that, ` he said, calling on reporters to visit Xinjiang.
Xinjiang, which shares a border with several countries including Pakistan and Afghanistan, has
long suffered from violent unrest, which China claims is orchestrated by an organized `terrorist`
movement seeking the region`s independence.
It has reportedly implemented a massive, high-tech security crackdown, which it says has
prevented any violent incidents in over two years.
But many Uighurs and Xinjiang experts say the violent episodes stem largely from spontaneous
outbursts of anger at Chinese cultural and religious repression, and that Beijing plays up
terrorism to justify tight control of the resource-rich region.
While it previously denied the existence of the camps, Beijing has moved towards
acknowledging their existence but insists they are for `vocational education` and are vital in the
fight against separatist sentiments and religious extremism.-AFP

Dawn News, 14-03-19
China thwarts move to declare JeM chief global terrorist
WASHINGTON: China blocked a move on Wednesday to turn India`s military embarrassment
into a diplomatic advantage by declaring Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief MasudAzhar a UNdesignated global terrorist.
The Al Qaeda sanctions committee of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) took up the
proposed measure but China`s objection prevented India from taking advantage of the move.
The committee has the same 11 members as the UNSC, including the permanent five the US,
Russia, China, Britain and France, which also have veto powers. If a UNSC member objects, the
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move ends. If not, it is considered adopted, binding all UN members, including Pakistan, to take
punitive actions against the targeted individual or outfit.
There is no formal voting and the members usually express their opinions by email, either
endorsing or rejecting the move.
Thisyear,KuwaitandIndonesia are also in the UNSC, which makes them members of this body as
well, known as the Committee 1267, after a resolution that created it.
It was not yet clear whether they endorsed or rejected the move, but in the past Kuwait had
endorsed the proposed designation.
The United States said earlier that it would continue to work with the sanctions committee to
ensure that MasudAzhar was declared a global terrorist, even if he escaped the designation on
Wednesday.
The United States, Britain and France jointly moved the measure in the sanctions committee on
Feb 27 allowing India to turn the military embarrassment it faced after its disastrous violations of
Pakistani airspace late last month, when the Pakistan Air Force brought down two Indian Air
Force planes.
China hinted earlier on Wednesday that it might once again block the move as it had done on
three previous occasions.
`We`ll continue to work with the (UN) sanctions committee to ensure that the designation list is
updated and accurate,’ said the US State Department`s spokesperson Robert Palladino when
asked toreact to an expected Chinese veto.
A Chinese official told journalists in Beijing that China would support a `solution that is
acceptable to all sides` and `is conducive` to resolving the issue.
`I could reiterate that China will continue to adopt responsible attitude and participate in the
deliberations in the UNSC 1267 Committee,’ Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman Lu Kang said
at a media briefing.
At a similar briefing in Washington, MrPalladino told journalists that the United States and India
`work closely together` on counterterrorism efforts, and that includes at the United Nations.
`Our views on Jaish-eMohammad and its founder are well known. JeM is an UN-designated
terrorist group. Azhar is the founder and the leader of JeM, and he meets the criteria for
designation by the United Nations,’ he said.
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The US official also said that JeM was responsible for numerous terrorist attacks and
Washington considered it `a threat to regional stability and peace`.
Addressing a question about China`s voting pattern on this issue, MrPalladino said: `The United
States and China share a mutual interest in achieving regional stability and peace, and that a
failure to designate Azhar would run counter to this goal.
The US counter-terrorism cooperation with India was also highlightedin a joint statementissued
in Washington after a Tuesday afternoon meeting between Indian Foreign Secretary Vijay
Gokhale and his American counterpart Under Secretary of State for Political Af f airs David
Hale. `Both sides called on Pakistan to meaningfully address the concerns of the international
community on terrorism, including cross-border terrorism,’ it said.

Dawn News, 14-03-19
S Punjab to get major share of uplift schemes under CPEC
LAHORE: Majority of the socioeconomic development projects to be implemented in Punjab
with Chinese money under the multibillion dollar China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC)
will be carried out in South Punjab, a seniorofficialtoldDawnonWednesday.
China has shown interest in financially supporting 16 projects related to education and
vocational training, healthcare, poverty alleviation, agriculture and drinkable water supply
sectors in Punjab aspart of Beijing`s commitment to include socio-economic development
schemes valuing $1 billion in theCPECportfolioacrossPakistan.
Although China is yet to finalize the list of projects it plans to support in Punjab and elsewhere in
the country, the 16 schemes its experts have selected for implementation in the province include
up gradation of the Mir Chakar Khan Rind University in DG Khan, a burn unit inBahawalpur, an
integrated development programme for the poor and vulnerable on tbe CPEC route, and
innovative housing for the poorest in Lahore and Faisalabad.Besides, it will solarize tubewells
and filtration plants, and support high-value agriculture along the CPEC`s western route and
Barani areas in the province.
`South Punjab will get almost half of the total funds that are to be spent (by China) on the socioeconomic projects in Punjab under the CPEC initiative,’ Punjab`s chief economist Dr M
AmanUllah told Dawn when reached for details.
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He said the cost of the selected projects was yet to be worked out.
The exact size of the investment China will make in socio-economic schemes in the province
willdepend on the projects that Beijing will finalize to support towards the end of April.
CPEC project director HasanDaud Butt has already written the provinces to provide complete
details of their proposed schemes including project scope, cost estimates, technical parameters,
location, etc to Islamabad for sharing them with China for finalization of the list.
China had agreed to finance socio-economic development projects with a grant of $1billion as
part of the CPEC investment portfolio during Prime Minister ImranKhan`s trip to Beijing in
November.
Priority is to be given to schemes to be executed in the lesser developed or backward areas of
each province like South Punjab, newly merged areas of Khyber Pakhtunkhwa and North Sindh.
The scope of cooperation under the socio-economic development grant will be for
implementation of high-impact, short gestation and high-visibility projects covering major
cooperation areas of agriculture, medical treatment, poverty alleviation, water supply, education
and vocational training.

Dawn News, 14-03-19
Senate body to review CPEC projects tomorrow
ISLAMABAD: A Senate special committee on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) will
meet here on Friday (tomorrow) to review a number of projects. The committee will also get a
briefing on investments being made by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates (UA E) in
Gwadar.
According to the agenda of the meeting, the special committee, headed by Senator Sherry
Rehman of the Pakistan People’s Party (PPP), will also receive a briefing on `laying of fiberoptic cable along the CPEC routes`.
The committee members will receive a briefing from the officials concerned on the `latest
position of investment by Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates in Gwadar`s Oil City,`
according to the agenda.
During the visits of UAE Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Al Nahyan in January and
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammad bin Salman last month, the two countries had made pledges to
make investment in the oil sector, particularly in Balochistan. Saudi Arabia plans to set up a
petrochemical complex at Gwadar`s Oil City.
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A Saudi delegation, headed by Energy MinisterKhalid Abdul Aziz Al Falih, had visited Gwadar
in January to inspect the site for the proposed oil refinery.
GhulamSarwar Khan, the federal Minister for Petroleum and Natural Resources, had met the
Saudi delegation in Gwadar.
Describing the proposed refinery as a `state-ofthe-artfacility’, Ghulam Sarwar Khan had
reportedly stated that it would be the biggest investment by Saudi Arabia in Pakistan.
The members of the Senate special committee are also set to receive a `comprehensive briefing
on SMEs (small and medium enterprises) and SEZs (special economic zones) to be set up as part
of CPEC projects`.
Chairing a meeting to review progress on CPEC projects on Jan 18, Prime Minister Imran Khan
had prioritized four key areas under CPEC for the next couple of years and ordered the
groundbreaking of at least three special economic zones before the end of June.
The meeting had been told that four SEZs Rashaki in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Dhabeji in Sindh
and M-3 Faisalabad and one in Islamabad would be developed in the first phase and three of
them Rashakai, Dhabeji and Faisalabad would be ready for ground-breaking by June.

Dawn News, 14-03-19
Momentum again building behind CPEC
ISLAMABAD: The government has decided to revert to the original plan of undertaking $8.2
billion Karachi to Peshawar Main Railway Line (ML-1) on engineering, procurement and
construction (EPC) mode under previously agreed loan as part of the China-Pakistan Economic
Corridor (CPEC).
Speaking to media persons after a meeting of the Cabinet Committee on CPEC, Minister for
Planning and Development MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar said the committee decided to undertake
the ML-I project on the previously agreed terms of agreement, instead of Build, Own and
Transfer (BOT) basis it considered earlier.
MrBakhtyar had announced in October last year that the PTI government would adopt a new
model on the basis of financial viability of the ML-1 on BOT model so that its loan repayment
did not become a responsibility of the government like the previous government which procured
loans and built projects on EPC contracts.
Responding to a question, the minister said it had now decided that the project will be completed
on EPC basis under the terms that had been agreed earlier. Regarding the mode and terms of
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Chinese loan, the minister said the final decision in this regard would be made in the light of the
implementation committee recommendations.
The minister said an implementation committee on ML-I project headed by the railways minister
was constituted to identify financial savings, phasing out the project, scope etc,within two weeks
in order to fast-track the project.Presided over by the planning minister the cabinet meeting was
attended by members ofthe committee and secretaries of the federal ministries.
Originally, the previous government had agreed to China`s offer for a concessionary loan $8.2bn
for ML-I project. China did not agree to change the ML-1 implementation model from EPC to
BOT.
The minister further informed that the Cabinet Committee on CPEC has decided to launch an
important road project of Western Route in Balochistan soon. He said previously no work was
undertaken and people of those areas had developed feeling of deprivation.
MrBakhtyar said the committee also decided Sukkur-Hyderabad section on Eastern Route
through built-operate and transfer (BOT) mode and National Highway Authority will complete
its design as well as feasibility study and the project contract would be awarded within the
current year with saving of around $2-2.5bn.
The minister said a team of Chinese experts that visited Pakistan a few days ago had discussions
at different levels of the federal and provincial governments. List of the projects in agriculture,
education, health, poverty alleviation, water supply and vocational training was being finalized
and would be shared with China soon.
A memorandum of understanding on socio-economic development would be signed to ensure
early implementation of the projects with the cost of $400 to $500m in first phase, he said.
The minister also highlighted the significance of agricultural cooperation with China and said the
newly established joint working group will meet in the first week of April in order to expedite
cooperation for modernizing the agriculture sector and utilize potentials forexport maximization.
It envisaged cooperation in meat, food supply chain, processing and co-branding, livestock and
fisheries, enhancement of seeds quality, irrigations system and technology transfer, he added.
Bakhtyar said no headway was made in industrial cooperation sector over the last five years but
the government prioritized this field by ensuring speedy implementation wherein concession
agreement of Special Economic Zones at Rashakai, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa would be signed by
March 25 while groundbreaking would be held next month.
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He said the ground-breaking of New Gwadar International Airport would be made by end of this
month for which arrangements were being finalized. The Cabinet Committee also accorded
approval to CPEC Business Forum in order to create an interface with the business community.
The minister said that a link between government institutions and business community was
missing since the inception of CPEC. `The newly established forum, comprising of leading
businessmen from different sectors, would work as a bridge between the government and
business sectors,’ he added.
He clarified that none of the funds allocated for CPEC projects were diverted to any other
purpose; rather allocation for other initiatives in Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP)
were re-appropriated for sustainable development goals.
The minister, however, didn`t reply the question of releasing SDGs funds only to the ruling
coalitionMNAs.

Dawn News, 14-03-19
Terrorists held in Mansehra were planning to target CPEC, police say
MANSEHRA: The police claimed that the five terrorists arrested in Mansehra district had
planned to target the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor project.
`High-profile`terrorists Mohammad Talah and Tayyab Shah and their accomplices,including
Ahmad Shah, Aizaz Shah and Salahuddin, were produced in a news conference here.
District police officer Zaibullah Khan said the terrorists were held in an operation jointly carried
out by the police, security forces and counter-terrorism department in a village near Baffa area.
He said the terrorists were wanted for attacking a US charity, World Vision.
He, however, said he couldn`t share the details of the CPEC attack plans with the media due to
their sensitive nature. He said the terrorists killed eight staff members of INGO World Vision,
including four women, in Dogai area in 2010.
`The terrorists belonging to the banned militant outfit, Tehreek-i-Taliban Pakistan, were also
wanted for attacking the Pakistan Army`s convoy in Shinkiari, targeting an imambargah in Palas
area, assaulting police in different parts of the district, and committing targeted killings,’ he said.
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MrZaibullah said the terrorists, who were expert at the making and blasting of indigenous
explosive devices, had undergone a training session in Waziristan.
He said the arrested men also exploded CD shops and target killed a man in Mansehra and
Torghar districts.
KILLED: A man and his son were killed over a petty issue in Safada area here on Tuesday night.
Family members of Mohammad Niaz and his neighbor Mohammad Saleem held heated
exchanges over the throwing of stones at the latter`s house.
Mohammad Niaz and his son Abdul Rehman indiscriminately fire bullets on Mohammad Saleem
and his son Mohammad Rizwan, who suffered critical injuries.
The injured were shifted to the King Abdullah Teaching Hospital, where the doctors declared
both of them dead.
Also in the day, Afghan woman SadiaBibi and her daughter, HaleemBibi, were buried alive
when their house collapsed in Madni area. The residents retrieved both of them and shifted them
to the hospital, where the doctors pronounced SadiaBibi dead. Correspondent

Dawn News, 15-03-19
China saved Pakistan from defeat at UN
WASHINGTON: China was the only member of the UN Security Council`s
sanctionscommitteethatobjected to the proposal to declare Jaish-e-Mohammad (JeM) chief an
UN-designated global terrorist on Wednesday.
Three of the five permanent UNSC members the United States, Britain and France and a nonpermanent member, Belgium, had jointly co-sponsored the proposal. They made the move on
Feb 27; days after a JeMclaimed suicide bombing in India-held Kashmir killed 40 Indian troops.
The committee had 10 working days to raise any objections to the proposal.
Just before the deadline, China put a `technical hold` on the proposal seeking `more time to
examine` it.
This was China`s fourth `technical hold`in a row.
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The committee included two other permanent members of the UNSC, China and Russia, and 10
non-permanent members Belgium, Ivory Coast, Dominican Republic, Equatorial
Guinea,Germany,Indonesia, Kuwait, Peru, Poland and South Africa.
France, a co-sponsor of the proposal, is the president ofthe current session.
The committee is also known as the 1267 Al Qaeda Sanctions Committee after an Oct 15, 1999,
resolution that established the body to monitor terrorist activities and sanction those responsible
for committing these acts.
There is no formal voting on a proposal. Members can either endorse or reject it by emails too. If
a member chooses not to oppose a proposal, after it is formally circulated,itis seen as
endorsement.
So, among the 15 members, only China raised an objection by putting a `technical hold` on the
suggested move to declare MasoodAzhara UN-designated global terrorist. Others are considered
to have endorsed the proposal because they did not oppose it.
Usually, when any of the five permanent members blocks a move, other members do not express
their opinion as a `no` by a permanent member kills the proposal.
Chinese foreign ministry spokesman Lu Kang told a news briefing in Beijing that China had
blocked the proposal because it believed `only a solution that is acceptable to all sides could
fundamentally provide a chance for a lasting solution to the issue`.
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Nawaiwaqt News, 10-03-19

ﭼﯿﻨﯽ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﺨﺎﻧﮯ  ،ﻗﺎﺋﺪ اﻋﻈﻢ ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻮرﺳﭩﯽ ﮐﮯ اطﺮاف اور ﻧﻮاﺣﯽ ﻋﻼﻗﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﺳﺮچ ٓاﭘﺮﯾﺸﻦ
Mar 10, 2019
اﺳﻼم ٓاﺑﺎد)اﭘﻨﮯ ﺳﭩﺎف رﭘﻮرﭨﺮﺳﮯ( وﻓﺎﻗﯽ ﭘﻮﻟﯿﺲ اور ﺳﯿﮑﻮر ﭨﯽ ادروں ﻧﮯ ﮨﻔﺘہ ﮐﮯ روز ﺗﮭﺎ ﻧہ ﺳﯿﮑﺮ ﭨﺮﯾﭧ ﮐﮯ ﻋﻼ ﻗﻮں
ﭼﯿﻨﯽ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﺨﺎﻧﮯ  ،ﻗﺎﺋﺪ اﻋﻈﻢ ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻮرﺳﭩﯽ ﮐﮯ اطﺮاف اورﺑﺮی اﻣﺎم ﮐﮯ ﻧﻮاﺣﯽ ﻋﻼﻗﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﮔﺮﯾﻨﮉ ﺳﺮچ ٓاﭘﺮﯾﺸﻦ ﮐﯿﺎاس
دوران ٓاﭘﺮﯾﺸﻦ ﮐﮯ دوران 309ﮔﮭﺮوں 149،اﻓﺮاد ،ﺗﯿﻦ ﮨﻮﭨﻠﻮں  ،ﭘﺎﻧﭻ دﮐﺎﻧﻮں  ،ﺗﯿﻦ ﺳﮑﻮﻟﻮں اور اﯾﮏ ﻓﯿﮑﭩﺮی ﮐﯽ ﺳﺮﭼﻨﮓ
ﮐﯽ ﮔﺌﯽ اس دوران ﭘﺎﻧﭻ ﻣﺸﺘﺒہ اﻓﺮاد ﮐﻮ ﺣﺮاﺳﺖ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻟﮯ ﮐﺮﺗﮭﺎﻧﮯ ﻣﻨﺘﻘﻞ ﮐﺮدﯾﺎ ﮔﯿﺎاﺳﻠﺤہ و اﯾﻤﻮ ﻧﯿﺸﻦ ﺑﺮ ٓاﻣﺪ ﮐﺮﮐﮯ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ
ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻘﺎت ﺷﺮوع ﮐﺮدی ﮔﺌﯽ ڈی ٓاﺋﯽ ﺟﯽ ٓا ﭘﺮ ﯾﺸﻨﺰ اﺳﻼم ٓا ﺑﺎد وﻗﺎر اﻟﺪﯾﻦ ﺳﯿﺪ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ اس ﺳﺮ چ ٓا ﭘﺮ ﯾﺸﻦ ﮐﺎ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ اﺳﻼم
ٓاﺑﺎ دﻣﯿﮟ ﺳﮑﯿﻮرﭨﯽ ﮐﻮ ﻓﻮل ﭘﺮوف ﺑﻨﺎﻧﺎﮨﮯ ﺗﺎﮐہ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺷﺮﭘﺴﻨﺪ اﭘﻨﮯ ﻣﺬﻣﻮم ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﻣﯿﮟ ﮐﺎﻣﯿﺎب ﻧہ ﮨﻮ ﺳﮑﮯ ۔

Nawaiwaqt News, 10-03-19
ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑہ اﯾﮏ ﺳﺎل ﮐﯿﻠﺌﮯ ﻣﻌﻄﻞ‘ 24ارب روﭘﮯ دﯾﮕﺮ ﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮں ﭘﺮ ﺧﺮچ ﮐﺮ ﮐﮯ ڈاﮐہ ڈاﻻ ﮔﯿﺎ :ﻓﻀﻞ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﻦ
Mar 10, 2019
ڈﯾﺮه اﺳﻤﺎﻋﯿﻞ ﺧﺎن )ﻧﺎﻣہ ﻧﮕﺎر (ﺟﮯ ﯾﻮ ٓاﺋﯽ ﮐﮯ ﻣﺮ ﮐﺰی اﻣﯿﺮ ﻣﻮﻻﻧﺎ ﻓﻀﻞ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﺎن ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﻣﻨﺼﻮ ﺑہ ﮐﻮ
اﯾﮏ ﺳﺎل ﮐﮯ ﻟﺌﮯ ﻣﻌﻄﻞ ﮐﺮ دﯾﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ اور ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﮐﮯ  27ارب روﭘﮯ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺳﮯ  24ارب روﭘﮯ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﯿﮟ دﯾﮕﺮ ﺗﺮ
ﻗﯿﺎﺗﯽ ﮐﺎ ﻣﻮ ں ﭘﺮ ﺧﺮ چ ﮐﺮ ﮐﮯ دن دﯾﮩﺎڑے ڈا ﮐہ ڈا ﻻ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ وه اﭘﻨﯽ رﮨﺎﺋﺶ ﮔﺎه ﭘﺮ ﭘﺮﯾﺲ ﮐﺎﻧﻔﺮﻧﺲ ﺳﮯ ﺧﻄﺎ ب ﮐﺮ رﮨﮯ
ﺗﮭﮯ اس ﻣﻮﻗﻊ ﭘﺮ ان ﮐﮯ ﮨﻤﺮا ه ﺟﮯ ﯾﻮ ٓا ﺋﯽ ﮐﮯ ﭘﯽ ﮐﮯ اﺳﻤﺒﻠﯽ ﮐﮯ ﭘﺎرﻟﯿﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﻟﯿﮉر ﻣﻮﻻﻧﺎ ﻟﻄﻒ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﺎن ﺑﮭﯽ ﻣﻮ ﺟﻮ د
ﺗﮭﮯ ﻣﻮﻻﻧﺎ ﻓﻀﻞ اﻟﺮﺣﻤﺎن ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﯽ ﻧﻈﺮ ﯾﺎﺗﯽ ﺷﻨﺎ ﺧﺖ ﮐﻮ ﺧﺘﻢ ﮐﯿﺎ ﺟﺎ رﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ ﻣﻮﺟﻮ د ه ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﺧﻮ د ﭘﺮ ﺗﻨﻘﯿﺪ
ﺑﺮ داﺷﺖ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮐﺮﺗﯽ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﯿﮟ  90ﻓﯿﺼﺪ دﮨﺸﺖ ﮔﺮ دی ﺧﺘﻢ ﮐﺮ ﻧﮯ ﮐﺎ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺘﯽ دﻋﻮٰی ﺑﭽﮕﺎ ﻧہ ﮨﮯ ﻣﻠﮏ ﻣﯿﮟ اﻣﻦ و اﻣﻦ ﮐﯽ
ﺻﻮرﺗﺤﺎ ل اﯾﺴﯽ ﮨﮯ ﺟﯿﺴﯽ ﮐہ ڈی ٓاﺋﯽ ﺧﺎن ﮐﯽ ﮨﮯ ﺟﮩﺎ ں ﭘﺮ ٓا ﺋﮯ روز ﭨﺎرﮔﭧ ﮐﻠﻨﮓ ﮐﮯ ذرﯾﻌﮯ ﻟﻮ ﮔﻮ ں ﮐﻮ ﻗﺘﻞ ﮐﯿﺎ ﺟﺎ
رﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﻧﯿﺐ اﺣﺘﺴﺎ ب ﮐﺎ ادار ه ﻧﮩﯿﮟ رﮨﺎ ﺑﻠﮑہ ﯾہ اﯾﮏ ﺳﯿﺎ ﺳﯽ اﻧﺘﻘﺎ ﻣﯽ اداره ﺑﻦ ﭼﮑﺎ ﮨﮯ ﺟﻮ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﺎر ﯾﺎ ں
اب ﮨﻮ رﮨﯽ ﮨﮯ ذو اﻟﻔﻘﺎر ﻋﻠﯽ ﺑﮭﭩﻮ ﺳﮯ ﻟﯿﮑﺮ اب ﺗﮏ ﺟﻨﺘﯽ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺘﯿﮟ ٓاﺋﯽ ﮨﯿﮟ ﺳﺐ ﻣﯿﮟ ﮨﻮ ﺋﯽ ﮨﯿﮟ ﻟﯿﮑﻦ ﮐﺴﯽ ﮐﺎ ﻧﺘﯿﺠہ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ
ﻧﮑﻼ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﭘﻨﺪر ه ارب روﭘﮯ ﮐﺎ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ روزا ﻧہ ﻗﺮ ض ﻟﮯ ﮐﺮ اﭘﻨﯽ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﭼﻼ رﮨﯽ ﮨﮯ ﯾہ ﻗﺮﺿﮯ ﮨﻤﺎری
ٓاﺋﻨﺪه ﻧﺴﻠﯿﮟ اﺗﺎرے ﮔﯽ ﭨﯿﮑﺲ دﯾﻨﮯ واﻟﯽ ﻋﻮام ﮐﺎ اب ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﭘﺮ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ اﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻧﮩﯿﮟ رﮨﺎ ﭘﯿﺴہ ﻣﻠﮏ ﺳﮯ واﭘﺲ ﭼﻼ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ
اور ﻣﻠﮏ ﮐﮯ اﻧﺪر ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺳﺮﻣﺎﯾہ ﮐﺎر ﮐﺎروﺑﺎر ﮐﺮ ﻧﮯ ﮐﯿﻠﺌﮯ ﺗﯿﺎر ﻧﮩﯿﮟ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﺑﮭﺎرﺗﯽ ﭘﺎﺋﭙﻠﭧ ﮐﯽ ﻋﺠﻠﺖ ﻣﯿﮟ
واﭘﺴﯽ ﻧﮯ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﯽ ﻓﺘﺢ ﮐﻮ ﺷﮑﺴﺖ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺗﺒﺪﯾﻞ ﮐﺮ دﯾﺎ ﺟﺐ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯽ ﺳﻄﺢ ﭘﺮ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن اور ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﯽ ﺟﻨﮓ ڈﯾﮑﻠﯿﺌﺮ ﮨﯽ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ
ﮨﻮﺋﯽ ﺗﻮ ﺟﻨﯿﻮا ﮐﻨﻮﻧﺸﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺗﺤﺖ ﻗﯿﺪﯾﻮ ں ﮐﯽ واﭘﺴﯽ ﮐﯽ ﭘﺎﺑﻨﺪی ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﭘﺮ ﻻﮔﻮ ﮨﯽ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮨﻮ ﺗﯽ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎ ن
ﮐﮯ ﺗﻤﺎم ادار ے ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﯽ ﻧﺎاﮨﻠﯽ ﮐﯽ وﺟہ ﺳﮯ ﺷﮑﺴﺖ ورﯾﺨﺖ ﮐﺎ ﺷﮑﺎر ﮨﻮ ﭼﮑﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ﺑﯿﻮروﮐﺮﯾﭩﺲ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺘﯽ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﺌﻮں
ﮐﯽ وﺟہ ﺳﮯ ﺑﺪ دل ﻧﻈﺮ ٓارﮨﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﯽ اداروں ﮐﮯ اﻧﺪر ﺑﮭﯽ اﯾﮏ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯽ ﻣﺎﺣﻮل ﺑﻨﺎ دﯾﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ ﺟﺲ ﮐﯽ وﺟہ ﺳﮯ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ
ﮐﺎ ﻣﻌﯿﺎر ﺑﮭﯽ دن ﺑﺪن ﮔﺮ رﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﮨﻢ ﻧﮯ ﮨﻤﯿﺸہ ﻣﻠﮏ ﮐﺎ دﻓﺎ ع ﮐﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ اور ﺑﯿﺮو ﻧﯽ ﺣﻤﻠہ ٓاور ﮐﮯ ﻣﻘﺎﺑﻠﮯ
ﻣﯿﮟ اﯾﮏ ﮨﻮ ﺋﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ﻟﯿﮑﻦ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﮯ ﻣﻨہ ﭘﮭﭧ وزرا ء ﮐﯽ وﺟہ ﺳﮯ ﮨﻤﺎرا اﺗﻔﺎق ﺑﮭﯽ ﺧﺘﻢ ﮨﻮﺗﺎ ﺟﺎ رﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ ﺟﻮ ٓاﺋﯿﻦ ﮐﯽ ﺑﺎت
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ﮐﺮﯾﮟ اس ﮐﻮ ﻏﺪار ﮐﮩﺎ ﺟﺎﺗﺎ ﮨﮯ ﻓﯿﺼﻞ ووڈا ﻧﮯ ﺟﻦ اﻟﻔﺎظ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻋﻤﺮان ﺧﺎ ن ﮐﻮ ﺑﮍا ﮐﮩﺎ ﮨﮯ وه ﭘﯿﻐﻤﺒﺮو ں ﮐﯽ ﺗﻮ ﮨﯿﻦ ﮨﮯ
ﻓﯿﺼﻞ ووڈا ﮐﮯ ﺧﻼف ﮨﻤﺎری ﺟﻤﺎﻋﺖ ﮐﻮ ﭘﺎرﻟﯿﻤﻨﭧ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻗﺮار داد ﭘﯿﺶ ﮐﺮ ﻧﮯ ﮐﯽ اﺟﺎزت ﻧﮩﯿﮟ دی ﮔﺌﯽ ﺟﻮ ﮐہ ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎ ﻧﻮ ں
ﮐﮯ ﺟﺬﺑﺎت ﮐﻮ ﻣﺠﺮو ح ﮐﺮ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮯ ﻣﺘﺮادف ﮨﮯ ﮨﻢ اﻗﻠﯿﺘﻮں ﮐﺎ اﺣﺘﺮام ﮐﺮ ﺗﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ اور ﮨﺮ ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎن ﮐﯿﻠﺌﮯ اﺳﻼم ﮐﺎ ﯾﮩﯽ ﭘﯿﻐﺎم
ﮨﮯ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ اس وﻗﺖ ﮨﻤﺎری ﺟﻤﺎﻋﺖ ﮐﮯ ﺣﻮاﻟﮯ ﺳﮯ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﮯ ﻣﯿﮉﯾﺎ ﺑﻠﯿﮏ ٓاﺋﻮٹ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮨﻮا ﮨﮯ ﮨﻤﺎرے ﻣﻠﯿﻦ ﻣﺎرچ
ﮐﻮ ﭘﺮﻧﭧ اور اﻟﯿﮑﭩﺮا ﻧﮏ ﻣﯿﮉﯾﺎ ﻣﯿﮟ دﯾﮑﮭﺎ ﻧﮯ اور ﺷﺎﺋﻊ ﮐﺮ ﻧﮯ ﺳﮯ روک دﯾﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮨﻢ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﻏﻠﻂ ﮐﺎم ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮐﺮ رﮨﮯ ﯾہ
ﻣﻠﯿﻦ ﻣﺎر چ ﻧﺎﻣﻮس رﺳﺎﻟﺖ ﮐﮯ ﺣﻮاﻟﮯ ﺳﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ٓاﺋﻨﺪه ﺑﮭﯽ ﺟﺎ ری رﮨﯿﻨﮕﮯ ﺟﮯ ﯾﻮ ٓا ﺋﯽ ﻣﻠﮏ ﮐﯽ ﺳﺐ ﺳﮯ ﺑﮍی ﻣﺬﮨﺒﯽ ﻗﻮت
ﮨﮯ اور ﮨﻤﺎری اس ﻗﻮت ﮐﻮ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﺧﺘﻢ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮐﺮ ﺳﮑﺘﯽ اور اس ﮐﺎ اﻧﺪازه ﻣﻠﯿﻦ ﻣﺎرچ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻟﻮﮔﻮں ﮐﯽ ﺷﻤﻮﻟﯿﺖ ﺳﮯ
ﻟﮕﺎﯾﺎ ﺟﺎ ﺳﮑﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ اﯾﮏ ﺳﻮال ﮐﮯ ﺟﻮاب ﻣﯿﮟ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ اس ﻣﻠﮏ ﮐﮯ اﻧﺪر ﻓﻮ ج ﮐﮯ ﻋﻼ وه ﮐﺴﯽ ﮐﻮ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ ﻗﻮت
ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮨﻮ ﻧﺎﭼﺎﮨﯿﮯ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ اﻧﮉﯾﺎ ﮐﮯ دﺑﺎﺋﻮ ﻣﯿﮟ ٓاﻧﮯ ﮐﮯ ﺑﺠﺎ ﺋﮯ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﮯ ﻣﻘﺎ ﺑﻠﮯ ﻣﯿﮟ اﭘﻨﯽ ﻋﻮام اور ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯽ ﺟﻤﺎﻋﺘﻮں ﮐﻮ
اﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻣﯿﮟ ﻟﮯ ۔
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ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮨﻤﯿﮟ ﺗﻨﮩﺎ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ :ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﮭ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﭨﻮ ﮐﺎﻣﻌﺎﮨﺪه ﮐﺮ ﻟﯿﺎ :ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮد
ﻣﻠﺘﺎن )اﯾﺠﻨﺴﯿﺎں ،ﻧﻮاﺋﮯ وﻗﺖ رﭘﻮرٹ(وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻗﺮﯾﺸﯽ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﺎ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﺧﺘﻢ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮨﻮا ،اﺑﮭﯽ
ﺟﺎری ﮨﮯ ،آﻧﮯ واﻟﮯ دﻧﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮨﯿﮟ ،ﺑﮭﺎرﺗﯽ وزﯾﺮاﻋﻈﻢ ﮐﮩہ ﭼﮑﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﻮ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﯽ طﻮر ﭘﺮ ﺗﻨﮩﺎ
ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ان ﮐﯽ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﯽ ﮨﮯ۔ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮨﻤﯿﮟ ﺗﻨﮩﺎ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ ﻣﻠﺘﺎن ﻣﯿﮟ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺐ ﺳﮯ ﺧﻄﺎب ﻣﯿﮟ ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻗﺮﯾﺸﯽ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ
ﺟﺐ وزارت ﺧﺎرﺟہ ﮐﺎ ﻣﻨﺼﺐ ﺳﻨﺒﮭﺎﻻ ﺗﻮ ﮨﺮ طﺮف ﺳﮯ ﻣﺴﺎﺋﻞ درﭘﯿﺶ ﺗﮭﮯ،ﭼﯿﻦ ﺳﮯ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﭨﻮ ﮐﺎ ﻣﻌﺎﮨﺪه ﮐﺮﻟﯿﺎ ،ﺳﯽ
ﭘﯿﮏ اﮔﻠﮯ ﻣﺮﺣﻠﮯ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺟﺎ ﭼﮑﺎ ﮨﮯ ،ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﮐﻮ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺧﻄﺮه ﻧﮩﯿﮟ۔ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن دﻧﯿﺎ ﮐﮯ ﮨﺮ ﻓﻮرم ﭘﺮ اﭘﻨﯽ
ﺳﺎری ﻗﺒﺎﺣﺘﯿﮟ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﮯ ﮐﮭﺎﺗﮯ ﻣﯿﮟ ڈال رﮨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ،ﻣﻮدی ﮐﮩﺘﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﻮ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﯽ طﻮرﭘﺮ ﺗﻨﮩﺎ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﯽ
ﺳﻮﭼﯽ ﺳﻤﺠﮭﯽ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﯽ ﮨﮯ۔ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻗﺮﯾﺸﯽ ﻧﮯ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ ﺗﺒﺪﯾﻠﯽ ﮐﺎ آﻏﺎز ﮨﻮ ﭼﮑﺎ ﮨﮯ ،ﻋﻤﺮان ﺧﺎن ﻧﮯ ﮨﻤﯿﺸہ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ
اﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﺴﺌﻠہ ﻣﺬاﮐﺮات ﺳﮯ ﺣﻞ ﮨﻮ ﮔﺎ ،ﻋﻤﺮان ﺧﺎن ﮐﮯ اس ﺑﯿﺎن ﭘﺮ اﻧﮩﯿﮟ طﺎﻟﺒﺎن ﺧﺎن ﮐﺎ طﻌﻨہ دﯾﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ۔ وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ
ﮐہ آج اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ ،اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن دوﺣہ ﻣﯿﮟ ﻣﺬاﮐﺮات ﮐﺮ رﮨﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ،آج ﻋﻤﺮان ﺧﺎن ﮐﮯ ﻣٔﻮﻗﻒ ﮐﻮ ﺗﺴﻠﯿﻢ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ،ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﺎ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ
اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﯿﮟ اﻣﻦ و اﺳﺘﺤﮑﺎم ﮨﮯ ،ﮨﻢ ﭘﺮاﻋﺘﻤﺎد طﺮﯾﻘہ ﺳﮯ آﮔﮯ ﺑﮍھ رﮨﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ان ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﻓﯿﺰ ون ﮐﮯ ﺑﮩﺖ
ﺑﮍے ﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ،ﻣﯿﭩﺮوز ﮨﯿﮟ ،اورﻧﺞ ﭨﺮﯾﻦ ﮨﮯ ،دﯾﮕﺮ ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﻮ ﺑﮭﯽ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﯿﮟ ﺳﺮﻣﺎﯾہ ﮐﺎری ﮐﯽ دﻋﻮت دﯾﺘﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔
ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮد ﻗﺮﯾﺸﯽ ﻧﮯ اﻧﮑﺸﺎف ﮐﯿﺎ ﮐہ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﭨﻮ ﻣﯿﮟ ﮨﻢ ﻧﮯ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﮭ ﻧﺌﮯ راﺳﺘﮯ ﮐﺎ ﺗﻌﯿﻦ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ ،ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﭨﻮ ﮐﮯ
ﭘﺮوﮔﺮاﻣﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﮭ ﻣﻞ ﮐﺮ ﻏﺮﺑﺖ ﮐﺎ ﺧﺎﺗﻤہ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ،زرﻋﯽ اور اﻧﮉﺳﭩﺮی ﮐﯽ ﭘﯿﺪاوار ﻣﯿﮟ اﺿﺎﻓہ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ اور 4 4
ﺳﭙﯿﺸﻞ اﮐﻨﺎﻣﮏ زون ﺑﻨﺎﻧﺎ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﮨﮯ۔ ﺷﺎه ﻣﺤﻤﻮدﻗﺮﯾﺸﯽ ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﺎ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن اﺑﮭﯽ ﺧﺘﻢ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮨﻮآ ،اﻧﮯ واﻟﮯ
دﻧﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ٓاﻧﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﻧﮯ ﺑﻨﮕﻼ دﯾﺶ ﮐﺎ ﺳﮩﺎرا ﻟﮯ ﮐﺮ ﺳﺎرک ﮐﻮ ﯾﺮﻏﻤﺎل ﺑﻨﺎ ﻟﯿﺎ۔ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﮯ دور
ﻣﯿﮟ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮔﺮے ﻟﺴﭧ ﻣﯿﮟ ٓاﯾﺎ ،ﭘﮍوﺳﯽ ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﺑﻨﺎ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﭘﺮ اﻧﮕﻠﯽ اﭨﮭﺎ دﯾﺘﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﮨﻢ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﯿﺴﺎﺗﮭ ﻟﮍاﺋﯽ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ،
اﻣﻦ ﭼﺎﮨﺘﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﻮ ﯾہ ﺳﻤﺠﮭﻨﺎ ﮨﻮﮔﺎ ﮐہ اﻣﻦ ﮐﺎ ﯾہ ﻣﻄﻠﺐ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﮐہ ﮨﻢ ﮐﺸﻤﯿﺮ ﮐﺎ ﺳﻮدا ﭼﺎﮨﺘﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﮐﺸﻤﯿﺮﻣﯿﮟ ﺟﻨﺎز ے
اﭨﮭ رﮨﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ،ﺳﺸﻤﺎ ﮐﯽ ﺟﮕہ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﺎ وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ ﮨﻮﺗﺎ ﺗﻮ ﻣﺠﮭﮯ رات ﮐﻮ ﻧﯿﻨﺪ ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ٓاﺗﯽ۔ ﺳﯽ ﭘﯿﮏ ﮐﻮ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺧﻄﺮه ﻧﮩﯿﮟ
ﮨﮯ ،ﺟﺮﻣﻨﯽ ﮐﮯ وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ رواں ﻣﺎه ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ٓاﺋﯿﮟ ﮔﮯ ،ﮨﻤﺎرا ﯾﻮرﭘﯽ ﯾﻮﻧﯿﻦ ﺳﮯ ﻧﯿﺎ ﻣﻌﺎﮨﺪه ﺑﮭﯽ ﮨﻮﻧﮯ ﺟﺎرﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ دوﺳﺮی
ﺟﺎﻧﺐ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن دﻧﯿﺎ ﮐﮯ ﮨﺮ ﻓﻮرم ﭘﺮ اﭘﻨﯽ ﻣﺸﮑﻼت ﮐﺎ ﻣﻠﺒہ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﭘﺮ ڈاﻟﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﮩﺘﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺳﮯ دﮨﺸﺖ ﮔﺮد
وﮨﺎں ٓا ﮐﺮ دﮨﺸﺖ ﮔﺮدی ﮐﺮﺗﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ،اﯾﮏ ﭘﮍوﺳﯽ اﯾﺮان ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﺟﻨﺪﷲ ﺗﺤﺮﯾﮏ ﺳﮯ ﻟﻮگ اﯾﺮان ﻣﯿﮟ ٓاﮐﺮ ﻓﺴﺎد ﮐﺮﺗﮯ
ﮨﯿﮟ ،ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮩﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ای ﭨﯽ ٓاﺋﯽ اﯾﻢ ﺗﻨﻈﯿﻢ ﭼﯿﻦ ٓا ﮐﺮ ﮐﺎررواﺋﯿﺎں ﮐﺮﺗﯽ ﮨﮯ ،ﺻﻮرﺗﺤﺎل ﯾہ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﮐﻮﺋﯽ ﺑﮭﯽ ﺑﻨﺎ ﺗﺤﻘﯿﻖ
ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﭘﺮ اﻧﮕﻠﯽ اﭨﮭﺎ دﯾﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ اب ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﮯ ﺑﺠﺎﺋﮯ ﺑﮭﺎرت ﮐﻮ اﭘﻨﺎ ﺳﭩﺮﭨﯿﺠﮏ اﺗﺤﺎدی ﺳﻤﺠﮭﺘﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﯿﮟ
اﯾﮏ ﮨﺰار ارب ڈاﻟﺮ ﺧﺮچ ﮨﻮ ﭼﮑﺎ ﮨﮯ ﺟﺐ ﮐہ  17ﺳﺎل ﺳﮯ اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ ﮐہ ﻓﻮج وﮨﺎں ﻟﮍ رﮨﯽ ﮨﮯ ﺗﺎﮨﻢ ٓاج دوﺣہ ﻣﯿﮟ اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ اور
طﺎﻟﺒﺎن ﻣﺬاﮐﺮات ﮐﯽ ﻣﯿﺰ ﭘﺮ ﺑﯿﭩﮭﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔
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اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ ﮐﯽ ﯾﻐﻮر ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎﻧﻮں  ،ﺑﺪھ ﻣﺖ ﺳﮯ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﯿﻮں ﭘﺮ ﺗﻨﻘﯿﺪ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﺎ ﺣﺘﺠﺎج
Mar 11, 2019
واﺷﻨﮕﭩﻦ) ﻧﯿﭧ ﻧﯿﻮز ( اﻣﺮﯾﮑﯽ ﺳﻔﯿﺮ ﺑﺮاﺋﮯ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻻﻗﻮاﻣﯽ ٓازادی ﻣﺬﮨﺐ ﮐﯽ ﺟﺎﻧﺐ ﺳﮯ ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ ﮐﯽ ﻏﯿﻮر ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎﻧﻮں اور ﺗﺒﺖ
ﮐﮯ ﺑﺪھ ﻣﺖ اﻗﻠﯿﺘﻮں ﺳﮯ ﻣﺘﻌﻠﻖ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﯿﻮں ﭘﺮ رﯾﻤﺎرﮐﺲ ﭘﺮ ﭼﯿﻦ ﻧﮯ اﺣﺘﺠﺎج ﮐﯿﺎ  ،ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﻠﮑﯽ ﺧﺒﺮ رﺳﺎں ادارے اﯾﺴﻮﺳﯽ اﯾﭩﮉ
ﭘﺮﯾﺲ) اے ﭘﯽ ( ﮐﯽ رﭘﻮرٹ ﮐﯿﻤﻄﺎﺑﻖ ﮨﺎﻧﮓ ﮐﺎﻧﮓ ﻣﯿﮟ دﻓﺘﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ ﮐﺎﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ ﺳﯿﻢ ﺑﺮاﺋﻮن ﺑﯿﮏ ﮐﯽ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ ﻣﯿﮟ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﯽ
ﻣﺬﮨﺒﯽ ﭘﺎﻟﯿﺴﯿﻮں ﮐﻮ ’ﺑﺪﻧﺎم ‘ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ ،ان ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﯽ ﻧﯿﻢ ﺧﻮد ﻣﺨﺘﺎر ﺧﻄﮯ ﺟﮩﺎں ﯾہ ﺗﻘﺮﯾﺮ ﮐﯽ ﮔﺌﯽ ﺗﮭﯽ
ﻣﯿﮟ اﻣﺮﯾﮑﯽ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﺨﺎﻧﮯ ﺳﮯ ﺑﺪاﻋﺘﻤﺎدی ظﺎﮨﺮ ﮐﺮ دی ﮨﮯ  ،اﻣﺮﯾﮑﯽ ﺣﮑﺎم اور اﻗﻮام ﻣﺘﺤﺪه ﮐﮯ ﻣﺎﮨﺮﯾﻦ ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ ﭼﯿﻦ
ﻻﮐﮭ ﻏﯿﻮر ﻣﺴﻠﻤﺎﻧﻮں اور دﯾﮕﺮ ﻣﺴﻠﻢ ﮔﺮوﭘﻮں ﮐﮯ اراﮐﯿﻦ ﮐﻮ ﺳﻨﮑﯿﺎﻧﮓ ﮐﮯ ﺳﯿﺎﺳﯽ ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻤﯽ ﮐﯿﻤﭙﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﻗﯿﺪ ﮐﺮﻧﮯ ﮐﺎ 10
اﻟﺰام ﮨﮯ ۔ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﯾہ ﮐﯿﻤﭗ وﮐﯿﺸﻨﻞ ﭨﺮﯾﻨﻨﮓ ﺳﯿﻨﭩﺮز ﮨﯿﮟ ﺟﻨﮩﯿﮟ اﻧﺘﮩﺎ ﭘﺴﻨﺪی ﮐﮯ ﺧﺎﺗﻤﮯ ﮐﯿﻠﺌﮯ ﻗﺎﺋﻢ ﮐﯿﺎ ﮔﯿﺎ
ﮨﮯ ﺑﺮاﺋﻮن ﺑﯿﮏ ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﭼﯿﻨﯽ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ اﯾﻤﺎن ﺳﮯ ﺟﻨﮓ ﻣﯿﮟ ﮨﮯ اور اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ ﻣﺬﮨﺐ ﭘﺮ ﻗﯿﺪ ﮐﯿﮯ ﮔﺌﮯ اﻓﺮاد ﮐﯽ رﮨﺎﺋﯽ
ﮐﺎ ﻣﻄﺎﻟﺒہ ﮐﯿﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ۔

Nawaiwaqt News, 11-03-19
ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺧﻼف ﺗﺒﺘﻮں ﮐﯽ ﺟﺪوﺟﮩﺪ ﮐﮯ  60ﺳﺎل ﻣﮑﻤﻞ
Mar 11, 2019
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ)ﻧﯿﻮز ڈﯾﺴﮏ(ﺗﺒﺘﻮں ﮐﯽ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺧﻼف ﺟﺪوﺟﮩﺪ ﮐﻮ ٓاج اﺗﻮار ﮐﻮ ﺳﺎﭨﮭ ﺑﺮس ﻣﮑﻤﻞ ﮨﻮ ﮔﺌﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ۔ ذراﺋﻊ ﮐﮯ ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻖ
اس ﻣﻮﻗﻊ ﭘﺮ ﺑﮭﺎرﺗﯽ ﺷﮩﺮ دھﺮم ﺷﺎﻟہ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺗﺒﯿﺘﻮں ﮐﯽ اﯾﮏ ﺑﮍی ﺗﻌﺪاد اﮐﭩﮭﯽ ﮨﻮﺋﯽ۔ اس ﻣﻮﻗﻊ ﭘﺮ ﺗﺒﺘﻮں ﮐﮯ روﺣﺎﻧﯽ ﭘﯿﺸﻮا
دﻻﺋﯽ ﻻﻣہ ﻣﻮﺟﻮد ﻧﮩﯿﮟ ﺗﮭﮯ۔ دس ﻣﺎرچ 1959ء ﮐﻮ ﭼﯿﻨﯽ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﮐﯽ ﺧﻼف ﺗﺤﺮﯾﮏ ﺷﺮوع ﮨﻮﺗﮯ ﮨﯽ دﻻﺋﯽ ﻻﻣہ ﻧﮯ
ﺑﮭﺎرت ﻣﯿﮟ ﭘﻨﺎه ﻟﯽ ﺗﮭﯽ۔ اﻧﮩﻮں ﻧﮯ دھﺮم ﺷﺎﻟہ ﻣﯿﮟ ﺟﻼ وطﻦ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻗﺎﺋﻢ ﮐﯽ ﺗﮭﯽ۔ ﮐﻤﯿﻮﻧﺴﭧ دﺳﺘﻮں ﻧﮯ 1950ء ﻣﯿﮟ اﯾﮏ
ﻣﺨﺘﺼﺮ ﺳﯽ ﻓﻮﺟﯽ ﮐﺎررواﺋﯽ ﮐﮯ ﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﺒﺖ ﮐﺎ اﻧﺘﻈﺎم اﭘﻨﮯ ﮨﺎﺗﮭﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﻟﮯ ﻟﯿﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ۔

Nawaiwaqt News, 11-03-19
ﭼﯿﻦ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯽ اﻣﻦ اور اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯽ ﺗﺮﻗﯽ ﮐﯿﻠﺌﮯ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ ﻧﺪﻣﺎت ﺳﺮ اﻧﺠﺎم دے ﮔﺎ ،روﺳﺮے ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﺎ ﭘﻮرا اﺣﺘﺮام ﮐﺮﺗﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ :ﭼﯿﻨﯽ
وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ
Mar 11, 2019
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ )ٓاﺋﯽ اﯾﻦ ﭘﯽ( ﭼﯿﻨﯽ وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ واﻧﮓ ای ﻧﮯ ﮐﮩﺎ ﮨﮯ ﮐہ ﭼﯿﻦ ﻋﺎﻟﻤﯽ اﻣﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺗﺤﻔﻆ اور ﺑﻨﯽ ﻧﻮع اﻧﺴﺎن ﮐﯽ ﺗﺮﻗﯽ
ﮐﮯ ﻟﯿﮯ ﻣﺰﯾﺪ اﮨﻢ ﺧﺪﻣﺎت ﺳﺮاﻧﺠﺎم دے ﮔﺎ ،ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﺎ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﯽ ﺗﺼﻮر دراﺻﻞ " ﺟﯿﺖ -ﺟﯿﺖ " ﭘﺮ ﻣﺒﻨﯽ ﮨﮯ  ،ﯾہ دوﺳﺮے
ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﺎ ﭘﻮرا اﺣﺘﺮام ﮐﺮﺗﺎ ﮨﮯ ،اس ﮐﺎ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﺑﺎﮨﻤﯽ ﻣﻔﺎدات ﮐﯽ ﺑﻨﯿﺎد ﭘﺮ ﻣﺸﺘﺮﮐہ ﺗﺮﻗﯽ ﮐﺮﻧﺎ ﮨﮯ۔ ﭼﺎﺋﻨہ رﯾﮉﯾﻮ اﻧﭩﺮﻧﯿﺸﻨﻞ ﮐﮯ
ﻣﻄﺎﺑﻖ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ وزﯾﺮ ﺧﺎرﺟہ واﻧﮓ ای ﻧﮯ ﺗﯿﺮﮨﻮﯾﮟ ﻗﻮﻣﯽ ﻋﻮاﻣﯽ ﮐﺎﻧﮕﺮﯾﺲ ﮐﮯ دوﺳﺮے اﺟﻼس ﮐﮯ اﻧﻌﻘﺎد ﮐﮯ دوران
ﻣﻨﻌﻘﺪه اﯾﮏ ﭘﺮﯾﺲ ﮐﺎﻧﻔﺮﻧﺲ ﻣﯿﮟ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ اﻣﻮر ِﺧﺎرﺟہ ﮐﮯ ﺑﺎرے ﻣﯿﮟ ﭼﯿﻨﯽ و ﻏﯿﺮ ﻣﻠﮑﯽ ﺻﺤﺎﻓﯿﻮں ﮐﮯ ﺳﻮاﻻت ﮐﮯ
ﺟﻮاﺑﺎت دﯾﺌﮯ۔ ﺑﯿﺮوﻧﯽ ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﮯ ﻣﺎﮨﺮﯾﻦ اور داﻧﺸﻮروں ﻧﮯ ﭼﯿﻦ ﮐﮯ ﺳﻔﺎرﺗﯽ ﺗﺼﻮرات اور ﮐﺎﻣﯿﺎﺑﯿﻮں ﮐﻮ ﺑﮯ ﺣﺪ ﺳﺮاﮨﺎ۔
ﺗﺮﮐﯽ ،اﻣﺮﯾﮑہ  ،روس اورﺟﻨﻮﺑﯽ ﮐﻮرﯾﺎ ﮐﮯ داﻧﺸﻮروں ﻧﮯ اﭘﻨﮯ ﺑﯿﺎﻧﺎت ﻣﯿﮟ دی ﺑﯿﻠﭧ اﯾﻨﮉ روڈ ﮐﺎ ذﮐﺮ ﮐﯿﺎ اور ﮐﮩﺎ ﮐہ دی
ﺑﯿﻠﭧ اﯾﻨﮉ روڈ اﻧﯿﺸﯿﭩﻮ ﺳﮯ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﮯ درﻣﯿﺎن اﻗﺘﺼﺎدی ﺗﻌﺎون ﮐﻮ ﻓﺮوغ ﻣﻼاور اس ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﮭ ﮨﯽ اﻓﺮادی و ﺛﻘﺎﻓﺘﯽ
ﺗﺒﺎدﻟﻮں ﻣﯿﮟ ﺑﮭﯽ اﺿﺎﻓہ ﮨﻮ ﮔﯿﺎ ﮨﮯ ۔ ان ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ دی ﺑﯿﻠﭧ اﯾﻨﮉ روڈ ﺳﮯ ﻧﺌﮯ ﭘﻠﯿﭧ ﻓﺎرﻣﺰ اور ﻧﺌﮯ ﻣﻮاﻗﻊ ﻟﻮﮔﻮں ﮐﮯ
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ﺳﺎﻣﻨﮯ آﺋﮯ ﮨﯿﮟ ۔ ﺟﺒﮑہ روس ﮐﮯ ﺗﮭﻨﮏ ﭨﯿﻨﮏ " روس-ﭼﯿﻦ ﺳﯿﻨﭩﺮ " ﮐﮯ ﺳﺮﺑﺮاه ﺳﻨﺎﮐﻮﺋﯿﻒ ﮐﺎ ﮐﮩﻨﺎ ﺗﮭﺎ ﮐہ ﭼﯿﻦ دوﺳﺮے
ﻣﻤﺎﻟﮏ ﮐﮯ ﺳﺎﺗﮭ ﻧﺌﮯ ﺑﯿﻦ اﻻﻗﻮاﻣﯽ ﺗﻌﻠﻘﺎت ﮐﮯ ﻗﯿﺎم ﮐﯽ ﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﮐﺮ رﮨﺎ ﮨﮯ ۔
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Nawaiwaqt News, 12-03-19
ﭼﯿﻦ :ﭼﮭﺒﺮﺳﮑﮯدوران 85
ﻓﯿﺼﺪآﺑﺎدﯾﮑﻮﻏﺮﺑﺘﺴﮯﻧﺠﺎﺗﺪﻻدﯾﮕﺌﯽ
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ)آﺋﯿﺎﯾﻨﭙﯽ(ﭼﯿﻨﻤﯿﻨﻐﺮﺑﺘﮑﯿﻠﮑﯿﺮﺳﮯﻧﯿﭽﮯزﻧﺪﮔﯿﺒﺴﺮﮐﺮﻧﮯواﻟﮯ 85ﻓﯿﺼﺪ
اﻓﺮادﮐﻮﻏﺮﺑﺘﺴﮯﻧﺠﺎﺗﺪﻻدﯾﮕﺌﯿﮩﮯ۔ﭼﯿﻨﻨﮯﻏﺮﺑﺘﻤﯿﻨﮑﻤﯿﮑﮯﻟﯿﮯﻧﻤﺎﯾﺎﻧﮑﺎﻣﯿﺎﺑﯿﺎﻧﺤﺎﺻﻠﮑﯿﮩﯿﮟ۔ اوراﺳﻨﮯﮔﺰﺷﺘﮩﭽﮭﺴﺎﻟﮑﮯ
دوران80ﻣﻠﯿﻦ اﻓﺮادﮐﻮﻏﺮﺑﺘﺴﮯﻧﺠﺎﺗﺪﻻﺋﯽ ﮨﮯ۔2012ﻣﯿﮟ ﮐﻤٓﺎﻣﺪﻧﯿﻮاﻟﮯﻟﻮﮔﻮﻧﮑﯽ ﺗﻌﺪاد98.99ﻣﻠﯿﻦ ﺗﮭﯿﺠﻮﮐﻢ ﮨﻮﮐﺮ2018ﮐﮯ
اﺧﺘﺘﺎﻣﺘﮏ ﺻﺮف16.60ﻣﻠﯿﻦ رﮨﮕﺌﯽ۔ اﺳﻄﺮﺣﭽﯿﻨﻨﮯ اوﺳﻄﺎً13ﻣﻠﯿﻦ
اﻓﺮادﮐﻮﮨﺮﺳﺎﻟﻐﺮﺑﺘﺴﮯﻧﺠﺎﺗﺪﻻﺋﯿﺎﻧﺨﯿﺎﻻﺗﮑﺎاظﮩﺎرﻏﺮﺑﺘﻤﯿﻨﮑﻤﯿﮑﮯﻣﺤﮑﻤﮯﮐﮯڈاﺋﺮﯾﮑﭩﺮﻟﯿﻮﯾﺎﻧﮕﻔﻮﻧﮯﮔﺰﺷﺘﮩﺮوز 13وﯾﮟ
ﻧﯿﺸﻨﻠﭙﯿﭙﻠﺰﮐﺎﻧﮕﺮﺳﮑﮯدوﺳﺮےاﺟﻼﺳﮑﮯدوراﻧﺎﯾﮑﭙﺮﯾﺴﮑﺎﻧﻔﺮﻧﺴﺴﮯﺧﻄﺎﺑﮑﺮﺗﮯﮨﻮﺋﮯﮐﯿﺎ۔اﻧﮩﻮﻧﻨﮯﮐہ 6ﺳﺎل ﻗﺒﻞ 2012ﻣﯿﮟ
ﻣﻠﮑﺴﮯﻏﺮﺑﺘﮑﮯﺧﺎﺗﻤﮯﮐﺎﮨﺪﻓﻤﻘﺮرﮐﯿﺎﮔﯿﺎﺗﮭﺎ۔ﭼﯿﻨﯿﮑﻤﯿﻮﻧﺴﭩﭙﺎرﭨﯿﻤﺮﮐﺰﯾﮑﻤﯿﭩﯿﮑﮯطﮯﮐﺮدﮨﮩﺪﻓﮑﮯﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﭽﯿﻦ ﻧﮯ2020ﺗﮏ
ﻣﻠﮑﺴﮯﻏﺮﺑﺘﮑﮯﺧﺎﺗﻤﮯﮐﺎﻋﺰﻣﮑﺮرﮐﮭﺎﮨﮯ۔

Nawaiwaqt News, 13-03-19
ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﭽﯿﻨﮑﺎﺳﯿﭙﯿﮑﮑﮯﻧﺌﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮﻧﭙﺮﮐﺎﻣﺘﯿﺰﮐﺮﻧﮯﮐﺎﻓﯿﺼﻠہ
اﺳﻼﻣﺂﺑﺎد(آﺋﯿﺎﯾﻨﭙﯽ)ﭼﯿﻨﮑﮯﺳﻔﯿﺮﯾﺎوﺟﻨﮕﻨﮯﺳﯿﮑﺮﭨﺮﯾﻤﻨﺼﻮﺑﮩﺒﻨﺪی ،ﺗﺮﻗﯽ و
اﺻﻼﺣﺎﺗﻈﻔﺮﺣﺴﻨﺴﮯﻣﻨﮕﻠﮑﻮﻣﻼﻗﺎﺗﮑﯿﺠﺴﻤﯿﻨﺴﯿﭙﯿﮑﻤﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮﻧﭙﺮﺟﺎرﯾﭙﯿﺸﺮﻓﺘﺎوراﮔﻠﮯﻣﺎﮨﻮزﯾﺮاﻋﻈﻤﭙﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﮑﮯدورﮨﭽﯿﻨﮑﮯﺣﻮاﻟﮯ
ﺳﮯﮔﻔﺘﮕﻮﮨﻮﺋﯽ۔ ﻣﻼﻗﺎﺗﻤﯿﻨﻔﺮﯾﻘﯿﻨﻨﮯﺳﻤﺎﺟﯽ و
ﻣﻌﺎﺷﯿﺸﻌﺒﮯﻣﯿﻨﺮواﻧﻤﺎﮨﭽﯿﻨﯿﻤﺎﮨﺮﯾﻨﮑﮯدورےﮐﮯﺗﻨﺎظﺮﻣﯿﻨﻨﺌﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮﻧﭙﺮﻋﻤﻠﺪرآﻣﺪﺗﯿﺰﮐﺮﻧﮯﭘﺮاﺗﻔﺎﻗﮑﯿﺎ۔
اﺳﺸﻌﺒﮯﻣﯿﻨﭙﮩﻠﮯﺳﮯﻣﻨﺘﺨﺒﭽﮭﺴﯿﮑﭩﺮزﺑﺸﻤﻮﻟﺼﺤﺖ ،ﺗﻌﻠﯿﻢ ،ﺗﮑﻨﯿﮑﯿﺘﺮﺑﯿﺖ ،زراﻋﺖ،
ﻏﺮﺑﺘﮑﮯﺧﺎﺗﻤﮯاورآﺑﻨﻮﺷﯿﮑﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﮯﺗﯿﻨﺴﺎﻟﻮﻧﻤﯿﻨﭙﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﮑﮯدوراﻓﺘﺎده و ﮐﻤﺘﺮﻗﯿﯿﺎﻓﺘﮩﻌﻼﻗﻮﻧﻤﯿﻨﻤﮑﻤﻠﮑﺌﮯﺟﺎﺋﯿﻨﮕﮯ۔
ﻓﺮﯾﻘﯿﻨﻨﮯﮔﻮادرﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮﻧﺒﺸﻤﻮﻟﻨﺌﮯاﺋﺮﭘﻮرٹ ،ﮨﺴﭙﺘﺎل،
ووﮐﯿﺸﻨﻼﻧﺴﭩﯿﭩﯿﻮﭨﺎورﺳﭩﯿﻤﺎﺳﭩﺮﭘﻼﻧﭙﺮﮐﺎﻣﺘﯿﺰﮐﺮﻧﯿﮑﺎﻓﯿﺼﻠﮩﮑﯿﺎ۔ﺳﯿﮑﺮﭨﺮﯾﻤﻨﺼﻮﺑﮩﺒﻨﺪﯾﻨﮯاﯾﻤﺎﯾﻠﻮﻧﮑﯿﮉﯾﺰاﺋﻨﮕﮑﻮﺣﺘﻤﯿﺸﮑﻠﺪﯾﻨﮯﭘﺮزوردﯾ
اﺗﺎﮐﮩﺎﺳﮑﮯﻣﺎﻟﯿﻤﻌﺎﻣﻼﺗﭙﺮﺑﺎﺗﭽﯿﺘﮑﺎآﻏﺎزﮐﯿﺎﺟﺎﺋﮯ۔
ﺑﯿﻠﭩﺎﯾﻨﮉروڈﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﮩﺘﺮﻗﯿﭙﺬﯾﺮﻣﻤﺎﻟﮑﭙﺮﻗﺮﺿﻮﻧﮑﺎدﺑﺎﺋﻮﺑﮍھﺎﻧﮯﮐﮯﺑﺠﺎﺋﮯاﻧﮑﯿﺴﺮﻣﺎﯾﮩﮑﺎرﯾﻀﺮورﯾﺎﺗﮑﻮﭘﻮراﮐﺮﺗﺎﮨﮯ۔
اﻋﺪادوﺷﻤﺎرﺳﮯﭘﺘﮩﭽﻠﺘﺎﮨﮯﮐﮩﭙﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﻤﯿﺘﮑﺌﯿﻤﻤﺎﻟﮑﮑﮯﻗﺮﺿﻮﻧﻤﯿﻨﺎﺿﺎﻓﮩﺎﻧﮑﮯطﻮﯾﻼﻟﻤﯿﻌﺎدﻗﺮﺿﻮﻧﮑﮯاﻧﺒﺎرﮐﯿﻮﺟﮩﺴﮯﮨﮯ۔
ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﮑﮯﮐﻠﻘﺮﺿﻮﻧﮑﺎدﺳﻔﯿﺼﺪﭼﯿﻨﯿﻘﺮﺿﻮﻧﭙﺮﻣﺸﺘﻤﻠﮩﮯ۔ ﯾﮩﺎﻋﺪادوﺷﻤﺎرﭼﯿﻨﮑﮯﻧﺎﺋﺒﻮزﯾﺮﺗﺠﺎرﺗﮑﯿﺎﻧﮑﯿﻤﻨﮕﻨﮯﭘﯿﺸﮑﯿﮯﮨﯿﮟ۔
اﻧﮩﻮﻧﻨﮯﮐﮩﺎﮐﮩﭽﯿﻨﺒﯿﻠﭩﺎﯾﻨﮉروڈﺳﮯواﺑﺴﺘﮩﻤﻤﺎﻟﮑﻤﯿﻨﺎﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯾﺎورﺗﺠﺎرﺗﯿﺘﻌﺎوﻧﺰوﻧﺰﻗﺎﺋﻤﮑﺮﻧﮯﮐﯿﮑﻮﺷﺸﮑﺮےﮔﺎ۔
اوراﯾﺴﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﻮﻧﮑﻮﻓﺮوﻏﺪےﮔﺎﺟﺴﺴﮯﺗﻤﺎﻣﻔﺮﯾﻘﯿﻨﮑﻮﻓﺎﺋﺪﮨﮩﻮﺳﮑﮯ۔
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وزﯾﺮاﻋﻈﻤﮩﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﺴﮑﯿﻢ :
ﭼﯿﻨﯿﻤﺎڈﻟﭙﺮﻣﺒﻨﯿﮩﺎﺋﺒﺮڈﺳﺴﭩﻤﻤﺘﻌﺎرﻓﮑﺮاﻧﮯﮐﺎﻓﯿﺼﻠہ

ﻻﮨﻮر )ﮐﺎﻣﺮﺳﺮﭘﻮرﭨﺮ(
وزﯾﺮاﻋﻈﻤﮩﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﺴﮑﯿﻤﮑﮯﺗﺤﺘﭙﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﮑﯿﺘﺎرﯾﺨﻤﯿﻨﭙﮩﻠﯿﻤﺮﺗﺒﮩﺼﻮﺑﮩﭙﻨﺠﺎﺑﻤﯿﻨﭽﯿﻨﯿﺮﮨﺎﺋﺸﯿﻤﺎڈﻟﭙﺮﻣﺒﻨﯿﮩﺎﺋﺒﺮڈﮨﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﻨﻈﺎﻣﻤﺘﻌﺎرﻓﮑﺮاﯾﺎﺟﺎ
رﮨﺎﮨﮯ۔
ﺑﺎوﺛﻮﻗﺬراﺋﻌﮑﮯﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﭙﻨﺠﺎﺑﺤﮑﻮﻣﺘﮩﺎﺋﺒﺮڈﮨﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﻨﻈﺎﻣﮑﮯﺗﺨﻠﯿﻘﯿﻤﺎڈﻟﮑﺎﺗﻔﺼﯿﻠﯿﺠﺎﺋﺰﮨﺒﺨﻮﺑﯿﻠﮯﭼﮑﯿﮩﮯاوراﺳﻤﻨﺼﻮﺑﮯﮐﻮﻋﻤﻠﯿﺸﮑﻠﺪﯾﻨ
ےﮐﮯﻣﺮاﺣﻠﺴﮯﮔﺰرﮨﯿﮩﮯ۔
اﺳﻀﻤﻨﻤﯿﻨﻤﺸﮩﻮرﭼﯿﻨﯿﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﺴﻨﺮاﺋﺰﺷﻮﮔﺎﻧﮕﮑﻨﺴﭩﺮﮐﺸﻨﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﮑﮯﺳﺎﺗﮭﺒﺎﻗﺎﻋﺪﮨﺮاﺑﻄﮩﮑﯿﺎﮔﯿﺎﮨﮯﺟﻮﮐﮩﺎﺳﻄﺮزﮐﮯرﮨﺎﺋﺸﯿﻨﻈﺎﻣﮑﻮدﻧﯿﺎﻣﯿﻨ
ﻣﺘﻌﺎرﻓﮑﺮاﻧﮯواﻟﯿﺴﺒﺴﮯﭘﮩﻠﯿﺎورواﺣﺪﮐﻤﭙﻨﯿﮩﮯ۔ اﺳﮑﮯﺳﺎﺗﮭﺴﺎﺗﮭﯿﺎﻧﮕُﺰوﺑﻮروﺋﯿﺎﻟﯿﮑﭩﺮﮐﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﺴﮯﺑﮭﯿﻤﻌﺎوﻧﺘﻠﯿﺠﺎرﮨﯿﮩﮯ۔
ﺳﻨﺮاﺋﺰﺷﻮﮔﺎﻧﮕﮑﻨﺴﭩﺮﮐﺸﻨﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﺎورﯾﺎﻧﮕُﺰوﺑﻮروﺋﯿﺎﻟﯿﮑﭩﺮﮐﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﺪرﺣﻘﯿﻘﺘﺎﯾﮑﺒﮩﺘﺒﮍےﭼﯿﻨﯿﮕﺮوﭘ ُ
ﺸﻮﮔﺎﻧﮕﺒﺰﻧﺴﮕﺮوﭘﮑﯿﻤﺎﺗﺤﺘﮑﻤﭙﻨﯿﺎﻧﮩﯿﻨﺠ
ﺳﮑﺎﮐﺎروﺑﺎرﭼﯿﻦ ،اﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﺎورﯾﻮرﭘﺴﻤﯿﺘﺪﻧﯿﺎﺑﮭﺮ ﻣﯿﮟ 17ﺳﮯزاﺋﺪﻣﻤﺎﻟﮑﺘﮑﭙﮭﯿﻼﮨﻮاﮨﮯ۔
ﺧﻮﺷٓﺎﺋﻨﺪﺑﺎﺗﯿﮩﮩﮯﮐﮩﺸﻮرﮔﺎﻧﮕﮕﺮوﭘﻨﮯﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﻤﯿﻨﻮزﯾﺮاﻋﻈﻤﮑﮯﮨﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﭙﺮوﮔﺮاﻣﮑﮯﺗﺤﺖ 5
ﻣﻠﯿﻨﮕﮭﺮوﻧﮑﯿﺘﻌﻤﯿﺮﮐﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﮯﻣﯿﻨﺪﻟﭽﺴﭙﯿﮑﺎاظﮩﺎرﮐﯿﺎﮨﮯ۔
ٓ
ذراﺋﻌﮑﮯﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﻨﯿﺎﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﻤﺎڈﻻﭘﺎرﭨﻤﻨﭩﺴﮑﻮﻋﻤﻠﯿﺸﮑﻠﺪﯾﻨﮯﻣﯿﻨﭙﻨﺠﺎﺑﺒﻮرڈاﻓﺎﻧﻮﯾﺴﭩﻤﻨﭩﺎﯾﻨﮉﭨﺮﯾﮉاورﭘﻨﺠﺎﺑﮩﺎﺋﻮﺳﻨﮕﺎﯾﻨﮉﭘﻼﻧﻨﮕﮉﭘﺎرﭨﻤﻨﭩﻨﻤﺎﯾﺎﻧﮑ
رداراداﮐﺮرﮨﮯﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﺗﺎﮨﻤﻨﯿﺎﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﻤﺎڈﻟﮩﺎﺋﺒﺮڈاﭘﺎرﭨﻤﻨﭩﺴﮑﯿﻠﻮﮐﯿﺸﻨﮑﺎﺑﺎﻗﺎﻋﺪﮨﺎﻋﻼﻧﻨﮩﯿﻨﮑﯿﺎﮔﯿﺎ۔
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ﻓﻮﺟﮑﮯﺗﺮﻗﯿﺎﺗﯿﺎﮨﺪاﻓﻤﮑﻤﻠﮑﺌﮯﺟﺎﺋﯿﮟ :ﭼﯿﻨﯿﺼﺪر
Mar 14, 2019
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ )ٓاﺋﯿﺎﯾﻨﭙﯽ (
ﭼﯿﻨﯿﺼﺪرﺷﯿﺠﻨﭙﻨﮕﻨﮯﻗﻮﻣﯿﺪﻓﺎﻋﺎورﻋﺴﮑﺮﯾﺘﺮﻗﯿﺎﺗﯿﺎﮨﺪاﻓﮑﮯﺑﺮوﻗﺘﺤﺼﻮﻟﭙﺮزوردﯾﺘﮯﮨﻮﺋﮯﮐﮩﺎﮨﮯﮐﮩﯿﮩﺴﺎﻟﻤﻌﺎﺷﺮےﮐﻮﮨﺮﻟﺤﺎظﺴﮯﺧﻮ
ﺷﺤﺎﻟﺒﻨﺎﻧﮯﮐﮯﻋﻤﻠﮑﻮﻣﮑﻤﻠﮑﺮﻧﮯﮐﯿﻠﯿﮯﮐﻠﯿﺪﯾﺤﯿﺜﯿﺘﺮﮐﮭﺘﺎﮨﮯ،ﭘﻮرﯾﻔﻮﺟﮑﻮﺗﯿﺮﮨﻮﯾﻨﭙﺎﻧﭽﺴﺎﻟﮩﻌﺴﮑﺮﯾﺘﺮﻗﯿﮑﮯﻣﻨﺼﻮﺑﮯﭘﺮﻋﻤﻠﺪرآﻣﺪﮐﯿﺎﮨ
ﻣﯿﺘﮑﻮﺳﻤﺠﮭﻨﺎﭼﺎﮨﯿﺌﮯ۔اﺳﻤﻘﺼﺪﮐﮯﻟﯿﮯاﭘﻨﯿﻌﺰﻣﮑﻮﭘﺨﺘﮩﺒﻨﺎﺋﯿﮟ،ﻣﺸﻨﮑﻮﮔﮩﺮاﺋﯿﮑﮯﺳﺎﺗﮭﺴﻤﺠﮭﯿﮟ،
زﺑﺮدﺳﺘﺎﻧﺪازﻣﯿﻨﺂﮔﮯﺑﮍھﯿﻨﺎورﭘﻮرےاﻧﮩﻤﺎﮐﮑﮯﺳﺎﺗﮭﻤﻘﺮرﮨﺎﮨﺪاﻓﮑﻮﺑﺮوﻗﺘﻤﮑﻤﻠﮑﺮﻧﮯﮐﮯﻟﯿﮯﺳﺮﮔﺮﻣﻌﻤﻠﮩﻮﺟﺎﺋﯿﮟ۔
ﺻﺪرﺷﯿﯿﮩﺒﺎﺗﭽﯿﻨﮑﯿﺘﯿﺮﮨﻮﯾﻨﻘﻮﻣﯿﻌﻮاﻣﯿﮑﺎﻧﮕﺮﯾﺴﮑﮯدوﺳﺮےﺳﯿﺸﻨﮑﮯدوراﻧﭙﯿﭙﻠﺰﻟﺒﺮﯾﺸﻨﺂرﻣﯿﺎورﻣﺴﻠﺤﭙﻮﻟﯿﺴﮑﮯاﯾﮑﻮﻓﺪﮐﯿﺴﺎﺗﮭﻤﻼﻗﺎﺗﻤﯿ
ﻧﮑﮩﯽ۔
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ﭼﯿﻦ :
ﺑﺮﻓﺒﺎرﯾﮑﮯﺑﺎﻋﺜﭙﮭﺴﻠﻨﺴﮯﮐﺌﯿﮕﺎڑﯾﺎﻧﺂﭘﺴﻤﯿﻨﭩﮑﺮاﮔﺌﯿﮟ
Mar 14, 2019
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ)ﺻﺒﺎﺣﻨﯿﻮز(ﭼﯿﻨﻤﯿﻨﺒﺮﻓﺒﺎرﯾﮑﮯﺑﺎﻋﺜﭙﮭﺴﻠﻨﺴﮯﮐﺌﯿﮕﺎڑﯾﺎﻧٓﺎﭘﺴﻤﯿﻨﭩﮑﺮاﮔﺌﯿﮟ۔
ﺳﺮدﻣﻮﺳﻤﮑﮯﺑﺎﻋﺜﺎﯾﺴﯿﮩﯿﻤﺸﮑﻠﮑﺎﺳﺎﻣﻨﺎﭼﯿﻨﻤﯿﻨﮉراﺋﯿﻮرزﮐﻮاﺳﻮﻗﺘﭙﯿﺸٓﺎﯾﺎ ۔ ﺧﻮﺷﻘﺴﻤﺘﯿﺴﮯﮐﻮﺋﯿﺠﺎﻧﯿﻨﻘﺼﺎﻧﻨﮩﯿﻨﮩﻮا۔
ﺗﺎﮨﻤﮑﺌﯿﮕﺎڑﯾﻮﻧﮑﺎﮐﺒﺎڑﮨﻀﺮورﻧﮑﻠﮕﯿﺎ۔ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎﻧﺴﻤﯿﺘﺪﻧﯿﺎﮐﮯﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﻤﻤﺎﻟﮑﺎﺳﻮﻗﺘﺴﺨﺘﺴﺮدﯾﮑﯿﻠﭙﯿﭩﻤﯿﻨﮩﯿﻨﺠﺴﮑﯿﻮﺟﮩﺴﮯﻧﮩﺼﺮﻓﻤﻌﻤﻮﻻﺗﺰﻧﺪﮔﯿ
ﻣﺘﺎﺛﺮﮨﻮرﮨﮯﮨﯿﻨﺒﻠﮑﮩﮑﺌﯿﺤﺎدﺛﺎﺗﺒﮭﯿﺮﭘﻮرﭨﮩﻮرﮨﮯﮨﯿﮟ۔ ﺳﺮدﻣﻮﺳﻤﮑﮯﺑﺎﻋﺜﺎﯾﺴﯿﮩﯿﻤﺸﮑﻠﮑﺎﺳﺎﻣﻨﺎﭼﯿﻨﻤﯿﻨﮉراﺋﯿﻮرزﮐﻮاﺳﻮﻗﺘﭙﯿﺸٓﺎﯾﺎ ۔
ﺧﻮﺷﻘﺴﻤﺘﯿﺴﮯﮐﻮﺋﯿﺠﺎﻧﯿﻨﻘﺼﺎﻧﻨﮩﯿﻨﮩﻮاﺗﺎﮨﻤﮑﺌﯿﮕﺎڑﯾﻮﻧﮑﺎﮐﺒﺎڑﮨﻀﺮورﻧﮑﻠﮕﯿﺎ۔
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Nawaiwaqt News, 15-03-19
اﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﺎﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﯿﺨﻼﻓﻮرزﯾﺎں :ﭼﯿﻨﻨﮯرﭘﻮرﭨﺠﺎرﯾﮑﺮدی
Mar 15, 2019
ﺑﯿﺠﻨﮓ )ٓاﺋﯿﺎﯾﻨﭙﯽ(
ﭼﯿﻨﻨﮯاﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﮑﮯاﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﺮﯾﮑﺎرڈاوراﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﮩﻮﻧﮯواﻟﮯاﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﯿﺨﻼﻓﻮرزﯾﻮﻧﮑﯿﺮﭘﻮرﭨﺠﺎرﯾﮑﺮﺗﮯﮨﻮﺋﮯﮐﮩﺎﮨﮯﮐﮩﮕﺰﺷﺘ
ﮨﺴﺎﻻﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﻔﺎﺋﺮﻧﮕﺴﮯﻣﺘﻌﻠﻘﺴﺘﺎوﻧﮩﺰاراﯾﮑﺴﻮﺗﯿﻨﮑﯿﺴﺴﺎﻣﻨﮯآﺋﮯﺟﻨﺴﮯﭼﻮدﮨﮩﺰارﺳﺎﺗﺴﻮﺳﺘﺮﮨﺎﻓﺮادﮨﻼﮐﺎوراﭨﮭﺎﺋﯿﺴﮩﺰاراﯾﮑﺴﻮﺑﮩﺘ
راﻓﺮادزﺧﻤﯿﮩﻮﺋﮯ،
ﻋﻼوﮨﺎزﯾﻨﮕﺰﺷﺘﮩﺴﺎﻻﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﮑﮯﺳﮑﻮﻟﻮﻧﻤﯿﻨﻔﺎﺋﺮﻧﮕﮑﮯﭼﻮراﻧﻮےواﻗﻌﺎﺗﭙﯿﺸﺂﺋﮯﺟﻨﺴﮯاﯾﮑﺴﻮﺗﺮﯾﺴﭩﮭﺎﻓﺮادﮨﻼﮐﺎورزﺧﻤﯿﮩﻮﮔﺌﮯ،
ﺟﻤﻌﺮاﺗﮑﻮﭼﺎﺋﻨﮩﺮﯾﮉﯾﻮاﻧﭩﺮﻧﯿﺸﻨﻠﮑﮯﻣﻄﺎﺑﻘﭽﯿﻨﮑﯿﺮﯾﺎﺳﺘﯿﮑﻮﻧﺴﻠﮑﮯدﻓﺘﺮاطﻼﻋﺎﺗﻨﮯاﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﮑﮯاﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﺮﯾﮑﺎرڈاوراﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﮩﻮﻧﮯ
واﻟﮯاﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﯿﺨﻼﻓﻮرزﯾﻮﻧﮑﯿﺮﭘﻮرﭨﺠﺎرﯾﮑﯿﺠﺴﻤﯿﻨﺎﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﺎﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﯿﺨﻼﻓﻮرزﯾﻮﻧﮑﯿﺤﻘﯿﻘﯿﺼﻮرﺗﺤﺎﻟﮑﺎاﻧﮑﺸﺎﻓﮑﯿﺎﮔﯿﺎﮨﮯ۔اﻧ
ﺳﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﮯرﯾﮑﺎرڈﻣﯿﻨﮑﮩﺎﮔﯿﺎﮐﮩﺪوﮨﺰاراﭨﮭﺎرﮨﻤﯿﻨﺎﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﻔﺎﺋﺮﻧﮕﺴﮯﻣﺘﻌﻠﻘﺴﺘﺎوﻧﮩﺰاراﯾﮑﺴﻮﺗﯿﻨﮑﯿﺴﺴﺎﻣﻨﮯآﺋﮯﺟﻨﺴﮯﭼﻮدﮨﮩﺰارﺳ
اﺗﺴﻮﺳﺘﺮﮨﺎﻓﺮادﮨﻼﮐﺎوراﭨﮭﺎﺋﯿﺴﮩﺰاراﯾﮑﺴﻮﺑﮩﺘﺮاﻓﺮادزﺧﻤﯿﮩﻮﺋﮯ،
ﻋﻼوﮨﺎزﯾﻨﮕﺰﺷﺘﮩﺴﺎﻻﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﮑﮯﺳﮑﻮﻟﻮﻧﻤﯿﻨﻔﺎﺋﺮﻧﮕﮑﮯﭼﻮراﻧﻮےواﻗﻌﺎﺗﭙﯿﺸﺂﺋﮯﺟﻨﺴﮯاﯾﮑﺴﻮﺗﺮﯾﺴﭩﮭﺎﻓﺮادﮨﻼﮐﺎورزﺧﻤﯿﮩﻮﮔﺌﮯ
اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﮯرﯾﮑﺎرڈﻣﯿﻨﯿﮩﺒِﮭﯿﮑﮩﺎﮔﯿﺎﮐﮩﺎﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﻤﯿﻨﺎﻣﺎرﺗﺎورﻏﺮﺑﺘﮑﮯﻣﺎﺑﯿﻨﺘﻨﺎﺳﺒﮑﯿﺼﻮرﺗﺤﺎﻟﻤﻐﺮﺑﯿﻤﻤﺎﻟﮑﻤﯿﻨﺴﺒﺴﮯزﯾﺎدﮨﺴﻨﮕﯿﻨﮩﮯ ،
۔اﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﮯرﯾﮑﺎرڈﻣﯿﻨﺎﺳﺒﺎﺗﭙﺮزوردﯾﺎﮔﯿﺎﮨﮯﮐﮩﺎﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﺎﻗﻮاﻣﻤﺘﺤﺪﮨﮑﯿﺎﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﻮﻧﺴﻠﺴﮯاﻟﮕﮩﻮﮔﯿﺎﮨﮯ،ﺑﯿﺸﺘﺮﻣﻐﺮﺑﯿﻤﯿﮉﯾﺎﮐﺎﮐﮩﻨﺎﺗ
ھﺎﮐﮩﺎﻣﺮﯾﮑﮩﮑﮯاﺳﺎﻗﺪاﻣﮑﺎﻣﻘﺼﺪﺧﻮدﭘﺮاﻧﺴﺎﻧﯿﺤﻘﻮﻗﮑﯿﺨﻼﻓﻮرزﯾﮑﮯاﻟﺰاﻣﺎﺗﻠﮕﺎﺋﮯﺟﺎﻧﮯﺳﮯﮔﺮﯾﺰﮐﺮﻧﺎﮨﮯ ۔
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The Nation, 02-03-19
China appreciates US return of Chinese relics, artifacts
BEIJING - China appreciates the return of 361 Chinese relics and artifacts by the United States,
said a Foreign Ministry spokesperson Friday.
The remarks came as Lu Kang, the spokesperson of the Foreign Ministry, responded to a query
about the return of the Chinese relics and artifacts by the United States.
The United States announced the return of 361 Chinese relics and artifacts to China at a
ceremony held Thursday in the Eiteljorg Museum in Indianapolis, the U.S. state of Indiana.
The repatriation will lead to the return of the largest batch of relics and artifacts to China from
the United States since 2009, when the two nations signed a memorandum of understanding to
enhance cooperation in this regard.
“Cooperation in preservation of relics is an important part of people-to-people, cultural
exchanges between China and the United States,” Lu said. “We’re willing to make concerted
efforts with the United States to enhance exchange and cooperation in preservation of relics, and
to make greater contribution to advancing preservation efforts of cultural heritage in the world.”
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The Nation, 02-03-19
China establishes environment court

NANJING -East China’s Jiangsu Province will establish nine courts to handle environmentrelated cases in nine different ecological zones within the province.
Different from traditional courts dealing with cases in specific administrative divisions, each of
these courts will take charge of one ecological zone, such as the Yangtze River basin, Taihu
Lake basin and Hongze Lake basin, according to the higher people’s court of Jiangsu.
These courts will be responsible for first instance environmental cases, which are currently
handled by the primary level courts, set up at the county or district level.
Environmental cases related to the administrative management of land will still be within the
jurisdiction of the ordinary courts.
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“Environmental issues in different places are mutually affected. Trials on many environmental
crimes are in need of cooperation of different courts and related departments,” said Zhao Li, a
judge with the environmental division of the higher people’s court of Jiangsu.
Zhao said the new establishment is more in line with reality, and it is important to set up a more
practical trial mechanism for environment-related cases by breaking down administrative
barriers.
China has been intensifying efforts to protect the environment. The number of environmental
cases has been growing in recent years.
The new courts will also work with public security and procuratorial organs to handle crimes
against environmental protection.

The Nation, 02-03-19
China’s Chang’e-4 probe resumes to work after lunar night
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BEIJING- The rover and the lander of the Chang’e-4 probe have resumed work after “sleeping”
during their second lunar night on the far side of the moon.
The lander woke up at 7:52 a.m. Friday, and the rover, Yutu-2 (Jade Rabbit-2), awoke at about
10:51 a.m. Thursday. Both of them are in normal condition, according to the Lunar Exploration
and Space Program Center of the China National Space Administration.
China’s Chang’e-4 probe, launched on Dec. 8 in 2018, made the first-ever soft landing on the
Von Karman Crater in the South Pole-Aitken Basin on the far side of the moon on Jan, 3. A
lunar day equals 14 days on Earth, and a lunar night is the same length.
The Chang’e-4 probe switched to a dormant mode during the lunar night due to the lack of solar
power.
As a result of the tidal locking effect, the moon’s revolution cycle is the same as its rotation
cycle, and it always faces Earth with the same side. The far side of the moon has unique features,
and scientists expect Chang’e-4 could bring breakthrough findings.
The scientific tasks of the Chang’e-4 mission include low-frequency radio astronomical
observation, surveying the terrain and landforms, detecting the mineral composition and shallow
lunar surface structure, and measuring neutron radiation and neutral atoms.
The Chang’e-4 mission embodies China’s hope to combine human wisdom in space exploration,
with four payloads developed by the Netherlands, Germany, Sweden and Saudi Arabia.
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The Nation, 04-03-19
China’s mobile-payment users reach 583m in 2018

BEIJING - About 583 million people used mobile payment in China in 2018, up 10.7 percent
over 2017, according to a report from the China Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC).
A total of 600 million people used online payment in 2018, up 13 percent year on year, said the
statistical report from the CNNIC, published earlier this week.
When people shopped offline, they also preferred to use mobile wallets. About 67.2 percent of
China’s Internet users used mobile payments offline, up from 65.2 percent in 2017.
About 406 million people ordered food online, 18.2 percent up over 2017, 397 million of whom
did it on mobiles, up 23.2 percent year on year.
China-based online payment platforms extended their business beyond the border. Alipay and
WeChat pay, two leading ones, have been used in more than 40 foreign countries and regions
respectively, while some Chinese firms launched local mobile wallets in nine Asian countries
and regions.
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China’s Internet users totaled 829 million at the end of last year, up 7.3 percent from the
previous year.

The Nation, 05-03-19
China keen to secure Pak-India peace to save Asia
ISLAMABAD - China is ‘desperate’ to ensure peace between Pakistan and India to ‘save Asia’
and its own multi-billion-dollar projects in Pakistan and neighboring countries, officials said.
Senior officials at the foreign ministry told The Nation, that China had assured to play a ‘leading
role’ as it was ‘more concerned than anybody’ for peace in South Asia.
“They want to save Asia and their own investment. They (China) cannot continue the ChinaPakistan Economic Corridor projects in a war-like situation,” one official said, citing contacts
with the counterparts in Beijing.
Another official said China had been in regular contact with the nuclear armed Pakistan and
India after the tensions escalated, resulting in clashes. “They (China) have told us that they are
speaking to India also. We accept their intervention as we want peace. They want us (Pakistan
and India) to engage in talks,” he said.
In Beijing yesterday, Foreign Ministry Spokesperson Lu Kang said Pakistan and India - as two
important countries in South Asia - should enjoy good neighborliness and friendship and resolve
their issues through friendly consultations.
“I have said that in order to alleviate recent tensions between India and Pakistan, China is in
close communication with both to facilitate reconciliation and dialogue. China will continue to
play a constructive role in its own way in whatever that will help ease the situation and promote
regional peace and stability,” he added.
About Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov’s proposal to use the Shanghai Cooperation
Organization for resolution of Pak-India issues, Lu Kang said: “Our principled position is that
we encourage all constructive efforts towards easing tensions and promoting peace and stability
in the region by relevant parties of the international community.”
China, he said, welcomed “all positive measures towards easing tensions and promoting regional
peace and stability. In fact, China has been in close contact with both India and Pakistan and
making efforts to promote peace and facilitate talks. We will continue to play such a constructive
role.”
The escalation of tensions in relations between Pakistan and India was caused by an attack on an
Indian military car convoy in held Kashmir on February 14, which killed 45 soldiers.
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The Jaish-e-Mohammed group claimed responsibility for the attack. Later, India carried out an
air strike across the Line of Control. Pakistan Air Force hit back and downed two India jets. One
pilot was also captured but was released after brief detention.
The situation in held Kashmir - where Muslims constitute a majority - has been tense for years.
The territory of the ancient principality of Kashmir has been a matter of dispute between
Pakistan and India since 1947.
Defense analyst Lieutenant General Naeem Khalid Lodhi (retd) said India’s jingoism was at its
peak threatening the regional peace after the Palwama attack.
India, he said, had failed to control the situation in held Kashmir and wanted to divert the
attention of the world from the main issue.
“Kashmiris are fighting for their legitimate right to self-determination. India must realize that
any clash between two nuclear armed neighbors can result into massive catastrophe. Indian
accusations would further escalate tension in the region. Indian political leadership has alienated
the Kashmiris youth due to its oppressive policies over the decades,” he said.
General Lodhi said the intervention of the regional and global powers for peace vindicated
Pakistan’s point of view. “We were not the ones to start the confrontation. We want peace,” he
added.
International relations expert DrZafar Nawaz Jaspal said Indian Prime Minister NarendraModi
was threatening the regional peace by uncalled for aggression. “It’s good that China and other
countries are supporting the peace efforts. Even India cannot afford war. Peace is the only option
and we have to resolve all the issues through talks. We are ready to accept mediation of the
global powers,” he said.
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The Nation, 05-03-19
Huawei’s MengWanzhou sues Canada authorities over arrest

BEIJING - The chief financial officer of China’s tech giant Huawei is suing Canada over her
arrest at the request of the US.
MengWanzhou was held in December at Vancouver airport on suspicion of fraud and breaching
US sanctions on Iran. On Friday MsMeng filed a civil claim against Canada’s government,
border agency and police for “serious breaches” of her civil rights.
It came on the same day that Canada officially launched MengWanzhou’s extradition process to
the US. China has attacked MsMeng’s arrest and the extradition process as a “political incident”.
She denies all the charges against her.
MsMeng’s claim - filed in British Columbia’s Supreme Court on Friday - seeks damages against
the Royal Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP), Canadian Border Services Agency (CBSA) and
the federal government for allegedly breaching her civil rights under Canada’s Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.
She says CBSA officers held, searched and questioned her at the airport under false pretences
before she was arrested by the RCMP.
Her detention was “unlawful” and “arbitrary”, the suit says, and officers “intentionally failed to
advise her of the true reasons for her detention, her right to counsel, and her right to silence”.
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Nicholas Dorion, a spokesman for the Canada Border Services Agency, said it’s not a practice of
the agency to comment on legal matters that are before the courts. A justice department
spokesman referred comment to the border agency and a spokesman of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police said they were unlikely to comment Sunday.
Julian Ku, senior associate dean for academic affairs at Hofstra Law, noted the civil action is
separate and apart from Meng’s extradition proceeding. He said the lawsuit will allow her to
argue she is being unfairly treated and support her broader public relations claim that the
detention is part of a US and Canadian political conspiracy against Huawei.
Lynette Ong, an associate professor of political science at the University of Toronto who focuses
on China, quipped that the detained Canadians should take Beijing to court for violation of basic
human rights, taking a leaf from the Meng lawsuit.
“The violation of their human rights is so much graver than violation of her constitutional
rights,” Ong said. “But that’s not even possible for them. The fact that they were denied a lawyer
in the first place means they are not entitled to any justice.”
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The Nation, 05-03-19
China, US ‘should step up’ economic, trade consultations

BEIJING - China and the United States should step up economic and trade consultations to reach
a mutually beneficial agreement, a spokesperson for the annual session of China’s national
legislature said Monday.
Economic and trade teams from both sides have recently carried out intensive and productive
consultations and made important progress on many issues of common concern, Zhang Yesui,
spokesperson for the second session of the 13th National People’s Congress, said at a press
conference. Both countries and the international community have responded positively to the
progress, he said.
“We believe the China-U.S. economic and trade relations are mutually beneficial in essence, so
we hope the two sides can continue to step up consultations to reach a win-win agreement,”
Zhang said.
At present, the most important thing to do for both sides is to earnestly implement the important
consensus reached by the two heads of state during their Argentina meeting, and manage and
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control differences on the basis of expanding cooperation to ensure that the bilateral relations
develop along the right track, he added.

The Nation, 05-03-19
China preparing for space station missions

BEIJING- The China Manned Space Engineering Office (CMSEO) announced Monday that the
core module of the country’s space station, the Long March-5B carrier rocket and its payloads
will be sent to the launch site in the second half of this year, to make preparations for the space
station missions.
China is scheduled to complete the construction of the space station around 2022. It will be the
country’s space lab in long-term stable in-orbit operation.
The space station will have a core module and experiment modules, which are under
development and will be launched into space by the Long March-5B. Joint exercises will be
carried out in the Wenchang Space Launch Center at the end of 2019.
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for the maiden flight of the Long March-5B.
China is committed to making the country’s space station an international platform for scientific
and technological cooperation, according to the CMSEO.
In June this year, the CMSEO will work with the United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs
to complete the application selection of China’s space station and launch a number of
cooperation projects.
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The Nation, 05-03-19
Palace Museum drawing more young visitors

BEIJING- The nearly 600-year-old Palace Museum is attracting more and more young visitors,
according to statistics made public on Monday.
Among over 17 million visitors to the museum last year, 40 percent were under 30, while those
aged between 30 and 40 also accounted for 24 percent, showed statistics from the museum
announced at a press conference. In the meantime, visitors are staying longer in the museum and
paying more attention to various exhibitions inside the former imperial palace. New exhibitions
also drew more visitors during the museum’s traditional off-season, which last from Nov. 1 to
March 31. For example, with the introduction of activities themed on the Spring Festival, the
number of visitors during the first two months of 2019 grew by over 50 percent year on year.
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The Nation, 05-03-19
China debuts robot woman anchor

BEIJING -It was a massive breakthrough in the field of technology when Sophia the robot made
its debut globally. It was not that people were unaware of humanoid robots but it was more of an
exhilarating feeling to see an artificial intelligence (AI) robot to get involved in natural
conversations with the human.
After Sophia, XinXiaomeng, the first-ever humanoid robotic news anchor, made its debut on a
Chinese news channel.
China’s Xinhua state news has used the artificial intelligence robot to present a story about
delegates attending an annual parliament meeting arriving in Beijing on Sunday.
The robot simply mimicked human facial expressions and mannerisms to present a story.
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The Nation, 05-03-19
Chinese scientists develop new material for water purification

BEIJING-Chinese scientists have developed a new material that can use light to efficiently and
safely purify water. Photocatalytic methods offer environmentally safe water purification, but the
catalysts required in the process are usually metal-based, which can cause second pollution.
Scientists from the Institute of Process engineering under the Chinese Academy of Sciences and
Yangzhou University have designed an efficient metal-free catalyst for photo catalytic water
purification. They utilize nano sheets of graphitic carbon nitride, an ultra-thin two-dimensional
material with the right electronic properties to absorb the light and generate reactive oxygen. Its
structure helped to facilitate the reaction by generating plenty of hydrogen peroxide, which
efficiently kills bacteria.
Results showed that with this catalyst, pathogen-rich water can be rapidly purified in 30 minutes
with a disinfection efficiency of over 99 percent under visible-light irradiation. It can also avoid
secondary pollution or heavy metal ion residues.
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The research team intends to improve the material before it is ready for commercial use. They
plan to expand the material’s ability to absorb photons, develop antibacterial fibers and refine the
nanosheet preparation process. The research was published in the journal Chem.
The Nation, 06-03-19
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The Nation, 06-03-19
Chinese envoy, IPC minister discuss cooperation at provinces, LGs level

ISLAMABAD-Chinese Ambassador to Pakistan Yao Jing called on Inter Provincial
Coordination Minister DrFehmidaMirza at her office on Tuesday.
Matters pertaining to the forthcoming visit of the Minister for IPC to China regarding Pak-China
Year of Friendship Sister Cities 2019 were discussed.
DrFahmidaMirza warmly welcomed the guest and said that Pak-China friendship was deep
rooted.
She also appreciated the ambassador for Chinese principled stance on recent escalation between
Pakistan and India.
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The ambassador expressed the hope that situation between the two countries would not escalate
further and would move towards peace and stability.
Yoa Jing underscored the importance of the IPC minister DrFahmida’s China visit and said that
the year 2019 had been declared as Year of Local Friendship and the visit of the minister would
mark the formal beginning of cooperation and relations at provincial/local government level. The
provincial/local governments from both sides are coming together for the first time under the
umbrella of the IPC, he added.
DrFehmida said that the initiatives taken at local government’s level from both the countries
would be very helpful in establishing people-to-people contacts in real terms.
She highlighted the fact that in the past, despite many MoUs in different areas, very little
tangible had been achieved so far.
The incumbent government is focusing more on result oriented ideas and it is important that we
engage our local governments in practical and doable projects, she added.
Both sides agreed to develop a channel of communication and exchange the list of areas of
interest for further cooperation, along with project details including timeframe and budget
through the Ministry of Inter-Provincial Coordination.
It was told that once these linkages are established, provincial/local governments will be dealing
directly according to their own peculiarity and requirements. The ambassador regarded sports as
an important aspect of youth development and also gave commitment to facilitate technical
assessment for up-gradation of Pakistan Sports Board.
ISLAMABAD:
Chinese Ambassador Yao Jing meeting Inter Provincial Coordination Minister DrFehmidaMirza
on Tuesday.-APP

The Nation, 07-03-19
KP seizes 50 bags of China salt
PESHAWAR: Khyber Pakhtunkhwa Food Safety and Halal Food Authority on Wednesday
recovered fifty bags of China salt from a van at GT Road in Peshawar.
Director Operations Khalid Khattak providing details told that his team received a complaint that
fifty bags of China salt apparently packed in flour and rice bags are being supplied from
PepleMandi through GT Road.
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He added that a team led by Assistant Director Asad Ali was deployed to curb this supply.
Assistant Director Asad Ali told that his team searched a van carrying flour and rice sacs, where
they found China salt inside these sacs.
He said the driver and his helper upon investigation revealed the suppliers and customers
addresses and the team rushed to their venues to get them arrested.
“The owner of the salt was arrested and is under investigation to get further details. We are about
to identify this chain of suppliers and then will intercept the supply chain,” the official claimed

The Nation, 07-03-19
No funds of CPEC project diverted: Ministry

ISLAMABAD - The Ministry of Planning has said that no funds of the CPEC project have been
diverted but the block allocation, which was going to lapse in June, has been shifted to SDGs.
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The recent news published by local newspaper under the caption “Government diverted Rs 24
billion to Lawmakers Schemes” is misleading and deviation from the facts, said a spokesman of
the Ministry of Planning.
While reviewing Public Sector Development Programme (PSDP) 2018-19 in September, 2018,
Ministry of Planning, Development and Reforms kept an allocation of Rs 27 billion for CPEC
and Other Initiatives which was meant to undertake new initiatives mainly for the betterment of
the population by improving quality of life. The sectors include education, health, clean drinking
water, and sanitation, farm to market roads, gas, electricity and other interventions leading to
achievement of SDGs goals, said the spokesman.
This programme is community driven and the execution will be governed by adhering to strict
rules and managed by a Steering Committee. It is wrong to give an impression that funds have
been diverted from CPEC projects to lawmakers’ schemes.
The allocations made for CPEC projects were as per requirement and demand of executing
agencies for FY 2018-19. Despite rationalization of PSDP from Rs 800 billion to Rs 675 billion,
allocations of on-going CPEC projects were protected.
The official spokesperson from Planning Ministry stated that SDGs Achievement Programme
will help achieve SDGs since the programme is be responsive in nature and make intervention as
per demand of the people of area/region. In fact from next financial year the government would
start another programme to be called as Regional Equalization Programme in consultation with
the provincial governments to ensure balance and equitable regional growth by starting
programmes/projects in the less developed districts of the country.
The spokesman further clarified that there is no diversion of resources from CPEC related
projects. The SDGs Achievement Programme is a tool to meet the demand of people on one
hand and on the other it will fulfill the commitment made by Pakistan to the community of
nations.
No funds of the CPEC project have been diverted but the block allocation which was going to
lapse in June has been shifted. Block allocation is something on the discretion of the federal govt
under some head and the head is CPEC and other projects. If this is not spent, it would lapse,
better to utilize it for good.
The spokesman said that if any of the ministries needs extra funds for any of the projects of
CPEC, those funds would be made available under urgency.
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Xi stresses enhancing building of ecological civilisation

BEIJING - President Xi Jinping on Tuesday stressed efforts to maintain strategic resolve in
enhancing the building of an ecological civilization and to protect the country’s beautiful scenery
in the northern border areas.
Xi, also general secretary of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee and
chairman of the Central Military Commission, made the remarks when attending a panel
discussion with his fellow deputies from Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region at the second
session of the 13th National People’s Congress, China’s national legislature.
The president called for intensified protection of the ecological system, urging people to fight
resolutely against pollution.
The Party’s theory on an ecological civilization has been constantly enriched and improved since
the 18th CPC National Congress in late 2012, Xi said.
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All localities and departments should earnestly implement the Party’s arrangement and
requirements for building an ecological civilization, pushing it to a new level, Xi said.
Building Inner Mongolia into an important shield for ecological security in northern China is a
strategic position set with full consideration of the country’s overall development and a major
responsibility the region must shoulder, Xi said.
Fundamentally speaking, environmental protection and economic development are closely
integrated and complement each other, Xi said.
In the Chinese economy’s transition from the phase of rapid growth to a stage of high-quality
development, pollution control and environmental governance are two major tasks that must be
accomplished, he added.
The country should explore a new path of high-quality development that prioritizes ecology and
highlights green development, Xi said.
With its diversified natural forms including forests, grasslands, wetlands, rivers, lakes and
deserts, Inner Mongolia features a comprehensive ecological system formed over a long period
of time. Integrated measures should be taken in ecological protection and rehabilitation in the
region, he said.
Xi underlined a resolute and effective fight to prevent and control pollution, saying prominent
environmental issues the people are strongly concerned about must be addressed properly.
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Chinese scientists find “ant-man” genes to regulate size of mice

NANJING-A Chinese research team used two critical genes to regulate the size of mice organs
and bodies as similarly seen in the sci-fi movie “Ant-man.”
The research team, led by Professor XuYujun of the Nanjing Medical University in eastern
China’s Jiangsu Province, said the research could lead to new methods of human tumor therapy.
Xu said they removed two genes called “Pum1” and “Pum2” in the mice’s embryonic periods
and observed the newborn mice bodies were integrally and proportionally smaller than normal
ones. Researchers can exclude the effects of other factors like feeding and growth hormones.
Further study showed that mice embryos without Pum1 were already smaller than others during
the 13.5 days of their embryonic periods.
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“Knocking out the Pum1 gene did not affect the lifetime or health conditions of the mice,” said
Xu. He pointed out that the research team observed the mice over 96 weeks, which is equivalent
to the human age of 70. No significant defects were shown in the mice.
“We believe without the Pum1 gene, the growth speed of cells slows, which led to a reduction of
cell quantity,” said Xu. He explained that the genes play a regulatory role in the process of RNA
producing proteins, so as to control the proliferation of cells.
Xu said another member of Pum gene family, Pum2, can affect the mice’s weight, but its effect
was less significant than Pum1.
His team has achieved a precise control over the size of mice after they found any reduction of
Pum1 or Pum2 can lead to the reduction of size.
“The mechanism has great potential to be used for treating human tumors,” Xu said. “A tumor is
an abnormal mass of cells that proliferate uncontrollably. We are looking forward to opening a
new road for human tumor therapy using gene technology for regulating the speed of cell
proliferation.
The research result was published in the latest issue of Cell Press, a top international journal in
the field of bioscience.
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The Nation, 08-03-19
24 projects to be funded with Chinese grant under CPEC

ISLAMABAD - Chinese experts have shortlisted around two dozen projects to be funded with
the Chinese grant in the provinces and regions under CPEC, it was learnt reliably here.
After meeting with the officials from all the provinces and regions, the Chinese experts have
decided to shortlist around two dozen projects, for socio economic development, in six
designated areas of education, agriculture, poverty alleviation, skill development, healthcare,
water supply and vocational training projects, official source told The Nation here Thursday.
The Chinese delegation headed by Du Zhenli, comprising of 13 experts from socioeconomic
development field, arrived here during last week of February and was here for around 12 days.
China is likely to extend a grant of one billion dollars for the socio economic development under
CPEC and the projects in six identified areas will be funded through China International
Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA).
During its stay in Pakistan, the Chinese experts have held meetings with the federal, provincial,
GB and AJK officials. The delegations also visited Punjab and Khyber Pakhtunkhwa to get on
the ground briefing about some of the proposed projects by the provinces. The provinces and
regions had submitted around 100 projects to the Chinese experts to secure grant for the
socioeconomic development under CPEC. The projects submitted by the provinces and AJK
include, in agriculture, fisheries, livestock, health, solarization of water supply schemes,
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telemedicine, smart schools etc, said the source. However all of them are small projects which
are worth Rs 100 million to Rs 300 million, the source said.
The expert group discussed the implementation of newly introduced sector of socioeconomic
development under China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC). The experts also discussed the
finalization of action plan with Pakistani experts, said the source. The finalization of action plan
will help the government to launch pilot projects in the selective districts of the country. China
has agreed to extend Pakistan grant for socio-economic development through China International
Development Cooperation Agency (CIDCA).
After due consideration, the expert group has shortlisted some projects and it has decided that in
first phase it will start the execution of projects with shortest implementation time. For example,
the source said, there was a demand of establishing burn centers from all the provinces and
regions; therefore it was decided to execute these projects in the first phase. The project is easy
to execute and can be completed within few months, said the source. Since the infrastructure is
already available in the hospitals and it will requires only equipment’s therefore can be
completed in short term, said the source.
The other shortlisted in six different areas includes, upgrading veterinary centers to fight diseases
in livestock particularly foot and mouth disease, training of Pakistanis in China as well as up
gradation of vocational institutions, establishment of fruit processing centers, dates processing
center, help in fisheries sector, solarization of water schemes, smart schools, poverty alleviation
etc. These projects will be executed in phases within a span of three years.
It is pertinent to mention here that during the 8th Joint Coordination Committee (JCC) meeting
of Pakistan China Economic Corridor (CPEC) held in Beijing last year December, a joint
working group on socio-economic development was established and it has devised a draft action
plan. A memorandum of understanding (MoU) on the formation of JWG on socio-economic
development and MoU on poverty reduction had been signed during the Prime Minister Imran
Khan visit to China in November last year.
The joint working group (JWG) had identified six areas for future cooperation which includes
education, agriculture, poverty alleviation, skill development, healthcare, water supply and
vocational training projects. The action plan will provide guidelines in the developments of these
six areas. The initiative will be focused on less developed areas of the country particularly
Balochistan, GilgitBaltistan, southern Khyber Pakhthunkha, Northern Sindh and Southern
Punjab.
Soon after the formation of working group, the federal government asked the recommendations
of the provinces regarding the identifications of districts, areas of cooperation. Chinese socioeconomic development expert’s team will hold meeting with the federal planning ministry and
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the officials and experts from the provinces to finalize the projects and its sites in already agreed
six different areas.

The Nation, 08-03-19
Xi stresses perseverance in fight against poverty

BEIJING - Chinese President Xi Jinping on Thursday called for perseverance in the fight against
poverty as there are only two years left for the country to meet its goal of eradicating extreme
poverty by 2020.
“There should be no retreat until a complete victory is won,” said Xi, also general secretary of
the Communist Party of China Central Committee and chairman of the Central Military
Commission.
He made the remarks when joining deliberation with deputies from Gansu Province at the second
session of the 13th National People’s Congress, China’s national legislature.
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Self-driving tours increasingly popular in China

SHANGHAI - The Chinese made 580 million self-driving trips across domestic destinations in
2018, a year-on-year increase of 35.6 percent, according to the China Tourism Academy (CTA).
According to data from the CTA, around 70 percent of domestic road trips in 2018 were
excursions with a driving distance of no more than 200 kilometers and a travel period between 2
and 3 days. However, the number of long-distance and outbound self-driving trips saw expansion
in 2018.
The self-driving market was expanding, said Dai Bin, head of the CTA.
The development and application of new technologies such as mobile Internet, big data and
artificial intelligence changed people’s way of traveling and promoted the development of
relevant industries, including car renting, caravan manufacturing and campground development,
Dai said. Car-renting platforms such as eHi, CAR Inc. and Ctrip not only offer domestic services
but also those overseas.
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Last year, Chinese made more than 5.5 billion domestic trips and 150 million overseas trips.
The CTA predicts a continuous increase of self-driving trips in China in 2019.
Dai advocates more attention on environmental protection during road trips. He said that the
massive usage of private cars, cross-country vehicles, caravans and recovery vehicles may cause
greater impact on the natural and human environment, compared to hiking, cycling or bus tours.
“Associations, companies and travelers should pay more attention to protecting the environment
along the trips,” Dai said.
BLUB_ “Associations, companies and travelers should pay more attention to protecting the
environment along the trips,” Dai said.
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Chinese reveal factors for maximum plant height

GN BEIJING - A latest Chinese research has shown that hydraulic traits can serve as important
predictors of maximum plant height and species distribution patterns.
Based on 11 dataset of 1,281 plant species from 369 sites worldwide, researchers from South
China Botanical Garden built multiple models linking plant height, hydraulic traits and water.
The researchers said people used to think taller plants might transport water less efficiently
because of the longer distances. Instead, according to the study, taller plants have a higher
hydraulic conductivity across species, a main strategy used to compensate for the high
evaporation demand by leaves and the increased height.
According to the researchers, the study, supported by funding sources including the National
Natural Science Foundation of China, revealed different hydraulic patterns between within and
across species, as most of the hydraulic theories on plants were based on data within species.
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They said coordination between plant height and xylem hydraulic traits was aligned with habitat
water availability across the Earth’s terrestrial biomes, noting that such coordination could be
useful in predicting future species distribution under climate change.
The Nation, 09-03-19
China takes credit for helping in de-escalation

Beijing - China has said that it played a “constructive role” in defusing tensions between India
and Pakistan over the Pulwama attack.
On the sidelines of the annual National People’s Congress legislative meetings, Chinese Foreign
Minister Wang Yi said on Friday that New Delhi and Islamabad should “meet each other
halfway” to de-escalate the crisis, portraying China’s role as a balancing act between its nucleararmed neighbors.
“China has stressed from the beginning the need to exercise calm and restraint, prevent an
escalation, find out what has happened, and resolve the matter through dialogue,” Wang said at a
press briefing after being asked about Pakistan, which he cheerily referred to as “China’s iron
brother”.
“China hopes that Pakistan and India will transform the crisis into an opportunity and meet each
other halfway,” he said. “We advise both parties to quickly turn this page and seek fundamental,
long-term improvement in their relations.”
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The comments by China’s top diplomat came as strained ties between the two South Asian
countries eased after they stood at the brink of war following reciprocal air attacks. Pakistani
Foreign Minister Shah MehmoodQuereshi said on Wednesday that private diplomacy from the
United States in particular, as well as countries such as China and Russia, eased the rising
tensions.
Wang said China welcomed indications that New Delhi and Islamabad would de-escalate the
situation and return to talks, adding, “We can create a better future through cooperation, when
confrontation gives way to dialogue and disagreements are settled by goodwill.”
Earlier this week, China’s Vice-minister Kong Xuanyou met with Pakistani Prime Minister
Imran Khan in Islamabad to discuss the India-Pakistan conflict, but noticeably did not make a
similar trip to India.
Wang also took a question on promoting the development of relations between Beijing and New
Delhi, likening their potential to two major rivers in their respective countries.
“Over the past year, government departments on both sides have done a lot and made
considerable progress in following through on many of the understandings reached by our
leaders,” Wang said.
“China will work with India to comprehensively strengthen sectorial cooperation and our peopleto-people ties, which are of vital importance in the current context, so that our friendship and
cooperation will surge ahead like the Yangtze and the Ganges, giving strong and sustained
impetus to our relationship.”
During last year’s briefing, Wang used a similarly colorful, if awkward metaphor to describe
China-India relations, saying that “the Chinese dragon and Indian elephant must not fight, but
dance together.”
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The Nation, 10-03-19
China to expand ownership reform to more than 100 SOEs

BEIJING - China will expand the mixed ownership reform to more than 100 state-owned
enterprises (SOEs), an official with the country’s state-asset regulator said Saturday.
“There will be more than 100 SOEs in the fourth batch of mixed ownership reform, which will
be pushed ahead in key areas,” Xiao Yaqing, head of the State-owned Assets Supervision and
Administration Commission of the State Council, said at a press conference on the sidelines of
the annual legislative session.
Since 2016, China has selected 50 SOEs in three batches to conduct the pilot reform in fields
including power, energy, civil aviation, telecommunications, and defense.
The first three batches have done a good job in exploring and experimenting with the means,
equity ratio and governance structure of mixed ownership, Xiao said.
Next, China will create a sound environment for the reform so that enterprises of all kinds of
ownership can realize integrated and common development, he added.
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The Nation, 11-03-19
Pakistan entering CPEC Phase-II

Multan - Foreign Minister Shah Mehmood Qureshi disclosed on Sunday Pakistan is going to
enter the second phase of CPEC with China.
“There is no threat to CPEC [China Pakistan Economic Corridor]. Our government considers it a
game changer,” he told the participants of a function here at the Tea House.
“We’ll ink agreements with China for poverty alleviation, agri research and production,
relocation of labor and establishment of new economic zones under CPEC phase-II,” the foreign
minister revealed.
Giving some details, he said that four economic zones would be set up in the country under the
second phase of this mega development project, which is part Beijing’s One Belt One Road
initiative.
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Qureshi said that when the current government came into power some quarters launched a
propaganda campaign that the CPEC had come into danger. “But I publicly declare here that the
CPEC has no threat, rather we’re moving forward [on it].”
He told the participants that Pakistan was also going to sign a Strategic Enhancement agreement
with the European Union.
The minister added that the agreement would be signed in ongoing month as German foreign
minister was due in Pakistan this month. He added that the EU was the largest trade market of
the world and a new trade agreement would deliver great benefits to Pakistan.
On relations with India, he said Pakistan did not want fight with the neighboring country despite
their belligerence.
“We want peace but India needs to understand that peace doesn’t mean we want to strike a deal
on Kashmir,” he said. Kashmir issue was not limited to just the valley rather it had become an
international issue, he added.
Qureshi said that Pakistan raised voice against Indian violations of human rights in the occupied
state at all international forums including British House of Commons, UNO and European Union
on which India got infuriated. He said that it was a big diplomatic
Success of Pakistan that despite Indian participation in meeting, the OIC termed Indian
atrocities in Kashmir as state terrorism. “It is our stance that if you raise the hand of peace, we’ll
hold it but if you show us the first of war, we’ll crush it,” he warned.
The foreign minister said that there were funeral processions everywhere in Kashmir and he
would surely be having sleepless nights if he were the foreign minister of India.
He said that Pakistan’s tough time had not ended and “we had to face even tougher situations” in
coming days. The previous government did not appoint a foreign minister for four and a half
years, creating a big diplomatic vacuum which resulted into deterioration of relations with USA,
Saudi Arabia, UAE, China and other countries.
Qureshi said the incumbent government not only defended country on all diplomatic fronts in its
first six months but also improved relations with the above mentioned countries. He said that
despite difficulties we were moving forward confidently.
Talking of the challenges Pakistan faces, the foreign minister said that India wanted to isolate
Pakistan on international level and a number of plans were made for this purpose. He maintained
that India took SAARC hostage with the support of Bangladesh.
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“On the other hand, Afghanistan blames Pakistan at all international forums for all of its failures.
Whatever happens anywhere, our neighboring countries start pointing fingers at us without any
investigation,” he lamented.
Stressing the need for talks with India, Qureshi said that over $1,000 billion had been spent in
Afghanistan and American forces were fighting there for 17 years. “Despite this all, America and
Taliban are sitting on negotiations table in Doha,” he added.
He pointed out that Pakistan was put in FATF Grey List during the era of previous government
[and still remains of that list]. He warned that the country was on verge of bankruptcy while
many institutions had already gone bankrupt. He said that we have to come out of this crisis and
[God willing] this state will exist forever.
The minister revealed that the foreign office had summoned foreign envoys many weeks before
Palwama incident and they were briefed that Islamabad feared that Modi could stage this kind of
drama before the elections in India. He said that India should think that why the situation in
Kashmir had deteriorated to the present level.
He said that former president Zardari asked him that he should have attended the OIC meeting.
“I told him that we have bowed down our head before the parliament and the parliament has
adopted this resolution [which urged government to keep out of the meeting]. I showed him [PPP
co-chairman] the resolution which also bore the signatures of PPP’s parliamentarians,” he added.
Qureshi said that the relations with Russia have witnessed a pleasant change in recent months.
He disclosed that India asked Russia to bash Pakistan after Palwama incident but Moscow
refused to do so. “Instead they offered to give platform [to the two sides] to sit together and settle
the issues through talks,” he added.
He said that China was “with us yesterday and it is with us today”. He declared that Pakistan’s
relations with the US were also going to take a new turn. Citing US President, he said that Trump
had stated that Pakistan was playing an important role in Afghan reconciliation process.
The foreign minister said that Prime Minister Imran Khan always reiterated that the Afghan issue
could only be resolved through talks and he had been called Taliban Khan for his stance. “It has
always been the stance of our leadership that there was no military solution to Afghan issue.
Today, the world has acknowledged our viewpoint,” he added.
He said that peace in Afghanistan was in the interest of Pakistan. If the Turkmenistan route was
opened, it would help resolve Pakistan’s energy crisis, he held.
Qureshi said that good relations with Iran are an important need of Pakistan, adding that
Islamabad foiled all attempts at deteriorating its relations with Tehran.
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He said that when the PTI came into power Saudi Arabia was “not ready to even listen to us”
while the relations with UAE were not pleasant either. “But we improved our relations with both
the brotherly countries and adopted a neutral stance on Yemen issue.
Prime Minister Imran Khan has said in clear words that we can play a bridge or the role of
mediator in this dispute but cannot become part of it, he added.

The Nation, 11-03-19
Chinese leaders stress reform, legislation, poverty relief

BEIJING - Senior Chinese leaders on Saturday stressed reform, legislation and poverty
alleviation at the annual legislative session.
Li Keqiang, Li Zhanshu and Zhao Leji, all members of the Standing Committee of the Political
Bureau of the Communist Party of China (CPC) Central Committee, made the remarks when
they separately joined deputies to the National People’s Congress (NPC) in group deliberations.
Premier Li Keqiang called for efforts to deepen reform and opening up, improve business
environment, unleash the vitality of state-owned and private enterprises, and strengthen the real
economy to promote stable and healthy economic development.
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Li Zhanshu, chairman of the NPC Standing Committee, called for high-quality legislation to
promote high-quality development. He said legislation should better contribute to economic and
social development and help accomplish major reform tasks.
Zhao Leji, secretary of the CPC Central Commission for Discipline Inspection, said disciplinary
inspection and supervision organs should strengthen efforts to deal with corruption and
misconduct in poverty alleviation, so as to provide a strong guarantee for winning the battle
against poverty.

The Nation, 11-03-19
China defends Tibet policies after Dalai Lama fled

BEIJING - China is defending its often-criticized rule in Tibet 60 years after the Dalai Lama fled
into exile amid an abortive uprising against Chinese control, saying those who question its
policies are merely showing their anti-Chinese bias. The statements in official media came as
Tibetans and their supporters marked the anniversary Sunday and called for greater international
support. Despite decades of such calls, however, the Himalayan region appears no closer to
gaining greater autonomy, particularly as China’s global influence grows.
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China’s official Xinhua News Agency said in an editorial dated Saturday that economic growth,
increases in lifespan and better education in the region refute the claims of critics that Tibetans
suffer oppression from Beijing.
On Sunday, an editorial in the Communist Party-run Tibet Daily attacked the Dalai Lama,
Tibet’s traditional Buddhist leader, for what it said are his efforts to “sow chaos in Tibet.”
His “separatist plots are doomed to total failure,” the paper said.
The Dalai Lama has been living in the northern Indian town of Dharmsala since he fled from
Tibet after a failed 1959 uprising against Chinese rule. Beijing accuses him of seeking to
separate Tibet from China, which he denies.
Tibet is enveloped in smothering layers of Chinese security and many Tibetans abroad say the
Himalayan region’s resources are being exploited for Beijing’s benefit while Tibet’s language
and unique Buddhist culture is gradually being destroyed.
In India’s capital, New Delhi, at least 3,000 Tibetans marched about 3 kilometers (2 miles)
through the center of the city on Sunday carrying Tibetan and Indian flags. Invoking India’s
concerns over China’s expansive power in Asia and beyond, the marchers shouted slogans
including “Tibet’s freedom is India’s security” and “India-China friendship is a sham.” They also
carried a portrait of the Dalai Lama while occasionally chanting slogans wishing him a long life
and calling for freedom for Tibet.
“We have come here to remind the new generation that China snatched our country ... that’s why
we got together and started this movement,” said one marcher, Sonam Yougyal, 52.
Hundreds of Tibetans and Taiwanese rallied in Taipei, the capital of the self-governing island
democracy that China also claims as its territory.
Tashi Tsering, chair of the Human Rights Network for Tibet and Taiwan, recalled what he called
China’s history of reneging on agreements to Tibetans and others.
“We should not trust the Communist Party of China whatever it says,” he said.
China says Tibet has been part of its territory for centuries, although many Tibetans say they
were essentially independent for most of that time. Communist troops took control of the region
in 1950 after a brief military struggle. Conditions in the region are difficult to independently
ascertain because foreign travelers must get special permission to enter the region. Access is
rarely given to foreign journalists, and the region is closed to foreigners entirely during sensitive
anniversaries.
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The Xinhua editorial did not directly mention Sunday’s uprising anniversary, referring to the
events of 1959 instead as the inauguration of “democratic reform” that saw the dismantlement of
the Buddhist hierarchy and feudal structures.
“Sixty years since the epoch-making democratic reform in Tibet, people in the plateau region
have enjoyed unprecedented human rights in history,” Xinhua said.
“Undeniable facts and figures” related to development “debunk the repeated lies and accusations
that aim to smear Tibet’s human rights with vile motives,” it said. “Anyone without bias will
recognize Tibet’s tremendous progress in human rights.”
Among the figures it cited were a rise in life expectancy of 35.5 years in the 1950s to nearly 70
now; a double-digit growth in regional GDP over the last quarter-century; and reduction of
poverty by 80 percent.
China has refused to meet with the Dalai Lama or his representatives until they surrender their
conditions for a greater degree of autonomy and submit to Beijing’s authority unequivocally.
On Wednesday, China’s Communist Party chief in Tibet insisted that the Tibetan people feel
more affection toward the government than to the Dalai Lama, who fled following the abortive
uprising against Chinese.
The Dalai Lama hasn’t done a “single good thing” for Tibet since he left, Tibet Party Secretary
Wu Yingjie said during a meeting of China’s ceremonial legislature.
Chinese rule in Tibet has grown harsher since anti-government protests in 2008 culminated in
attacks on businesses and individuals of Han Chinese ethnicity, the country’s ethnic majority.
The government says rioters killed 18 people. An unknown number of Tibetans were killed by
security forces in the aftermath.
More recently, traditionally Tibetan regions of western China have been racked by a series of
self-immolations by Buddhist clergy and lay people calling for the return of the Dalai Lama, now
83 years old.
Also, on a visit to Prague on Wednesday, the prime minister of the Tibetan government-in-exile
said he was heartened to see support for his people in the Czech Republic.
“Each time I come here, I get encouraged, I get the fuel to go back and say ‘There are people
around the world who support us, who believe us,’” said Lobsang Sangay.
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China’s Long March rockets complete 300 launches

XICHAN-With a Long March-3B rocket putting a new communication satellite into orbit on
Sunday, China’s Long March carrier rocket series completed 300 launches, having sent more
than 500 spacecraft into space since 1970.
“This is a milestone for China’s space industry development,” said Wu Yansheng, board
chairman of the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation (CASC).
The Long March carrier rocket series, developed by CASC, is responsible for about 96.4 percent
of all the launch missions in China. It took 37 years for the Long March rockets to complete the
first 100 launches, 7.5 years to complete the second 100 launches, and only about four years to
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accomplish the final 100, with the average number of launches per year increasing from 2.7 to
13.3 and then to 23.5.
“Intensive launches have become normal in China, indicating the rapid development of the space
industry, the progress of science and technology and the enhancement of national strength,” said
Shang Zhi, director of the Space Department of the CASC.
China joined the space club on April 24, 1970, when the Long March-1 carrier rocket launched
the country’s first satellite, Dongfanghong-1, into orbit. At that time, the carrying capacity of the
Long March rocket was only 300 kg.
On November 3, 2016, China’s current largest carrier rocket, the Long March-5, made its maiden
flight, with its carrying capacity reaching 25 tonnes for low-Earth orbit and 14 tonnes for
geosynchronous orbit.The success rate of the 300 launches of the Long March rockets stood at
96 percent, according to CASC.
During the third 100 launches, the Long March rockets sent a total of 225 spacecraft, weighing
about 240 tonnes, into space, with a success rate of 97 percent, reaching a high level in the
world, said Shang.
From October 1996 to August 2011, the Long March rockets set a world record for 15 years of
successful consecutive launches. In 2018, the Long March rockets completed 37 consecutive
successful launches, ranking a global first for the highest number of successful launches.
A total of 17 types of Long March carrier rockets have been developed and put into use since
1970, ensuring the implementation of a series of key space projects including manned space
program, lunar exploration, BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) and the Gaofen Earth
observation project.
In addition, the Long March carrier rockets also launched a large number of meteorological
satellites, resource satellites and oceanographic satellites, as well as several innovative science
satellites including DAMPE to search for dark matter, the world’s first quantum satellite, and an
electromagnetic satellite to study earthquakes, playing an important role in promoting the
economic, social and scientific development in China.
Since the 1990s, the Long March rockets have been designed to be compatible with satellites
manufactured in the United States, Europe and other countries and regions.
So far, Chinese rockets have launched 56 international commercial satellites and carried more
than 20 small satellites or payloads into space for international customers.
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The Long March carrier rockets helped provide launch services for countries participating in the
Belt and Road Initiative, including Algeria, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia. The services have been
extended from launching satellites to the construction of ground facilities, and management and
application of the satellites.
From 2015 to 2016, four types of new generation Long March carrier rockets, using non-toxic
and non-polluting propellants, were put into use, greatly improving China’s capacity of entering
outer space.
New technologies such as 3D printing and intelligent manufacturing have been introduced in the
development of China’s new generation carrier rockets.
For instance, the Long March-7 is China’s first carrier rocket completely designed using digital
and virtual reality technology -- no paper blueprint was used throughout the design and
production process.
The management and production efficiency of the launching vehicles have also been improved.
China is now capable of manufacturing more than 40 carrier rockets every year. The new
generation rocket Long March-6 does not require a fixed launch pad and can be ready for takeoff
within seven days. The preparation time to launch a Long March-11 rocket can be as short as
several hours.
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The Nation, 11-03-19
Red tourism booms in China

BEIJING- China has stepped up efforts to promote “red tourism” which features visits to sites
with significance of revolutionary history, said the Ministry of Culture and Tourism.
More revolutionary museums will be open to the public for free and more creative cultural
products of revolutionary relics will be developed, said the ministry.
Meanwhile, the red tourism sites are encouraged to increase cooperation with surrounding
schools, the Communist Party of China (CPC) committees and government institutions, to attract
more students and party members to learn about the country’s revolutionary history.
China has 33,315 revolutionary sites and relics on record. Statistics show that more than 800
million red tourism trips are made on average every year.
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In recent years, red tourism has gained great popularity in China. In the city of Jinggangshan in
east China’s Jiangxi Province, the center of early revolutionary activities of the CPC, tourists
clad in Red Army uniforms visit places where revolutionary figures once lived and worked.
In the first 10 months of 2018, Jinggangshan received more than 10 million tourists, generating
tourism revenue of more than 10 billion yuan (1.49 billion U.S. dollars), up almost 10 percent
year on year, according to local government figures.

The Nation, 12-03-19
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The Nation, 12-03-19
China to build industrial Internet standard system

BEIJING - China will establish a standard system for the industrial Internet by 2020, according
to a guideline jointly released by the Ministry of Industry and Information Technology and the
Standardization Administration.
By integrating information technology and the manufacturing industry, the industrial Internet
will have a comprehensive and profound influence on industrial development, the guideline said.
The industrial Internet combines the Internet, platforms and security, constituting the Internet
infrastructures that connect people, devices and things, according to the guideline.
To fulfill the 2020 target, China will focus on formulating technical standards for crucial
elements of the industry, including Internet resource management and industrial big data.
The country has also vowed to formulate more than 100 standards and build a more integrated
and open standard system by 2025, the guideline added.
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The Nation, 12-03-19
Chinese corporation’s delegation visits NUML
ISLAMABAD- A 14-member delegation of China International Engineering Consulting Corp on
Monday visited National University of Modern Languages where both sides vowed
strengthening the working relationship
A statement said that the delegation led by director general CIECC Du Zhenli visited NUML and
met DG Brig Muhammad Ibrahim.
Registrar NUML Brig (R) Raza-ul-Muneem briefed the delegation about NUML, while Dean
Languages DrSafeerAwan, Director Confucius Institute and others also attended the ceremony.
Director General NUML Brig Ibrahim in his welcoming speech said that Pakistan and China
friendship was most cherished friendship and people of both the nations were proud to have such
friendship.
He said that Confucius Institute Islamabad is our pride and won 4 times institute of the year
award from Chinese government. Confucius Institute is playing vital role in promoting Chinese
language and culture in the region, he said.
The Director General said that NUML was playing its part to promote Chinese language in the
country and established a campus in Gwadar to teach Chinese to locals.
Later, Director General CIECC Du Zhenli said that visiting NUML was a wonderful experience
and there were huge opportunities in which both the institutes could work together.
He said that all measures would be taken to assist Chinese language center in Gwadar as it had
huge significance regarding CPEC. Later the delegation visited Confucius Institute which is
situated in NUML.
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The Nation, 12-03-19
China’s new manned submersible completes mission

HAIKOU-China’s science ship Tansuo-1 loaded with the manned submersible ShenhaiYongshi
(Deep Sea Warrior) returned to its home harbor in Sanya, south China’s Hainan Province, on
Sunday, after finishing its first expedition in the Indian Ocean. The manned submersible can
reach a depth of 4,500 meters. The 121-day expedition trip organized by the Chinese Academy
of Sciences began Nov. 10, 2018. Scientists from 10 Chinese and foreign research institutes were
invited to join the deep-sea research trip.
The ship traveled 17,000 nautical miles on the expedition during which scientists surveyed five
deep-sea hydrothermal areas and collected a trove of samples for ecological environment
research.
The submersible ShenhaiYongshi conducted 62 dives. Scientists succeeded in retrieving it in a
variety of conditions including stormy waves and during the night.
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The development of the submersible took eight years and involved over 90 Chinese
organizations and companies. It conducted deep-sea testing missions in 2017 and 2018.

The Nation, 14-03-19
Cabinet body decides to set up CPEC Business Forum

ISLAMABAD - Federal Minister for Planning, Development and Reform,
MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar said the Cabinet Committee on China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) has decided to establish CPEC Business Forum to tap true potential of this important
corridor.
Talking to media after the committee meeting, the minister said that the formation of the forum
was being deliberated since long and now its establishment has formally been decided.
Going back on its earlier decision of constructing Karachi to Peshawar Railway (ML-I) on buildoperate-transfer (BOT) mode the government has announced to undertake $8.2 billion project on
previously agreed loan basis (EPC mode).
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Govt to undertake $8.2b ML-I project on EPC mode now
“An implementation committee on ML-I Project (Karachi to Peshawar Railway), headed by
Minister Railways was constituted to identify financial savings, phasing of the project, scope etc.
within two weeks in order to fast-track the project,” MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar, Minister for
Planning, Development & Reform said while briefing the media on decisions of the Cabinet
Committee on China Pakistan Economic Corridor. The Cabinet Committee on CPEC met here
with MakhdumKhusroBakhtyar, Minister for Planning, Development& Reform in chair. The
meeting was attended by members of the committee and secretaries of the federal ministries.
The minister said that cabinet committee on CPEC has decided to undertake the ML-I project on
the previously agreed terms of agreement, instead of BOT. Replying the query the minister said
that now the project will be completed on EPC basis under the terms that had been agreed earlier.
Regarding the mode and terms of Chinese loan he said that final decision in this regard would be
made in the light of the implementation committee recommendations.
It is pertinent to mention here that soon after coming into power the PTI government while
criticizing the previous regime for choosing the EPC mode for ML-I project and said that wants
to change the funding mode of ML-I Project from loans to Build Operate and Transfer (BOT)
mode. Earlier it was agreed that China will provide concessionary loan for $ 8.2 billion for ML-I
project. However after the government decision to undertake the project on BOT mode, china
refused to join.
The minister further said that the Cabinet Committee on CPEC has decided to launch an
important road project of Western Route in Balochistan soon.
He said previously no work was undertaken on the Western Route and people of those areas have
developed feeling of deprivation. The incumbent government attaches priority to the construction
of Western Route; therefore one of its important projects in Balochistan would be launched soon.
Bakhtyar said that the committee has decided to develop Sukkur-Hyderabad section on Eastern
Route through built-operate and transfer (BOT) mode and National Highway Authority will
complete the design as well as feasibility and award of the contract will done in 2019. The
project will yield savings of billions of dollars, he estimated.
The planning minister informed that a Chinese experts’ team visited Pakistan and different level
of discussions were held at federation and provinces. List of the projects in sectors including
agriculture, education, health, poverty alleviation, water supply and vocational training is being
finalized and would be shared with China soon.
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A memorandum of understanding on socioeconomic development would be signed to ensure
early implementation of the projects with the cost of $ 400 to 500 million in first phase, he
intimated.
Minister while highlighting the importance of agriculture cooperation under CPEC, informed
that the newly established joint working group will meet in the first week of April in order to
expedite cooperation for modernizing Pakistan Agriculture sector and utilize potentials for
export maximization. It envisages cooperation in meet, food supply chain, processing and
cobranding, livestock and fisheries, enhancement of seeds quality, irrigations system and
technology transfer, he added.
Bakhtyar said that no headways were achieved in industrial cooperation sector over the last five
years; however, present government prioritized this field by ensuring speedy implementation
wherein concession agreement of Special Economic Zone at Rashakai, Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
would be signed till 25th of this month, while groundbreaking would be made in April next.
Minister announced that groundbreaking of New Gwadar International Airport would be made
till end of this month.
The Cabinet Committee also accorded approval to CPEC Business Forum in order to create an
interface with the business community.
Minister said that a link between government institutions and business community was missing
since the inception of CPEC. “The newly established forum, comprising of leading businessmen
from different sectors, would work as a bridge between the government and business sectors”, he
added.
Minister clarified that none of the funds allocated for CPEC projects were diverted to any other
purpose; rather allocation for other initiatives in public sector development program (PSDP)
were re-appropriated for sustainable development goals. The minister however didn’t reply the
question of releasing SDGs funds only to the ruling coalition MNAs.
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China’s Shandong province unveils billion-dollar plan

JINAN - Transport authorities in east China’s Shandong Province announced that it plans to
invest 162.2 billion yuan (about 24.2 billion U.S. dollars) on roads, railways, ports and airports
this year.
The investment is aimed at building an integrated infrastructure network in the province, said
Jiang Cheng, head of the provincial transport department.
Last year, fixed asset investment in Shandong’s transportation sector reached 160 billion yuan,
among which 115.8 billion yuan was spent on roads, highways and waterways, up 28 percent
year on year. This year, 61 percent of the investment will be on roads, Jiang said.
Shandong has set a target for its expressway mileage to reach 7,400 km by 2020. By the end of
this year, the total will hit 6,400 km, he said. More roads, bridges, and stations will be built in
rural areas, he added.
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About 10 railway projects are under construction in the province this year, with a total planned
investment of 32 billion yuan (4.7 billion dollars). Upon completion, the province will be better
connected with big cities such as Beijing, Shanghai and Tianjin.
Shandong had a permanent population of 100.4 million at the end of 2018. It is one of the most
populous provinces in China. An improved infrastructure network will better meet economic and
social needs.
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The Nation, 14-03-19
Mercury mine sites unearthed in southwest China

GUIYANG - Archaeologists have found a number of centuries-old mercury mine sites, including
mining pits and smelting furnaces, in southwest China’s Guizhou Province.
The sites were unearthed in WuchuanGelao and Miao Autonomous County, famous for its
cinnabar production since ancient times, said the provincial cultural relics and archaeological
institute.
Mercury was used in ancient China for making cinnabar, or mercuric sulfide, an important
ingredient in the ancient production of paints and in the alchemic pursuit of an “immortality
elixir.”
Some mine sites were confirmed to date back to the Ming and Qing dynasties (1368-1911),
archaeologists said, while the rest await further verification.
The sites were found during an archaeological research in the county, which also led to the
discovery of ancient tombs, roads, buildings and industrial sites.
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The Nation, 15-03-19
Cautious China
With the latest manoeuvre of China to delay the request by Britain, France and the United States
(US) to add Jaish-e-Muhammad (JeM) leader to the UN terror blacklist may have arguably raised
many eyebrows. However, the Chinese approach in this regard is not without merit. The Chinese
approach can be seen as a cautious one as compared to the one that Britain, France and the US
have taken against terrorism.
Nevertheless, Chinese action is consistent with its stance that it had expressed two days earlier
before the resolution taken up by the 1267 Sanctions Committee on March 13th. However, China
does not support terrorism of any sort. She is just suggesting the world to engage in “responsible
and serious discussions to resolve the issue in a sustainable manner.”
It is unfortunate to note that instead of assessing the ground realities and bone of contention
between India and Pakistan, some of the influential members of the international community
have fallen for Indian propaganda over Kashmir. The recent move can also be seen as an Indian
effort to isolate Pakistan internationally. The dominant states like France, Britain and the US
have turned a blind eye to Indian atrocities in the vale of Kashmir.
Contrary to these three countries, who are more after their narrow national interests, China wants
to secure the interests of the region, and precisely, for this reason, it wants to take a holistic view
of the case. For China, a comprehensive picture is not complete without taking Kashmir into
consideration where India has violated the human rights of Kashmiri people with impunity while
occupying Kasahmir militarily.
While Indian media is in rows over Chinese move, the major powers need to measure all kinds of
terrorism with the same yardstick which is not the case as the US stated that “we will continue
working with sanctions committee to ensure the designation list is updated and accurate.”
However, we have seen that the US and its allies in the war on terror do not stick to consistency
when declaring a person or an organization a terrorist one. We have seen in recent history how
the US delisted several proscribed persons and organizations from the UN terror blacklist to end
the stalemate in Afghanistan.
Therefore, instead of bashing China all the countries that want JeM’s leader on UN terror
blacklist should consider Chinese advice and resort to a “responsible and serious discussion” on
the issues of terrorism and a peaceful solution to Kashmir. As long as Kashmir issue is not
solved India will see its soldiers vulnerable to attacks like the one carried out in Pulwama.
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The News, 01-03-19
All countries’ sovereignty, territorial integrity must be respected: China
Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang says India and Pakistan must exercise
maximum restraint and come back to the negotiating table
BEIJING: Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang says China always believes all
countries' sovereignty and territorial integrity shall be respected, and it does not wish to see any
violation against the UN Charter and the norms of international law.
Addressing a press conference here on Thursday when a reporter asked what could China do to
alleviate tension between India and Pakistan; he said China was concerned about the escalating
tension between India and Pakistan.
“You may notice that State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi expressed China's worries
and concerns when talking with the Indian foreign minister and holding a phone call with the
Pakistani foreign minister. We urge India and Pakistan to exercise maximum restraint and come
back to the negotiating table at an early date so that the situation will be effectively brought
under control and regional peace and stability will be jointly upheld. China has been in close
communication with both India and Pakistan on the current situation and making efforts to
promote peace. We noted that neither Pakistan nor India want to see a deterioration or escalation
of the situation. We encourage the two sides to meet each other halfway and resolve the issue
through dialogue. China stands ready to continue with its constructive role in this regard.
Asked if China will block Britain, France and the US request to the UN Security Council to put
MasoodAzhar on the UN terror blacklist as it had done in the past, Lu Kang said the United
Nations Security Council 1267 Committee has detailed criteria for the listing and designation
procedures for terrorist entities or individuals. China will continue to participate in the
discussions of the relevant UN sanctions committee and its subsidiary bodies in a responsible
manner.
When a questioner asked if he could elaborate on Wang Yi’s statement on a phone call that he
made to the Pakistani foreign minister last night, the spokesman said China released information
on this phone call very timely last night, or more accurately, early this morning.
Through this urgent phone call, the Pakistani foreign minister briefed State Councilor and
Foreign Minister Wang Yi on the current situation and the Pakistani government's assessment
and considerations.
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He also expressed Pakistan's hope that China will continue to play an active role in easing
tensions. State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi stated China's view on the current
situation. We are truly concerned about the current tensions in India-Pakistan relations. State
Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi reiterated China's hope that India and Pakistan could
exercise restraint and earnestly fulfill their commitment to preventing escalation. He stressed
explicitly that sovereignty and territorial integrity should be respected.
State Councilor and Foreign Minister Wang Yi also talked about China's recent efforts in
facilitating reconciliation and dialogue. You may read our press release for more information.
Answering a question, Lu Kang said India and Pakistan were all important countries in South
Asia and it’s very important for them to keep a harmonious relationship and jointly uphold
regional peace and stability.
“The escalation of tensions between India and Pakistan following the recent events is not what
we wish to see and is a cause of great concern to us. We hope that India and Pakistan will honor
their pledge of preventing the situation from further deterioration or escalation and come back to
the negotiating table at an early date so that the situation will be effectively brought under
control and regional peace and stability will be restored. This serves the interests of all countries.
Asked if all countries should adopt and practice the Geneva Convention in times of military
conflict, he said, ”Not just the Geneva Convention. Like I just said, China believes that in
international relations, all countries need to respect all the international law and the basic norms
guiding international relations, including the UN Charter.”

The News, 02-03-19
Leaders from 30 countries visit Xinjiang
URUMQI: Around 200 representatives of 50 political parties from 30 countries including
Pakistan attended a meeting held here aiming to see the China's ethnic policy in Xinjiang and the
peace and harmony, being enjoyed the people of this region.
Before the meeting, through various visits - to the grand bazaar downtown, an Islamic institute,
mosques, neighborhood committees and enterprises under the Belt and Road Initiative - they
were able to observe the landlocked region more directly.
Their arrival at an activity in the Guyuanxiang residential community coincided with enthusiastic
dancing and singing by residents, including Uygur and Han people. "I can tell how happy and
comfortable they are from their smiling faces and hopeful expressions," said Marwan Sudah of
Jordan.
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He said people and media making false and biased remarks concerning China's governance of
Xinjiang should face objective facts. "As a Muslim, I am pleased to see Muslims here
worshipping inside tidy mosques and Islamic institutes," said AizazAsif from Pakistan.
Respect for ethnic diversity and a commitment to protect ethnic tradition is what are behind
China's successful ethnic policy, he added. Chandra PrakashMainali, chief of the Communist
Party of Nepal (Marxist-Leninist), also said he was impressed by the different ethnic people's
hospitality and friendship, stressing that it exceeded his expectations and imagination.
Saying he believes substantial improvement of people's livelihoods correlates with the
harmonious coexistence of different ethnic groups, Peruvian Communist Party member Luis
Alberto Villanueva Carbajal added, "It is not easy for China, a vast country with complex
situations, to achieve both."
Last year, the per capita disposable income of Xinjiang's rural and urban residents increased by
8.4 percent and 6.5 percent, respectively.
During the meeting, Chen Quanguo, regional secretary of the Communist Party of China, said
various ethnic groups in Xinjiang and others around China had fostered a community with a
shared future.
Since the 18th CPC National Congress, the CPC Central Committee, with Xi Jinping as the core,
has attached great importance to Xinjiang. Chen said Xinjiang comprehensively implements the
Central Committee's ethnic policy, firmly upholds ethnic unity and completely respects and
protects freedom of religious belief of the people of all ethnic groups.
Emphasizing the importance of promoting high-quality development and improving people's
livelihoods, Chen promised to fully implement the Central Committee's strategy for governing
Xinjiang, and to strive for a united, harmonious, prosperous, culturally advanced and secure
Xinjiang.
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The News, 02-03-19
Chinese experts visit NAVTTC
Islamabad: An 11-member socio-economic development experts group of the Joint Working
Group of CPEC on Social Economic Development headed by Director General CIECC Du
Zhenli visited the National Vocational and Technical Training Commission headquarters to
finalize the action plan on vocational training, discussed for the 1st Socio-Economic
Development Joint Working Group meeting, and met NAVTTC Chairman Syed Javed Hassan
and Executive Director Dr. Nasir Khan.
The NACTTC Executive Director briefed the team about initiatives taken by NAVTTC and said
that Chinese intervention will enhance the quality of Pakistan’s TVET system and serve as a
catalyst to attain desired objectives of TVET reforms to prepare a skilled workforce for CPEC
initiatives, Special Economic Zones and other projects of such nature.
The Chinese team showed a keen interest in contributing towards the efforts of NAVTTC to
enhance the quality of skill sector and agreed to share their advanced techniques and successful
experience to help Pakistan transform its human resource into an advantage.
In the meeting, a collaboration between Pakistani and Chinese TVET institutes, colleges and
universities for transfer of technology from China to Pakistan in the shape of equipment,
machinery for labs and workshops, capacity building programmes, joint degree and student
exchange programs, training of trainers etc was discussed in detail.

The News, 03-03-19
Venice-themed ship cruises to burgeoning China market
Trieste, Italy: A huge liner designed entirely for Chinese tourists around the ever-romantic theme
of Venice sets sail from Italy this week hoping to consolidate Costa Cruises in the vast and
burgeoning Chinese tourism market.
The Costa Venezia left the Fincantieri shipyard in northeastern Italy on Thursday for
neighboring Trieste. From there, it will head for China where it will carry up to 5,260 Chinese
tourists on cruises from Shanghai to Japan, along with a healthy dose of Venetian kitsch,
gondolas and all.
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In a sign of the gap to be filled in the Chinese market, a sister ship will be launched next year by
Italy´s Costa Cruises, part of the huge Carnival Corporation.
The launching of Costa Venezia "is a very important moment in the history of Costa in China,"
said the company´s Asia president Mario Zanetti.
"This is the first ship we´re putting on the market, conceived since the start for Chinese tourists,"
he told AFP.
Italy-based Costa was the first to offer cruises to the Chinese 13 years ago.
"It was really Costa Cruises that started this type of tourism in China, in 2006, and now the
Chinese market has become the second in the world, after North America," said GiulianoNoci,
lecturer in strategy at Milan Polytechnic business school.
"From 2013 to 2016, the Chinese cruise market grew by 70 percent year-on-year, an impressive
figure compared to Western markets," Noci told AFP.
After a slight drop in 2017 when China cut South Korean cruise destinations because of tensions
over the deployment of a US anti-missile system, numbers are set to take off again.
Over the last 10 years the Chinese market has reached 2.5 million cruise passengers while a total
of around 140 million Chinese are travelling abroad, said Zanetti.
"Cruises represent only around two percent of those (Chinese) going to foreign countries for
their holidays. That shows you the potential for this market, which could become the world´s
biggest," he said.
But, warns Noci, "Growth will also depend on what´s on offer, especially how they can attract
tourists from central China with innovative marketing. Shanghai inhabitants alone currently
account for 40 percent of Chinese cruise ship customers."
Companies will also have to target the wealthy 25-40 year-old age group "which doesn´t want
just a cultural experience but a real adventure," said Noci.
Even as it cruises the high seas, the Costa Venezia takes passengers on a journey through Venice,
via the central Saint Mark´s Square bar to original gondolas and waiting staff dressed as
gondoliers.
The ship also offers 11 karaoke rooms and plenty of gambling opportunities. Alongside Italian
cuisine, the restaurants will serve authentic Chinese dishes to accommodate guests´ dietary
requirements.
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Costa Cruises is investing six billion euros (6.8 billion dollars) from 2018 to 2023 to buy seven
ships, after which it will have a fleet of 34, including five cruise ships in Asia.
Costa´s owner Carnival is also working with Fincantieri and the China State Shipbuilding
Corporation to build vessels in China, despite worries that technology transfers will enable
Chinese shipbuilders to take over.
But Zanetti dismisses those concerns, saying they are working "in a spirit of partnership and in a
market that has such a low penetration. The more cruise companies are present in the market, the
more there are opportunities for growth."

The News, 03-03-19
Canada approves Huawei extradition proceedings, China seethes
OTTAWA: The Canadian government, as expected, on Friday approved extradition proceedings
against the chief financial officer of Huawei Technologies Co Ltd, prompting a furious reaction
from China, Reuters reported.
MengWanzhou, the daughter of Huawei’s founder, was detained in Vancouver last December
and is under house arrest. In late January the U.S. Justice Department charged Meng and Huawei
with conspiring to violate U.S. sanctions on Iran.
Meng is due to appear in a Vancouver court at 10 a.m. Pacific time (1800 GMT) on March 6,
when a date will be set for her extradition hearing.
“Today, department of Justice Canada officials issued an authority to proceed, formally
commencing an extradition process in the case of Ms. MengWanzhou,” the government said in a
statement.
China, whose relations with Canada have deteriorated badly over the affair, denounced the
decision and repeated previous demands for Meng’s release.
U.S. Justice Department spokeswoman Nicole NavasOxman said Washington thanked the
Canadian government for its assistance. “We greatly appreciate Canada’s steadfast commitment
to the rule of law,” she said in a statement.
Legal experts had predicted the Liberal government of Prime Minister Justin Trudeau would give
the go-ahead for extradition proceedings, given the close judicial relationship between Canada
and the United States.
But it could be years before Meng is sent to the United States, since Canada’s slow-moving
justice system allows many decisions to be appealed.
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A final decision will likely come down to the federal justice minister, who will face the choice of
angering the United States by rejecting the extradition bid, or China by accepting it.
Professor Wesley Wark of the University of Ottawa’s Graduate School of Public and
International Affairs said “the Canadians will take a beating throughout this whole process” from
China.
“I suspect the Trudeau government is desperately hoping that the Americans reach a deal with
the Chinese,” he said by phone.
U.S. President Donald Trump told Reuters in December he would intervene if it served national
security interests or helped close a trade deal with China, prompting Ottawa to stress the
extradition process should not be politicised. Last week Trump played down the idea of dropping
the charges.
After Meng’s detention, China arrested two Canadians on national security grounds, and a
Chinese court later sentenced to death a Canadian man who previously had only been jailed for
drug smuggling.
Brock University professor Charles Burton, a former Canadian diplomat who served two
postings in China, said Beijing was likely to retaliate further.
“They’re not going to take this lying down ... one shudders to think what the consequences could
be,” he told the Canadian Broadcasting Corp, saying Beijing might crack down on Canadian
canola shipments or stop Chinese students from going to Canada.
Ottawa rejects Chinese calls to release Meng, saying it cannot interfere with the judiciary.
“The Chinese side is utterly dissatisfied with and firmly opposes the issuance of (the) authority
to proceed,” the embassy in Ottawa said in a statement.
Beijing had earlier questioned the state of judicial independence in Canada, noting the
government faces accusations that it tried to intervene to stop a corruption trial.
Canadian Justice Minister David Lametti declined to comment. Huawei was not immediately
available for comment.
Meng’s lawyers said they were disappointed and described the U.S. charges as politically
motivated.

The News, 03-03-19
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Trump asks China to remove agricultural tariffs
Washington: US President Donald Trump urged China to abolish tariffs on agricultural products
imported from the United States -- adding that trade talks between the rival powers were going
well.
"I have asked China to immediately remove all Tariffs on our agricultural products (including
beef, pork, etc.)," the president wrote on Twitter. He said his request was based on the fact that
negotiations with China were "moving along nicely" -- and his delay last week of a planned tariff
increase on Chinese exports. "This is very important for our great farmers - and me!" he added.
It’s unclear what effect Trump’s demand could have on ongoing talks, which the president
signaled earlier this week were moving toward an agreement. American officials are preparing a
final trade deal that Trump and China’s President Xi Jinpingcould sign within weeks, people
familiar with the matter have said, even as a debate continues in Washington over whether to
push the Beijing government for more concessions. If China were to remove the tariffs, it would
likely be a huge boon to U.S. crop markets that have been caught in the trade war crossfire.
Soybean, pork and ethanol shipments have all languished amid the duties. China is a key
destination for most of the world’s biggest agriculture markets.
After months of trade war, the US and China agreed to a 90-day truce to work out their
differences. It was scheduled to end Friday, but Trump eventually lifted the ultimatum to
increase tariffs, satisfied by progress made in several rounds of talks in Beijing and Washington.
Top White House economic official Larry Kudlow said Thursday the two countries were on the
brink of a "historic" trade agreement. A meeting between Trump and his Chinese counterpart, Xi
Jinping, is also expected this month.
After the latest round of talks in February, US Agriculture Secretary Sonny Perdue tweeted that
China had committed to buying "an additional" 10 million metric tons of soybeans as a "show of
good faith." US farmers rely greatly on such trade with China: in 2017, around a third of US
soybean production -- worth $14 billion -- was exported there, where it is used to feed pigs.
Those exports plummeted last summer, when China imposed tariffs on US soybeans and other
agricultural products. Previously, in a gesture of goodwill at the start of the countries´ truce,
China in December resumed soybean purchases. But Chinese tariffs had already hit America´s
farming regions hard -- areas where Trump has enjoyed plentiful support.

The News, 05-03-19
China lauds OIC’s resolution on Xinjiang
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BEIJING: A spokesman for the Chinese Foreign Ministry Lu Kang has lauded the resolution on
Xinjiang, adopted at the 46th session of the Council of Foreign Minister of the Organization of
Islamic Cooperation (OIC).
The resolution commends China's efforts for the well-being of the Muslims. It vindicated
China’s position on Xinjiang, rejecting the negative propaganda of some Western countries to
this effect.
The spokesperson said at the regular news briefing here on Monday that the resolution adopted
OIC Council of Foreign Ministers on March 2 in Abu Dhabi speaks highly of and fully
recognizes the efforts China has made for Chinese Muslims and expressed its willingness to
strengthen cooperation with China.
“The Chinese side appreciates that very much. Not long ago, an OIC delegation visited Xinjiang
when they were in China for a political consultation. They saw for themselves that local Muslims
live a happy life with good employment and full freedom of religion.
They spoke highly of China's ethnic and religious policies and recognized China's efforts for
preventive counter-terrorism and de-radicalization. In fact, China enjoys traditional friendship
with Islamic countries and has close communication and exchanges with the OIC.
Under the current circumstances, China stands ready to work with the OIC to strengthen
mutually beneficial cooperation with the OIC and the Islamic world and forge the relationship
into a model for cultural exchanges and South-South Cooperation, “he added.
Replying to a question about the prevailing tension situation between Pakistan and India, the
spokesman said that the Chinese government is ready to play constructive role, easing tension
between the two sides.
"The Chinese side has maintained close communication with India and Pakistan and has been
doing the work of persuading and promoting talks. We are willing to continue to play such a
constructive role,” he added.
About Russian government’s statement on the situation, the spokesperson said, “We welcome all
positive measures that will help ease the current regional situation and promote regional peace
and stability.
Lu Kang added, “We have said many times that India and Pakistan are important countries in
South Asia. We very much hope that the two sides can maintain good-neighborliness and
friendship and resolve their mutual problems through friendly consultations.”
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China’s principled position is that we encourage the relevant parties in the international
community to make all constructive efforts that are conducive to promoting the relaxation of the
regional situation and maintaining peace and stability in the region.”

The News, 07-03-19
China proud of giving equal opportunities to minorities
BEIJING: The Chinese government is determined to "develop more equitable and higher-quality
education" for the country's ethnic minority people to promote concord between different ethnic
groups and harmonious development, according to the Government Work Report that Chinese
Premier Li Keqiang delivered to the second session of the 13th National People's Congress.
The promotion of investment in education for ethnic minority people is a systematic task of
Chinese government. The effort not only ensures these people's right to be educated, but also
entirely increases their capability of participating in the development of the whole country and
modern community.
Ethnic minority people should be participants in the country's development, but due to lack of
educational resources and limited quality of education, some feel marginalized when the country
is rapidly developing.
Some Western media irrationally condemned the Chinese government's increasing investment in
education for ethnic minority people and maliciously suggested that the effort in education for
ethnic minority people was intended to make them forget their diverse culture.
Modern education is an important aspect of secularization. The West should understand China's
efforts in education - they are in line with the times - for ethnic minority people with a broader
perspective of globalization. China's moves are not just about China. They will also influence the
world.
Such boarding schools not only give pupils access to a higher-quality education with better
hardware and software conditions, but also let them interact with different cultures to feel
personally the harmony of differences.
The Chinese government has presented these students a wider platform to chase their dream and
laid a solid foundation for ethnic harmony.
"We believe traditional culture should not be bondage that constrains them from receiving
modern education, which is also a way out for them to rid themselves of backwardness. This is
the best respect for traditional cultures."
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When criticizing China, these Western media also choose to ignore the problems in fusion of
different ethnic groups and immigrants that linger in the West.

The News, 08-03-19
Finance Ministry objects to diversion of Rs24b CPEC funds
ISLAMABAD: The Ministry of Finance has raised objections to diversion of Rs24 billion funds
from China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) and other initiatives towards discretionary
programme for parliamentarians under SDGs achievement programme and sought certification
from the Planning Division for not revising upward the development budget.
After objections by the Finance Ministry over diversion of the funds, the Ministry of Planning
certified through official communication that the revised allocated amount of Public Sector
Development Programme (PSDP) as well as sectorial allocation for the current financial year
would be fully protected. “Yes we have certified in writing that the revised allocation of PSDP
and sectorial allocation would be fully protected during the current fiscal year,” top official
sources told The News on Thursday.
An official of Planning Commission claimed that they diverted Rs24 billion out of Rs27 billion
for head of special initiatives of CPEC and others. There was only Rs3 billion earmarked for
CPEC special initiatives which were protected, but so far it was not yet released. They said that
they created fiscal space of Rs24 billion through abandoning un-approved projects and scrapped
almost 300 schemes.
“We guarantee you that the allocation of Rs181 billion for CPEC published in to pink book of
Finance Ministry with marginal increase of Rs200 million will be fully protected,” said the
sources, but they did not share details that how much utilization was so far done on CPEC
projects during the current fiscal year so far.
“Although, the government has formally approved Rs24 billion for sustainable development
goals (SDGs) achievement programme due to the pressures of the parliamentarians, but there is
not much enthusiasm at top levels after witnessing criticism in the media,” said the sources.
The Ministry of Planning in its official statement argued that while reviewing PSDP for 2018-19
in September, 2018, the Ministry of Planning kept an allocation of Rs27 billion for CPEC and
other initiatives which were meant to undertake new initiatives. The sectors include education,
health, clean drinking water and sanitation, farm to market roads, gas, electricity and other
interventions leading to achievement of SDGs goals.

The News, 09-03-19
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China February exports tumble most in 3 years
BEIJING China’s exports tumbled the most in three years in February while imports fell for a
third straight month, pointing to a further slowdown in the economy and stirring talk of a “trade
recession”, despite a spate of support measures.
China´s trade numbers added to worries about slowing growth in the world´s number two
economy as it fights a trade war with the US.
It’s politically sensitive trade surplus with the US narrowed to $14.7 billion for the month from
$27.3 billion in January, the data from China´s customs administration showed.
China´s total overseas shipments sank 20.7 percent on-year and imports fell 5.2 percent, much
worse than the 5.0 percent and 0.6 percent drops forecast in a Bloomberg News poll.
"Today´s trade figures reinforce our view that China´s trade recession has started to emerge,"
said Raymond Yeung of ANZ bank in a note.
"Looking ahead, we find little reason to expect a rebound in the near term on the back of a
sluggish global electronics cycle," said Yeung, adding it would weigh on China´s first quarter
GDP growth.
Recent economic data point to the difficulties China faces with growth in the last three months of
2018 clocking in at 6.4 percent.
In January, an important barometer of prices in the country´s industrial sector neared contraction
territory while manufacturing activity saw its worst performance in three years in February.
China´s premier on Tuesday laid out a lower growth target of 6.0 to 6.5 percent this year in a
report to the country´s annual parliamentary session underway in Beijing, down from 6.6 percent
growth in 2018. The government outlined major tax cuts, fee reductions and looser monetary
policy to combat the slowdown.
Worries have grown about slowing global growth with the European Central Bank slashing its
2019 eurozone growth and inflation forecasts on Thursday, citing "uncertainties" around
geopolitical risks and trade rows.
However, analysts caution it is difficult to compare trends in China´s data at the start of the year
due to the Chinese New Year holiday, which came in early February this year and can affect
business activity. China´s exports for the first two months fell 4.7 percent, and imports were
down 3.1 percent, estimated Yeung of ANZ.
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An end to the months-long US-China trade dispute would help China´s hurting exporters -shipments to the US fell about 29 percent last month.
Washington and Beijing last year exchanged punitive tariffs on more than $360 billion in twoway trade but have recently indicated they are close to coming to terms.
America´s trade deficit with China hit a record $419.2 billion last year, US data released this
week showed. China put its surplus at a lower but still record $323.3 billion. Exports of
soybeans, a crucial crop across vast expanses of the US, fell 18 percent for the year as the tit-fortat tariffs sent Chinese buyers elsewhere.
US President Donald Trump said on Thursday negotiations were making progress, telling
reporters at the White House that the talks were "moving along pretty well".
Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi noted Friday that the two sides had made "significant
progress" recently and blasted hawks in Washington who have advocated a "decoupling"
between the two countries´ economies. "To decouple from China is to decouple from
opportunities, decouple from the future, and in a sense, to decouple from the world," Wang said
at a news conference in Beijing.

The News, 10-03-19
Australia admits failings in Pacific, as China looms
SYDNEY: Australia has admitted it had not focused enough attention on its Pacific backyard but
vowed to make "long overdue" amends, amid growing Chinese influence in the region.
"I think we would have to accept some criticism," Australia´s minister for international
development and the Pacific, Anne Ruston, told AFP on Friday.
"We have perhaps not put as much attention and effort into our own region as we should of."
In recent months, Ruston has been at the sharp end of trying to fix that -- jetting to-and-fro
between Australia and far-flung Pacific Islands, as part of Prime Minister Scott Morrison´s "stepup" in the region.
The policy includes more aid, more security assistance, more diplomats working in the region
and, crucially, more face-to-face contacts. It is, in large part, a response to Beijing´s growing
economic, political and military activity in the region.
"I think we´ve had our focus gazed much further afield for a very long time," said Ruston. "It has
certainly, more recently, been forced to be refocused back onto our own region."
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"That´s a good thing. And it was certainly long overdue." While Australia was more focused on
Fallujah than Fiji, China has been doling out loans and investment in the region and scooping up
natural resources and telecoms contracts. Still, Ruston rejected suggestions that Australia, by
moving to develop security facilities in Papua New Guinea and Fiji is causing the type of
militarization many complain China is embarking on.
"This is our region, this is our area, this is where we live," she said.
"However you see the security and sovereignty of our region the Pacific is extremely important
to Australia."
Australian re-engagement has been hampered by deep disagreements with Pacific nations over
the conservative government´s skeptical stance on climate change -- an existential threat to many
island nations. Fiji Prime Minister Voreqe Bainimarama has been among those accusing
Australia of putting its coal industry "above the welfare of Pacific peoples".
"It is a very, very real issue for them," Ruston acknowledged. In places like Kiribati -- where the
average height of the land is a few feet above sea level -- it is "singularly the biggest issue that
they have at the moment".
To square the circle, Canberra diplomats have tried to separate climate policy writ-large from
day-to-day work to temper its impact.
The mitigation and infrastructure needs are enormous, "we talking tens of billions of dollars to
be able to get the Pacific up to the kind of development standard, that I think Pacific aspires to
have for itself", said the minister.
Australia has committed to some ambitious projects, like helping Papua New Guinea bring
electricity to 70 percent of the population by 2030. Today the percentage stands in the low
double digits. But even that is another issue that has been complicated by Australian domestic
politics -- which sees Papua New Guinea almost exclusively as the location of a deeply
controversial offshore detention facility.

The News, 10-03-19
China hopeful on US trade talks: official
Beijing: Beijing is hopeful about its next round of trade talks with the US, China´s vice minister
for commerce said on Saturday, after revealing that top negotiators had tried to hammer out a
deal over burgers and eggplant chicken.
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China and the United States have been locked in a bruising trade war since last year, imposing
tit-for-tat tariffs on more than $360 billion in two-way trade, which has left global markets
reeling.
Top-level negotiators have met three times in an attempt to reach an agreement before next
week, when additional tariffs could be levied on Chinese goods entering the US as a truce period
expires.
"When you ask about the prospects for the next Sino-US economic and trade consultation, I feel
that there is hope," Vice Minister for Commerce Wang Shouwen told journalists at a press
briefing on the sidelines of China´s National People´s Congress.
He added that Beijing´s top economic official Liu He and US Trade Representative Robert
Lighthizer held talks over a packed lunch of burgers and eggplant stir-fried with chicken -- a
common Chinese dish -- in Washington last month.
"Vice Premier Liu ate a beef burger, and Lighthizer ate eggplant and chicken (with rice)," Wang
said.
"Throughout the consultation process, there was coffee and tea... but both drank plain water."
"This was to find common ground," he added.
Chinese Commerce Minister Zhong Shan had on Tuesday said the negotiation process was very
"difficult and taxing" with "lots left to do", but that breakthroughs had been made in several
areas.
But there have been conflicting comments from Washington and Beijing on the negotiations.
Donald Trump on Friday said he remains optimistic but will not sign a pact unless it is a "very
good deal", and a top economic advisor said the US president could walk away from a bad deal.
Some of the issues being worked out are what US trade officials call unfair trade practices,
including Chinese subsidies to major industries, preferential treatment for Chinese firms and
theft of US technology.
The subsidies were denied by China´s state-assets watchdog, which manages the country´s 102
state-owned giants.
"There are no institutional special arrangements or additional subsidies for state-owned
enterprises," State-Owned Assets Supervision and Administration Commission chief Xiao
Yaqing said at a Saturday press briefing.
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He added that state enterprises were "very concerned" with trade negotiations and hoping for a
positive outcome leading to a "good environment for business development".
Commerce officials also said a foreign investment law -- widely expected to be passed by
China´s rubber-stamp parliament next Friday -- will allow foreign companies to take part in
government tenders.
Only 48 sectors remain on a "negative list" where foreign investment is either prohibited or
requires special approval, Wang told journalists.
"The (whole process) is open and provides important legal protection for foreign investors."
Aimed at assuaging concerns about China´s business environment for foreign firms, Beijing sees
the law as a tool to attract more foreign investment as its economy slows.
The bill will ban the illegal transfer of technology and "illegal government interference" in
foreign businesses, a key complaint from Washington.

The News, 11-03-19
China to follow policy of dialogue in state-to-state ties
BEIJING: China has reiterated that it will continue to follow policy of dialogue instead of
confrontation in settling disputes and promoting state-to-state relations.
A key part of President Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy is developing a new path of state-tostate relations featuring dialogue instead of confrontation, partnership instead of alliance," said
Ruan Zongze, executive vice president of the China Institute of International Studies, while
commenting on the recent statement issued by the Chinese Foreign Minister Wang Yi at a news
conference.
He said, in the wake of the ongoing annual session of the National People's Congress, China
elaborated its foreign policy championing peace, development, cooperation and multilateralism,
providing certainty to a world full of uncertainties.
Responding to a question on the recent tension between Pakistan and India, Chinese Foreign
Ministry Wang Yi reiterated China's call for calm and restraint. Disagreement should be settled
by goodwill, he asserted.
Ruan said, a centerpiece of Xi Jinping Thought on Diplomacy is to build a community with a
shared future for humanity, experts said. This vision put forth by Xi has won broad support from
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the international community. "We rise and fall together," Wang said at the press conference.
"Instead of minding our own business, we should treat each other as passengers in the same
boat." More and more countries are stepping forward to resist the disturbing trend of
unilateralism and protectionism, he said. China will work with all nations under the principle of
multilateralism to resolutely uphold an international system centered on the United Nations and
an international order underpinned by international law.
The Bet and Road Initiative, proposed by Xi in 2013, has brought countries and regions together
through enhanced trade, infrastructure development, and investment, cultural and people-topeople exchanges.
A total of 152 countries and international organizations have signed cooperation documents with
China on the initiative over the past six years, official statistics show. In April, Xi will host
foreign heads of state and government at the second Belt and Road Forum for International
Cooperation in Beijing. Wang revealed that thousands of delegates from over 100 countries are
expected to attend.
Refuting the "debt trap" claim, Wang said the BRI is instead an "economic pie". Wang said the
fundamental guideline for China's diplomatic work in the new era is Xi Jinping Thought on
Diplomacy, which points the way for navigating through a complex array of issues in today's
world.
"We still have a positive outlook on China-U.S. relations. The two countries will not, and should
not descend into confrontation," he said. Xu Xiujun, a research fellow with the Institute of World
Economy and Politics at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences, said cooperation remains the
main theme of China-U.S. ties.

The News, 12-03-19
China not to pick sides in Pak-India dispute
BEIJING: According to Chinese media, the Indian high commissioner came back to Pakistan due
to the efforts of China and other countries for de-escalation and a massive military conflict was
averted.
A state media opinion peace says China will not pick sides in the Pakistan-India dispute as its
primary aim is to develop the “poor and backward” Kashmir, adding that Beijing is willing to be
the mediator to defuse tensions between Islamabad and New Delhi.
The editorial dismissed India’s concerns about China’s consistent support to Jaish-e-Mohammad
(JeM) chief MasoodAzhar, by not allowing him to be listed as a terrorist in the UN Security
Council UNSC).
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“The disputed Kashmir region is not destined to be poor and backward forever. This is China’s
goal and should also be the goal of both India and Pakistan. If the two countries can meet each
other halfway, it would help them to build mutual trust, lay the foundation for peaceful
negotiations and especially strengthen their cooperation on anti-terrorism together with China,”
nationalistic tabloid Global Times said in an opinion piece.
“China will not pick sides in India-Pakistan disputes. Aiming at easing the two countries’
conflicts and improving the anti-terrorist situation, China will play the role of a mediator and
facilitator amid the ongoing tensions,” the opinion piece said.
The editorial said it was “irresponsible” to blame China for protecting alleged terrorists.
“However, some Indians doubt China’s efforts. Some Indian experts blamed China for
‘continued protection’ of terrorists who were allegedly based in Pakistan and launched the
Pulwama terror attack in February. And many Indian analysts regard China’s Belt and Road
Initiative (BRI) as a geopolitical threat,” it said.
“Such irresponsible statements are not supported by facts. Foreign ministers of China, Russia,
and India held the 16th trilateral meeting on February 27. During the meeting, they vowed to
eradicate breeding grounds of terrorism and extremism. In fact, China, Pakistan, and India share
common interests in combating terrorism. It is time for India to stop the groundless accusations,”
it said.
The editorial however said that India should overcome its prejudices against the BRI as it would
boost cooperation and help bring stability to the region.
“And India should also understand this: Although China supported Pakistan in alleviating
poverty and wiping out terrorism, Beijing is not an enemy of New Delhi. Just the opposite: China
proposed and launched the BRI, which not only meets India’s needs for infrastructure
construction but also helps ease India-Pakistan tensions,” it said.
“We believe that political consultation must be the only channel to resolve the disputes. This is
China’s consistent policy, and nothing will change China’s firm stand in promoting peaceful
negotiations between India and Pakistan,” it said.
Meanwhile, China said it was only through discussions that a “responsible solution” could come
out on the issue of listing MasoodAzhar as a terrorist at the UNSC.
The Chinese foreign ministry’s comment comes in the backdrop of the US, the UK and France
moving a fresh proposal at the UNSC to list MasoodAzhar as a global terrorist in the aftermath
of the JeM claiming responsibility for the suicide attack in Kashmir’s Pulwama on February 14.
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According to reports, the resolution was expected to be taken up by the 1267 committee of the
UNSC on March 13. China has thrice blocked the move by India and other UN members.
“First I would like to say that the UNSC as a main body of the UN has strict standards and rules
of procedures... China’s position on the designation of a terrorist by the 1267 Sanctions
Committee is consistent and clear,” foreign ministry Lu Kang said on Monday when asked about
the upcoming proposal.
“China (has) adopted a responsible attitude, follows the rules of the procedure of the committee
and participated in the discussions in a responsible manner. Only through discussions can we
come up with a responsible solution,” Lu said.
To a second question whether the issue of MasoodAzhar’s ban figured in China’s talks with
Pakistan, Lu said: “Recently, India and Pakistan has experienced a lot. We think those indents
are not in the interest of peace and stability in the region. We have engaged in mediation efforts
with both sides and held talks to promote the easing of tensions. We made enormous efforts.
While exchanging ideas security is an important topic and I can say that our talks were wide
ranging and quite deep,” he said.

The News, 12-03-19
New generation of Chinese driverless trains in 2020
BEIJING: A new, faster generation of driverless magnetic levitation trains is set to debut in
China as early as 2020, according to state media. But those dreaming of eye-wateringly fast,
record-breaking bullet trains will have to sit tight. These trains are medium-low-speed maglev,
though still impressively quick. Built and developed independently in China by CRRC Zhuzhou
Locomotives Co. Ltd., they will be the company's third generation of medium-low-speed maglev
trains.
The newly developed maglev prototype will run at a speed of 200 kph -- 40 kph faster than the
2.0 version and double the speed of the 1.0 version. When finished, the trains will be the fastest
commercial maglevs developed and built completely by Chinese firms.

The News, 13-03-19
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‘Xinjiang camps will ‘gradually’ disappear’
BEIJING: A Chinese official on Tuesday rejected international criticism of internment camps in
the restive Xinjiang region, calling them job training centers that will "gradually disappear" if
"one day society no longer needs it".
Nearly one million Uighurs and other mostly Muslim Turkic minorities are being held in
detention centers in Xinjiang, according to estimates cited by a UN panel. A US official
described the situation in Xinjiang as "horrific".
But Beijing has denied the accusations, saying people are attending "vocational education
centers" to rid them of any extremist thoughts in a region that was hit by deadly riots and attacks
in recent years.
"Our education and training centers have been set up according to our needs. The students that
come in to learn, it´s a dynamic number that changes," ShohratZakir, the chairman of Xinjiang´s
government, told journalists on the sidelines of China´s annual parliamentary meeting.
"As a whole, the number of people in the education centers should be less and less, and if one
day society no longer needs it, these education centers can gradually disappear," he said, without
providing the number of people at the facilities.
Former inmates have said they found themselves incarcerated for transgressions such as wearing
long beards and face veils or sharing Islamic holiday greetings on social media. Critics allege
Uighurs in the camps are being brainwashed in a massive campaign to enforce conformity with
Chinese society and the abandonment of Islam.
Shohrat also hit out at "certain individuals", whom he says "sensationalized" the number of
people in these centers. "It´s not like that," he said, calling on reporters to visit Xinjiang.
Journalists are harassed and surveilled by local authorities when reporting in the western Chinese
region.
"There´s just a very tragic, and I think, a horrific situation there," US envoy on religious freedom
Sam Brownback told reporters in a conference call. Xinjiang, which shares a border with several
countries including Pakistan and Afghanistan, has long suffered from violent unrest, which
China claims is orchestrated by an organised "terrorist" movement seeking the region's
independence.
It has implemented a massive, high-tech security crackdown, which it says has prevented any
violent incidents in over two years. But many Uighurs and Xinjiang experts say the violent
episodes stem largely from spontaneous outbursts of anger at Chinese cultural and religious
repression, and that Beijing plays up terrorism to justify tight control of the resource-rich region.
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The News, 13-03-19
Two pilots die in Chinese fighter jet crash
BEIJING: A Chinese navy fighter jet crashed during training on the southern island province of
Hainan on Tuesday, killing two pilots, the defense ministry said. There were "no casualties on
the ground," the ministry said in a statement, adding that the cause of the accident was under
investigation.
China´s military, which is undergoing a well-funded modernization drive, has had other
accidents in recent years.
An air force plane crashed in Guizhou province during a training exercise in January 2018,
killing crew members on board, the air force said, without revealing the number. State media
reported the crash of an aircraft carrier-based J-15 fighter in April 2018 during training, resulting
in the death of the pilot. In 2015, two pilots died during a training session when their plane
engine caught fire shortly after takeoff, state media reported at the time.
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The News, 13-03-19
Proposals for CPEC Phase II compiled
LAHORE: Pakistan-China Joint Chamber of Commerce and Industry (PCJCCI) has compiled
proposals for second phase of China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC), which will be
presented at the International CPEC conference 2019, a statement said on Tuesday.
The proposals were derived in a seminar, in which MueenBatlay, a distinguished strategist and
analyst of the international organization; “Obortunity” spoke.
The seminar was also addressed by a number of local experts, including Ahmad Hasnain, vice
president and Dr Muhammad IqbalQureshi, chairman standing committee of the PCJCCI on
research, it added.
The speakers were of the unanimous view that the local industry should endeavour to adopt
contemporary ways to come at par with the modern world for the production of value-added
products.

The News, 14-03-19
Beijing reaffirms earlier stance: China blocks India at UNSC
NEW YORK: China blocked on Wednesday India’s bid to designate Jaish-e-Mohammed chief
MasoodAzhar as a global terrorist in the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) 1267 list.
China on Wednesday hinted that it may once again block the move, saying only “the solution
that is acceptable to all sides” is conducive to resolve the issue.
China put a technical hold on a proposal in the UN Security Council to ban MasoodAzhar just
before the close of the deadline. The request was moved by Britain, France and the United
States, while Germany also joined as co-sponsor of the move on Wednesday.
China has blocked the move by India and others states three times in the past. In a note sent to
the Council, China said it needed more time to examine the sanctions request targeting
MasoodAzhar, diplomats said.
In case of implementation, a UNSC designation would have subject MasoodAzhar to an assets
freeze, travel ban and arms embargo. Earlier in the day, China had signaled that it was not yet
prepared to step aside and allow the UNSC to list terror the JeM founder as an international
terrorist.
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In response to a question on China’s stance on banning MasoodAzhar at the 1267 committee of
the UNSC, Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesperson Lu Kang said Beijing wanted a closure of the
issue, based on consensus achieved through dialogue. “I want to say that China always adopts a
responsible attitude, engage in consultations with various parties and properly deal with this
issue,” Lu said.
“The discussions, I want to say must follow the rules and procedures of the relevant bodies and
only the solution that is acceptable to all sides is conducive for resolving the issue,” he added.
Lu said the Chinese position on MasoodAzhar was delinked from the immediacy of the
Wednesday’s vote at the 1267 committee of the UNSC. “First, I want to clarify that I don’t recall
saying anything about the deadline about the UNSC committee and other UN subsidiary bodies,”
he stated.
India has expressed disappointment in the outcome and said it will continue to pursue “all
possible avenues to ensure terrorist leaders are brought to justice”.
“We are disappointed by this outcome. We will continue to pursue all available avenues to
ensure that terrorist leaders who are involved in heinous attacks on our citizens are brought to
justice,” said the Indian Ministry of External Affairs.
The Indian opposition, particularly the Congress, took a dig at Prime Minister NarendraModi for
failing at diplomatic levels.
“A sad day in the global fight against terrorism. China blocking MasoodAzhar’s designation as
global terrorist reaffirms Chinese position of being an inseparable ally of Pakistan. Sadly,
Modiji’s foreign policy has been a series of diplomatic disasters,” Congress spokesperson
Randeep Singh Surjewala said.

The News, 14-03-19
Civilians trapped as Myanmar rebels squabble over expected China boom
NARMAKHOR, Myanmar: With artillery exploding around her village in Myanmar´s northeast,
70-year-old Nan Nyunt fled to a monastery, one of thousands of civilians trapped between rebel
groups who are fighting for influence as a China-driven economic boom looms.
"Houses were on fire and a buffalo died," she told AFP, huddled on the floor with other elderly
displaced people.
She is one of several thousand forced to flee their homes, many multiple times, since fighting
flared up in November in this normally peaceful area popular with tourists, who arrive by train
from Mandalay to explore the hills.
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"I´m still scared but I just want to go back home," she said. Swathes of Shan state, like many of
the country´s restive borderlands, have been embroiled in conflict for decades.
The unrest is fiendishly complex, with a web of ethnic armed groups fighting Myanmar´s
military for land, resources and autonomy.
Shan is also the hub of Myanmar´s multi-billion dollar drug trade.
Beijing, which already invests heavily in ports, pipelines, dams and mines across Myanmar, is
now looking at scaling up projects in the border area of Shan. Special economic zones are
planned, while a high-speed rail link and expressway are expected to bisect the country, reaching
the Chinese-built port of Kyaukphyu in Rakhine State on the Bay of Bengal.
The potential riches of controlling the China-Myanmar Economic Corridor (CMEC) is a "huge
factor" behind the current clashes, said Yangon-based independent analyst David Mathieson.
"(It) is going to be astonishingly lucrative and they (ethnic armed groups) all want their cut," he
explained. There have been cyclical attempts by Shan rebel factions to encroach on rivals´
territory, but now they are turning on each other with increased ferocity.
China is pumping investment into infrastructure schemes across the region and all the way to
Europe as part of its "One Belt, One Road" project.
But Myanmar, one of Southeast Asia´s least developed countries, has a complicated relationship
with investment from its northern neighbour. A Chinese-funded dam at Myitsone on the
AyeyarwadyRiver in northern Kachin state was mothballed in 2011 after widespread protests
over the environmental damage likely to be wrought while returning little to local people. But
Myanmar is now under pressure to revive the scheme. If completed, the $3.6 billion project
would flood an area twice the size of Singapore and displace thousands. The Kyaukphyu port
also riled locals fearing Myanmar debt would pay for a project beneficial to China.

The News, 14-03-19
China pledges to do more to attract foreign investment
BEIJING: China expects to see wider opening-up as it pledges to do more to attract foreign
investment and promote global cooperation at the annual two sessions of the elected
representatives.
"We will promote all-round opening-up and foster new strengths in international economic
cooperation and competition," Chinese Premier Li Keqiang said while delivering the government
work report to the legislative session of the NPC.
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At the session, further relax of controls over market access has been announced, a draft foreign
investment law will be deliberated, and the Belt and Road cooperation has been promoted.
The government will further shorten the negative list which outlines fields off-limits to foreign
investors, NingJizhe, deputy director of the National Development and Reform Commission, told
a press conference on the sidelines of the annual legislative session.
China will roll out more opening measures to the agriculture, mining, manufacturing and service
sectors, and allow wholly foreign-funded enterprises to operate in more sectors, Ning said.
China saw a record foreign direct investment of 135 billion U.S. dollars in 2018 despite a global
economic downturn and rising protectionism. Along with the efforts to attract foreign businesses,
China is also stepping up the implementation of the Belt and Road Initiative (BRI) to benefit
more participants.
To date, a total of 152 countries and international organizations have signed cooperation
documents with China on the BRI. "Many countries along the Belt and Road have shown their
intention to cooperate with Chinese manufacturers," said Wu Gang, a national political advisor
and chairman of wind power firm Xinjiang Goldwind Science & Technology. "We are more
confident in going global under the government's favorable policies related to the BRI," said Wu,
whose business has gained great market shares in Pakistan and Australia. According to the
government work report, China will continue to "promote the joint pursuit" of the BRI, aiming at
"shared growth through discussion and collaboration."

The News, 15-03-19
China introduces HR progress in Xinjiang at UN level
BEIJING: Chinese delegates attending a UN side-event in New York introduced to foreign
diplomats the progress in human rights promotion in China's Xinjiang Uygur Autonomous
Region.
As part of the 40th session of the UN Human Rights Council, the side-event was sponsored by
China's Permanent Mission to the UN Office at Geneva (UNOG) and the China Society of
Human Rights Studies.
According to the official sources here, Yu Jianhua, head of the China's Mission to the UNOG,
said at the side-event that today's Xinjiang enjoys faster development and greater stability than
ever before, and all ethnic groups in the region have full protection for their economic, political,
social, cultural, and environmental rights.
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Yet for political purposes, some have spread rumors and told lies about what happens in Xinjiang
in the hope of defaming China and the Chinese government. Saying that the vocational education
and training centers in Xinjiang are the right choice, the Chinese diplomat stressed that China
will never allow terrorism and extremism to drag Xinjiang back or to take away what the people
have earned for a happy life.

The News, 15-03-19
Chinese presence in Indian Ocean a challenge: India
LONDON: Indian Navy chief Admiral Sunil Lanba said that China's growing presence in the
northern part of the Indian Ocean is a challenge for India but New Delhi is keeping a close eye
on the deployment of Chinese ships and submarines in the region.
Admiral Lanba, who is on a four-day visit to Britain, also said that no nation has invested as
much as China in shipbuilding, international media reported.
The growing presence of the Chinese navy in the Indian Ocean where it already acquired a
logistic base at Djibouti has aroused concerns in India besides acquisition of the Hambantota port
in Sri Lanka on a 99-year lease.
“No nation has invested as much as China in shipbuilding. It is a challenge; we keep a close eye
on their presence and deployments... it is here to stay,” he said during a conversation at the
Institute of Strategic Studies in London on Wednesday.
He referred to the presence of an estimated six to eight Chinese naval ships in the northern part
of the Indian Ocean at any given time as well as submarines.
Admiral Lanba, during a discussion on ‘Martime strategy and its contribution to the Indo-Pacific
and global commons’, said India sees “no post-Brexit challenges” but only opportunities for
greater synergies with the UK in naval cooperation.
“Over the years, our multi-faceted bilateral relations have grown from strength to strength to a
sustained and mutually beneficial friendship.
We have a common perspective on maritime challenges and agree to develop a cooperative
framework to face them,” Admiral Lanba said.
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